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4,032,374
are shown in the following TABLE I, wherein approxi-

CINNAMIC ACID CONTAINING PYROTECHNIC mtately equal portions of each ingredient were used.
SMOKE COMPOSITION TABLE I

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION (remperutute ci Eitothermic DecomposlilOn b) Differential

The present invention relates to a smoke composi- Thermal Analyvis)

tion, and more particularly to a non-toxic smoke com. COMPOSITION TEMPERATURE

position which can be used to simulate fires for training " sucroe/KCiO, 140" C.
purposes. LacioseIKCIO, Ig0o C.

Various devices and compositions are presently used Io FrsCinnamic Acid/KCG 260K C.

to simulate a fire for training purposes, For examples, Traroi.Cinnamic Acid/SucroseKCOK, 170 C
one such device currently in u:e by the Navy for train- Trans.Cinnamic Acid/Lactose/KKCIO, 210" C

ing of personne! in fire fighting procedures and the use
of gas masks resembles a hand grenade. A grenade As can be seen from TABLE I, sucrose decomposes
igniting fuze is fitted in a cylindrical metal body and S at a lower temperature than lactose and thus would be
quantity of oil is provided in an upper chamber and a preferably for the volatilization of trans-cinnamic acid.
fuel mixture is provided in the base. A venturi tube Also, the fact that the decomposition of trans-cinnamic
extends from directly above the fuel mixture through acid by potassium chlorate occurs at a higher tempera-
the oil chamber to the top of the pot. There are small ture than the decomposition of the sugar, shows that it
openings, each sealed with low-melting-point solder, in 20 is possible to vaporize the trans-cinnamic acid without
the venturi tube; one into the oil chamber, the other decomposition, by means of the combustion of sugar.
into the space above the oil surface. There are three The following examples will illustrate the preferred
tape-covered holes in the top of the pot. When the fuze embodiments of the invention wherein parts and per-
ignition mixture ignites the starter mixture at the lower c
end of the venturi tube, the fuel mixture starts burning. centages are by weight unless otherwise specified.

Heat melts the solder in the venturi tube openings and
the oil flows into the venturi tube where it is vaporized, EXAMPLE I
This vapor passes upward and emits through the vent
holes in the top of the smoke pot. Upon emission, it 'frans-C'innamic Acid 47.5

Sucroseri 2.0condenses to form a dense white cloud. 30 Iassium chiorate 2q.O
One disadvantage of the grenade-type smoke pot is Sodium bicarbonate , 5

that personnel are required to be in respiratory protec- Diatomite Siuca 5.0

live devices prior to commencing a fire drill and thus
the value of the smoke for realistic training is greatly The trans-cinnamic acid, sucrose, potassium chlorate
reduced, Additionally, such devices cannot be used 35 and sodium bicarbonate were mixed dry and then
aboard submarines operating submerged due to the enough cellulose nitrate was added as a 40 percent
toxic affect of the smoke. solution in acetone to make the mixture stiff, but not

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION visibly wet or pasty. It is estimated that the amount of
dry cellulose nitrate so added equaled 2 to 5 percent of

The present invention relates to a non-toxic smoke 40 the total weight of composition. As the cellulose nitrate
composition wherein trans-cinnamic acid is used as ih,.W is used for a binder, its exact weight is not critical to the
smoke-producing agent. The trans-cinnamic acid is formula.
volatilized by burning a potassium chlorate/sugar mix- The mixture was air dried for about an hour until theture. In the preferred embodiment, a small amount of smell o' acetone was nearly gone and the mixture was
sodium bicarbonate is added as a cooling agent, diato. 5 then crushed to a ponwder and the diatomite silica was

mite silica is added as a filler and nitrocellulose is added. The mixture was then lightly tamped by hand
added as a binder a into a fish paper tube having an internal diameter of 33

It is therefore a general object of the present inven- mm. A layer of first fire composition was placed on one
tion to provide a smoke composition for use in simulat- end of the candle to facilitate ignition. The first fhie
ing fires for training purposes. .0 composition used is described in MIL-STD-720, and

Other objects, advantages and novel features of the consists of 50 percent of barium nitrate, 20 percen' of
invention will become apparent from the following silicon, 1)percentoftetranitroc-bazole, I5 percent of
detailed description of the iovention, zirconium hydride and 5 percent of a binder solution.

L DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED he candle was ignited by the first fire and, t'f'er
EMBODIMENT ignition, the flame was extinguished, and the candlic

continued to smoke without again bursting into flame.
The candle burned to completion at a somewhat irregu-•: utilizes trans-cinnamic acid as the smoke producingagent. Pyrotechnic volatilization of trans-cinnamic acid lar rate leaving a case filled with a fluffy black powder.

isagent.cPyotplishehni vliziong apoftrans inicm c racgidr 60rhe total weight of the candle was 3 2g an,! the weight
is accomplished by burning a potassium chlorate/sugar 60 of the ash was 8g. The smoke produced was of moder-
mixture.

Trans-cinnamic acid, also known as trans-B-phenyla- ately good volume.
crylic acid, is a white crystalline solid which has a melt-
ing point of 135" C. and a normal boiling point of 300' EXAMPLE 11C. 65 EXAMPLEil

The decomposition temperatures of various mixtures "rans-Cmnnamic Acid 4.0
of sugar, trans-cinnamic acid and potassium chlorate Sucrose

Potassium chlorate 25
were determined by differential thermal analys's and Sodium hbcarbhontta

10



4,032,374

FXAMIPI.1. il.-contlntied IXMIFVc)lite

The ingredients were mixed and a candle was made 5 The ingredients were mixed as described in EXAM-
as described in EXAMPLE I. A layer of first fire corn- PLE I and a candle was made with a hollow core of 6.4
position was added and the candle burned as in EXAM- mm. The hollow core was filled with a first fire compo-
PLE I. The total weight of the candle was 42g. and the sition and ignited. The candle smoked intensely for 15
weight of the ash was 9g. The candle burned for 1.5 seconds and then died down and went out. A thin layer
minutes and the smoke produced was of moderately 10 of melted, rehardened material covered the lower half
good volume, of the candle.

It will now be readily apparent that the present inven-
tion provides a pyrotechnic smoke composition which
can be used to simulate fires for training personnel in

EXAMPLE Il! _ 15 fire fighting techniques.
Trans-Cinnamic Acid 58.0 Obviously many modifirations and variations of the
Sucros 10.0
Potassium chlorate 23.0 present invention are possible in the light of the above
Sodium bicarbonate 5.5 teachings. IL is therefore to be understood that the
Diatamite silica .invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifi-

20 cally described.

The ingredients were mixed and a candle was made We claim:
as described in EXAMPLE I. A layer of first fire com- I. A non-toxic smoke composition comprised, by
position was added and the candle burned as in EXAM- weight, ofbetween 45.5 parts and 75.5 parts of cinnamic acid,
PLE I. The candle burned for 3 minutes anl the smoke 25 between 5.5 parts and' 72.5 parts of sugar,
produced was of moderately good volume. between 5. parts and 2. parts of suga r abetween 13 parts and 29 parts of potassium chlorate,

between 4 parts and 10.5 parts of sodium bicarbon-
EXAMPLE IV ate,

between 2 parts and 5 parts of diatomite silica, and
Trans-Cinnamic Acid 45.5 30 between 2 parts and 5 parts of a binder.Sucrose 12,0Pots c270 2. A non-toxic smoke composition as set forth in
Potassium chlorate 27.5copstn
Sodium bicarbonate 10.5 claim I whereiir said sugar is sucrose.
Diatomite silica 4,5 3. A non-toxic smoke compostion as set forth in

claim 1 wherein said sugar is lactose.
The ingredients were mixed and a candle was made 35 4. A non-toxic smoke composition as set forth inclai Inrdet wherei siaed bindd is nitdleellulosee

and burned as described in EXAMPLE I. The candle claim 1 wherein said binder is nitrocellulose.
burned for 3.5 minutes and the smoke produced was of 5. A non-toxic smoke composition comprised, aymoderately good volume, weight, ofabout 48 parts of cinnamic acid,

40 about 12 parts of sucrose,

EXAMPLE V about 29 parts of potassium chlorate,
about 7 parts of sodium bicarbonate,

Tfans-Cinnamic Acid 75.5 about 4 parts of diatomite silica, and

Posuum chlorte . between 2 and 5 parts of nitrocellulose.
Sodium bicarbonate 4.0 45

50

55

60

65
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4,007,690 2

PRACTICE BOMB SIGNAL FOR DAY OR NIGHT BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
OPERATION FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION embodiment of the present invention;
5 FIG. 2 is a sectional view showing the invention being

The invention relates to practice bomb cartridges fired;
and more particularly to a practice bomb cartridge FIG. 3 is a sectional view, similar to FIG. 1, of an-
which will not start fires when detonated in grass or other embodiment,
woods during the dry months. FIG. 4 is a partial sectional view showing a bore rider

Various types of signal cartridges are used in practice 10 pin arrangement; and
bombs which are launched from aircraft to indicate the FIG. 5 is a side view of a bore rider pin.

point of bomb impact. The cartridge is fitted into the
signal cavity of the practice bomb and, when the bomb DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
is dropped, impact forces a firing pin against the signal EMBODIMENTS
primer, and ignites an expelling charge. The expelling 15 Referring now to the drawing, there is shown in FIG.
charge, which is usually smokeless powder, ignites and I, a cartridge case I I having a primer 12 in on, end
expels a phosphorus composition, such as red phospho- and arranged to be detonated when struck by the tang
rus, to produce a flash of light and a puff of white of a firing pin. An expelling charge 13, such as a quan-
smoke. While signal cartridges containing phosphorus tity of either black or smokeless powder, is positioned
provide, upon detonation, an excellent signal, these 20 near primer 12 and firing of primer 12 will cause igni-
cartridges havc the disadvantage in that the burning of tion of expelling charge 13. An ampoule 14 of frangible
the phosphorus composition start fires and therefore material is placed within cartridge case I I near the
the cost of fire protection services and damage claims forward end which is closed with a spacer 15 and iin
are significantly high. end cap 16. The frangible ampoule 14 is filled with a

In order to-reduce the danger of fires, one military 2 chemical payload 17 such as an air/water reactive ma-
cartridge casi- is filled with an inert material, uuch ws tcrial which, when dispersed will provide a cloud visible
zinc oxide powder. Upon detonation, the expelling in daylight. By way of exampk, titaniun tetrachloride
charge expels a cloud of zinc oxide powder. This cloutu, ('FIC14) has successfully been dispersed to provide a
however, is not visible at night and the use of an inert visible cloud and also a mixture comprised of fifty per-
material such as zinc oxide is limited to daytime opera- .1 cent titanium tetrachloride and fifty percent vanadium
tion. cn iaimttahoieadffypretvndu

In U.S. Pat. No. 3,810,426, entitled "Gun Launcied oxytrichloride has been used.
Trraining Projectile", which issued May 14, 1974, t A flashcube 18 is positione- within cartridge case I I

TraiingProectie",whih isuedMay14, 974 to and is separated from frangible ampoule 14 by a spacerAlan C. Baker, there is disclosed a marking projectile a
which has a flashcube mounted in the body. Upon 35 19. Flashcube 18 is commercially available and is of the
impact of the projectile, a hammer drives actuating type that can flash without batteries. The flashcube is
fingers into the base of the flashcube to fire the flash- provided with a percussive primer in its base whichlamps and provide an impact signal. fires the lamp when struck by a tensioned spring. Each

lamp has its own spring which is held under tension by
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 40 a tiny retaining pin. When the spring is lifted over the

The present invention relates to a signal cartridge for retaining pin, the freed spring immediately staps
displaying the location of a practice bomb during day sharply against the flashcube's metal tube to fire the
or night operation and, more particularly, relates to a primer. The primer sparks fly upward and ignite zirco-
signal cartridge which, when fired, is not likely to start nium foil within the lamp to provide a bright flash.
grass or forest fires. 45 As best shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings, an initiator

An expelling charge is provided in a cartridge case 21 is closely fitted in cartridge case I I an is provided
near a primer, and a flashcube and chemical payload with a firing pin 22 having a tang 23 which is designed
are positioned within the cartridge case and aze cx- to release the spring in the base of flashcube 18. A
pelled upon ignition of the expelling charge. A firing spring 24 is provided to supply the necessary force to
device is provided adjacent the flashcube, however, a 5) move firing pin 22 against flashcube 18, however, a
bore rider device is provided which prevents flashing of bore rider pin 25 prevents firing pin 22 from being
the flashcube until the flashcube extends out,.ide the actuated until flashcube 18 is outside cartridge case 11.
cartridge. During daylight, the ejection of the chemical Bore rider pin 25 is provided with a flat portion 26
payload forms a cloud which is visible. Durinig night which has a slot 27 therein which is greater in width
operations, the flashcube provides light which is scat- s5 than the diameter of tang 23 but less in width than the
tered and reflected by the particles in the cloud to diameter of pin 22. A spring 28 is provided in bore 29
provide a display. of initiator 21 and, when bore rider pin 25 clears car-

It is therefore a general object of the present inven- tridge case 11, spring 28 causes bore rider pin 25 to be
tion to provide a signal cartridge which i an be used ejected thereby releasing firing pin 22.
during either day or night operations to provide a signal 60 OPERATION
for locating a practice bomb.

Another object of the present inventioa is to provide By way of example, the signal cartridge of the present
a signal cartridge which is safe to use in grassy and invention might be used in a practice bomb of the type
woxded areas and which will not start fires. shown in U.S. Pat. No. 3,635,162, which issued Jan. 18,

Other objects, advantages and novel features of the 65 1972, to Carl W. Lohkamp and James E. Short, Jr. In
present invention will become apparent from the fol- this practice bomb, the signal cartridge is loosely fitted
lowing detailed description of ,:he invention when con- in the bore of the practice bomb and, upon impact of
sidered in conjunction with tht accompanying drawing. the bomb with the ground, or some target, the momen-
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turntt' htI it signal k att idtld c kitus's thlie it ittet to sitil t a i it Ovld la t oi A it i ight display. As detotiition of I lie.'
[lllllu 1111t it;ltridge signal does toit pioduce heat or flatie, the

)Detnllatioln ill prt 'l mei 12 causes ig lltll tll •it'l e cI ItIIg mitit itm tit ' fires in grass ti, wo•K .ed areas has lieetn
charge 13 whiclh ihows ffl end cap 16 and dischiarges clinuttitated.
the items inside cartridge case II. As shown in FIG. 2 5 Obviously many modifications and variations of the
tf the drawing, the pressure build-up inside cartridge present invention are possible in the light of the above
case I I causes ampoule 14 to break thereby dispersing teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within
the chemical payload 17. The chemical payload, such the scope of the appended claims the invention may be
as a quantity of titanium tetrachloride, reacts with the practiced otherwise than as specifically described.
air, and the moisture in the air, to provide a cloud 10 I claim:
thereby providing a signal which is visual and indicates I. A signal cartridge for use in a practice bomb for
the point of impact of the practice bomb. indicating a point of impact comprising,

As initiator 21 moves along the cartridge case I I cartridge case, . I
bo~re rider pin 25 prevents firing pin 22 from actuating a primer in said cartridge case arranged to be deto-

flashcube 18 and bore rider pin 25 is prevented from 1-5 nated by a first firing pin.
moving by the inside of cartridge. When bore rider pin n expelling charge adjacent said primer,
25 passes the end of cartridge case 1I, spring 28 ejects a quantity of marking material within said cartridge

bore rider pin 25 anid spring 24 moves firing pin 22 o case for forming a signal cloud upon discharge

that tang 23 will trigger flashcube 18. It can he seen from said cartridge case by said expelling charge,

that flashcube I is, at the time otf flashing, outside ot 20 a dpercussively)ignitable flashcube v.ithin said car-
cartridge case, and the light is scattered and reflected trids case, andpartcle of he lou to rovde dislayfor means fornfashing said flashcube after said flashcube
by the particles of the cloud to provide a display for is expelled from said cartridge case, said means
night exercises. including a seCurnd firing pin engageable with said

Referring now to FIG. 3 of the drawings, there is 2 flashcube and a tire rider pin for preventing actua-
shown another embJdiment wherein the frangible am- tion of said second firing pin until said bore rider
poule is eliminated and a quantity of display material pin passes the end of said cartridge case.
31 is placed directly in cartridge case II. By way of 2. A signal cartridge for use in a practice bomb for
example, the display material might be a fluorescent indicating a point of impact as set forth in claim I
dye, glitter material, ground glass or other inert mate- wherein said quantity of marking material is an air/wa-
rial. In feasibility tests conducted at the Naval Weapons : ter reactive material and is contained in a saled frangi-
Support Center, Crane, Indiana, high-temperature flu- ble container within said cartridge case.
orescent dyes produced brillant clouds of yellow, 3, A signal cartridge for use in a practice bomb for
green, red. and orange which were distinguishable from indicating a point of impact as set forth in claim 2
a one mile observation point. High temperature fluo- wherein said air/water reactive material is titanium
rescent dyes are commercially available and can be 35 tetrachloride.
obtained from the Hercules, Inc., Wilmington, Del. 4. A signal cartridge for use in a practice bomb for
19899 (Radiant Fluorescent Pigments) or from the indicating a Ix)int of impact as set forth in claim 2
Day-glo Color Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, 44103 (Day-glo wherein said air/water reactive material is a mixture of
Pigments). 4o equal parts of titanium tetrachloride and vanadium

It can thus be seen that the present invention pro- oxytrichloride.
vides a cartridge signal which, when detonated, can * * * *
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1541 METHOD FOR DISPOSAL OF TRACE~R Primary Examiner-G, Ozaki
BULLETS A4*iorney, Agens, or FArm-R. S. Sciascia; Paul S.

(751 Inventors: William E. Doades, Otwell; James E. Collignon
Short, Jr., Switz City, Karen S.BTRC
Wharnall, Shoals, all of Ind. 1571 ASRC

1731Assgnee Th Unted tats ofAmeicaA method for disposing of tracer bullets having in a
(71Asge:TeUie ttso mrc s steel bullct a pyrotechnic material containing stron 4

4 represented by the Secretary 91 tihe tium nitrate, magnesium, strontium peroxide, polyvi-
Navy Wasingon, .C.nyl chloride, calcium resinate, barium peroxide, oxam-

1221 Filed: Sept. 25, 1975 ide, zinc stesrate, polyethylene, strontium oxalate and
lead dioxide, with strontium nitrate and magnesium

(211 Appl. No.: 616,6"1 accounting for about sixty percent of the total mate-
(52)US.Cl...........5/10 U;75121; rial. The pyrotechnic material is removed from the
152 US Cl......................... 7/10 R;73121; steel bullet by drilling and the steel is used as scrap.

423/155; 423/395 Strontium nitrate is first removed from the material by
(SI) lInt. CL' ............................. C22B 26/22 dissolving in cold water, and the water solution of
1581 VWs d Ssrch ... ... 75/101 R. 121; 423/155, Strontium nitrate is evaporated to reclaim the stron-

423/393 tium nitrate. The remaining miaterials awe given suc-
cessive washes in hot water, isopropyl alcohol and 4

(SE) 1101111'eK Cited methylene chloride to remove all the other materials
UNITE STAES PAENTSexcept magnesium. The magnesium is dried and

3,930,344 1II!76 parrish et al................ 7S/101 R rcamd
4 Chime, I Dreahf Figur
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a METHOD FOR DISPOSAL OF TRACER BULl.' DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED METHOD

The first step required in the present method is that
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION of removing the pyrotechnic material from the steel

Patent application of Clyde F. Parrish et al, entitled. S bullet. The pyrotechnic material is drilled from the
"Method For Disposal Of Pyrotechnic Waste", Ser. bullet and in a preferred method the drill bit is nmounted
No. 547.535, filed Feb. 6, 197S, now U.S. Pat. No. in a stationary position. A tracer bullet is inserted into
3,930,344. a drill chuck and rotated and then lowered while turn-

ing onto the drill bit. The composition falls down and is
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 collected in a tray.

The present Invention relates to a method for dispos- Most tracer bullets contain varying percentages of
lng of tracer bullets. the sene basic materials with strontium nitrate and

Tracer bullets are normally comprised of a steel, magnesium accounting fov about 60 percent of the
total composition. In the present method, strontiumconk-dl-sheped jacket having a cavity which Containq -. 1 nitrate and magnesium are reclaimed for use in other

pyrotechnic composition. Most tracer compoititions ar n irate and mansium are reclaimed foun othermadefro vayin pecenagesof he amebasl mte. pyrotechnic compositions and thus the amount of pyro-[1 made from varying percentages of the same ba. mate. technic waste which is to be disposed is less than half.
rials and these are, in order of quantity, strontium ni. Additionally, the residual Is primarily Inert materials
trate, magnesium, strontium peroxide, polyvinyl chlor. and is less hazardous than the original compositions.
ide, calcium resinate, barium peroxide, oxamide, zinc 20 Although specific materials and percentages vary for
stearate. polyethylene, strontium oxalate, and lead different types and sizes of tracer bullets, the present
dioxide. The strontium nitrate and magnesium account method is designed so that all tracer compositions can
for about 60 percent of the total. The heretofore be mixed together and be processed by a single
known method of disposing of tracer bullets consisted method. This procedure is not only more economical,
in burning the bullets in metal containers at a burning 23 but prevents errors that could occur if a multiple num-
ground. This method, however, puts degraded pyre- her of processes were employed. The following exam-
technic material into the air and is ecologically un- ples show various compositions for tracer ammunition
sound and not desirable. currently being manafactured by the military depart-mlents:

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 30

The pre.sent invention relate. to a method for dispos.
lng of tlower blullets hnvhtip n 4 pyrtolchaic nt.ptlitlon
which Is absout forty percent strontium nltrate and ME, ̂ ,,uh.U' .A-'u•Strontitum Nitrate 41,9%

about twenty-four percent magnesium. The remaining 3 Magneium 23.1%
materials are strontlum peroxide, polyvinyl chloride, struonium Dioaxide 9.%

Polyvinyi Claorlde 12.91
calcium resinate, barium peroxide, oxamide, zinc stes- Cal.um nealnate 2.%
rate, polyethylene, strontium oxalate and lead dioxide.
The partikular mnterinls nnd perecaingem uied depend ,,,•. aset 1-t 41
on the caliber of the ammunition and also on the partic- 40 Magneslum 2WASl
ular depot which is manufacturing the ammunition. Stronium Dioxide 21.1.

Polyvinyl Chloride II 5%
The pyrotechnic material is removed from the steel Calcium Resifnat I l9%
bullet by drilling and the steel bullet is sufficiently clean Barium Peroxide I.1%

Lead Dioida 1.1%
so that it can go directly to the scrap pile without any
additional processing. The pyrotechnic material is col- 45 ,M25 mr. 30m CA.L

Strontium Ni4ule 4 9%
lected and strontium nitrate is first removed from the Masnesium 22.6%
pyrotechnic composition by immersing the composi- Strontium D)ioaide 20,3%

Polyvinyl Chloride 12,9%
tion in water sufficiently cold so that it will only dis- Calcium Resinate 23.9
solve strontium nitrate. The water solution is then fil-
tered and evaporated to reclaim the Strontium nitrate. Strontiu. m.ld unitt - 1.s 4 9,
The remaining ingredients are given successive washes Masnesium 23.9%

Strontium Diox•de 3.6%
in hot water, in isopropyl alcohol and methylene chlor- Polyvinyl Chloride 6.9%
ide. The solution is decanted after each wash and the Camcium Resihate 2.0%

atrium Peroxide 23.53
remaining material is magnesium, which is then dried .5 Strontium ozaat 1.6%
and reclaimed for subsequent use as a pyrotechnic Zinc Stearale 0.3%
material. Mi Am munit-an LIQ Ca L

4 It is therefore a general object of the present inven. MaOneium Nitr 41.5%
tion to provide an improved method for disposing of Strontium Dioxide 5.9%

tracer bullets without creating air pollution. 60 Polyvinyl Chloride 10.6%Calcium Resinate 1.,9%
Other objects, advantages and novel features of the Barium Peroxide 12.9%

present invention will become apparent from the fol. Strontium Oalatoe 1.1%
lowing detailed description of the invention when con. Zinc Stearele 0.1%

sidered in conjunction with the accompanying drawing, A..h.- -tss
MagnesiumNirt ,5lBRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS Mqnetium iA. is
Strontium Did.k~ L2.I, 9
Polyvinyl Chk~fde 12.6%6

FIG. 5 is a flow-diagram showing the steps of the Calceum ,te 4.1

present invention. oummide 5.7%

19
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.Mt, .. I2,, The present methol of removing th: tracer composi.
Stiontuim Nielte 35 S tion from the steel bullet by drilling and then treating
Malrgon, um 20 1% the composition with water, isopropyl alcohol and
Sift.Mium Dnlo e 29. 7
Polyvinyl Chloklwd I." methylene chloride has two significant advantages over
Caltchm Rehmae 3.3% S burning. Magnesium and strontium nitrate are recov-

ered for reuse in pyrotechnic compositions and also the
tracer composition is not transformed into an atmo-
spheric pollutant.

The present invention is illustrated by the following Obviously many modifications and variations of the
example: 10 present invention are possible in the ligit of the above )

EXAMPLE teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within
the scope of the appended claims the invention inay be

Five hundred 7.62mm tracer bullets were drilled and pricticed otherwise than as specifically describi.d.

th ' pyrotechnic material collected. A No. I twist drill We claim:
(G.228 inch) was mounted in a stationary position and 15 I. A method for di.posing of tracer bullets having a
each tracer bullet was Inserted into a chuck and low- steel casing filled with pyrotechnic material containing
ered turning onto the twist drill. The composition fell strontium nitrate, magnesium, strontium peroxide, pl.I
down and was collected in a tray. The composition is yvinyl chloride, calcium resinate and other pyrotechnic
washed with cold water ( 13' C.) and the mixt'ire was materials, with the combined percentages of strontium

agitated with a magnetic stirrer to dissolve the stron- 20 nitrate and magnesium comprising at least sixty percent
tium nitrate. Any shavings from the steel bullets are of the total percentage of said pyrotechnic material,
attracted to the magnetic stirrer and are easily re- comprising the steps of

moved. The mixture was allowed to settle and the liq- first rotating said steel casing filled with pyrotechnic

uid decanted and filtered. The solution was dried ard material against a stationarily mounted twist drill
"71.3 grams of staontium nitrate were recovered fror' 25 whereby said pyrotechnic material is drilled from

the 500 rounds of tracer bullets. said steel casing and falls onto a collecting tray,

The insoluble residue was next washed with hot water then immersing the collected pyrotechnic material in

and, after the solids were allowed to settle, the liquid water sufficiently cold to dissolve only strontiumnitrate,
was decanted. The optimum temperature for I" hot
water was about 70' C. Temperature greater t 70 30 then decanting the water soluti6n of strontium nitrate

C. gave some fizzing as the magnesium oxidized and and evaporating the water to reclaim strontium
released hydrogen. Temperatures lower than 70' C, nitrate,
resuleed indrogenesiumperatu owas visually less p . then removing all materials of said tracer ammuni-
resulted in magnesium that was visually less pure. tion pyrotechnic material other than magnesium by
Strontium peroxide, calcium resinate, barium peroxide, 33 successive washes of hot water and solvents, and
oxamide, strontium oxalate and lead dioxide are dis. then drying the remaining magnesium for reuse as a
solved by hot water and those that are dissolved are pyrotechnic material.
decanted off with the hot water, 2. A method for dlisploing of tritcer bullets as set

The remaining ingredients are then washed with 13. forth in claim I wherein said pyrotechnic material is
propyl alcohol followed by wash with methylene chlor- 40 immersed in water having a temperature of about 13'
ide. As shown in the drawing, the wash with isopropyl C. to dissolve only strontium nitrate.
alcohol removes strontium peroxide, polyvinyl chlor- 3. A method for disposing of tracer bullets as set
ide, calcium resinate, barium peroxide, oxamide, and forth in claim 2 wherein said pyrotechnic material and
lead dioxide. The wash with methylene chloride re- cold water are agitated by a magnetic stirrer whereby
moves polyvinyl chloride, calcium resinate and zinc 45 any steel sha. "•s resulting from drilling are attracted
stearate. Both the methylene chloride and the isopropyl to said magnetic stirrer.
alcohol are saved for reuse or reclamation. 4. A method for disposing of tracer bullets as set

The remaining ingredient, magnesium, was dried and forth in claim I wherein said successive washes are a
59.3 grams of magnesium were recovered from the 500 water wash with water having a temperature of about
rounds of tracer bullets. The magnesium and strontium so 70' C., followed next by a wash with isopropyl alcohol
nitrate that was recovered was loaded into new tracer and then by a wash with methylene chloride.
rounds am performed satisfactorily when &ied,. * * * e
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1541 SPIN ACTUATED RElEASE MECHANISM 2,449,170 4/1,)4x M•cl ••n et l 10;14

1,421,442 1/I'(14 Si ('lair . . "'1

1751 Inve1itors: Stanley J. Herold, Switz (ity. ,780,0 12/1971 Kul'sia el al 102's I X

Donald E. Lagrange, Washington;,
t ~John E. ILaswell, Bloomfield, aIlI of

Ind. Primary E.xarminer .--)avid H. Brown
! .4torptev, Agent, or Firm.-R. S. Sciascia; Paul S.

1'31 Assignee: The United States of America as
* represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C

1221 Filed: Mar. 19, 1975 1571 ABSTRACT

121F App, No 559,959 A release mechanism for use with an air.dropped store

having a timed firing mechanism which can be set for

1521 U.S. Cl ................................. 102/79; 102/35.6, different tinre intervals. Action is initiated by a plural-

102/83; 244/150 ity of dynamic pressure sensing fins which, upon actu-

1511 Int. Cl. t ............. .. .. . ... .. F42B 4/12; F42C 15/22 ation, first unlock an inertia locking arm and then the

1581 Field of Search ............... 102/79, 83, 84, 4, 35, fins impart a rotation to the store which rotation, in

102/35.6, 37.1, 37.6, 70 R; 244/150, 3.27, turn, causes the locking arm to pivot and initiate a

3.28; 89/1.5 D timer. The timer. in turn, initiates separation of the re-

lease mechanism from the store.

1561 References Cited

UNITED STATES PATENTS 4 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures

2,144,056 1/1939 Halbach ............................... 102/135
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SPIN ACTUATED RELEASE MECHANISM SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to a spin actuated re-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION lease mechanism which is adaptable to be attached to
The present invention relates to a release mechanism 5 an aircraft parachute flare for deploying a parachute

for a pyrotechnic item, such as an aircraft parachute and igniting an illuminating composition. Action is
flare, and more particularly to a release mechanism initiated by a plurality of fins which first unlocks an
Swhich is actuated by fins which first open and then inertia arm to permit rotation or pivoting of this arm,whic is act ated by i ns whic fi st pen nd hen w hich is en ga ged w ith a tim ing m echanism to prevent
impart a spin to the release mechanism to unlock an wi iseengage with a timignechanim to pr
inertia arm preventing operation of a timer. 10 movement, The fins are designed to impart rotation or

An aircraft parachute flare is normally provided with spin to the release mechanism and, when sufficient
three sections or components, namely a parachute, a speed is reached, the inertia arm is pivoted and is disen-

section containing a pyrotechnic composition and a gaged from the timing mechanism. The timing mecha-
hn n nism, in turn, causes the release mechanism to be sepa-

triggering mechanism. The triggering mechanism, in rated from the store and this separation causes a para-
addition to igniting the pyrotechnic composition, fre- chute to deploy and the pyrotechnic composition to be
quently provides for a delay period so that the airci aft ignited.
parachute flare can free fall a predetermined distance It is therefore a general object of the present inven-
prior to parachute opening. This free fall feature per- tion to provide a release mechanism that will eliminate
mits the aircraft parachute flare to be launched or 20 any type of accidental ignition by requiring a predeter-
dropped from relatively high altitudes, but prevents mined speed of rotation before any action can start.
ignition of the pyrotechnic composition until the para- Other objects, advantages and no% el features of the
chute flare is at an altitude such that light from the flare invention will be,,ome apparent from the following
will illuminate the ground below, detailed description when considered in conjunction

As an aircraft parachute flare is an expendable item, 2,S with the accompanying drawings.
possibly the most important features on these flares are BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
the safety features which attempt to prevent accidental
or premature ignition of the pyrotechnic composition. FIG. I is a top view of a pre'erred emmdimcnt of the
As the illuminating materials which are used in present present invention,
day flares provide extreme heat upon burning, any FIG. 2 is a side view of a preferred embodiment
accidental ignition of these flares could result in a cata- showing spin fins in a closed position;

FIG. 3 is a side view similar to FIG. 2 of the drawingstrophic disaster, particularly if the flares are in storage only showing spin fins opening;
aboard a ship. In order to provide some measure of FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken on line 4-4 of FIG."safety, most present day flares are provided with a 15 I showing the release mechanism of the present inven-
safety pin which is kept in position until the flare is tion in a safe condition,
mounted in a launching rack on an aircraft. In the event FIG. 5 is a sectional view similar to FIG, 4 of the
the aircraft returns with flares, the safety pins are rein- drawings only showing the release mechanism in an
serted. unlocked condition;

In one type of fuze widely used by the military de- 40 FIG, 6 is a bottom view of the release mechanism of
partments, a lanyard is provided and has one end at- the present invention showing a lock-.ig arrangement;
tached to the fuze and the other end attached to the FIG. 7 is a bottom view, partly broken away, showing
aircraft. Upon dropping the store to which the fuze is an inertia locking device in a locked condition; and
attached, the lanyard actuates a triggering mechanism FIG. 8 is a bottom view similar to FIG. 7 only show-
which fires the store. While a lanyard is normally suc- 45 ing an inertia locking device in an unlocked condition.
cessful in triggering a fuze, it has a disadvantage of DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
sometimes causing an undesired triggering, such as the EMBODIMENT
dropping of a st,.re during landing or taxing of an air-
craft. In a carrier landing, for example, an accidental Referring now to the drawings, there is shown a hous-
dropping of a flare which is triggered by a lanyard, ý0 ing I I which is releasably attached to a container 12 by
could cause a serious shipboard fire. means of three retractable arms 13, 14, and 15, By way

In order to eliminate the need for a lanyard, a fuze of example, container 12 might contain a quantity of
was developed for the Navy which is initiated by the flare composition and a parachute and a spring (not

shown) might be provided between housing 11 andenvironment. This device is shown and described in t 5 container 12 for separating the housing II from con-U.SF Pat. No. 3,780,659, entitled, "Environmental tainer 12 when arms 13, 14, and 15 are retracted.Fuze Fnr Pyrotechnic Device", which issued DecI 25, As btst shown in FIG . 6 of the drawings, arms 13, 14,1973, to Stanley Kulesza and Max Sapsowitz. In this and IS are pivotally attached to actuator plate 16 by
device, fuze action is started by a plurality of pressuwe means of pins 17. Plate 16, in turn, is rotatably
sensing fins which, upon actuation, initiates a timing 60 mounted on plate 18 and spring 19 is connected to
mechanism and seals a bellows assembly. The bellows plates 16 and 18 to provide the driving force to rotate
assembly monitors the increase of atmospheric pres- plate 16 and, in turn, actuate arms 13, 14, and 15. In
sure as the fuze falls and, if a predetermined pressure FIG. 6, plate 16 is shown in a cocked position and arms
change occurs within a given time period, the firing pin 13, 14, and 15 arc extended. Rotation of plate 16 is
is released to detonate a primer. In the event that the 65 prevented by stop ami 21 which is pivotally attached to
desired pressure change does not occur during a given plate 18 by pin 22. A follower arm 23, which is at-
time interval, the timing mechanism will jam and the tached to a timing mechanism 24, has a pin 25 which is
fuze will remain in a sale condition, biased by spring 26 against disk 27 which is rotated by

25



3,964,3963 4
timing mechanism 24. Spring 26 has one end attached pin 58 is provided on cach fin 37 and is engageablk ' ith
to a post 28 on plate 18 and the other end of spring 16 4 pin retractor 56. This arrangement permits fins 37 to
is attached to pim 29 on the outer end of follower arm partially open before there is anN movement of fin pins
23. Pin 29, additionally, engages with a slot in stop arm 41, otherwise springs 42 would provide a resistive force
21. Disk 27 has a notch 31 in its periphery and when - and keep fins 37 closed. Once fins 37 arc partially
pin 25 moves intp notch 31, pin 29 pivots stop arm 21 opened, wind will apply a greater force to them thereby
about pin 22 and stop arm 21 is disengaged from actua- opening fins 37 fully and withdrawing fin pins 41. Also
tor plate 16. Upon disengageenict of stop arm 21 from this arrangement permits a coupling between fins 37
plate 16, spring 19 causes plate 16 to be rotated and having a circular or pivotal movement and fin pins 41
arms 13, 14, and 15 are retracted. By way of example, 10 having a linear movement. When a fin 37 is opened, pin
timing mechanism might be purchased as an assembled 58 will move in a circular pattern and engage pin re-
item and one source is M. H. Rhodes, Inc., Hartford, tractor 56. Pin retractor 56 will also move in a circular
Connecticut. pattern and arm 57 will engage pin 55. Continued

Referring now to FIGS. I and 4 of the drawings, a movement of arm 57 against pin 55 will cause fin pin 41
knob 32 is rotatably attached to housing 1 by a shaft 1 to retract. A spring 59 is provided for each fin 37 and
33 which is connected to timing mechanism 24 through provides a small force to keep a fin in a closed position
actuator 34. Shaft 33 has two square sections 35 and 36 until the release mechanism is launched into an air-
that fit, respectively, in square holes in knob 32 and stream.
actuator 34. A square adapter 35 is pinned to shaft 36
of timing mechanism 24 and rotation of knob 32 causes 20 . OPERATION
rotation of actuator 34 and shaft 36 of timing mecha- Assuming that the release mechanism is set on
nism 24. As disk 27 is attached to shaft 36 of timing "SAFE" as shown in FIGS. I and 4 of the drawings, pin
mechanism 24, rotation of knob 32 causes rotation of 49 is engaged with ratchet wheel 52 and timing mecha-
disk 27. As shown in FIG. 1 of the drawings, a scale nism 24 will not operate. Pin 48 is positioned in grooveshowing "Fecet of Fall" is provided on the top c:f hous- 25 I o prt.Pn4 spstoe ngovingsothat knob 32Fcanl" bs et provided an deetopofhousire 51 of actuator 34 and prevents pivoting of inertia lock-ing I I so that knob 32 can be set to provide a desired igdvc 6utlatao 4i asd oeeto

ing device 46 until actuator 34 is raised. Movement of
delay before parachute opening is initiated, actuator 34 is prevented by safing fork 45 which is

Four arcuate fins 37 are pivotally attached to housing biased by sating pin 44. In addition, fin pins 41 prevent
I I by pins 38 and, as best shown in FIG. 3 of the draw- movement of actuator 34.
ings, each fin is pivoted at its end so that when fully -1 Por)to ach ma irc k i tPrior to launch from an aircraft knob 32 is set to the
opened the fins will impart a spin to housing t and desired "feet of fall", as shown in FIG. 1 of the draw-
container 12. Four fin pins 41 are slidably mounted in
housing 11 anid are retained in position by springs 42. ings. Turning of knob 32 winds-up timing mechanism
As best shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings, a spring 43 is 24 and also causes rotation of disk 27. Upon turning of

provided to bias actuator 34 upwardly, however, fin 35 knob 32, safing pin 44 moves upwardly into groove 50
pins 41 prevent any movement until fin pins 41 arc of knob 32 arid frees sating fork 45, however actuator

pin 41 preven anyrane moeetyni fin pins 41. arco in20i
actuated by opening of fins 37. When knob 32 is set on 34 is still restrained by fin p.ns 41. A stop pin 20 is
"SAFE", as shown in FIG, 1 of the drawings, knob 32 provided in housing 11 and extends into a groove 30 in

depresses a sating pin 44, which, in turn biases a safing actuator 34. Groovt 30 is not completely annular and
fork 45 against the top of actuator 34 thereby prevent- 40 pin 20 and groove 30 limit the travel of actuator 34ing upward movement of actuator 34. It can be seen thereby preventing over-winding of timing mechanism

then that two independent sating devices restrain actu- 24.

ator 34 when knob 32 is on "SAFE", that is, safing Pin Upon launch, wind catches and opens fins 37 and

44 and safing fork 45 prevent upward movement of retracts fin pins 41. In order to facilitate the initial

actuator 34 and also fin pins 41 prevent upward move- 45 opening of fins 37, a small piece of flexible plastic

ment of actuator 34. material 61 is attached to the outer surface of each fin
An inertia locking device 46 is provided oi top of 37. Upon retraction of fin pins 41, spring 43 rr-wes

timing mechanism 24 and consists of a lever 47 which actuator 34 upwardly and pin 48 clears goove 51.

is pivotally mounted on the top of timing mechanism Spring 53, however, maintains pin 49 in engagement
24. An upwardly extending pin 48 and a downwardly 5o with ratchet wheel 52 and timing mecanism 24 re-
extending pin 49 are provided on lever 47. Pin 48 is mains locked. When fins 37 are fully de-"loyed they will

engageable in a circular groove 51 in the bottom of impart a spin to the release mechanism and, when a
actuator 34 and, when so engaged, lever 47 cannot be sufficient rotational velocity is reached, the inertia
pivoted. Pin 49 is engageable with a toothed ratchet locking device 46 will pivot about pin 60 and pin 49
wheel 52 and, when so engaged, timing mechanism 24 55 will disengage from ratchet wheel 52. Timing mecha-
will not operate. A spring 53 has one end attached to nism 24 will start to run and will rotate disk 27. When
the top of timing mechanism 24 and the other end pin 25 on follower arm 23 moves into notch 31 on disk
attached to pin 48. Referring to FIGS. 4 and 7 of the 27, stop arm 21 will pivot about pin 22 and become
drawings, when actuator 34 is in a locked position by disengaged from actuator plate 16. Spring 19 will then
fin pins 41 and safing pin 44 and safing fork 45, pin 48 60 rotate actuator plate 16 and retract arms 13, 14, and
is in groove 51 which prevents pivoting of inertia lock- 15, and housing I I separates fiom container 12 and,
ing device 46. Pin 49 is engaged with ratchet wheel 52 upon separation, a parachute is deployed.
arid timing mechanism 24 cannot function. Obviously many modifications and variations of the

Fin pins 41 arc each provided with a slot 54 in the present invention are possible in the light of the above
o4utcr und, and pins 55 are positio)ncd transvci elv 6' teachings. It is thcreforc to bc understood that within
aL:ri ss each slot 54. A pin retractor 56 ik rotatabhl the scope of the appended claims the i.ention wiay he
p,.sitt ';cr aboul ceac:h pin 38 and has ;in arm 57 that practiccd othcrskise than as spccific:d:llv described.
in14)W- I i'cl ill ',h0l 54 ;a1d is engagccAhle s'ith pI11 55. A W ,. .l;rrnr.
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1. A release mechanism for use with an aircraft para- for disengaging said pluralit. of shats t'onI said ,ictua

chute flare comprising, tor and pivoting said inertia arm comprises a pluralit\

a housing, of arcuate fins pivotally attached to said housing and

a plurality of arms for removably attaching said hous- cbnnectcd one each with each said shaft, each said

ing to an aircraft parachute flare, 5 arcuate fin being movable from a retracted position

means for actuating said arms fo. uncoupling said with said shafts engaging said actuator to a deployed

housing from said aircraft parachute flare, position with said shafts disengaging said actuator and

an ertia arm pivotally mounted in said housing for whereby said arcuate fins impart rotation to said hous-

locking said means for actuating said arms, ing when deployed during a free-fall condition.

a pin attached to said inertia arm, 3. A release mechanism for use with an aircraft para-

San actuator slidably mounted to said housing and chute flare as set forth in claim 1 wherein said means

engageable with said pin attached to said inertia for actuating said arms includes spring means for re-

arm, tracting said arms, a trigger mechanism for actuating

spring means for disengaging said actuator from said

pin attached to said inertia arm, 15 said spring means and a timer for delaying actuation of
said trigger mechanism.

a plurality of shafts slidably positioned in said hous- si trer mechanism.

ing engageable with said actuator for holding said 4. A release mechanism for use with an aircraft para-

actuator in a locking position with said pin at- chute flare as set forth in claim 3 having a shaft rotat-

'.ached ti. bail inertia -rm, and ably mounted in said housing having one end con-

means ror disengaging said plurality of shafts from 20 nected with said timer and having a dial on the other

said actuator and pivoting said inertia arm whereby end thereof and stop means positioned between said

said means for actuating said arms is unlocked, dial and said actuator for preventing movement of said

2. A release mechanism for use with an aircraft para- actuator when said dial is in one rotatable position.

chute flare as set forth in claim I wherein said means
25
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1521U.S CI102/37.7; 102/W6 149/18; 149/19.91, A pyrotechnic signal providing smoke and flame and

149/84; 149/85, 149/116 which is launchable from underwater. Launching of
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3,960,087 2
;in otlice 14 which is cl'sed by a plug 15. A combus-

SMOKE AND ILLUMINATION SIGNAL, lion tube 16, which is madcn of fish paper or othcr com-
bustihlc material, is attached to base 12 and contains a

BACKGROUND OF THF INVENTION smoke composition 17 and a flare composition 18. A
The present invention relates to a signaling device 5 starter composition 19 is provided between the two

and more particularly to a signaling device which is pyrotechnic compositions so that, at the end of the
launchable from underwater and which rises to the burning time for smoke composition 17, starter compo-
surface and produces smoke and flame. One particular sition 19 is ignited and, in turni, ignites flare composi-

use of the present invention is that of launching the tion 18. In one embodiment of the invention used by
signal from underwater to simulate that a mine has 10 the Navy. a green colored smoke flare composition is
been detonated. used and, in another embodiment, a yellow colored

Various types of signaling devices have been smoke and flare composition is used.
launched underwater to indicate the position of a yes- The green colored smoke composition consists, by
se1, such as a submarine, a swimmer, or of a mine. weight, of between 45 and 51 parts of a green dye mix.
Generally, these signaling devices have some type of 15 between 22 and 28 parts of potassium chlorate, be-
delay mechanism so that ignition of the pyrotechnic tween 17 and 23 parts of refined sugar, between two
material is delayed until the signal floats to the surface. and four parts of baking soda and between 3 and 5
One type of ignition system being successfully used by parts of diatomaceous earth. The green dye mix is com-
the Navy employs a sea water battery which, when prised, by weight, of 75 percent of solvent green 3 dye,
activated, provides a voltage which will ignite or ex- 20) 10 percent of benzanthrone dye and 15 percent of vat
plode squibs to ignite a pyrotechnic composition. The yellow 4 dye.
sea water battery is not energized until the signal nears The green flare composition consists, by weight, of
the surface and thus ignition is delayed. One such sig- between 13.28 and 17.28 parts of magnesium powder,
naling device is shown in U.S. Pat. 3,196,789 entitled, between 18.92 and 24.92 parts of potassium perchlo-
"Submarine Signal Fuze", which issued July 27, 1965, 25 rate, between 43.55 and 49.55 parts of barium nitrate,
to Stanley M. Fasig and Glenn C. Johnson. In this sig- between 10.,)0 and 16.00 parts of polyvinyl chloride
naling device, the fuze is armed when a lever strikes the and between 2.25 and 4.25 parts c fa binder solution. A
end of a launching tube and is pivoted thereby unlock- binder solution suitable for use might consist of 98.5
ing a valve assembly. This valve assembly is held closed percent of Laminac 4110 procured from American
by water pressure until the signal nears the surface 10 Cyanamide Company and 1.5 percent of a catalyst
whereupon a spring opens the valve and ejects a battery solution which is a 6t6% solution of methyl ethyl ketone
into the sea. peroxide in dimethylphthalate, procured as Lupersol

DDM from the Lucidol Div. of Wallace and Tierman,
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Inc.

The present invention relates to a pyrotechnic signal 35 The yellow colored smoke composition consists, by
which can be launched underwater, as from a float, weight, of between 50 and 54 per-cent of yellow dye
Ejection of the signal from the float causes an arming mix, between 19 and 25 percent of potassium chlorate,
cup to be rotated and then ejected. When the signal between 10 and 16 percent of refined sugar, between 2
nears the surface, a cavity is opened and flooded and 8 percent of baking soda and between 5 and I I
thereby energizing a sea water battery which provides 40 percent of diatomaceous earth. The yellow dye mix is
current for detonating a squib. The squib, in turn, ig- comprised, by weight, of' 42 percent of vat yellow 4 dye
nites a smoke composition and the burning of this pyro- and 58 percent of benzanthrone dye.
technic material increases pressure within the signal to The yellow flare composition consists, by weight, of
eject a plug thereby permitting smoke to flow through between 17 and 21 percent of magnesium powder,
an opening in the signal shell. 45 between 12 and 22 percent of potassium perchlorate,

It is therefore a general object of the present inven- betveen 24 and 34 percent of barium nitrate, between
tion to provide a smoke and illumination signal which 23 and 31 percent of sodium oxalate, between 3 and 5
can be launched underwater and which will be ignited percent of asphaltum, and between 3-3/4 and 4-1/4
when the signal nears the surface. percent of a binder solution. A binder solution suitable

Other objects and advantages of the present inven- 5.0 for use might consist of 98.5 percent of Laminae 4110
tion will be readily appreciated as the same becomes procured from American Cyanamide Company and 1.5

better understood by reference to the following de- percent of a catalyst solution which is a 60% solution of
tailed description when considered in connection with methyl ethyl ketone peroxide in dimethylphthalate,
the accompanying drawings. procured as Lupersol DDM from the Lucidol Div. of

B55 Wallace and Tierman, Inc.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS Starter composition 19 is comprised, by weight, of

FIG. I is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred between 79.80 and 80.20 percent of tetra-red lead
embodiment of the present invention; oxide, between 15.90 and 16. 10 percent of silicon and

FIG. 2 is an end view of a base assembly; between 3.96 and 4.04 percent of a binder solution,
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken on line 3-3 of FIG. 2; 60 which is 79 percent vinylidene fluoride and 21 percent

and hexafluoropropylene.
FIG. 4 is a sectional view of a base. A small diameter tube 21 of fish paper or other com-

bustible material is provided within the pyrotechnic
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED materials and provides a passageway 22. An electric

EMBODIMENT 65 squib 23 is positioned within passageway 22 adjacent
Referring now to the drawings, there is shown a the end of smoke composition 17 and an ignition heat

smoke and illumination signal I I having a base 12 to pad 24 of paper is provided at the end of smoke compo-
which a shell 13 is attached. Shell 13 ;0 provided with sition 17. Upon detonation of squib 23, pad 24 is ig-
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nited and, in turn. ignites smoke composition 17. A sea to flow through orifice 14. When smoke composition

water battery 25 is provided in base 12 and is electri- 17 is nearly consumed, starter composition 19 is ignited
cally connected to squib 23 by leads 26 which pass from the burning smoke composition and starter corn-
through passageway 22. As shown in FIG. I of the position ignites flare composition 18,
drawings, leads 26 pass through a grommet 27 which is It can thus be seen that the present invention pro-
provided in a base cover 28. so that, when sea water %ides an improved smoke aid flare signaling de% ice
energizes battery 25. water cannot enter to extinguish which can hc launched fiom underwater. Ohbiodeal)
the burning pyrotechnic materials, many modifications and variations of the present invcn-

Referring now to FIG. 3 of the drawings, it can be tion are possible in the light of the above teachings. It
seen that battery 25 is positioned in a cavity 31 in base Iii is therefore to be understoM that within the scope of
12 and that cavity 31 has one end closed by base cover the appended claims the invention may be practiced
28. The other opening of cavity 31 is closed by disc 32 otherwise than as specifically describe.
which has an elongated probe 33 ehtending outwardly. We claim:
A first compression spring 34 is provided in cavity 31 I. A smoke and illumination signal adapted to be
between base cover 28 and the inner side of disc 32 and 15 launched in a body of sea water beneath the surface
spring 34 provides a biasing force to move disc 32 thereof comprising,
outwardly. A second compression spring 35 is posi- a base having a cavity therein.
tioned between the outer side of disc 32 anti an arming a sea water battery positioned within said cavity,
cup 36 to provide a biasing force that keeps disc 32 in a disc closing an opened end of said cavity,
a position for closing cavity 31. Arming cup 36 is pro- 20 a shell attached to one end of said base containing a
vided with a pair of guiding pins 37 that engage slots in smoke composition and a flare composition sepa-
base 12. As best shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings, the rated by a quantity of a starter composition, said
slots in base 12 consist of a short slot 38 and a longer smoke composition being comprised, by weight, of
slot 39 that extends to the end of base 12. The metal between 50 and 54 percent of yellow dye mix,
between slots 38 and 39 is removed so that the slots are 25 between 19 and 25 percent of potassium chlorate,
connected by a passageway 41 and the inner-most edge between 10 and 16 percent of refined sugar, be-
of passageway 41 is provided with a tapered surface 42. tween 2 and 8 percent of baking soda and between
When pins 37 are positioned in slots 38, arming cup 36 5 and I I percent of diatomaceous earth-and said
is secured to base 12. When arming cup 36 movec. flare composition being comprised by weight of
inwardly, guiding pins 37 will engage surface 42 and -10 between 17 and 21 percent of magnesium powder,
pins 37 will be shifted from short slot 38 to longer slot between 12 and 22 percent of potassium perchlo-
39, and the biasing force applied by compression spring rate, between 24 and 34 percent of barium nitrate,
35 will disengage arming cup 36 from base 12. between 23 and 31 percent of sodium oxalate,

The outer end of base 12 is provided with threads 43 between 3 and 5 percent of asphaltum and between
and a protective cap 44 is threadedly attachable 5 3-% and 4Y4 percent of binder material,
thereto. Arming cup 36 is provided with a hole 45 anti an electric squib adjacent said smoke composition
a boss 46 on the inside of protective cap 44 passes and electrically connected to said sea water bat-
through hole 45 and engages probe 33 on disc 32. tery,
Protective cap 44 thus locks disc 32 so that cavity 31 an arming cup slidably and removably attached to
remains securely sealed during storage. Protective cap 40 said base.
44 is removed prior to signal I I being used. a first compression spring in said arming cup biasing

said disc in a closing relationship with respect to
SOPERATION said cavity, and

Prior to operation, protective cap 44 is removed from a second compression spring within said cavity bias-
signal I I which is then attached to some type of 45 ing said disc in an opening relationship with respect
launching device. For example, in one use by the Navy, to said cavity whereby, upon launching of said
signal I I is attached to a float which is anchored under signal, said first compression spring ejects said
water at a depth up to 160 feet. Signal I I is separated arming cup and said second compression spring
from the anchored float by an explosive device, and the ejects said disc.
force of the explosion causes arming cup 36 to move M) 2. A smoke and illumination signal as set forth in
toward disc 32 thereby compressing spring 35. Guiding claim I wherein said base is provided with a threaded
pins 37 on arming cup 36 move in short slot 38 and, portion and a protective cap is threadedly connected A

upon contacting tapered surface 42, arming cup 36 is with said threaded portion and engages said disc to lock
rotated and pins 37 are aligned in long slot 39. Corn- said disc prior to said signal being placed in use.
pression spring 35 then moves arming cup 36 out- - 3. A smoke and illumination signal as set forth in
wardly and arming cup 36 and spring 35 separate from claim I wherein said base is provided with at least one
base 12. After spring 35 separates from base 12, water closed end slot and at least one opened end slot, said
pressure holds disc 32 against base 12 and keeps cavity slots being connected by a passageway having a tapered
31 closed. As signal 12 rises to the surface, the water surface and wherein said arming cup is provided with at
pressure against disc 32 decreases and when the force 60 least one guiding pin engageable in said slots.
applied by spring 34 exceeds ambient water pressure, 4. A smoke and illumination signal as set forth in
spring 34 ejects disc 32 and sea water enters cavity 31. claim I wherein said shell is provided with an orifice in
Sea water energizes battery 25 and current from bat- one end and having a plug closing said orifice whereby
tery 25 detonates electric squib 23, which ignites heat said plug is ejected upon buring of said pyrotechnic
pad 24. Heat pad 24, in turn, ignites smoke composi- M-5 composition.
tion 17. The combustion of smoke composition 17 5. A smoke and illumination signal adapted to be
increases the pressure within shell 13 and this pressure launched in a body of sea water beneath the surface
ej.cts plug I5 from shell 13 thereby permitting smoke thereof comprising.

33
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a base having a cavity therein, a first compression spring in said arming cup biasing
a sea water battery positioned within said cavity, said disc in a closing relationship with respect to
a disc closing an opened end of said cavity, said cavity, and
a shell attached to one end of said base containing a a second compression spring within said cavity bias-

smoke composition and a flare composition sepa- 5 ing said disc in an opening relationship with respect

rated by a quantity of a starter composition, said to said cavity whereby, upon launching of said
signal, said first compression spring ejects saidsmoke composition being comprised, by weight, of arming cup and said second compression spring

between 45 and 51 percent of green dye mix, be- ejects said disc.
tween 22 and 28 percent of potassium chlorate, io 6. A smoke and illumination signal as set forth in
between 17 and 23 percent of refined sugar, be- claim S wherein said base is provided with a threaded
tween 2 and 4 percent of baking soda and between por:ion and a protective cap is threadedly connected
3 and 5 percent of diatomaceous earth, and said with said threaded portion and engages said disc to lock
flare composition being comprised, by weight, of %aid disc prior to said signal being placed in use.
between 13.28 and 17.28 percent of magnesium Is 7. A smoke and illumination signal as set forth in
powder, between 18.92 and 24.92 percent of po- claim 5 wherein said base is provided with at least one
tassium perchlorate, between 43.55 and 49.55 per- closed end slot and at least one opened end slot, said
cent of barium nitrate, between 10.00 and 16.00 slots being connected by a passageway having a taperedpercent of polyvinyl chloride and between 2.25 and surface and wherein said arming cup is provided with at

4.25 percent of binder material, 2() least one guiding pin engageable in said slots.
8. A smoke and illumination signal as set forth in

an electric squib adjacent said smoke composition claim $ wherein said shell is provided with an orifice in
and electrically connected to said sea water bat- one end and having a plug closing said orifice whereby
tery, said plug is ejected upon burning of said pyrotechnic

an arming cup slidably and removably attached to ,. composition.
said base, * * * * *
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Igniter cAITTxJsition 19 is comprised, by weight, of

ilIGHI AITITUDE FRICTION I(;NIrK 46.6 percent of lead dioxide, 20 percent of boron and
33A4 percent of a binder, such as a cellulose nitrate-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVEN I ION camphor binder dissolved in acetone. The cellulose
The preeint invention relates to an igniliri assembly 5 nitrate is plasticied with camphor and is more fully

and more particularly to an igniter assemlbv that is described in Military Specification MIL-B-10834. By
highly reliable up to altitudes of 100,000 f-vi way of example, the binder solution might be 8 parts,

Present igniter assemhlies used by the military work by weight, of cellulose nitrate-camphor which has been
* satisfactory at altitudes up to about 12,000 feet, how- dissolved in 92 parts of acetone, In igniter compositions

ever, above 12,000 feet their performance degrade and 10 19 mixed and tested at the Naval Ammunition Depot,

Sat about 40,000 feet, presently available igniters will Crane, Ind., it has been determined that the following
" not sustain ignition, Variou mtolerances can be used: for lead dioxide, plus 0, minus

the use of igniters at altitudes considerably greater than 3 parts; for boron, plus 3, minus 0 parts, and for the
40,000 feet and, heretofore, none has been available binder, plus 6, minus 0 parts,
that would provide reliable performance. 1S As shown in the drawing, a friction wire 23 is passed

through igniter compositions IS and 19, and a loop 22
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION is formed on one end and soldered in a conical cavity

The present invention relates to a high altitude fric- 23 in section 12. A porti(ta of cavity 23 is then filled
tion igniter having a housing comprised of two sections with an epoxy filler 24 which is then cured thereby
that are movable relative to one another. One section 20 securely fastening wire 21 with section 12. The end of
contains first and second igniter compositions and a wire 21 that extends outside housing 11 is provided
wire having a red phosphorus scratch mixed on one end with a plurality of undulations 25 which are coated with

portion passes through the two igniter compositions a scratch mix 26. The scratch mix is comprised, by

and is attached to the second section. The first igniter weight, of 50 parts of red phosphorus, 35 parts of a
composition is a chlorate composition and the second 25 moisture-proof varnish and 15 parts of an elastomeric

igniter composition is a boron-lead dioxide compost, adhesive more fully described in Federal Specification
compost MM-A-1617. The elastomeric adhesive is mixed withtion. Movement of one section relative to the other equal Th opaitomerc asiveail mineral

section causes a phosphorus-chlorate reaction which equal tarts of paint thinner, such as volatile mineralpspirts, and the varnish is also thinned with paint thin-dioxids compositiotrnsfer T gnitnhe boron-lead de30 ner by mixing, by weight, 65 parts of varnish and 35'dioxide composition. The boron-lead dioxide is the pat of ait hn er
main igniting charge and provides an intense output of parts of paint thinner.
heat in a very short time. In operation, relative movement between sections 12

and 13 of housing II causes friction wire 21 to move
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING through igniter composition 18 and the red phosphorus

35 on scratch mix 26 reacts with the potassium chlorate to
The FIGURE of the drawing is a longitudinal see- provide a flash. This flash ignites the boron-lead diox-

tional view of a prmferred embodiment of the invention. ide composition, which is the main igniting charge and

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED provides an intense output of heat in a very short time.
EMBODIMENT By way of example, section 13 might be retained in a

40 bore in a pyrotechnic candle and ignition of the boron-
Referring now to the drawing, there is shown an lead dioxide composition will ignite the pyrotechnic

igniter housing I I consisting of two sections 12 and 13, candle.
Section 12 is provided with a reduced diameter portion Obviously many modifications and variations of the
14 that slip-fits into a central bore 15 of section 13 so present invention are possible in the light of the above
that sections 12 and 13 can move relative to one an- 45 teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within
other. By way of eAample, housing I I might have sec- the scope of the appended claims the invention may be
tion 12 attached to a piston mounted within a case of a practiced otherwise thaa as specifically described,
decoy flare, and movement of the piston causes move- We claim:
ment of both sections 12 and 13. When the piston 1. A high altitude friction igniter comprising,
reaches the end of the case, it is stopped, along with 50 a housing haviuig first and second sections adaptable
section 12, however section 13 is separated from sec- for movement relative to one another,
tion 12. a first igniter composition contained within said first

Section 13 is provided with a second central bore 16, section comprised, by weight, of between 87.2 and
only slightly larger in diameter than bore I5. and a thin 90.8 percent of potassium chlorate, between 9.5.
washer 17 is positioned in bore 16, adjacent bore 15. 55 and 10.5 percent of charcoal and between 0.9 and
An igniter composition 18 is pressed into bore 16 and 1.1 percent of dextrin,
igniter composition 18 is provided with a plurality of a second igniter composition contained within said
stepped counterbores that are filled with a second ig- first section adjacent said first igniter composition,
niter composition 19. A closing disk 20 is cemented to said second igniter composition comprisfd, by
section 13 to retain the igniter compositions in bore 16. 60 weight, of between 43.6 and 46.6 percent of lead
Igniter composition I1 is comprised, by weight, of 89 dioxide, between 20 and 23 percent of boron and
parts of potassium chlorate, I0 parts of charcoal and I between 33.4 and 39.4 percent of binder, and
part of dextrin. In igniter compositions mixed and a friction wire passing through said first and second
tested at the Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Indiana, igniter compositions and having both ends thereof
it has been determined that the following tolerances 65 extending beyond said compositions, one end of
can be used: for potassium chlorate, plus or minus 1.8 said friction wire being attached to said second
parts; for charcoal, plus or minus 0.5 part; and for section, and a length or wire extending beyond said
dextrin, plus or minus 0. 1 part. housing having a coating of scratch mix comprised,
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by w.,' between 48 and 52 percent of rut; which ignites said second igniter composition.
phosphti, -etween 33 and 37 percent of a vai 2. A high altitude friction igniter as set forth in claim
nish comps ,.,oitn and between 13 and 17 percent I wherein said lcngth of wire extending beyowl said
of an adhesve composition, whereby relative
movemsnt between said first and second sections 5 housing has a plurality or undulations coated with said
causes engagement of said scratch mix with said scratch mix,
first igniter composition to produce a flash of flame S S S 5 5
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represented by the Secretary of the ABSTRACT
Navy, Washington, D.C. A method for disposing of tracer ammunition pyro-

technic material containing strontium nitrate, magne-
(221 Filed: Feb. 6, 19 sium, strontium peroxide, polyvinyl chloride, calcium
(211 Appl. No,: 547,535 resinate, barium peroxide, oxamide, zinc stearate.

polyethylene, strontium oxalate and lead dioxide, with
strontium nitrate and magnesium accounting for about

52 U.S. C423/5 60 percent of the total material. Strontium nitrate is
42.3/395 first removed from the material by dissolving in cold( 5 1 1 l o t . C I. J .... . .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ... . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .C 2 2 8 2 6 / 2 2

water, and the water solution of strontium nitrate is
(581 Field of Search ........... 75/101 R, 121; 423/155, filtered and evaporated to reclaim the strontium ni-

423/395 trate. The remaining material are given successive
washes in hot water, ethyl alcohol and methylene

1561 References Cited chloride to remove all the other materials except mug-
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FIG. 2 is a diagram for a high production plAnt using
MET'HOI) F)R DISPOSAL, OF PYROTECHNI( the method of the present invention.

WASTE DESCRIPTION ()1. lI'lE- PREF-R.RED MHI!TOI)

"IACK(URO)tNDI) (01; TIl INVI.NI'ION $ Most tracer compositions are made front varying

The prescnt inveltlion t cktlcs to it method of dispos- percentages of the saIce basic materials with strontium
ing of pyrotechnic waste and more particularly to a nitrate iad magnesium accounting for about 60 per-
method for disposing of tracer ammunition. cent of the total composition. In the present method,

Most tracer compositions are made front varying strontium nitrate and magnesium are reclaimed for use
percentages of the same basic materials and these are, I0 in other pyrotechnic compositions and thus the amount
in order of quantity, strontium nitrate, magnesium, of pyrotechnic waste which is to he dispo.ied is less than
strontium peroxide, polyvinyl chloride, calcium resin- half. Additionally, the residual is primarily inert materi-
ate, barium peroxide, oxamide, zinc stearate, polyeth- als and is less hazardous than the original compositions.
ylene, strontium oxalate, and lead dioxide. The stron- Although specific materials and percentages vary for
tium nitrate and magnesium account for about 60 per- 15 different types and sizes of tracer ammunition, the
cent of the total. Present waste treatment methods used present method is designed so that all tracer composi-
for disposing of tracer ammunition involve burning or tions can be mixed together and be processed by a
chemical degradation of the pyrotechnic material and single method. This procedure is not only more eco-
produces air and water pollution. nomical, but prevents errors that could occur ifa multi-

The method used for disposing of tracer material 20 pie number of processes were employed. The following
depends on the stage of the manufacturing process examples show various compositions for tracer ammu-
when the material is scrapped. Rejected finished tracer nition currently being manufactured by the military
cartridges are burned in metal containers at a burning department:;:
ground. If a batch of tracer material must be discarded,
it is placed in oil and burned. Dry wastes spilled during 25 N62 Ammunition (7.62mm)
the assembly process are collected by a vacuum system, Strotium nitrot 47.2 %

under water, and the vacuum collectors are periodi- Strontium Nitrate1%Magnesium 23. 1%
cally dumped and the contents are treated with caustic, Strontium Dioxide 19.8-

water and steam in a system of sumps. The waste from Polyvinyl Chloride 12.9% i
the sumps are taken by truck to basins on it high hill 30 Calcium Resinate 2.3"7,

and the degraded material is leached to the soil. As the M t)1n Ammunition (5.56mm)

methods presently used put degraded pyrotechnic ma- Strontium Nitrate 37.4%
terial into the air and water, these methods are ecologi. Magnesium 26.0%

cally unsounded and no longer desirable. Strontium Dioride 2 1.%
Potyt.:nyt ('hloride 11.5%

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Calcium Resinate 1.8%
Barium Peroxide I 1%

The present invention relates to a method for dispos- Lead Dioxide
ing of tracer ammunition having a pyrotechnic compo- M25 Amminition (.30 Cal I

sition which is about 40 percent strontium nitrate and Strontium Nitrate 41 9%
about 24 percent magnesium. The remaining materials 40 Magnesium 22.0%

are strontium peroxide, polyvinyl chloride, calcium Strontium Dioxide 20.3% a
Polyvinyl Chloride 12.9%

resinate, barium peroxide, oxamide, zinc stearate, poly- Calcium Resinate 2.3%
ethylene, strontium oxalate and lead dioxide. The par-
ticular materials and percentages used depend on the M49 Ammunition 1.50 Cal.)

caliber of the ammunition and also on the particular 45 Strontium Nitro. 32.4%
depot which is manufacturing the ammunition. Stron- Magnesium 23.9%

Strontium Dioxide 8.6 %
tium nitrate is first removed from the pyrotechnic com- Polyvinyl Chloride 6 9%
position by immersing the composition in water suffi- Calcium Resinate 2.8%

Barium Peroxide 23.5%
ciently cold so that it will only dissolve strontium ni- Stronium Oxalate 1.6%
trate. The water solution is then filtered and evapo- 50 Zinc Stearate 0.31
rated to reclaim the strontium nitrate. The remaining Nil7 Ammunition (.50Cal.)
ingredients are given successive washes in hot water, in -

ethyl alcohol and methylene chloride. The solution is Strontium Nitrate 41 g5hMagnesium 25-7% :

decanted after each wash and the remaining material is Strontium Dioxide 5.9%
magnesium, which is then dried and reclaimed for sub- 55 Polyvinyl Chloride 1061/1

Calcium Resinate 1.9%sequent use as a pyrotechnic material. Barium Peroxide I29%
It is therefore a general object of the present inven- Strontium Oxalate 1.%

tion to provide an improved method for disposing of a Zinc Stearate 11., -

pyrotechnic composition without creating pollution. M242 Ammunition (2Omm)
Other objects, advantages and novel features of the 60 Strontium Nitrate 14.57

present invention will become apparent from the fol- Magnesium 19.8K%
lowing detailed description of the invention when con- Strontium Dioxide 22.1%

sidered in conjunction with the accompanying draw- Polyvinyl Chloride 12.6%
Calcium Resinate 4.31X

ings. Oxamide h.7%

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 65 M2210 Ammunition (20tmm)

FIG. I is a flow-diagram showing the steps of the strontium Nitrate 35.5%Magnesiunm 2().5%'
present in'cntion; and Strontium i)ixile 29 717,
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l- i t1•ty-five gratsns of M.I..(i Aninlunltion v is pro-

ceset a s described in iXAMPI .i I, %ith su, c, ,si'e
The present invention is illustrated by the following washes of cold water. hot water. ethyl alcohol and

examples: niethylene chloride. The reclaimed strontium nitrate
had a purity of 96.1 percent and the reclaimed magne-

IXAMPIF I ' had a purity of 84.6 percent.

Twenty-five gr,' -is of M62 Ammunition was pro- EXAMPLE VIII
cessed in order to reclaim strontium nitrate and magne-
sium.Seventy-five grams each of tracer mixes from M62,

rated from the cartridge, it was first washed with cold i M 196, M25, M48, M 17, M242 and M220 Ammunition
Swater (1 30 C) and the water solution of strontium ni- was placed in a 200)0 nil beaker and 1500 ml of coldtrater w( deCanted thewae solutionwafiltered to remove water was added and the mixture stirred. The liquid
trate was decanted. The solution was fitrdt eoe solution was condensed on at hot plate and precipitated.
some floating material and then the water was removed rhelprecipitate was oven dried and aeyieldrof 73 per-
by heating to reclaim strontium nitrate. The reclaimedstrotiu nirat wa anlyzd an it puitywas97. 20cent of strontium nitrate was obtained. Next 1000 ml of
strontium nitrate was analyzed and its purity was 97.8 2. hot water was added to the beaker and the solution was
percent stirred and allowed to settle. The liquid was decanted.

The remaining pyrotechnic material was washed with Then 1000 ml of ethyl alcohol were added to the bea-
hot water and the .olution was decanted. Next the ker and the solution was stirred and allowed to settle.
remaining matcrial was washed with ethyl alcohol and "'he liquid was decanted. Then 1000 ml of methylene
the solution was decanted, and finally, the remaining 25

chloride were added to the beaker, and the solution
material was washed with methylene chloride and the was stirred and allowed to settle. The reclaimed magne-
solution was decanted. The remaining ingredient, sium was dried in an oven and a yield of 69 percent of
which was predominately magnesium, was dried and magnesium was obtained.
had a purity of' 86.5 percent. The reclaimed strontium nitrate and magnesium

EXAMPI.E 1 were combined with virgin strontium dioxide, polyvinyl
chloride and calcium resinate to make a tracer material

Twenty-five grams of M196 Ammunition was pro- h.,ving a formula as listed-above for M62 Ammunition.
cessed as described in EXAMPLE I, with successive The mix was pressed into pellets and topped with a

washes of cold water, hot water, ethyl alcohol and starter mix. Idertical pellets using all virgin material
methylene chloride. The reclaimed strontium nitrate was also pressed as a control. Nine pellets using re-
had a purity of 96. I percent and the reclaimed magne- claimed strontium nitrate and magnesium were burned
sium had a purity of 79 percent. and compared with nine pellets made from virgin mate-

EXAMPLE Ill rial. The following medians were obtained:

40 TABi.LETwenty-five grams of M25 Ammunition was pro-
cessed as described in EXAMPI.E I, with successive RtICt AIME) MATI.. VIRGIN MATt..
washes of cold water, hot water, ethyl alcohol and Dominant Wave 5991 0(O).6
methylene chloride. The reclaimed strontium nitrate Length

% Puriiy t)5 7 4.
had a purity of 97.8 prcent and the reclaimed magne- 45 Candle Power 21)01 1) 2751 7
sium had a purity of 89.6 percent. Burn Time 7 82 sees 857 Nees

Poot Candle Sec- 1.57 2.35

EXAMPLE IV onds

Twenty-five grams of M48 Ammunition was pro-
cessed as described in EXAMPLE I, with successive 50 When boiling water was added to the tracer mix,
washes of cold water, hot water, ethyl alcohol and after having first decanted the cold water solution,
methylene chloride. The reclaimed strontium nitrate some fizzing was experienced. When a lower tem-
had a purity of 92.5 percent and the reclaimed magne- peratured water of between 70° and 85"C. was used, i
sium had a purity of 71.5 percent. this fizzing was eliminated and the magnesium cleaned-

FXAMPLE V 55 up equally well.
Referring now to FIG. 2 of the drawings, there is

Twenty-five grams of M17 Ammunition was pro- shown a diagrammatic view for a production plant
cessed as described in EXAMPLE I, with successive utilizing the process of the present invention. Waste
washes of cold water, hot water, ethyl alcohol and tracers are crushed and screened to remove the pyro-
methylene chloride. The reclaimed strontium nitrate 60 technic material which is introduced into an agitated
had a purity of 95.6 percent and the reclaimed magne- tank II. Pyrotechnic material left-over from batch
sium had a purity of 86.5 percent. mixes and that material collected by collectors can he

added directly to the tank, First, cold water is added to
the agitated tank II. Agitation will wet down the solids

Twenty-five grams of M242 Ammunition was pro- 65 and speed dissolution of the strontium nitrate. This
cessed as described in EXAMPILE I, with successive solution is removed through an outlet above the bottom
washes of cold water, hot water, ethyl alcohol and of tank 11, leaving behind the undissolved, sinking
methylene chloride. The reclaimed strontium nitrate solids. The solution is pumped through filter press 12
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where Iloating antd suspended light-weight inmpiritics, tile scope ( I ie appended claiins the in 'Cii ioi n .11\w Ie
such as calcium resinate and decomposed oxides are practiced othelrwise than as specifically described.
removed. The clarified strontium nitrate solution is We claim:
collected in tank 13 and then spray dried in spray dryer I. A method for disposing of tracer ammunition py
14 to give a dry powder that can he used to produce 5 rotechnic material containing strontium nitrate. mag-
more tracers. nesium, strontium peroxide, polyvinyl chloride, cal-

Next, hot water is introduced into tank I I and the cium resinate and other pyrotechnic materials, with the

thot water washes remove more of tile inaterial other C.'olnJinied percentages of strontium nitrate and magite-

s front the n solids. Th hot sium comprising at least 60 percent of the total per-
than magnsum f t hraning sold. centage of said tracer ammunition pyrotechnic mate-water is decanted, filtered and the liquid discarded. rial, comprising the steps of
Then, ethyl alcohol is pumped from tank 15 into tank first immersing said tracer ammunition pyrotechnic
I I to dissolve additional materials. The alcohol is then material in water sufficiently cold to dissolve only
decanted, filtered and collected in tank 16 for recycling strontium nitrate,
or reprocessing. In addition to dissolving additional Is then decanting the water solution of strontium nitrate
materials, ethyl alcohol prevents clumping of the mate- and evaporating the water to reclaim strontium
rial that occurs when a water wash is followed by a nitrate,
wash with methylene chloride, then removing all materials of said tracer ammuni-

Methylene chloride is then pumped from tank 17 into tion pyrotechnic material other than magnesium by
tank I I to dissolve the last of the impurities from the 20 successive washes of hot water and solvents, and
magnesium. The methylene chloride is decanted, fil- then drying the remaining magnesium for reuse as a
tered and stored in tank 18 for recycling or reprocess- pyrotechnic material.
ing. The bottom valve of tank I I is then opened and 2. A method of disposing of tracer ammunition pyro-
magnesium flows onto trays 19 to be dried in a vented technic material as set forth in claim I wherein said
oven 21. The sludge collected by filter press 12 is 25 tracer ammunition pyrotechnic material is first im-

to amersed in water having a temperature of about 13' C.washedato acsty. 3. A method of disposing of tracer ammunition pyro-
oxidation facility. technic material as set forth in claim I wherein said

By using the present method, traceit mixes from vari- tehimaralsstfohincimIw rinad
oyusing thpes prest a m enithod, trabe mixles ferom v- water solution of strontium nitrate is filtered beforeous types of ammunition can be handled together thus

significantly reducing labor costs. Also, the likelihood 30 evaporating the water to reclaim strontilim nitrate.
srt 4. A method of disposing of tracer ammunition pyro-
of failures is decreased when operators do not have to technic material as set Forth in claim I wherein said
make decisions as to which process to use or where to successive washes are a water wash with water having a
place scrap. temperature within the range of 70*-85* C.. followed

Obviously many modifications and variations of the 35 next by a wash with ethy! alcohol and then by a wash
present invention are possible in the light of the above with methylene chloride.
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within * * * * *
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IIANI)-lIIII.i) 1 l(,NAII%(.; I)I% IC IE IIAVIN; ),1,1 th i, IN and .i\ aintages of the present inmen-
MANIAIL FIRIN( NIF.ANS tIliII hl. i.ti %,adil appreciated ats the same becomes

I cl'i•' ii|il'deistoo I'a I•c le.nce to the fo)llo illi.. dc-
ItAI'sK~t R()IN) (l" Fill" INVI NI I( )N lih.•taild ,(k'ripti a \he'n eaoosidered In conli'.ction \kilh

I hle p•r'sent in entlon relates to it hand-held signiali ug 5 the accompanying dria;wiIngs.
dex ice and more particularly to hand-held signaling dV- BRIF I)SCRII'I'ION OF THE DRAWINtiS
\ ee \ hich can he readily actuated by using only one

hand FI( . I is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred
Variotls t.pes of hand-held pyrotechnic devices arc enmbodiment of the preseCn imnention;

used bv the military departments primarily for signaling I FIG. 2 is an end i\cA, wvith cap removed, and par-
purposes In one type of Navy nare. which is sometimes tially in section of the prefetred embodiment of FIG. I %
referred to as a Railroad Warning flare, ignition is FIG. 3 is a partial side view showing a firing pin bar-
made by a friction igniter. One end of the flare is closed rier;
by a cover which has an exterior coating of the same FIG. 4 is a partial side view showing a barrier in a piv-
abrasive material found on the side of a safety-match 15 otal position;
box, Beneath the cover is a small cotton wad that pro- FIG. 5 is a partial side view showing a barrier in a
tects the friction igniter which is impregnated in a clotlh clearance position; and
substance covering the pyrotechnic composition. This FIG. 6 is a sectional view of a finger lever.
friction igniter is the same material as is used in the
head of a safet5 match. The signal is ignited by scraping " IODIMENT
the inverted cover across the friction igniter.

In another type of friction ignition device, a pull wire Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a pyro-
is provided to ignite a primer. A sharp, quick pull on a technic device for providing both smoke and light. The
ring mio ell a friction wire through igniter material and smoke producing section has an outer container I I and
causes Ignition thereof, and this igniter material, in the light producing section has an outer container 12.
turn, ignites either a smoke mixture, for day use, or a The two containers I I and 12 are enclosed in a cvlin-
pyrotechnic candle, for night use. drical case 13 and an identification band 14 is placed

While the above-described hand-held ignition de- around container 13 so that the flare section can be
vices are still being used by the military departments, 3 identified in the dark. A smoke mixture 15 is provided
reliahilitv is not as good as desired and also ignition of in container I I and a flare composition 16 is provided
these dch' ices normally require the Use of both hands, in cont:ainci 12. By wa. of example. smoke mixture I1Ac•ordingly, in the event a person might he in the and flare composition 16 might be formulated as de-

\kaicd and holding onto a raft, or in the event a person scribed in UI.S. Pat. No. 3,167,050. which issued Jan.
might hc injured, ignition devices which require the use 35 2b, 1965, to G. C. .;ohnson.
of both hand-N are undesirable. Separate ignition dekices are provided for the smoke

A third, and more soaphisticated triggering device, composition and the flare composition, and only the
utilh/cs a spring actuated striker assembly. One such ignition device for smoke composition 15 will be de-
device is shown ", S. Pat. No. 3,1 67,050, which is- scribed. As ignition housing 17 is provided in the end
sued Jan 2f), I1Q. to Glenn C. Johnson. In this pa- 4(0 of container II and is held in position by means of
tented d,' ice, a striker assemblx is maintained in a crimp 18. A primer 19 is positioned in housing 17 and
cocked position by a cover that is slidably attached to a passage 21 is provided in housing 17 so that, upon
the container. The cover can be removed by pushing detonation of primer 19, the heat and flame from
,,idcwavs. and as the cover becomes disengaged, the primer 19 will ignite smoke mixture 15. A firing pin 22,
"trikcr asseLmbly is actuated t) ignite a primer which, in 45 having a tang 26, is slidably positioned in bore 23 in
torn. ignitcs the signal producing composition. This de- housing 17 and bore 23 is aligned with the bore that re-
%ice IN constructed so that it can he operated by using tains primer 19. A spring 24 is provided in bore 23 and
0NM W lite had is retained by retaining ring 25. Spring 24 engages the

end on firing pin 22 opposite to tang 26, and spring 24
S MMARY O)I." HF INVENTION 5( provides the driving force so that firing pin 22 can deto-

"I lie preent invention pro,: container having a nate primer 19. A barrier plate 27 is attached to hous-
smoke prido-i''n,, -Ositi, ne end and a flare ing 17 by a pin 28 which is attached to arms 31 and 32
comppositio,• :,. o. other Separate, but identical, on housing 17. Barrier plate 27 is positioned between
agnition devices are provided for each composition. A arms 31 and 32 and pin 28 passes through slot 33 in
prirmcr is pioitlioned near the pyrotechnic composition b harrier plate 27 so that barrier plate 27 can travel the
far ignilion and a spring loaded firing pin is provided length of slot 33. A finger lever 30 is provided on top
bar detonating the primer A harri-r plate or stop is po- of barrier plate 27 to facilitate movement of barrier
sitioned for restraining the firin" ntil it is desired plate 27. Detent holes 34 and 35 are provided in the
to Ignite the p.krotechnic comr . whereupon the side of barrier plate 27 and are connected by a relief
barrier as first slidahlv moxed i. .. direction transverse groove 36 having tapered portions 37 and 38 at the top
it) the longitudinal axis oif the firing pin and then pivot- edge thereof. Tapered portions 41 and 42 surround de-
all. ma\ed to release the firing pin. This dual motion, tent holes 34 and 35, respectively, and thc tapered sur-
"\ hich can readil. be performed by using one-hand, face 43 of firing pin 22 contacts these tapered surfaces.
pre enits ac•cidental ignition of the device. 65 A safety cover 44 is provided on both ends of container

It I,- thL'r•f'•re a general object of the present inven- 13 in order to prevent accidental ignition of the pyro-
tion it) praix de an improved firing device for a hand- technic compositions. By way of example, cover 44
held p.rotlchnic signal might be made of a plastic material and have nodules
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45 that engage with a groove 46 fo•rmed between con- as specifit'all described.
ruiner 13 and housing 17. 1 CaI ehain-

tPRAIr 131.oI A signaling device comprising.

Assu(i PI-'RArION an outer Cn.|tailnr,

Assuming it is desired to ignite the smoke mixture 15 5 at least one inner container within said outer con-

in container II. safetv cover 44 is removed therch\' tamiker having pyrotechnic composition therein,

permitting access to finger lever 30. t.s barrier plate 27 -an ignition housing in one end of said outer con-I starts its outward movement, tapered surface 43 which taiier.
has be -n engaging tapered portion 41, moves to engage a primer in said ignition housing,

taiier.i surfaces 37 and 38, thereby dlightly compress- 10 a firing pin slidably mounted in said ignition housing

ing spring 24 as firing pin 22 moves slightly outwardly. and ijaving a tang on one end adaptable for engag.

Barrier plate 27 moves outwardly until pin 28 is at the ing said primer, and

end of slot 33, as shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings, and a harrier plate slidably and pivotally attached to said

tapered surface 43 on firing pin 22 is engaged with ta- ignition housing and engageable with the tang end

pered portion 42 surrounding hole 35. At this point. is of said firing pin whereby said harricr plate must he

bharrier plate 27can he pivoted about pin 28 and, dur- first slidably moved and then pivotally moved to

ing pivoting, tapered portion 43 engages tapered sur- release said firing pin for detonating said primer.

faces 47 and 48 that are contiguous to groove 49. reassidfinpnfodtntngadpim.
When barrier pltate 27 pivontsaigut thiry degres a t 2. A signaling device as set forth in claim I whereini When barrier plate 27/pivots ah.itut thirty degrees about

pin 28, as shown in FIG. 5 of the Irawings, barrier plate 20 said harrier plate has a slot therein and having a pin at-

tached to said ignition housing and passing through said
27 clears firing pin 22 and spring 24 drives firing pin 22
into primer 19. thereby causing detonation of primer slot.
19. Heat and flame from primer 19 passes through pas- 3. A signaling device as set forth in c'aim I wherein

sage 21 and causes ignition - smoke mixture 15. said batrier plate has first and second detent holes

It can thus be seen that the present invention pro- 25 therein and a groove connecting said detent holes, said

vides a hand-held signaling device that can be readily firing pin being engageable with said detent holes and

ignited by using only one hand. Obviously many modifi- said groove.

cations and variations of the present invention are pos- 4. A signaling device as set forth in claim I having

sible in the light of the above teachings. It i, therefore one inner container of smoke composition and one

to he understood that within the scope of the appended 30 container of flare composition.

claims the invention may be practiced otherwise than * * * *
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United States Patent 119 1 li 3,908,550
Beatty CA al. 1451 Sept. 30, 1975

1 541 W~ V. IIAND OPE"RABLE DISTRE.SS SIG;NAL. A.167.0l50 1/1465 .Iohmion-------------1021,41

175' Inven~tors: Bobby 1). Bealty. Blloomihigton; 324,21 12/1W6 Dlvtmik_............ ... I 102/37 4
Siv~nley J. Herold. Switz City;
Doiiald E. LaGrange, Washington. Priniur) Exallibler-Harvey E. Bchrend
Davild V.. Sanders, Bloomington, all Assivsipir E.mu,,,h.er-C. T. Jordan
of Ind. Altorn.', Aei, op-I Finrm-R. S. Sciascia; Paul S.

1731I Assignec: The United States of America as Collignon
represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C.

1221 Filed: Apr. 10, 1974 1571 ABSTRACT

1211I AppI. No.: 459,768 A hand-held pyrotechnic device having a housing con-
tamning a quantity of pyrotechnic material, a primer

1521U.S CI............I2/374~ 0217.8 for igniting the pyrotechnic material, a pivotally
15 I mt.Cl...................42B /20 mounted firing pin for detonating the primer a spring
1581F~ed o Seach 02/7.4 31.37., 3.8, for actuating the firing pin and a manually actuated

102/0; l6/l~i 40 push-rod for pivoting the firing pin and increasing
spring pressure and then releasing the firing pin after a

1561References Cited predetermined amount of pivoting (if the firing pin.

UNITED STATES PATENTS 4 Claims, 4 Dra%%ing Figu. s
F2.595,4349 5/1952 (iritfith ....................... 102/37.4
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ONE HAND OPERABLE DISTRESS SI(;NAIL tailed description when considered in connection with

BACKOROUND 01 THI INVENTION the accompanying drawing.

The present invention relates to a hand-held signaling BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINU

device and more p'articularly to a device l'or producing 5 FIG. I is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred
either smoke or light and which can he readily actuated embodiment of the invention-,
by using only (tie hand. FI(G. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred

Various types of hand-held pyrotechnic devices are embodiment showing a smoke container in an extended

used b\ tile military departments primarily ror signaling position,
purpose,., In one type of Navy flare, which is sometimes Mn FIG. 3 is a partial sectional view showing a firing pin

referred to as a Railroad Warning flare, ignition is being actuated, and
made by a friction igniter, One end of the flare is closed FIG1, 4 is a partial sectional view showing a firing pin

by a cover which has an exterior coating of the same detonating a primer.

ubrasive material found on the side of a safety-match DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
box. Beneath the cover is a small cotton wad that pro- EMBODIMENT
tects the friction igniter which is impregnated ill a cloth

substance covering the pyrotechnic composition. This Referring now to the drawing there is shown a cylin-
friction igaiter is the same material as is used in the drical housing I I that has slidably mounted therein

head of a safety match. The signal is ignited by scraping containers 12 and 13. A smoke mixture 14 is provided

the inverted cover across the friction igniter. 20 in container 12 and a flare composition 15 is provided
in container 13. By way of example, smoke mixture 14

In another type ioffriction ignition device, a pull wire
Is provitded to ignite ;I primer. A sharp, quick pull on a and flare co' position !$ might be formulated as 1e-
ring n•oes ai friction wire through igniter material and scribed in ' i. Pat. No. 3,167,050, which issued Jan.

caues igni~tion thereof, and this igniter material. in 20, I )(45, to (i. C. Johnson. A pair of springs 16 alnd 17

itin, ignites either ai smoke inixture, for day use, or it -are pi-rided fIr extnding containers 12 and 13, rc-
spccticn ri, awl alrming -levers 18, which are pi •otallypyrottc'hnic candle, for night uise.

: Whill tile abOVC-descrihtd hand-held ignition dec- connected to housing 11, are provided for retaining the
Whilecs\\iti limusing 1.Springs 19 are pro\ ided•. ~~~~~~~~vices are still being tised b\ the milita!,, departments. oties\ihnh~tigI ,Srns1 `r r\ie

d " for keeping levers 18 in a latched position, with hook
reliahilit\ is not als good ais desired and also ignition( of 11) 21 on les cr 18 oeing engaged with a forwvard lip 22 on
these deviccs normally require the use of both hands.
wac"r th the covers 26 of the containers. A boss 20 is pros idcd[ Ac:'ordingl\,, in tile event ;a person might be in the aroand container I I at the flare end in order to orient
w ~ater a tM hi•idntog •nto it raft, or in the event a person th, housing in darknes.
might bie in ured, Ignition des% ices w\hich require the use As the firing mechanism is the sanw lr both the

(oif both hands are undesirable. 15 smnoke composition and the Iliare composition, onl\ the
A third, and more sophisticated triggering device, mechanism for firing the smoke composition \.ill tc

titili~vs at spring actuated striker assembly, One such discussed. A primer 23 is provided for igniting smoke
de\ ice is shown in US. Pat. No. 3,167,050, which is- composition 14. and a firing pin 24, having a tang 25

sued Jan. 2h, 19(5, to Glenn C. Johnson. InI this pa- thereon, is rotatabl. attached to cover 26 which closes
tented device, a striker assembly is maintained in a 4o container 12 by means of arm 27, A barrier 28, having
coCk'd position byi a co\or that is slidably attached to a slot 29 therein, is positioned bemtseen firing pin 24

the contaitnce. The co% er can bie remo\ ed by pushing aInd primer 23, with tang 25 being positioned in slot 29.
sldc\v.-s, atld ats the co\er becomes disengaged, the A spring 31 is positioned around shaft 32 abtout which
trikt assembhly is acttuated to ignite at primer which, in arm 27 is rotatablec, and spring 31 biases firing pin 24

htuir, igites the signal producitkng composition. Ihis dc- 45 against barrier 28. Ba rier 28 is threadedlv attached to
\ict, Is c(nistriictld so that It canl be operalted by using shaft 33\. which is slitabl\ mounted in contminer 12, and
kill, on4' huand. a firing button 34 is attached to one end of shalt 33 to

St,'MMARY O [lIF INVUNTION facilitate actuation of shaft 33.

The fitscnt invention provides a container ha \ing a SO O(FRATION

smikc-ljroducing composition in one end and a flare In operation, an operator, such as a downed pilot,
citmposition in the other end. Each p, rotechnic com- first determines which pyrotechnic composition is to he
position is contained ill ai separate inner container ignited. During daylight hours, smoke compoition 14
which in turn are housed in a telescoping fashion in would normally be ignited and, during darkness, the

each end of an outer container. A spring is provided for 55 flare cormposition would he ignited. In darkness, boss
extending each inner container and a ;ocking lever is 20 helps identify the end of container I 1 housing the
provided for retaining the inner container inside the flare composition.
outer container Once the inner container is extended. Assuming it is desired to ignite smoke composition
at manual firing lever is accessible for actuating a firing 14, lever 18 is pivotall\ actuated so that hook 21 disen-
pin which detonat.-, I primer and, in turn, ignites a py- gages lip 22 on the covers 26 of container 12 and spring
rotechnic material 16 extends container 12, as shown in FIG. 2 of the

It is therefore a ,encral obcjct of the present inven- drawing. With container 12 being extended, firing but-
tion to provide an improved firing device for a hand- ton 34 is now accessible. When ignition of smoke com-

held pyrotechnic signal. 65 position 14 is desired, firing button 34 is pushed out-
t,her objects and advantages of the present invcn- wardly and shaft 33 is slidably moved in container 12.

tion will he readily appreciated as the same becomes Barrier 28, which is threadedly attached to the end of

better understood by reference to the following de- shaft 33, moves outwardly and causes arm 27 holding
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firing pin 24 to pivot about shaft 32, Slot 29 in harrier within suid outer container,
28 prevents tang 25 on firing pin 24 Irom binding the first and second primers for igniting each said conm-
harrier 28, ats harrier 28 moves linearly and firing pin p(Isition,
24 moves in an arcunte path. As arm 27 rotates, spring first and second firing pins pivotally vonnected to
31 becomes tightened and, upon disciigageicnnt otf br- ,t said first and second inner containers cespectikcly,
rier 2N with firing pin 24, firing pin 24 is driven by fIor detonating said primers, and
spring 31 in a reverse direction to detonate primer 23 first antd second manually-actuated means for trigger.
which, in turn, ignites smoke composition 14, ing said first and second firing pins, respectively.

It can thus he seen that the present invention pro- 2. A hand-held signaling device as set forth in claim
vides a signaling device which can readily he actuated 1I) I wherein said first and secontd manually-actuated
by using one hand. Obviously many modifications and means tire attached to said fir-t and second inner con-
variations of the present invention are possible in the tainers and surrounded b said outer container when
light of the above teachings. It is therefore to he under- said inner containers are ystd that within the scope of the appended claims thein said outer co-

tainer thereby preventing actuation of said firing pins.

invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifi. I. 3. A hand-held signaling device as set forth in claim I

We desibed I wherein each said manually-actutted means includes
I.- A hand-held signaling device comprising, a shaft slidably mounted to an inner container and hav-
an outer contai ner opened at both ends, ing a barrier attached to one end of said shaft, said bar-

first and second inner containers within said outer 2n tier being positioned between a firing pin and a primer

container, said first container having a smoke com- when said inner container is positioned within said

position therein and being extendable through one outer container and said barrier being adaptable for rt-

end of said outer container, and said second con- tating said firing pin.

tainer having a flare composition therein and being 4, A hand-held signaling device as set forth in claim

extendable through the other end of said outer con- 2s 3 wherein each said firing pin is biased by a spring

tainer, wherein after a predetermined amount of rotation of a

first and sceond springs for extending portions of said firing pin in one direction by linear movement of said

first and second inner containers, respectively, out. barrier, said firing pin is disengaged from said barrier

wardly from said outer container, aniJ rotated by said spring in an opposite direction to

latching means pivotally attached to said outer con- 30 detonate a primer.
taimer for relcasably retaining said inner containers * *
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United States Patent "i 3,897,237
Mussehnan et al. 1451 July 29, 1975

1541 PROCESS FOR DISPOSING OF 5. ,22,Hh 5/1907 (irilfth et al ............. 102/24 R

PYROTECHNIC FLARES 3.,358,(0) 12/1907 Griffith o al. ............ 102/24 k

1751 Inventors: Kenneth A. Musselmen. L.oogootce, Primary E.maniner--Frank A. Spear, Jr.
James E. Short, Jr., Switz City, both Assistant Examiner--Ferris H. Lander
of Ind. Attorney, Agent, ot Firm--R. S. Sciascia; Paul S.

1731 Assignee; The United States of America as Collignon
represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C. 1571 ABSTRACT

1221 Filed: Aug. 2, 1974 A process for the disposal of pyrotechnic flares com-
1211 AppI. No.: 494,131 prised essentially of magnesium, sodium nitrate and a

binder. The flare is crushed and then soaked in a sol-
vent which softens and dissolves the binder material.

1521 U.S. Cl ........................... 71/I; 7 1/58 The dissolved hinder and solvent is decanted and the
1 511 Int. Cl• ........................................... C05C 5/02 remaining magnesium and sodium nitrate are washed
1581 Field of Search........... 23/266; 149/61; 102/24; in water which dissolves the sodium nitrate. The aque-

71/I, 25, 58 ous solution of sodium nitrate is removed and is useful
as a fertilizer. The remaining magnesium is dried and

I sI References Cited screened and is reusable as an ingredient in a pyro-

UNITED STATES PATFENTS technic device.
2,021,927 1111935 Strathmcycr .......... ........... 71/58 X 5 Claims, I Drawing Figure

PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITION
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PROCESS FOR DISPOSING (OF PYROTECHNIC rial is being processed, it can be directly placed into a
FLARES crushing device, however, when a flare is to be pro-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION cessed, the aircraft parachute flare and related hard-
"ware are first removed and then the paper tube sur-

The invention relates to a method for disposing of py- 5 rounding the candle composition is removed. After
rotechnic flares and more particularly to a non- crushing, the candle pieces or the waste composition
polluting method of disposing ot flares comprised of pieces are fed into a mixing tank and allowed to soak
magnesium, sodium nitrate and a binder and also for a in a solvent solution for about 30 minutes. Preferably
method of disposing of waste materials which come the pieces and solvent solution are stirred at about
from the manufacture of such flares. It 500-600 rpm, using an air operated mixing motor. One

It is necessary to dispose of waste pyrotechnic flare solvent used successfully is a methylene chloride based
compositions as its storage is both costly and hazard- stripper which is comprised, by weight, of about 25 per-
ous. Waste flare composition may either be bulk com- cent methylene chloride, about 25 percent isopropyl
position, left over from a production run or might be alcohol and about 50 percent water. The reaction of
from defective illuminating flare candles. At one Naval 15 this solvent with the binder causes the hardened binder
Ammunition Depot, for example, over 900 pounds of to soften and separate from the magnesium and sodium
pyrotechnic bulk production wastes were accumulated nitrate. The solvent and dissolved binder are decanted-
each day during a peak production period. off and that portion of the binder that is not removed

Heretofore the main disposal method for such pyro- by the solvent is washed away by isopropyl alcohol.
technic waste was to burn the waste in an open buring- 20 The remaining ingredients are next given a water
pit in a sparsely populated area. In some cases, dispos- wash which dissolves sodium nitrate. The ingredients
able of unserviceable items was accomplished by are washed for about 15 minutes and the solution is agi-

dumping at sea. Both methods, however, are undesir- tated at about 500-600 rpm. The aqueous solution of
able because of pollution to either the air or water. sodium nitrate is filtered and the aqueous solution is

25 useful as a fertilizer. Water does not vigorously attack
SUMMARY OF TIHE INVENTION the magnesium. In actuality, magnesium decomposes

The present invention relates to a process for dispos- water slowly because its hydroxide, which results from
sium, sodium nitrate and a binder which is either an un-

saturated polyester or an epoxy. The material is first 30 I ) Mg + 2HOH -* Mg(OH))2 + H..

crushed and then placed in a solvent, such as a methyl- is insoluble and once the hydroxide has been formed on
ene chloride based stripper material, and allowed to the surface, the hydroxide hinders any further attack
soak until the binder becomes soft and dissolves. The on the magnesium. After the aqueous solution of so-
solvent and dissolved binder arc then decanted off and dium nitrate is removed, the remaining ingredient,
the remaining ingredients are washed in water which 35 magnesium is dried by ,dacing in open pans and heated
dissolves the sodium nitrate. The aqueous solution of at about 140' F., in a vented oven. The dried magne-
sodium nitrate is removed and is useful as a fertilizer. sium is screened through a No. 20 (841 micron) sieve
The remaining magnesium is then dried and screened and the magnesium passing through the sieve is useful
and is reusable as an ingredient in a pyrotechnic device, as a fuel in pyrotechnic devices. In tests conducted at 3

It is therefore a general object of the present inven- 40 the Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane. Indiana, labora-
tion to provide a method for disposing of a flare com- tory analysis of the screened magnesium indicated that
position which is safe and non-polluting of the environ- the screened product was between 91 and 96 percent
ment. magnesium, and the product was successfully used in

Other objects, advantages and novel features of the the manufacture of flares.
present invention will become apparent from the fol- 45 It can thus be seen that the present invention pro-
lowing detailed description of the invention when con- videi a disp)osal method for a pyrotechnic composition
sidered in conjuncliot with the accompanying drawing- which does not pollute the environment. Further. that

Ra portion of the ingredients of a pyrotechnic cotuposi-
RN tieor ore recycled to provide useful end products.

The FIGURE of the drawiiig is a block diagrati show- '5ihviouslv may modifications and variations of the
ing the steps of a preferred method of the present iin. piesent invention are possiblc in the light of the above
vention. ti-achings. It is therefore to be understood that within

DESCRIPTION OF [HIF PRFFERRED eth scope of the appended claims the intention may be
F.M BOFIMHI PRFRRpratticed otherwise than as specifically described.
EM BIiMENT ",We claim:

In the disposal methoti oi the present invention, the I. A proc.ess for isolating and disposing of the cherm-
three ingredients ft' thc flare are first separated atnd cal ingredients in illumiiating flaics comnprised of mag-
then disposed of ini an tcologically permissible and Use tiesium, sodium nitrate. and a binder, said process corn-
ful manner. By way of example, a flare composition prising,
might he comprised, by weight. of about 58 percent of first crushing said chemical ingredients.
magnesium. about 38 percent of sodium nitrate and then dissolving said binder in a solvent.
about 4 percent of a binder. The binder is either an then decanting to temove said solvent and the dis-
epoxy or an unsaturated polyester. solved binder.

Prior to separation of the three basic ingredients tof 65 then washing the remaining chemical ingredients in
the compositable m eans, chma s ition is first water to dissolve sodium nitrate,
crushce by suitable npcyrso stch nis hcom io sdraulically this decating thi aqueous solution of sodium ni-
operated trushing bladte Wl,c; w.aste prtittLctioiii mate- trate for use a.; a tcrtilizer. and
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then drying and screening the remaining ingredients washing the remaining ingredients in isopropyl alcohol
for use as a fuel in pyrotechnic devices. to remove any binder not dissolved by said solvent.

2. A process for isolating and disposing of the chemi- 4. A process for isolating and disposing of the chemi-
cal ingredients in illuminating flares as set forth in cal ingredients in illuminating flares as set forth in
claim I wherein said solvent is an aqueous solution of 5 claim I wherein said solvent is agitated for about 30
methylene chloride comprised, by weight, of about 25 mnts
percent of* methylene chloridie, about 25 percent of iso- m.inut oes. o sltn n ipsn fteceipropyl alcohol and about 50 percent of water. 5 rcs o sltn n ipsn ftecei

3. A process for isolating and disposing of the chemi- cligeinsi luiaigfae sstfrhi
cal ingredients in illuminating flares as set forth in 10 claim 4 wherein said water is agitated for about 15 min-
claim 1 wherein the step of first decanting to remove utes.
said solvent and the dissolved binder is followed by ****
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United States Patent u91 3,829,146
Laswell et al. 145] Aug. 13, 1974

[54] DELAYED PARACHUTE DISCONNECT 2,842,392 7/1958 Haakc ..................... 294/83 A
2,995,323 8/1961 Dann ......... ........ 244/150(75] Inventors: John E. Laswell, Bloomington; John 3,081,122 3/1963 Jungerson .............. . 294/1 3 R

E. Wlldridge, Washington, both of 3,189,967 6/1965 Walker et al .... ...... 24/265 HI Ind.
FOREIGN PATENTS OR APPLICATIONS

[73] Assignee: The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the 738,046 10/1955 Great Britain..........294/83 ANavy, Washington, D.C. Primary Examiner--Richard A. Schacher

[22] Filed: July 30, 1973 Assistant Examiner-James L. Rowlands
Attorney, Agent, or Firm-R. S. Sciascia; Paul S.(21] Appl. No.: 383,841 Collignon

[52] U.S. CI ................................ 294/83 A, 244/149 [57] ABSTRACT[51] Int. C l ............................................. B64d 17/38
[ t. CFeld..f.Se.r.h....... .. .44 , 178 1 A delayed parachute disconnect having a piston slid-(51Field of Search .... 294/83;,244/149, 150, 151;24/201 D, 201 TR, 20! P, 241 SL, 241 PS ably mounted in a cylinder having fluid therein. One

end of the piston is releasably connected to a pulling
[561 References Cited element which automatically releases upon clearance

from the cylinder. The piston is provided with an ori-UNITED STATES PATENTS fice and the speed of the piston is controlled by the
2.483.044 9/1949 Gongwer ........................... 294/83 A fluid escaping through the orifice.
2,517,361 8/1950 Staats ............................... 294/83 A2.682.425 6/1954 Staats ................................ 294/83 A I Claim, 3 Drawing Figures
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lIWL AVEI P'ARACHUI TE lDtSONNE(1 Ill ltote thfet CIO. Ileaid IjIlought be atia"Icftd, 'Is li
I~ esl Intig, soldet Ing. \\kelt I II g, 411 thle Itile 011111 , II i ti l fit'

1ACK( ROU NI)01' till- I NVI N~H N Illutattdiv attachet ito hol niing It. Plistonl 14 Is Ilil
\ itled and~ hits anl enlarged dliaiiieter. Vind 15 th1.it is slid

thle present invention relates to a delayed latachuite ', abll fittel ill thle hoil c 16 (if, holsing 1t. :iiid pistonl 14
disconect anid palic tiarl y it) it delayed par-achute dis hats at stemn 17 st hich is slid abidi\ mout ttied Ili hol e IS of

tonnlect for reducing the deployment \vtocity of a mato hecad 1.4. "1he end of stemi 17 has a partial ball-sot keI
parachute system. 19 which receives a halt 21 onl the end ol' a Ian~ard 22.

In the past, reefing line cutters have been ilicoripo I hie dimensions of the pariial ball-socket 19 and hall 21

duced dpomnveoiyi cic iyalwntle taiined in halt-socket 19.
droge pracuteto eceerae te pylod ad min quntiy o liuid23,such as a Cpercent t\ln

parachute. The parachute reefing line cutter usuat11ll glycot-satcr solution, is provided within hore i6 of
has a 3-5 second delay between drogue parachute de:- I u husing I I and aI coil spring 24 is provided to bias pis-
ployment and main parachute deployment. Since thet ton 14 toward end 12 of housing 11. It should he undt%.-
I pentng shock loading is significantly decreased during stothtterfuducasirndilonfud
the miain parachute deployment whien aI reefing line miay also he used. Ini onle design requirement ofptro'.II i-
(_utter is employed, the main parachuite and suspension ing a 3-5 second delak, period between intitiation and[system ma\ he fabricated (i1 lower strength materials. 20sprain the. 50 perc'ent ethylene glycol-.satel sotlki

'The lover strength materials cost less and utai, oc- npoiethdeiddla'tmesitiSIicn.fLd
cupy less %olume. The cost and volume factors are tinproviding loner dets ires deantiC.N air pro'.011 fidin C

highly critical Iin today's aircraft parachute flare coml- sotdlstms noiie2 sro ddi h n

p-Iti he prsn oto omrilreigln utr I arged diameter end 15 ot p istoni 14 and I~ rnw filtuilid

the proiiieyhg ihrespn os f eniicrctit ree rln linecuttirn 23 ito pass therethrough \\s lieni piston 14 is nmo el Iin i
is rohbitvey hgh ithrepec tttheoseral fncton direction ito compress spr ing 24, A ring seii! 21)1, Iis po

that dlle\ performn and the total cost of the parachute \ided to seal stem 17 so that fluid 23 is retained \ huin
flaic. I lie para"chute reefing line cutter consists ofia fir- br b
ing pinl, primer, pyrotechnic delay, explosive charge, eern ott -(i ftledasig htci
knife, anvil, and housing. 'Ihle reefi'ng line cutter opera- All Reeiosin anothe tmfo FInient of the presnting. flnti. io
tion is initiated by pulling tilie firing pinl, which fuLne- \khm nte nhdnetkt h rsw'IC11
ititis thle delay, which subsequently forces the knife to -he rein stem 26 and shaft 27 are pros ided \\ itli corn -

cuit thle reeling lanyard atl the amitsi. One such reefing Iilitirtaedpoins2ad28iepei'C
Ii S Pa. No stIi hich lo cks steivi 26 and h ak f.7.7 togetht b r as lil, 'ne al inc: cutter is, shown and described in U.S tht. aN tihnth oe1 f ed1...~erpn3

2 ,X97,799), entitled. "Explosivc (Cutter For Parachute r5tie\ Idin sihaftl2 tint bisfie ci or ce is o*h a ppli3 d to shea atl3

ILines,'' which issued Aug. 4. 19'54, tol Joe A. Stupian. petinst 31 andi alosufosiient. foc ius thepneed forsprain
24, \01ich is used ill thle eiisht'dinliCiii ofFIt' H I ls C11n1 11

SUMMARY OFt HI- IN\ FN l ION nated.

I he present invention relates ito a, delat ed paraehute 401 O1-~ O
discornnet \% hieh releases after at piston travel: at prede.
tcrmiined distaice. [he speed at which tile pistonl tras eern pcfial olIS ad2- h i;
els is determined by an orifice which permits fluid to ing. spring 24 biases piston 14 so that the c nlat gel di-
escape thercthrough 'I he fluid opposes piston travel anieter eod 15 is adjacent end 1 2. Balf 21 onl thle e id
and nit 'enient is controlled by lite siic ofl the orifice. 45 of' lati~ard 22 is engaged in paritiakl ball -soc~ket 19 and

A\fter aI pred~etcrniined distanct: oft traisef the piston be- thus connects tati~ard 22 ssithi stem 17. 1 po'll ILaunchK ~ ~~~~Lt tines discnrg aged from iti a an art aid it is this LIi.s n - front anl aircraft. in eon necol \k.,till wiI pa rae IimLtcI > i
gageniii n t \%hic h initiates the miaiin pa rac huite openiiing. hiN. tensio n is applied itt l an ard 22 by at dri'lgti( IrM
In oeenibodinient. i spring Ipro\s ided itetain the Chutte thereb\ nit~n itn1 l drcinI ~ll

pistoin inl a forwaird inactive li tsitioil and in another cmi- i1press spring2.Mometfpion1i. i'ci
bodinient at shear pin prevent~s uIlVnatitd iO~llivnent of1 Controlled b\ f1luid 23 Mu hch lutIst pass through 01I'ttfk'

the piston uiitil at predheternliiletl frce is applied to the 25. 1 bus it can be seeil that the s cloeit of( pistotl 14 1,
tend of the piston, controlled h\ thle si/c tit" mritit 25. As best ~ho ns ii,

V IG. 2 oft the drassiiig, wvhen thle end oft stemt 17 vo,,.
DRI~ I)S(R~l ( ) I I- Iilll)RWIN 1ce'tnd tile end oft hlead 13. ball 21 is relcastsi I

FK I t-, a loiigitudenal sectional vies'. shuom ing at pre- balll-:,ockct 19 and this release is used loi tittlitt i~
fe rred e nibt d imerit tof the presen ii in citvi n. imaini pa rachuLt e o peninirg

FIG. 2 is at sectitonal siew simtilar it -16 . I outs sholl"- Ini the einibtdinieiit shitis ii ill 1:16 3 kt'f thle dhi'.' 11)L.
ing a lanyard in a released comnditioni and tilmovemnict of shafts, 26 and 27 is presented h\ shear pinl

FI(C. 3 is at longitudinal sectitonal \sic.\% of another ciii- 31. When the force tinl tile cnd of shaft 217 beconics, ,il I
bodinumit tif thle present inv entithiii. ficiently large. pinl 31I sheairs and motvemeint otif shat 27

D1 SRIPIONOV HEPRII:RI-Dcauses shaft 26 to1 nios e kitiscnieiit tfifhaift 26 is. hoi 'a

forifice 25. Steim 26 aiid shaft 27 renmain ctililiieced ti11111

Referring inow it) the draimitg. thlire is his. i I'l( FR the taper-ed portioins 28 aimit 29 clear hiead 13., St iere
1. at discoitincot assembly hasming a CNIII(ItLril~l houit Ulig upon01 1-t0n 26 andI shaft 27 seplIxite, and it Is tilt', sept.-
I I \% he h is c losed at end I12 and has a head 1 3 att ached r at iton that initiates tilie imailn pal acllti t pet-iltg
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It can thus be seen that the present invention pro- ity and said end having a partial ball-socket hei .
vides a mechanical parachute disconnect that can pro- Movable in said bore,
vide a delay time of 3-5 seconds between drogue para- ani orifice in said enlarged diameter , klititi" of i ai,

chute deployment and main parachute deployment. piston,Obviously many modgifications told variations tif the 5 a spring hiasttng said cnflauged dimtelnlr hltmti mpresent invention are possible in the light of the alxwe said pistonl toward said closed end of said hou's11!.

teachings. It is therefore to he understood that within and
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be a lanyard extending in said hboe of said head and hWi-
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. ing a ball on one end engageable with said parhi~i

We claim: pr ball-socket on said stem, said ball being retained in
I A delayed parachute disconnect comprisingsaid partial ball-socket by the surface of said borea housing having a cavity therein, said housing being and the opposite en th s urdaceing sandect-closed at one end and partially closed at the opp(- and the opposite end ot said lanyard being connect-

site end by a head having a bore therein, able to a parachute whereby a force applied to said
a quantity of fluid within said cavity, 15 lanyard moves said piston at a velocity controlled
a piston slidably mounted in said housing, said piston by fluid passing through said orifice thereby pro-

being comprised of a stem having a partial ball- viding a delay betweeni 11w time said ftorce is first
socket on one end thereof and an enlarged diame- applied and the time said ball clears said hbre
ter portion on the opposite end thereof, said en- thereby disconnecting said lanyard from said stem.
larged diameter portion being movable in said ca%- 20 * * * * *
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PROCE[% FOR PROMOTING AN OXIDE FOR USE doping materials which have been used successfully are
IN A PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITION lithium hydroxide, lithium nitrate, zirconium sulfate

(ROSS.REFF-RENCF. TO REI.Ai' D APPI.ICA I ION and zirconium nitrate. The solution is heated to boiling,
and heat is maintained until a persistent froth forms

U.S. Pat. application ol'.'harles A. Lipscomb, Jr. an and the solution becomes very viscous, The solution is
lreva M. Smith entitled, "Pyrotechnic Composition then transferred to crucibles and heated in a furnace at
Providing Increased Heat of Combustion," Ser, No. a temperature of between 6W00 and 1,000" C. for be- U
281,582, filed Aug. 17, 1972, tween 24 and 1(0 hours until calcining is complete.

It) The remaining water is quickly driven off at this tern.BAC'KGROUND OF THE INVENTION perature, and the doped metallic sulfate decomposes to
The present invention relates to a method of increas- doped metallic oxide. It is necessary to periodically dis-

ing the heat of combustion of an oxide which is to he turb the contents of the crucible to permit adequate
used in a pyrotechnic composition.

Pyrotechnic devices are widely used by military per- 5 venting of sulfur dioxide and steam decompositionsonnel and contain combustible chemicals which, when products. The crucible and contents are then removed
ignited, generate a flame, flash, infrared radiation, from the furnace and allowed to stand until cooled to
smoke or sound display, or combinations of these ef- ambient conditions. The metallic oxide is made up
fects, for a broad variety of purposes. Many devices, largely of loosely agglomerated fine particles having a
particularly the smoke and illuminating devices, are 20 size of about 0.5 to 1.0 microns and these agglomerates
comprised of a fuel, an oxidizer and a binder, can be broken up with a mortar and pestel, by screen-

Many of the recent improvements !n pyrotechnic de- ing, or by other appropriate methods.
vices, such as flares, have been centered on providing The following examples are provided in o-der to illus-
an improved binder system. For example, in U.S. Pat. trate the present invention.
No. 3,411,964, which issued Nov. 19, 1968, to Bernard 25
E. Douda, there is disclosed an illuminating flare com- EXAMPLE I
position comprised of a fuel, an oxidizing agent and a 99 grams of zinc sulfate and I gram of zirconium sul-
binder comprised of an epoxy resin and a polyglycol
resin. Little, if any, work has been done on improving fate were dissolved in 100 ml of boiling distilled water.
an oxidizer for use in a pyrotechnic composition. 3o The solution was stirred and heated until the solution

was reduced to 40 ml and was pasty in consistency. The
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION pasty solution was calcined in a crucible at 700° C. for

The present invention relates to a process for increas- about 100 hours. The contents of the crucible wcre
ing the heat of' combustion of a metallic oxide to be stirred several times during the calcining process !o
used in a pyrotechnic composition. In particular, the permit venting of sulfur dioxide and other gaseous
present invention provides a method to increase the products. The final material produced was white inheat of combustion of zinc oxide and ferric oxide which color and had an absolute density of 5.94 gm/cm:I, asis to he used in pyrotechnic munitions such as red phos- colorad "had an asu d nsity of.phorus smokes and hygroscopic chloride (HC) smokes. compared with 5.58 gm/cm3 for unpromoted zinc ox.40J ide.

A metallic sulfate, such as ferric sulfate or zinc sul-
fate is dissolved in boiling distilled water to which
about I to 5 percent, by weight, of a doping material 99 grams of ferric sulfate and I gram of zirconium
has been added. The doping material is a compound of sulfate were dissolved in 300 ml of distilled water and
either lithium or zirconium. The solution is boiled until 45 the solution was boiled until a persistent froth forms
it becomes pasty in consistency and then the pasty solu- and the solution became very viscous at a volume of be.
tion is calcined at a temperature of between 600* and tween 70 and 100 ml. This viscous solution was thenI ,000' C. to form a doped metallic oxide. stored under refrigeration at a temperature of 45' F. for

It is therefore a general object of the present inven- 1tionto r()idca prces fo inreasng he eatof5 18 hours. The solution was then transfetred to cruci-
obution tofproi a proalcodes for ireauseing prthehet o bles and placed in a furnace at a temperature of 600*

combustion of a metallic oxide to be used in pyrotech- C. for 24 hours. The remaining water was quickly
nic compositions.

driven off and the doped ferric sulfate decomposed to
BRIFF DFSCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING doped ferric oxide. The contents of the crucible were

Flti. I is a graph showing the effect of preparation - periodically disturbed to permit adequate venting of
temperature on heat of combustion of ferric oxide: and sulfur dioxide and steam decomposition products. The

crucible and contents were then removed from the fur-
FIG. 2 is a graph showing the effect of the percentage nace and cooled at ambient room temperature. The

of dopant on heat of combustion of ferric oxide. 60 FeO3 was fine narticles of between 0.5 and L,0 micron
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED in size and was ?-isely agglomerated, The agglomerates

EMBODIMENT were broken up by screening.
In preparing a metallic oxide according to the present Referring to FIG, I of the drawing, it can be seen that

invention, preweighed nounts of metallic sulfate and 65 the temperature used in preparing the doped ferric
the selected dopant are dissolved in distilled water. The - oxide has a noticeable effect on the heat of combustion
metallic sulfates which have been successfully used are when mixed with titanium and reacted. The reaction
ferric sulfate, ferrous sulfate and zinc sulfate and the that occurs is:
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parts by weight of a metallic sulfate selected from
3-1 i 4 FctO:, YlHO + 2le (I) the group consisting of' ferric sullfate, ferrous sul-

It cln lie seen that ferric oxide prepared at a temper- 'itte, and tint: sull'ate and between atioti I and .
atre o'rI (i0(I" C. has ai heat o•l combustion tf' al.ut parts 1iv weight ol a doping material velected fromii
I .t)l cal/gui, while ferric oxide prepared at a tempera- 5 the group consisting of' lithitin hydroxide, lithium

irc of I,(01V" ('. has a heal of •.ombustion (of only nitrate, zirconium sull'ae anod zirconium nitrate,
albout 2t) cal/gm. then heating the solution containing the metallic sul-

Referring now to FIG. 2 of the drawing, there is fate and doping material until the solution becomes
shown the eflect of dopant concentration on the heat pasty in consistency, and
of reaction that occurs in the chemical equation ( I ) io then calcining at a temperature of between about 600
shown above. When no dopant is used, the heat of corn- and 1,000 degrees C. to produce a doped metallic
bustion is about 760 cal/gm (Preparation temperature oxide.
of about 800* C.). As the percent of doping material is 2. A process for promoting a metallic oxide for use

incregsed, the heat of reaction increases. With a I per- in a pyrotechric composition as set forth in claim I
cent lithium doping material, the heat of reaction is i wherein said metallic sulfate is ferric sulfate and said
about 850 cal/gm and, for 5 percent, the heat of corn- doping material is zirconium sulfate.
bustion increases to about 1,100 cal/gm. For corre- 3. A process for promoting a metallic oxide for use
sponding I and 5 percent of zirconium doping material, in a pyrotechnic composition as set forth in claim I
the heats of combustion are about 780 cal/gm and wherein said metallic sulfate is zinc sulfate and said
1,050 cal/gm. respectively. 20 doping material is zirconium sulfate.

It is recognized that various changes may be made to 4. A process for promoting a metallic oxide for use
the process of this invention, and that ingredients other in a pyrotechnic composition as set forth in claim I
than those specifically described herein may be em- whercin said metallic sulfate is ferric sulfate and said
ployed in its practice without departing from the spirit doping material is lithium hydroxide.
and %cope of the invention, 25 S, A process for promoting a metallic oxide for use

We claim: in a pyrotechnic composition as set forth in claim I
I. A process for promoting a metallic oxide for use whetein said metallic sulfate is ferric sulfate and said

in a pyrotechnic composition comprising, doping material is lithium nitrate.
dissolving in distilled water between about 95 and 99 * * * * *
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GIiaim 14S I May 28, 1974

1.541 (CHEMIICAL LIGHTING DEVICE. HAVING 3MS,Th7Q 10/14713 Gilliam~ 0 ;&...........24M~2 25
INTERIACKINC AMPOIJLF.

175 inentr: larnceW.C.I~la, Boomngtn. Primary Examiner- Richard M. Sheer
Inv nt dCaec .GliaBomntn 4tftorney, Agent. or Pirm- R. S. Sciascia, P~aul S.

md, Collingrion
1731 Assignee: The United States of Amerka as

represnted by the Secretary of the 1571 ABSTRACT

Navy Wahingon.DC.A chemical lighting device having an outer cylindrical
1221 Filed: Sept. 14, 1973 sleeve of light transmitting material and a pair of inter-
1211 Appl. No.: 397,SS4 locking frangible ampoules positioned within said

I outer cylindrical sleeve. A first ampoule containing an
activator material has a reduced diameter portion that

1521 U.S. Cl._........., 240/2.23, 206/47 R, 222/94 extends into a second ampoule containing a chemilu-
1511 mnt. Cl . .................... ..........,, .... F3 I 9/16 minescent material, The first ampoule is f'uzed to the
158 FNIlield of Search ......,....... 240/2,25, 2122/94; second ampoule and closes one end of the second am-

206/47 A poule. The second ampoule is provided with an inden-
- tation that surrounds the reduced diameter portion of

156) References Cited the first ampoule so that the two ampoules can he bro-
UNITED STATES PATENTS ken simultaneously, and, upon mixing of the chemilu-

2,4117236 A minescent material and the activator material, light is
2,497,2116 11(1949 Gireenberg....... ... 206/47 A emitted through the outer sleeve.

1,59 1089 711971 Cronan ........................ 2391304
1,I 720,522 3/1973 Nakagami................... 206/47 A I Claim, 2 Drawing Figures
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('HFMICAL LIGHTING DEVICE HAVING cal rod, is provided in one amptiule wo that if a device
INTERLOCKING AMPO1JIXS is launched from a launcher, the weight will break the

tother ampoule to allow the materials to mix.
C'ROSS- RFERRENCE TO REL AlTED APPLICATION It is therefore a general object of the present inven-

'I tion to provide an improved chemical lighting device
which can be activated manually by hand or which can

Patent application of Clarence W. Gilliam and be automatically activated during launch.
)Thomas N .Hall entitled, "Chemical Lighting• Device," B I F D S R P I N O H R W NSer. No. 295,335, filed Oct. 5, 1972. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

t0 FIG. I is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferredBACKROUN OFTHE NVENIONembodiment of the present invention, and

The present invention relates to a chemical lighting FIG -2 is a longitudinal sectional view, similar to FIG.
device and more particularly to a chemical lighting de- I, having a weight therein for breaking a frangible am-
vice which can be held in a hand and readily activated. poule.

Various chemiluminescent peraminoethylene com- DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
pounds have been used for lighting and marking pur- EMBODIMENT
poses. One such use is described in U.S, Pat. No. Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a tubu-
3,239,406, entitled, "Chemiluminescent Structures lar outer sleeve 11 made of a material which will trans-
And Their Preparation," which issued Mar. 8, 1966, to 20 mit light, such as clear radiation-crossed.linked poly-
Donald D. Coffman and Hilmer E. Winberg. This pa- olefinic plastic tube. Two ampoules 12 and 13 of fran-
tent teaches the coating of flexible material, such as gible material, such as glass, are positioned within outer
plastic strips, with tetrakis (dimethylamino) ethylene to sleeve 11, Ampoule 13 has a reduced diameter portion
provide a nocturnal marking tape, As tetrakis (dimeth- 14 that extends into ampoule 12 and the shoulder 15
ylamino) ethylene becomes luminescent upon expo- 25 of ampoule 13 is fuzed by heating to ampoule 12so that
sure to air, the preparation of the tape is made under ampoule 12 is sealed, Ampoule 12 is provided with a
nitrogen and the saturated material is protected from reduced diameter portion 16, which might also be
air by covering with polyethylene film scored to facilitate breakage, and this reduced diame-

Another group of chemiluminescent compounds are ter portion 16 is positioned opposite to the reduced di-
made by adding a fluorescer to an oxalate-ester com- 30 ameter portion 14 of ampoule 13 so that breakage of
pound and then activating the mixture with an oxidiz- ampoule 12 at reduced diameter portion 16 will also
ing material. U.S. Pat, No. 3,612,857, entitled, "Loca- cause breakage of portion 14 of ampoule 13.
tion Marker For Producing Luminous Display," which Ampoule 12 contains a chemiluminescent material
issued Oct. 12, 197 1, to Dav' Beatty and Jamcs Rein- 17 which, by way of example, might be a mixture of an
hart, describes a location marker which is a cloth 35 oxalate ester, such as bis(2,4,5-trichloro-6-carbopen,
streamer saturated with a mixture of bis(2,4,5 Trichlor- toxyphenyl) oxalate, and a fluorescer, such as 9,10,-
o-6-carbobutoxyphenyl) oxalate, anthracene cyanacryl bis(phenylethynl) anthracene. Ampoule 13 contains an
terpolymer, and bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate in ben- activator 18, such as hydrogen peroxide.
zene, The activator fluid used to activate the chemilu- When it is desired to activate the chemical lighting
minescent mixture is hydrogen peroxide in dimethyl 40 system described herein, sleeve I I is bent in 'he region
phthalate. of reduced diameter portion 16 and ampoules 12 and

In the above-identified patent application, a chemical 13 will break at about the same time. Mixing of the che-
- lighting device is shown and described which Can be miluminesent material and the activator produces

held in the hand and activated. An outer cylindrical light that passes through sleeve 11.
sleeve of light transmitting material contains first and 45 Referring now to FIG. 2 of the drawing, there is
second ampoules which are kept separated in the cylin- shown an embodiment of the invention which is de.
driral sleeve. One ampoule contains a chemilumi- signed to activate the lighting system upon firing from
nes(,ent material and the second ampoule contains an a launcher. A weight 19 which, by way of example,
activator fluid. Each ampoule is provided with a re- 50 might be a cylindrical glass rod, is provided within am-
duced neck portion which facilitates breaking the am- poule 12 and, upon launching, the inertia of weight 19
poule. When both ampoules are broken, the chemilu- causes ampoule 13 to strike weight 19 which breaks
minescent material and activator fluid are mixed and ampoule 13 and permits the chemiluminescent mate-Slight is obtained and transmitted through the cylindri- rial 17 and activator 18 to mix.
cal sleeve, 5. It can thus be seen that the present invention pro-

vides an improved chemical lighting device having in-SSUMMARY OF THE INVENTION terlocking ampoules which can be broken simulta-

The present invention relates to a hand-held chemi- neously to permit mixing of the chemical therein, Also,
cal lighting device having interlocking ampoules within one ampoule can be broken during launch to permit
an outer sleeve of light transmitting material, One am- 60 mixing of chemicals.
poule has a reduced diameter portion which extends Obviously many modifications and variations of the
into a second ampoule and the two ampoules are fused present invention are possible in the light of the above
together so that the first ampoule closes the second am- teachings. It is therefore to be understood, that within
poule One ampoule contains a chemiluminescent ma- the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be
terial and the second ampoule contains an activator 65 practiced otherwise than as specifically described,
fluid, and when the ampoules are broken and the mate- I claim:
rials are mixed, light is obtained and transmitted I. A chemiluminescent light device comprising,
through the outer sleeve, A weight, such as a cylindri- an outer sleeve of light transmitting material,

69
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first and second frangible ampoules positioned in said sleeve whereby said reduced diameter portion of
outer sleeve and fused together with said first fran- said first frangible ampoule will also break,
gible ampoule providing a closure for one end of a chemiltminescent fluid in one of said frangible am-
said second ampoule and said first ampoule having poules, and
a reduced diameter portion extending into said sec- 5 activator fluid in said other frangible ampoule, said
ond ampoule, said second ampoule having a re-
duced diameter portion surrounding said reduced chemiluminescent fluid and said activator fluid
diameter portion of said first ampoule, said re- being mixed upon breakage of said first and second
duced diameter portion of said second ampoule frangible ampoules.
being scored to break upon flexure of said outer tO * * * * *
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1541 JET IGNITION DEVICE FOR A 2,681,619 6/1954 Chandler .............................. 60/256
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1751 Inventors: John R. Clifton; Gary S. Edwarw-• 3,392,673 7/1961 King ................ 102/70
both of Bedford, Ind.

1731 Assignee: The United States of Anerrka as Pinmary Examiner-Verlin R. Pendegrass
represented by the Secretary of the Attorney, Agent, or Firm-R. S. Sciascia; Paul S.
Navy, Washington. D.C. Collignon

[221 Filed: Jan. 5, 1973

[21) Appl. No.: 321,435 1571 ABSTRACT

An ignition device having an open-ended case with a

52] U.S. CL. .............................. 102/70 R, 102/49.7 primer closing one end and a nozzle closing the oppo-

1511 Int. Cl ............................................. F42c 19/08 site end. An orifice is provided in the nozzle and the
[581 Field of Search .......... 102/49.7, 70, 70.2, 86.5; orifice is closed by a frangible disk attached to the

60/256 outer end of said nozzle. An ignition pellet is .,on-
2 ained in said case adjacent said nozzle and detonation

[56) References Cited of said primer ruptures said frangible disk and ignites
said ignition pellet.A

UNITED STATES PATENTS
2,479,470 8/1949 Carr ...................................... 6/256 I Claim, 2 Drawing Figures
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JET IGNITION DEVICE FOR A PYROTECHNIC a pyrotechnic fuze.
FUZE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION FIG. I is an end view of a preferred embodiment of

5 the present ;nvention; arid
U. S. application of Carroll Abel, John R. Clifton, FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken on line 3-2 of FIG.

and Jame. R. Lueking, entitled. VARIABLE DELAY I.
FUZE FOR AIRCRAFT PARACHUTE FLARE, Ser.
No. 769,999, filed Oct. 23, 1968, and now U.S. Pat. D CP ONIOF T
No. 3,712,232. tOEMBODI T

Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a case
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION I I havi;;g a central bore 12 therethrough, and a primer

the present invention relates to a jet ignition system 13 closes the aft end of case 11. A nozzle 14 is attached
and more particularly to an ignition system for a pyro- to the for% ard end of case I I by crimping. As best
technic item, such as an aircraft parachute flare. 15 shown in FIG. 2 of the drawing, nozzle 14 is provided

In the above.referenccd patent application, there is with an orifice I that has a flared portion 16 and an
shown a device for igniting a delay fuze in an aircraft ignition pellct 17 is contained in bore 12 adjacent noz-
parachitle flare. A primer is positioned in one end of a zlAt 14. A frangible disk 18 is attached, as by cemerting,
holder and an ejectin plunger is positioned in the op- to the front face of nozzle 14 thereby closing bor,: 12
posite end. The ejection plunger contains a quantity of 20 t) prevent any moisture from entering and affecting ig-
black powder and has a pointed forwvard end and has nition pellet 17. By way, of example, case I I might hr
a passageway so that heat Prnd flame from a burning of aluminum, nozzle 14 might he brass and disk 18 might
the black powder can pass into the forward end and be plastic, such as polyester film. Ignition peilet 17
exit through a plurality of holes in the pointed end. might be comprised of tpowdered magnesium and t-f-

Detonation of the primer drives the ejection plunger 25 Ion.
into a delay fuze and simultaneously ignites a fixed OPERATION
delay which subsequently ignites the black powder.

The device shown and described in the above- In operation, a fiting pin detonates primer 13 and the
referenced paterat application has several disadvan- pressure and flame from primer 13 ruptures frangible
tages. The pointed ejection Ilunger was required to hit 30 disk 18. The flame from primer 13 also ignites ignition
the center of the delay fuze in order to insure reliable pellet 17, and the hot ga',cs and flame generated by the
ignition and thus accurate positioning of the ignition burning of ignition pell,:t 17 are dirceted outwardly
device was necessary. Also tle pyrotechnic delay cle- through orifice 15 of nozzle 14 and are :'cd to ignite
ments and the black powder was very susceptible to a pyrotechnic delay element.
moisture intrusion which caused excessive delay times 35 We claim:
and duds. I. An ignition device for a pyrotechnic fuze coiivp:is-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION ing,
a case having a central bore therethrough,

A cylindrical case is provided and has a center bore a primer closing one end of said central bore,
therethrough. A primer closes the aft end of the case 40 a nozzle crimped to the other end and closing said
and a nozzle closes the forward end of the case. The central bore, said nozzle having a circular orifice in
nozzle is provided w% ith an orifice whose length is partly the forwhard end thereof and an outwardly extend.
tapered and an ignition pellet is positioned in the center ing flared portion in the aft end thereof,
bore adjacent the nozzle. The orifice is closed with a an ignition pellet positioned in said central bore adja.
frangible disk that is attached, as by adhesive, to the 45 cent said flared portion of said nozzle, and
front face of the nozzle. a frangible disk attached to the outer end of said noz-

It is therefore a general object of the nresent inven- zle and closing said circulac orifice of said nozzle.
tion to provide an improved ignition devi,.e for igniting * * * *
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United States Patent 1111 13,769,107
Johnson et al. 14.5 Oct. 30, 1973

S41 PVROTECHNIC COMPOSITION FOR I56, References Cited

(CNERATING LEAD BASDI) SMOKE UNITIE) STATICS PATENTS

SI75i Inventors: Duane M. Johnson, Hicknell- Donald 2,9,i7.St 9/1961 D1e Men. 149/22
R. Hazelton, Winslow, both of Ind. 3,046,168 7/1962 Hurkardt et al .................. 149/41

1,140,207 7/1964 W iliatmi . ct al ............... .. 149/19
1731 Assigncc: The United States of America as 3,301.197 1/1967 ot)nalduin et al ................. 149/19

repra•nemeby the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C. Primary Examiner-Benjamin R. Padgett

1221 Filed: Oct. 28, 1968 Attorney-E. J. Brower and R. Miller

[211 Appl. No.: 773,694 [57] ABSTRACT

A pyrotechnic compositior. comprising lead iodate,
1521 U.S. Cl ........................ 149/19.6. 149/2(0. 149/22. alkali iodate. boron, and epoxy resin which upon com-

149/117 bustion generates a lead based smoke which can be
1511 Int. Cl .............................................. C06d 5/06 used for artificial weather modification.
1581 Field of Search ............... 149/19, 22, 44, 83-85

2 Claims, No Drawings
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PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITION FOR contain no halogens other than iodine. Other halogens
(;NENRATING LEAD BASED11 SMOKE. niay reduce the efficiency of this composition. The pro-

ferred formiulaitioni is acconiplislied by maintaining tin
t i( I RNMEN'I INTEIRESTI alkali metal to lead mole ratio between I I and 20: 1.Ithe ginventioti herein descrihe,. roav he manufac- i; Sufficient fuel in added to react with the oxygen present

tiared and used by or for Ihe Governmetct of the United in the comprosition hut is not neceessarily required as the
States of America for gitvernmental purlioses without compo~sition will function with less. It is not necessaiis
the payment oif any royalties thereon or therefor. that a stoachiometric quantity of fuel he used, but it is

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTrION to ecommended that no more than twice this amount be
10used. The quantity of hinder is that needed to mix the

Various types of pyrotechnic compositions capable materials needed to compact into a solid grain.
of proviC';ng clouds of smoke upon combustion are well Upon combustion the present improved pyrotechnic
known as are pyrotechnic compositions containing sil- compositions yield lead iodide-alkali metal iodide comn-
ver iodate which upon combustion produce silver io- plexes. It is postulated th'at by forming the alkali iodide
dide nule' which if properly introduced into the ap- 15 the lead iodide formed is chemically and physically

*prupriate cloud may increase rainfall, make hail forma- protected by chemically bonding the metallic iodides as
tion more difficult, or dispersc siupercooled fog. The double base salts or by physically forming a protective
technique of seeding undercooled clouds is known. layer around the lead iodide in the flame and/or upon
Two widely used artificial ice nuclei are dry ice (solid cooling to the solid state, i.e., smoke particles. This
carbon dioxide) used successfully for cloud modifica- 20 protectio)n is believed to prevent the oxidation of the
lion by Schaefer in 1946, and silver iodide whose excel- lead iodide formed in the flame and/or when contact
lent activity was discovered by Vonnegut in 1947. The with atmospheric oxygen occurs. i
use of silver iodide as a seeding material is based on its The following examples better illustrate this invent.
property otf acting as freezing nuclei at relatively high 6on but should not be considered as limiting.
temperatures. namely between -4* C. and -5* C. .and 25
of tuirninig under.-ooled clouds into ice particles. Here-EXMP Ii
t''torc only xcr% fcw substances have become known Ingredients Per~enito I,%eght
which h.1ve nticleus properties similar to silver iodide, Lecad c'date4SI

Poia~tsitim l
uhas 1-ad iodide. rhe generation of silver iodide re- ~-

rnain% comip;ir~ttively expensive. l-boever, the general- .1 Epox% resun hinder

tton it I .I' hbased 'nuclei by p~rotechnic mean% has tric inverse hurn rate =4 *1 sucoiwh

ne vt ben ou uceessful and therefore hats not pro-
duccd re' tilts comparable to silver iodide smokes. The Thnulaineicn>nceiprgmofon
present ii,..tuiution provides a pyrotechnic composition psto)i sflos
'shich nt 'only produces lead-based freezing nuclei ~ 6C,56x1'-7* C., 6.2 x I oil
which 'ah,,,A scellent ice forming activity, but the ma- )7Cg ItJ

t-asi fiiirls ine~xpensive.

M~ -MARY OF- THIE INVENTION -API11

clate 14 ini'.out to , chii corn- 40 :iitrcrdicnis, Percenits b\ eight

.iou.Mi.-Wpu IAtueullirl> , to it pyrotect-aric which P~ta'susirnili ".awf

c'~o -. 1hiiiitiuii \elds a lead-based acirve nuclei ii i

which 11 - .iPppica~tion in artificualls Influencing the I hv scts-f~ hUoil rtel 4 A %ck 111,1

I he penvl i purpi 'Sc of this invention is to provide a Ihei nucleation efftieic\ nucet pc er gram of comn-
p'\ otcs I it-, covillo'''ition which is comparable to or position)I is ats follows

'tet 0-tI.i ot1hCT pyrotechnic composition,; which -- 65' C . 2 2 x It)'
.'i" .nIjwj1 ist "u)io yield bh *product% which show urn- .. 5' C., 3 2 < It0''
piiuveI fi ce.ing nuclei activity. Another object is to 1 I0. 5' C., 1. 2 X Iui

pro'.ide ., p''rotcchnic which is economiical to prepare EXAM 1' IE Ill
aind sale ito handle.

Ingredients Percent h> %eight
1)FSCRIPTION OF THF. INVENTION Lead Iodatie it' 2

['he present Invention is for a composition compris- 5 S px ea hindier

ing at Ico,i, twi ' '5idim,ers oine an alkali iodate ind th t he inve'se hurn imc 'e 1e

other leid -duate, at nonmetallic fuel, and a binder
which contains no halogens other than iodine. The nucleation efficiency nu lei per gram of corn-

I he ailk ali iodaite used includes potassium, c-sium, position) is as follows.
%odium aind rubidium iodate. The preferred fuel is . 90 C.. 3.4 x 10''
huron \4 IEii ii i- sale and does not tend to form more en- EXAMP~l'IV
ergetic bonds with iodine than with oxygen. Other met-
As which may be used are aluminum or magnesium; ingredie'iis Percent hsv %cighi

I cad iodate 2 k2 k'halso, others whiih dto not tend to form more energetiL Po~ir Wae
honds, %%sith iodine than with oxygen. The preferred 65 ,on ýj
binder I, -poxy resin. It i% necessary to aid in the con -Gtni

Et,'ss hinder
solidatiiun tif the composition if pelletizing is desired It I he inverse bum rtie 12 sc, it, it

uN in, port.ii I(, tohis composition that the binder used

76
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EXAMLE Vproduct of Bisphenol A and epichlorohydrin to which

EXAMPLEtit PecnVywih is added about 10 weight percent butyl glycidyl ether

Inrd it. 4:_n15 eih as a reactive diluient. It is cured with about I I parts by
Potassum l(t 3 . weight to l10) parts of the resin/diluent combination of

Magnehium 21.-s 5 a conventional curing agent, such as diethylene tri-
Frio, re" hnder6.0 amine. Epoxy resins were found to be the hest binders

EXAMPLE V'l because they give a longer, more stable shelf lire to the

Intitedients Percent by weight cmoiin
t cad iordate 400 Use of this lead based composition in pyrotechnic
Potassium iodate 46.2 10generators for cloud seeding experiments has shown
ItofnIN
Epoxy hinder 6.~ that the ice forming efficiency is equal to or better than

that of silver and much less expensive. These pyrotech-
EXAMPLE VII nic devices are either fired from the ground or from air-

- . ngrdienu Prcet h5 weiht planes as they fly into the preselected clouds. Because
Lead iodate 62.6 thorlafomdliehesvri-
Potassumui od ate 24.1 tecrystal oledcomplexfomdlietesvr -
Boron 7 3 dide used in the prior art, is similar to that of ice, it acts
Epoxy hinder 6.0 sedfrteiena

as a sedfrtegrowth of iecrystals inasupercooled

The nucleation activity of Examples VI and VII were cod
abou th sae a thse or xamle abve.20 The boron and other nonmetals such as silicon offer

All of the Examples (I - VII) were prepared by dis- greater safety in manufacturing as well as much better
solving the epoxy resin and curing agent which is used s .torage properties and resistance to moisture degrada-
with the epoxy in acetone. The other ingredients are tion.
added while agitating until a homogeneous mixture was What is claimed is:
obtained. The acetone was then removed by vacuum 15 . A pyrotechnic composition comprising the follow-

and the composition pressed into cylinders of predeter- ing:
mined sizc and cured. When burned, these composi-
tions produce smokes ranging from white to pink in Ingredient% Percent bN weight

coor cmpsiios tLead iodate 25 bi A
coo.The copstosshow good nuclei activity at ~ ,,n Ioae 56

tcmperatures ranging from - I' to -10* C. 30 oron 4-K
The preferred epoxy resin system is DER 32 1, which Epoxy resin

may be obtained from Dow Chemical Company. It is a 2. The composition of claim I to which gilsonite is
liquid having an epoxide equivalent of 187 - 193; added in a percent by weight ranging from 3 -4. as
average molecular weight 350 - 400 and viscosity at needed for desired burning rate.
25' C. ol 1 1,000 - 16,000 centipoises. It is a reaction C
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(541 CHEMICAL LIMITING IWVICF ,6,3 12/1962 ... ....... .... ....... 222/94 UlX175) Inventor%, Clarence W. (ili~amn Oflomi~~tngtonl *,39 l 11111111 ...... .. ......-.... 222/44 XInd.. Thom as N. 111211. A d elphi , M d. r m r r d L r u(731 Assignee: The, United States of Amnerica as P,'n14rft~enni. S -re. scw i ra etalrepresented by the Secretary of, theY S.Sisiaeti.
Nay Washington, D.C.

Al (22) Filed: Oct. 5, 1972 (571 ABSTRACT
Achem ical lighting device having a n u e cy indr c j1211 ApI. N.: 29,.33Ssleeve of light tranismitting material and first and scond frangible anmpoules positionedj within said outer152) U.S. Cl............... 24012.25, 222(94, 222/54'1 clniallev.Identions are provided in the outer15)) lobt. Cl ..... --.................. F2 Iv 9/16 cylindrical sleeve for keepifif the ampoules ieparjaed158) field of Search ................ 240/2.25; 222/94, in the cyhindric;A1 sleeve. One ampoule contains a Che-V222/541 miluminescent material and the other ampoule con-.tains an activator material. The almpoules can be bro-(561 References Cited ken by bending the outer cylindrical sleeve and light is

UNITE STAES PAENTSobtained when the chemilunianescent material and ac-tivator are mixed.j3.594.211 611971 R&Uhut .................. ...240/2,25
3.539.794 11/1970 Rauhut et al ................ 240/2.25 3 Claims, I Dtawing Figures
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CHEMICAL L! 6HTING DEVICE Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a tubu-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION lar outer sleeve I I having glass ampoules 12 and 13 po-
sitioned therein. Sleeve I I is made of material which

The present invention relates to a chemical lighting 'Vill transmit light such as clear radiation-crossed-
device and more particularly to a chemical lighting de- d linked polyolefinic plastic tube. The ends of sleeve 12
vice which can be held in a hand and readily activated, have been flattened by applying heat and pressure to

Various -chemiluminescent peraminoethylene com- form flat ends 14 and 15 that serve to retain impoules
pounds have been used for lighting and marking pur- 12 and 13 within sleeve II, Referring now to FIG. I of
poses. One such use is described in U. S. Pat. 1 n 3wti lee1.Rfrignwt I.Io
3,o39,406 Ontitledsc useisd escrednU. Stru s Pt. the drawing, it can be seen that sleeve I I is provided

• , 3,239,406, entitled, "Chemiluminescent Structures tO

And Their Preparation," which issued Mar. 8, 1966. to with a reduced diameter portion 16 which prevents am-

Donald D. Coffman and Hlilmer E. Winberg. This pa- poules 12 and 13 from mcving together and be suscep-

tent teaches the coating of flexible material, such as tible to breaking. Ampoule 12 is retained between flat

provide a nocturnal marking tape. As tetrakis (dimeth- 1 13 is retained between flat end 15 and reduced diame-

ylamino) ethylene becomes luminescent upon expo- ter portion 16. By way of example, sleeve 1 I might be

sure to air, the preparation of the tape is made under of a heat shrinkable material and reduced diameter

nitrogen and the saturated material is protected from portion 16 can be formed by applying heat to sleeve e1,

air by covering with polyethylene film. In FIG. 2 of the drawing, two reduced diameter por-

Another group of chemiluminescent compounds are 20 tions 17 and 18 are provided to retain ampoules 12 and

made by adding a fluorescer to an oxalate-ester corn- 13 in position. The space 21 inside reduced diameter

pound and then activating the mixture with an oxidiz- portion 16 and the space 22 between reduced diameter

ing material, U, S. Pat. 3,612,857. entitled, "Location portions 17 and 18 serves as a mixing area when am-

Marker For Producing Luminous Display," which is- poules 12 and 13 are broken and the fluids therein are

sued Oct. 12, 1971, to Dave Beatty and James Rein- 25 released. Ampoules 12 and 13 are provided with necks

hart, describes a location marker which is a cloth 23 that facilitate breaking the ampoules.

streamer saturated with a mixture of bis(2,4,5 Trichlor- Ampoule 12 contains a chemiluminescent material
o-6-carbobutoxyphenyl) oxalate, anthracene cyanacryl which, by way of example, might be a mixture of an ox-
terpolymer. and b s(2.ethylhex\'l) phthalate in ben- slate ester, such as bis(2,4,5-trichloro-6-carbopentox-

zene. The activator fluid used to activate the chemilu- 30 yphenyl) oxalate, and a fluorescer, such as 9,10,-
minescent mixture is hydrogen peroxide in dimethyl bis(phenylethynl) anthracene. Ampoule 13 contains an

phthalate. activator, such as hydrogen peroxide.
When it is desired to activate the chemical lighting

system described herein, sleeve 11 is bent first in the
The present invention relates to a chemical lighting 35 region of the neck 23 of ampoule 12 to break ampoule

device which can be held in the hand and which can be 12 and then in the region of the neck of ampoule 13 to
readily activated. An outer cylindrical sleeve of light break ampoule 13. Mixing of the chemiluminescent
transmittin, material contains first and second am- material and the activator produces light that passes
poules which are kept separated in the cylindrical through sleeve 11.
sleeve. One ampoule contains a chemiluminescent ma- 40 We claim:
terial end the second ampoule contains a activator 1. A chemiluminescent light device comprising,
fluid. Each ampoule is provided with a reduced neck an outer cylindrical sleeve of light transmitting mate-
portion which facilitates breaking the ampoule. When rial having flat end portions and first and second
both ampoules are broken, the ehemiluminescent ma- reduced diameter portions between said flat end
terial and activator fluid are mixed and light is obtained 45 portions,
and transmitted through the cylindrical sleeve. As che- first and second frangible ampoules positioned in said
miluminescent material deterioates when even very outer cylindrical sleeve, one of said ampoules being
small amounts of moisture are present, the sealing of positioned between one flat end portion and said
the chemiluminescent material in a glass ampoule pre- first reduced diameter portion and the other of said

vents such deterioration and permits long shelf life. so ampoules being positioned between the other flat
It is therefore a general object of the present inven- end portion and said second reduced diameter por-

tion to provide a chemical lighting device which can be
readily activated. a chemiluminescent fluid in said one frangible am-

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING poule, and
sectional view of a preferred activator fluid in said other frangible ampoule.

FIG. I is a longitudinal se2. A chemiluminescent light device as set forth in
embodiment of the present invention-, and

claim I wherein said frangible ampoules are glass.
FIG. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of another cm- 3. A chemiluminescent light device as set forth in

bodiment of the present invention. .Aceiuiecn igtdvc sstfrhi
60iclaim I wherein said frangible ampoules have a neck

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 60 portion to facilitate breakage.
EMBODIMENTS * * *
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1541 ILI.LUMINATING ROUND IIAVING DUAL 3.43,.460 12/1969 Mertens .... 244,IRANGE CAPABILITY 3.431,852 3/1969 Fowler ......................... 1020321.754,9196 4/1930 Driggs, Jr. et al .......... 102/321751 Inventor: Carl W. Lohkamp, Bloofield. Ind. 1,941,590 !/1934 Wiley ................... 102134.4
1731 Asignee: The United States of America as 3,105,438 10/1963 Abetr ....... 102/34A4represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C. Primary Examiner-Roben F. Stahl
1221 Filed: Feb. 28, 1972 Attorney-R, S. Sciascia, H. H, L.osche and Paul S.
211 Appl. No,: 230,539 Collignon

/ 1571 ABSTRACT152] U.S.(C1 .................. 102/34.1, 102/32, 102/35.6, An illuminating round having propulsion means and a
102/38, 102/49.7, 244/3.1 flare composition, aond meains forodpuloyiong man parda-

58 FIeld of Search......................10232, 34. 34.6, chute upon ignition of the flare composition. The for.102/35,6, 37.6, 38, 49.3, 49.7; 244/3,1 ward end of the round is configured f'.r low drqg and
means arc provided for attaching an auxiliar, part(561 References Cited which provides for high drag during propulsion 'of the

UNITED STATES PATENTS round.
2,442,528 6/1948 Beattic ........................... 102/34.4 X I Claim, 4 Drawing Figures
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; IIUMINATIN(; ROUND IIAVING DUALI RANGE BRIII SCRI ION 01TH.DRAWIN6S
CAPAIIIII'r'Y

FIG. I is all end view of the aft end of a rouind;
STATI:.MFNT OF GO(VIF.RNMI'NT INTFITRIST FIG. 2 is i sectional view taken on line 2-2 of I.IG.

The invention described herein may be manufac- 3 I;
lured and used by or for the Government of the United FIG, 3 is a partial sectional view of the forward end
States of America for governmental purposes without of a round showing a high drag disk and low drag nose
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. configuration, and

FIG. 4 is an end view of a round showing a high drag
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION Io disk.

The present invention relates to an illuminating DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
r round which can be fired from a hand-held weapon, EMBODIMENT

such as a grenade launcher, and more particularly to an
illuminating round having dual range capability pro. Referring now to the drawings, an illuminating round

vided by a low drag and a high drag configuration. IS I I is shown having a primer case 12 and a motor case

Various devices are provided on projectiles and mis. 13. Primer case 12 has a primer 14 positioned therein

siles to control either their range -r rate of d'escent. and primer case 12 and motor case 13 are removably

While parachutes are most frequently used to. retard attached together, as by crimping. Motor case 13 is

descent of falling objects, rotor and speed brakes are closed at its aft end by a nozzle plate IS having a plural-

also used as retarding devices. Aln example of a speed 20 ity of nozzles 16 therein, and the forward end of motor

brake is shown in U1. S Pat. No. 3,047,259. entitled case 13 is closed by a low drag nose tube 17. A closure

"Speed Brake Retarding Mechanism For An Air- plate 18 is provided in motor case 13 and a propelling

Dropped Store," which issued July 3 1, 1962, to George charge 19, such as black powder, is provided between

J. Tatnall and Albert F. Scarcelli. In this patented (ic- closure plate 18 and nozle plate IS. Igniter pellets 21

vice, a ballistic-shaped cylindrical store is used and the 25 arc pr-ovided in the center of propelling charge 19 and

speed brake is comprised of a plurality of blades which detonation of primer 14 ignites pellets 21 which, in
are individually pivoted about pins disposed near the turn, ignites propelling charge 19.
outer circumfere'nce of the store. Spring means are pro- A pyrotechnic holder 22 is threadedly attached to

closure plate 18 and contains pyrotechnic dela.N ,,Ae-
vided for opening the blades, and a flexible screen is at- 30 mlour p3ate 1 and coains pyrotechnic delayinat-
tached to the blades for increasing drag. ments 23 and a flash charge 24. A quantity of illuminat-

An example of a rotor device is shown in U. S. Pat. ing composition 25 is provided in inner container 26
y Rotor which has an outside diameter slightly less than the in-

No, 3,057,589, entitled, "Aerial Device I-Having Ro side diameter of motor cae 13, so that inner container
For Retarding Descent," which issued Oct. 9, 19622, to 26 can he ejected. The forward end tif container 26 is
Derek J. Nutkins and Clifford B. Packard. In this rotor 35 closed by plate 27 which has a swivel ring 28 attached
device, a plurality of blades are connected to the rear thereto. A quantity of ignition mix 29 is provided on d-
portion of a cylindrical body. The hlades arc pivotal so luminating composition 25 adjacent flash charge 24 to
thcy can assume either a collapsed or an operative posi- facilitate ignition of composition 2.s

lion, and, when in the operative position, the blades ex- Illuminating flare composition 25 is comprised of a
tend outwar,Ii- from the body at pitch angles suitable 40 fuel, such as magnesium. an oxidizing agent such as so-
to cause autmotation for retarding descent of the body. dium nitrate and a binder system comprised of a liquid

In addition to retarding apparatus for free-falling ob- A corised oalu
jects, various devices have b -isphenol A Epichlorohdr type

containing cresyl glycidyl ether and a liquid epoxy resin
launched missiles for adjusting range. In U. S. Pat. No. of the Polyglycol-Epichlorohydnn type. By way o! cx-
3,343,767, entitled "Device For Adjusting The Range 45 ample, composition 25 might be comprised of between
Of A Missile," which issued Sept. 26, 1967, an aerody- 56 and 60 percent, by weight, of magnesium, between
namic brake is attached to a missile to control range. 35 and 40 percent, by weight, of sodium nitrate, be-
Hinged panels are mounted around thb rocket, and tween 2 and 7.5 percent, by weight, of liquid epoxy
these panels can be positioned at various angles to pro- resin of the bisphenol A Epiehlorohydrin type contain-
vide different degrees of resistance as the missile is pro- 50 ing cresyl glycidyl ether, between 0.9 and 3.5 percent,
pelled in flight, by weight, of liquid epoxy resin of the Polyglycol-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Epichlorohydrin type, and between 0 4 and 1.5 per-
cent, by weight, of an aliphatic polyamine hardener.

The present invention relates to an illuminating The liquid epoxies and hardener can be obtained from
round which can he launched froni a hand-held . The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich. The liq-
weapon, such as a grenade launcher. A firing pin in the uid epoxy resin of the bisphenol A Epichlorohydrin
launcher detonates a primer which, in turn, ignites a type containing cresyl glycidyl ether is marketed by
propellant to propel the round. The burning of the pro- The I)ow Chemical Company under the trademark
pellant ignites a delay element which, in turn, ignites an D.E.R. 321 and is a liquid epoxy resin having an epox-
illuminating composition. The ignition of the illuminat- 60 ide equivalent weight value of between 12-192 and a
ing composition causes a parachute to deploy and the viscosity of between 500-700 cps at 25'C. The liquid
burning composition is parachuted to the ground. The epoxy resin of the Polyglvcol-!Epichlotohydriih type is
round has two possible aerodynamic drag configura- marketed by The Dow Chemical Company under the
tions, that is, high drag antd low drag The forward nose 65 trademark 1) E. R. 732 and is a liquid epoxy resin hav-
of the round is streamlined to provide for low drag and ing an eposxide equivalent weight value of between 3LI5
a disk is attachable to the forward end to provid& a high and 335 and a viscosity of between S5 - 100 cps at
drag configuration. 85 2SC. Tihe haidener is an aliphatic polyamine and is
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marketed by The Dow Chemical Company under the and is ejected hcfnre another round is fired. The burn-
name Experimental Hardener QX-3482.1, The hard- ing propelling charge 19 ignites delay elements 23, and
ener has an amine hydrogen equivalent of about 29 and elements 23 burn for 5 or 6 seconds and then ignite illu.
is similar in characteristics to diethylene triamine and minating composition 25. The gases created by the
trlethylene tetramine, 5 burning of composition 25 causes inner container 26 to

A parachute 31 is packed inside nose tube 17 and the separate, which also causes nose tube 17 to he ejected,
shroud lin.s of parachute 31 are connected to swivel whereupon parachute 31 is deployed. Parachute 31 re-
ring 23. As best shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 of the drawing, tards the descent of inner container 26 and the burning
the forward edge of nose tube 17, which is cylindrical of composition 25 illuminates the ground below.
in shape, is provided with a radiused corner 32 which lo I claim:
provides low drag as motor case 13 is propelled I. An illuminating round comprising,
through the air. A threaded stud 33 is provided on the a motor case,
forward end of nose tube 17 and is used to attach blunt a motor case,nosea nole plate closing an aft end of said motor case,drwnoe disk 34 thereto.As sding e IgSe 3i shand 4ofrers an inner case in said motor case positioned forward
drawing, disk 34 has a leading edge with sharp corners 1 of said propelling charge, said inner case extending
and is provided with a tapped hole 35 that is engage- beyond the forward end of said motor case and
able with stud 33. A pair of notches 36 is provided on
the forward end of disk 34 to accommodate a spanner having a radiused leading edge providing reduced
wrench for tightening disk 34 to nose tube 17. wind resistance during flight,

a quantity of illuminating composition and a para-OPER TION20
0 P E R A T 1 0 N chute within said inner case, said parachute being

In operation, prior to loading illuminating round I! deployed upon ignition of said illuminating compo-
into a grenade launcher, a choice must be made on sition,
using either a low drag or high drag nose configuration. a propelling charge in said motor case positioned be-
By way of example, when disk 34 is tthreadcdly at- 25 tween said nozzle plate and said quantity of illumi-
tached to low drag nose tube 17, parachute 31 deploy: nating composition,
at a range of about 600 yards and, without disk 34 in a primer for igniting said propelling charge,
place, parachute 31 deploys at a range of about 800 a pyrotechnic delay element for igniting said illumi-
yards. nating composition after said propelling charge is

The firing pin of a grenade launcher strikes, and det- 30 ignited, and
onatcs. primer 14 which ignites igniter pellets 21 a cylindrical disk having a leading edge with a sharp
which, in turn ignites propelling charge 19. rhe gases corner removably attached to the forward end of
emitted from the burning of propelling charge 19 exit said inner case for providing high drag during flight
through nonzles 16 and propel motor case 13 through of said illuminating round.
the air. Primer case 12 remains in the launcher barrel 35 * ' *
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United States Patent u191 Jill 3,747,528
HIarkness et al. 1451 July 24, 1973

15~41 AIRCRAFT PARACHUTE FLARE HAVING 2,4143,26M h/I936 Skmnner... -.. ...... ..... 1026.4A
TAPERED CORE CANDLE 2,592,1153 1/1'452 Finken et al._............ 102/35 tIX

3.51I5,362 6/1970 Richardson et al ........... 102/3.5 X
1751 Inventors; Benjamin F. HIarlipen; Billy J.

Huerickhouse, both of Odon; FOREIGN PATENTS OR APPLICATIONS
Norbert E. Matheis, Jasper; Alfred 2 579 112 tl ................... 123
W. Norris, both of Bloomington, all 2576.1/27 ta.........023

* of Ind.

1731 Assignee: The United States of America as Primary Examiner-Robert F. Stahl
represented by the Secretary of th ,4ltorne~v- R. S. Sciascia. Paul S. Collignon et al.
Navy, Washingt-bn, D.C.

1221 Filed: Feb. 25,11972 1571 ABSTRACT
1211 Appl. No.: -"9,609

An. aircraft parachute flare having an outer case of con-
1521U.S Cl......... ...... 02/5, 02/3.6,244142 sumnable material Filled with a candle of pyrotechnic
1521U.S Cl102/5, 02/5.6,244l42 materidl. The pyrotechnic candle is provided with a ta-[1) II nt. Cl . .................... F42b 13/38 pered cor.- that provides a chamber for storing a para-

1591 Field of Search .................... 102/35-35.6. chute. An environmental fuze is provided for initiating
37.1, 341.1 244/i42 parachute deployment and deployment of the para-

chute initiates an igniwcr which, in turn ignites the pyro-
[561 References, Cited technic candle.

UNITED STATES PATENTSI
1,709,644 4/1929 Wiley, Jr ............. 102/35 UX 4 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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AIRCRAFT PARACHUTE FLARE HAVING pyrotechnic candle 13. By way of example, case 12
TAPERED CORK CANDLE might have a thin wall and he made of aluminum, and

candle 13 might be comprised of a mixture of between
CROSS -RI I": RENCE TO REILAT[D APPLICATION 56 and 6(0 percent, by weight, of magnesium, between

Patent application of Carroll Abel ct al., entitled, 5 35 and 40 percent, by weight of sodium nitrate and be-
"Variable Delay Fuze For Aircraft Parachute Flare", twecn 3.5 and 12 percent, by weight, of a binder system
Ser. No. 769,999, filed Oct. 23, 1968. comprised of between 51 and 71 percent, by weight, of

liquid epoxy resin of the bisphenol A EpichlorohydrinBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION type containing cresyl glycidyl ether, between 16 and
The present invention relates to an aircraft parachute It) 36 percent, by weight, of liquid epoxy resin of the Poly-

flare and more particularly to a flare having means for glycol-Epichlorohydrin type and between 10 and 15
storing a parachute inside a pyrotechnic candle. percent, by weight, of a hardener, such as an aliphatic

Aircraft parachute flares are used for various military polyamine. A tapered hole 14 is provided in candle 13
purposes and one type which is most frequently used with the smallest cross-sectional area of hole 14 being
consists of an outer container having a fuze or trigger- 15 at the end of the candle which is first ignited and
ing means, a pyrotechnic candle and a parachute. The burned. If the length of candle 13 burns at a uniform
candle and parachute are positioned within the outer rate, a greater volume of pyrotvchnic material will be
container and after launching or dropping, the candle consumed when the candle is first ignited and thus pro.
and parachute are ejected from the container. In cur- vide greater illumination when the candle is farthest
rent flare launchings, fuze actuation is initiated by the 20 from the ground.
flare's weight pulling on a lanyard attached to an air- An environmental arming mechanism 15 is attached
craft or drogue. A safety pin is normally provided to to one eqd of case 12 and an igniter assembly 16 is
prevent accidental ignition of the flare in current use shown positioned at the opposite end. Environmental
and, once removed, a pull of about 12 pounds on thc arming mechanism 15 might be one ef many well-
lanyard will start on irreversible fuze functioning. Ex- 25 known devices which are used to sense various condi.
plosive ejection of the candle from the outer container tions such as acceleration, time of fall, tumbling, baro-

L constitutes a possible missile hazard. In one flare in cur- metric pressure, and the like. The basic function of an
rent use, the candle is ejected from its container at a ve- environmental arming mechanism is two-fold, namely
locity of about 150 feet per second and the outer con- to initiate ignition of the pyrotechnic candle at a de-
tainer travels more than 100 yards, In order to prevent 30 sired altitude, but more important, to prevent ignition
premature actuation of flares that are mounted on ex- in the event that the flare device is accidental dropped,
ternal racks on aircraft, elaborate lanyard taping proce- bumped or damaged. By way of example, one type of
dures must he followed and, if the flare is not launched, environmental fuze is shown and described in U.S. Pat.
extreme care must be taken to avoid contact with the No. 3,421,442, entitled, "Environmental Fuze Device
lanyard while replacing the safety pin. 35 For Air-Dropped Flares And The Like", which issued

When flares in current use are deployed in a normal Jan. 14, 1969, to Donald R. St. ('lair.
manner, the outer case free falls to the ground and A drogue chute 17 is provided within a drogue cap
presents a potential hazard to friendly forces. Addition- 18 which is retained in position by locking pin 19. A
ally the material falling to the ground could be of some compression spring 20 is provided to eject drogue cap
use when recovered by enemy forces. 40 18 when locking pin 19 is withdrawn from cap 18 by

action of arming mechanism 15 and, upon ejection of
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION drogue cap 18, drogue chute 17 is deployed. A main

The present invention relates to an aircraft parachute parachute 21 is attached to drogue chute 17 by means

flare having a pyrotechnic candle cast within a consum- of cable 22, and shroud lines 23 of parachute 21 are
able container. The pyrotechnic candle is provided 45 connected to case 12 by suspension cables 24 and 25.
with a conically shaped bore which is used to store a Cable 25 is attached to case 12 by means of an explo-
parachute. Deployment of the parachute is initiated by sive bolt 30 which severs upon application of heat to
an environmental fuze, and deployment of the para- collapse parachute 21.
chute initiates an igniter which, in turn, ignites the py- 5 Referring now to FIG. 3 of the drawing, there is illus-
rotechnic cand!e. trated one manner by which candle 13 might be ig-

nited. Igniter 16 contains a firing pin 26 which is actu-BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRA WINGS ated by spring 27. Spring 27 provides a small biasing

FIG, I is a sectional view showing a preferred cm- force on firing pin 26, however, firing pin 26 does not
bodiment of the present invention; engage primer 28 as firing pin 26 is restrained by re-

"FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic view showing a preferred lease pin 29 and the forward movement of release pin
embodiment of the present invention with a parachute 29 is limited by a shouldei portion 31. A notch 32 is
being deployed; provided in the rearward end of firing pin 26 and the

FIG. 3 is a sectional view showing a firing pin assem- rearward most side of notch 32 is a tapered surface.
bly; and 6I Iikewise, a mating notch 33 is provided in the forward

FIG 4 is a diagrammatic view showing the parachute end of release pin 29, and the forward most side of
of FIG. 2 in a collapsed condition. notch 33 is provided with a complementary tapered

surface which engages the tapered surface of notch 32.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED As shown in FIG. I of the drawing, a pair of short ca-

EMBODIMENT 65 bl,:s 34 and 35 are attached to release pin 29 and ring

Referring now to the drawings, in FIG. I there is 36 which, in turn is connected by cable 37 to suspen-
shown an aircraft parachute flare I I having a cylindri- sion cable 24. Upon deployment of parachute 21, a
cal case 12 of consumable material which contains a force is applied to short cables 34 and 35 and release
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pin 29 mnove. rearwardly and pulls firing pin 26 rear 21 pievents its drilling and bccoming a hazard to an
"wardly therehy compressing spring 27. As long as craft that might he in the area.
shoulder portion 31 of release pin 29 is still in bore 3H, We claim:
release pin 29 moves in a straight line and firing pin 26 I. An aircraft parachute flare comprising:
stays engaged with release pin 29. When shoulder por- 5 a case of consumable material,
tion 31 clears bore 38, the continued pull by short ca- a candle of pyrotechnic material positioned inside
"bles 34 and 3S causes release pin 29 to become disen- saiid case and f.aving a concentrically positioned
gaged from firing pin 26 due to the tapered surfaces in tapered holb. extending end to end thereof,

Snotches 32 and 33. Upon disengagement of firing, pin a parachute stored in said tapered hole having a

26 from release pin 29, spring 27 drives firing pin 26 1t drogue chute attached and having a plurality of
forward to detonate primer 28. Z-2 papei 41 and igni- shroud lines attached to one end oi said case,
tion pellet 42 are, in turn, ignited and h.at and flame an igniter assembly positioned in said hole of said
from ignition pellet 42 passes through holes 43 to ignite candle at the end of said case opposite to the end
cand!e 13. at which said shroud lines are attached,

15 environmental fuze means for deploying said drogue
OPERATION chute positioned in said case at the end to which

Upon dropping the aircraft parachute flare I I from said shroud lines are attached, and
an aircraft, arming mechanism 15 senses the predeter- means connected to said parachute for actuating said
mined environmental condition, such as altitude, and igniter assembly whereby said candle of pyrotech-
reacts to permit locking pin 19 to be withdrawn from 21) nic material is ignited upon deployment of said
drogue cap 18. Spring 20 then ejects Jrogue cap 18 and parachute.
drogue chute 17 is deployed. Deployment of drogue 2. An aircraft parachute flare as set forth in claim I
chute 17, in turn, causes main parachute 21 to deploy, wherein said igniter assembly is positioned in said ta-
whereupon igniter assembly 16 ignites candle 13. pered hole at the end wherein the hole is lesser in diam-

The burning of candle 13 consumes case 12, which 25 eter than the opposite end whereby a greater volume of
might be of aliminum or other consumable material, pyrotechnic material is burned when the aircraft para-
and tlhe burning of case 12 also provides additional illu- chute flare is farthest from the ground.
mination. The narrow portion of tapered hole 14 is ad- 3. An aircraft parachute flare as set forth in claim I
jacent the end of candle 13 that is ignited and thus a wherein said case is aluminum.
greater volume of pyrotechnic material is burned when 30 4. An aircraft parachute flare as set forth in claim I
the flare is farthest from the target. wherein one-half of said shroud lines ef said parachute

When candle 13 and case 12 are substantially con- are connected to an explosive bolt attached to said case
sumed, heat from the burning composition causes cx- whereby heat from burning pyrotechnic material deto-
plosive bolt 30 to rupture, and as one-half of shroud nates said bolt to release said one-half of said shroud
lines 23 of parachute 21 are attached to bolt 30 Is lines from said case and cause collapse of said para-
through suspension cable 25, parachute 21 collapses chute.
and flutters to the ground. The collapse of parachute * * * * *
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United States Patent i,, fill 3,736,876
Little et al. 1451 June 5, 1973

l54l (ATALYST GENERATOR 2.995.526 8/1961 Dement .................................. 102/90

1751 Inventors: Steven M . Little, China Lake; John 2,958,285 11/1960 Marshall ................................. 102/83

H. Lyons; Ronald C. Noles, both of 3,587,468 6/1971 Bliss ....................................... 102/32
Ridgecrest; Pierre St. Amand, China
Lake, all of Calif.; Donald R. Hazel- Primary Examiner--Robert F. Stahl

ton, Winslow, Ind.; Duane M. John-
son, Carthage, Ind.; James J. Ri-
ester, Bloomington, Ind. (571 ABSTRACT

1731 Assignee: The United States of America as A catalyst generator cartridge for weather modifia-
represented by the Secretary of the tion having a spring loaded slider for moving a detona-Navy, Washington, D.C. tor into alignment with the ignition chain only when

the pyrotechnic has been ejected from the cartridge
1221 Filed: June 26, 1970 case. If the pyrotechnic remains in the cartnidge case
1211 Appl. No.: 48,786 after an ejection charge has been fired, the cartridge

case prevents the slider from aligning the detonator
with the ignition chain, thereby preventing the detona-

1521 U.S. CI ........................ 102/32, 102/39, 102/66, tor from eroding through an ignition blocking device
102/90, 239/2, 252/305 and igniting the pyrotechnic. But, if the pyrotechnic is

1581 il nt. CI ..... .................. CO6d1 /3 0 ejected from the cartridge case, the spring is permitted
58 Field of Search. ............ 102/319/2, 239,83, to move the slider, thereby aligning the detonator with

102190; 239/2; 2S21305 the ignition chain and allowing the pyrotechnic to be
1561 References Cited ignited. Delay compositions are included to allow the

pyrotechnic to reach a predetermined distance before

UNITED STATES PATENTS it is ignited.

3,431,852 3/1969 Fowler .................................. 102/32 3 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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CATALYST GENERATOR ring 62, and a cartridge cap 64. When detonator 46 has

been moved into position by slider 44 and is ignited it
(I()VERNMENT INTEREST: will erode through an aluminum webbing on the rear

The invention described herein may be manufac- end of charge case 50 and ignite the ignition composi-
tured aad used by or for the Government of the United 5 tion 52. Igiition compositioln 52 in turn ignites the
States of America for governmental purposes without grain assembly 56 which then becomes an ice forming
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor, catalyst removing moisture from the clouds and caus-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION: ing precipitation.
Most of the structural elements of the cartridge may

The invention relates to the field of weather modifi- 10 be made of any suitable material, such as, for example,
cation in which clouds are seeded by grain assemblies a lightweight metal or plastic.
such as silver iodate and, in particular, the cartridges to A brief resume of the operation of the invention is as
be shot at the clouds from an aircraft. follows: Upon firing, and electric primer 18 ignites the

The prior devices ignite the pyrotechnic upon firing powder 22 ejecting the ignition safety 12 and the pyro-
the cartridge ejection charge. If the pyrotechnic sticks 15 technic 14 from the cartridge case 20. As the ignition
in the cartridge case a fire might result when the grain safety 12 and the pyrotechnic 14 begins to move the
assembly is ignited, causing possible injury and damage cartridge case cap 64 is forced from its seat in the end
to nearby personnel and property- of cartridge case 20, thereby allowing the charge case

50 to move freely out of the cartridge 20. When the
1RIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS: 20 slider 44 moves past the lip of cartridge case 20 spring

FIG. I is a perspective view of the invention; and 40 forces the slider 44 to align the detonator 46 with
FI- 2 is an exploded perspective view of the inven- delay composition 34, which has been ignited by a

tior. spark" from the powder 22, and the thin web portion on
the rear of charge case 50. Thereby, the detonator 46,DESCRIPTION OF THE. PREFERRED 25 when ignited, is in position to erode through the thin

EMBODIMENT: web portion and ignite composition 52 which in turn

Referring to FIGS. I and 2, the catalyst generator ignites the grain assembly 56. If, however, the slider
cartridge comprises an ejector 10, an ignition safety 12, does not pass the lips of the charge case 20, the path
and a pyrotechnic 14. between the delay composition 34 and the ignition

Ejector 10 has a primer shunting clip which is re- 30 composition 52 remains blocked by the web portion of
moved prior to firing, an electric primer 18, a cartridge charge case 50 even though detonator 46 will be ig-
case 20, two grams of black powder 22, a paper disk nited, thereby preventing the ignition composition 52
24, a primer shield 26, a primer spacer 28, and an obtu- from being ignited. The charge case 20 is designed to
rator 30. When fired, the electric primer 18 ignites the be strong enough to withstand the force of the expand-
black powwder 22 which burns through the paper disk 35 ing gases without rupturing.
24 and the primer shield 26, and flashes through the The invention has the advantage that unless the igni-
hole in the spacer 28, obturator 30 and a retaining ring tion safety 12 is ejected from the cartridge case 20 the
32. pyrotechnic 14 will not be ignited, and therefore, wili

The ignition safety 12 has retaining ring 32, a delay not be dangerous.
composition 34, a fuze housing 36, a spring retaining 40 Obviously many modifications and variations of the
cup 38, a spring 40, a bushing 42, a slider 44, a detona- present invention are possible in the light of the above
tor 46, and a slider spacer 48. By the time a spark from teachings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within
the ejector flashes through the hole in the obturator 30 the scope of the appended claims the invention may be
and the retaining ring 32, and ignites the delay compo- practiced otherwise than as specifically described.
sition 34, the ignition safety 12 and the pyrotechnic 14 45 What is olaimed is:
should have been ejected from the cartridge case 20. 1. A catalyst generator cartridge for cloud seeding
The retaining ring 32 encourages delay composition 34 comprising:
to ignite detonator 46 by preventing heat from escaping a pyrotechnic;
back through obturator 30. an ejector having a propellant for propelling said py-soIf the ignition safety 12 and the pyrotechnic 14 are rotechnic into a cloud mass to be seeded and com-
ejected, a plunger on slider 44 is pushed through bush- prising a cartridge case from which said pyrotech-
ing 42 by spring 40 allowing slider 44 to align detonator nic is to be ejected when said propellant is ignited;
46 with delay composition 34. Thereby, delay composi- and
tion 34 ignites detonator 46 which in turn erodes ignition safety means positioned between said ejector
through a web on the rear of charge case 50 and ignites and said pyrotechnic for preventing the ignition of
the pyrotechnic 14. If, however, they are not, the said pyrotechnic until after said pyrotechnic has
plunger on slider 44 cannot be pushed through bushing been ejected from said cartridge case;
42 by spring 40 because of the proximity of the inner wherein said pyrotechnic comprises;
surface of cartridge case 20. Therefore, slider 44 is pre- a grain assembly which, when ignited, produces nu-
vented from aligning detonator 46 with delay compost- clei, wherein said nuclei are iee0forming cata-
tion 34. Hence, as a result, detonator 46, although ig- lysts,
nited, will be aligned with a thicker portion of the sur- an ignition composition, ignitable by said ignition
face on the rear of charge case 50 through which it can- safety, for igniting said grain assembly,
not erode to ignite pyrotechnic 14. 65 an annular ignition spacer positioned between said

Pyrotechnic 14 has a charge case 50, an ignition ignition safety and said grain assembly,
composition 52, an ignition spacer 54, a grain assembly a charge spacer positioned adjacent said grain as-
56, a charge spacer 58, a charge case cover 60, an "0" sembly, and
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a cylindrical charge case closed at one end and closed end and ignite said ignition composition;

having a removable charge case cover at the and

other end, and slideable within said cartridge a fuze housing slidable within said cartridge case for

case, for containing said ignition composition, containing said retaining ring, said delay composi-

said ignition spacer, said grain assembly, and said 5 tion, said slider, said detonator and said spring.
charge spacer; 3. The cartridge of claim 2 wherein said ejector fur-

wherein the central portion of said closed end has a ther comprises:

reduced thickness from that of the peripheral por- an electric primer for igniting said propellant;

tion of said closed end. a paper disc positioned adjacent said propellant;

2. The cartridge of claim I wherein said ignition to a primer shield positioned adjacent said paper disc;

safety means comprises: an annular primer spacer positioned adjacent said

a delay composition; primer shield;

a retaining ring; c an annular obturator positioned between said primer

a spring moveae slider containing a detonator ignit-means;

able by %aid delay composition, wherein said deto- 15 sae n si giin aeymassuch that said propellant when ignited by said electricS~nator is positioned out of alignment with said cen-

tral portion of said closed end so that said detona- primer, will burn through said paper disc, erode

tor will not ignite said ignition composition when through said primer shield, -ash 
through the hole

said cartridge case contains said ignition safety in said primer spacer, said obturator, and said re-

means; 
20 taining ring, and ignite said delay composition;

a spring for moving said detonator into alignment wherein said cartridge case contains said electric a

with said central portion of said closed end after primer, said propellant, said paper disc, said primer

said ignition safety means is ejected from the car- shield, said primer spacer, said obturator, said igni-

tridge case such that said detonator, when ignited, tion safety means and said pyrotechnic.

will erode through said central portion of said 25
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United States Patent Office Patented 3,733M31,1973,3

2
3,733,223 The following examples will serve io further illustrate

NEAR INFRARED IILUMINATING the present invention but are not imeant to limit it thereto.COMPOS.IITION
Carl W. Lohkamp, Bloomfield, Ind., assignor to the EXAMPLE I 4

United States of America as represented by the Secre-Slary of the Navy 5Percent (by weight)

No Drawing, Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,333 Silicon ------------------------------------- I0o
Int. C1. C06d 1/1O Potassium nitrate ----------------------------- 70

U.S. C1. 149-19 4 Claims Hexamethylenetetramine (C6 H, 2N4 ) --- ---------- 16
Epoxy resin (D.E.R. 321) -------------------- 2.8

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 10 Epoxy hardener (D.EH. 14) ----------------- 1.2
An illuminating composition which, upon burning.

produces infrared radiation in the 0.74-1.2 micron region The epoxy material is mixed with the silicon and then
of the spectrum. The produced radiation can be utilized to the other ingredients are added and thoroughly mixed,

produce irradiance upon a target to improve the range and ~VThe composition was pressed at 4000 p.s.i, to form t p o itiane 15 candle approximately 1/4 inches in diameter and 1 ¼resolution of it night viewing device. The composition is

comprised of silicon, hexamethylenetetramine, an epoxy inches in length. The candle was then cured at room tem-

binder, and an alkali metal nitrate selected from the group perature for 48 hours. The candle burned for about 1/2

consisting of potassium nitrate, cesium nitrate and minutes and produce infrared radiation having a maxi-
r ntim emission at 0.76 microns.

20 The epoxy resin and hardener were obtained from The
Dow Chemical Company. Midland, Mich. The resi, and

BA('KIOUND OTtl'[ INVENTION hardener are marketed bt  The Dow Chemical Com-

"t he preseni invention relates to the prodtction of infra- pinyl under the trademarks D.E.R. 321 and D.F.H. 14.

red radiation by chemical means, and more partictularly 2.,5 lhe epoxy resin is a liquid epoxy resin of the tfispheiol
to the production of radiation in the 0.74-1.2 micron A epichloiohydrin type containin, cresyl glycidyl ether.

region of the spectrum with little visible light emission. EXAM ,PIE II

This radiation may be utilized to produce irradiance upon
a target being viewed with an image inrtn'sitier night view- Percent (b% weight)
ing device and the irradiance greatly improves thL range 30 Silicon-----------------------------------t1
and resolution of these night viewing devices. Rubidium nitrate-------------------------- 60.8

In the past, filtered search lights have been used to Hexamethylenetetramine (C6Hl 2N4) ------------ 23.2
irradiate targets, however, there are various disadvantages Epoxy resin (DER. 321)-42
to the use of search lights in a combat area. Search light F- y hardener (DElH. 14)-1.8
systems are heavy and cumbersome and also require a Fe,-

source of power. Also the usefulness of search lights is The ingredients were mixed and pressed as in Example
affected by scattering as the radiation has to travel to the I to produce a candle 11¼1 inches in diameter and 1¼/,
target, be reflected, and return. inches in length. The candle burned for about 11/2 min-

SUMMARY OF THE INVFNTION 40 utes and produced infrared radiation having maximum
emission in the 0.77-0.80 micron region.

The present invention relates to an illuminating com-
position which, when burned, will produce infrared EXAMPLE III
radiation in the 0.74-1.2 micron region of the spectrum
with little visible light emission. The composition is corn- 4,5 Percent (by weight)
prised of silicon, hexamethylenetetramine, an epoxy Silicon ------------------------------------- 16.3
binder and an alkali metal nitrate selected from the group (Cesium nitrate ------------------------------- 78.7
consisting of potassium nitrate, rubidium nitrate and Epoxy resin (D.E.R, 321) -------------------- 3.3
cesium nitrate. lhe composition is pressed into a tube to Epoxy hardener (D.E.H. 14) ------------------ 1.7
make a pyrotechnic candle. 50 The ingredients were mixed and pressed as in Example

DFSCRIPTION OF THI-. PREFERRED I to produce a cand:e 1!¼inches in diameter and 114
EMBOI)IMENT inches in length. The candle burned for about 30 seconds

The near infrared illuminating composition of the and produced infrared radiation having maximum emis-
present invention is comprised, by weight, of between 5 sion in the 0.85-1.2 micron region.
and 45 percent of silicon, between 5 and 30 percent of ,) Burning of the candles produced in the above examples
hexamethylenetetramine, between 2 and 20 percent of an generated near infrared emission with little visible emis-
epoxy binder and between 20 .nd 80 percent of an alkali sioin. The hexamethylenctetramine serves as a burning
metal nitrate. The composition is pressed into tubes at a r.te cottro1lcr and slows tip the burning time for the
pressure between 4,000 anti 10,000 pounds per square inch candle. The candle p,'oduced in Example III did not Con-
and the candles formed can be placed in any conventional tain any hexamethylcnetetramine and burned three times

illuminating projectile or air-dropped illtminating round, faster than the candles produced in Examples I and It.
The candle, during combustion, produces the desired I claim:
radiation by emission from its reaction, The majority of 1. An illuminating flare composition for generating
the emission is due to atomic excitation-transition emis- 65nr infrared radiation having Aave length in the 76 to
sion (line emission) and from molecular band emission. 1, . micron region of the spectrum with little visible emis-
For maximum emission of a wavelength of 0.76 micron, sion comprised of
potassium nitrate is used as the oxidizing material and for between 5 and 45 percent, by weight, of silicon,
maximtum emission in the 0.77-0.80 micron region, between 20 and 80 percent, by weight, of an alkali
rubidium nitrate is used. When cesium nitritc is used .0 metal nitrate selected from the group consisting of
in the composition, burning of the candle produces maxi- potassium nitrate, cesium nitrate and rubidium
mum emission in the 0.85-1.2 micron region, nitrate,
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betwecil 5 and i0 percent, by weighl, of hexamethylene- References Clied

tetrumine, and UNITiED STA'I I'S PATENTS
betweeni 2 and 20 percent, by weight, of epoxy binder. 3,130,096 4/I964 Pruitt el al .---------- 149- 1q
2. An illuminating flare composition as set forth in 3,258,373 6/1966 Douda--------------149-19

claim 1 wherein said alkali metal nitrate is potassium 5 3,4 1 1,96 3  11/1968 Douda -------------- 149-19
nitrate and said composition upon burning generates 3,490,966 1/1970 Hiltz -------------- 149-61 X
maximum emission at 0.76 micron. 3,650,856 3/1972 Artz -------------- 149-61 X

3. An illuminating flare composition as set forth in 3,682,727 8/1972 Heinzelmann et al. -- 149--61 X

claim I wherein said alkali metal nitrate is rubidium 3,676,236 7/1972 Klima et al .------- 119-43 X

nitrate and said composition upon burning generates max- 10
imum emission in the .77 to .80 micron region of the CARL D. QUARFORTH, Primary Examiner
spectrum.

4. An illuminating flare composition as set forth in E. A. MILLER, Assistant Examiner

claim I wherein said alkali metal nitrate is cesium nitrate U.S, Cl. X.R.
and said composition upon burning gererates maximum 16
emission in the .85 to 1.2 micron region of the spectrum. 149-43, 44, 61
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a INERTIA ARMING SYSTEM 2.469,332 311949 Laurituse .. 102j31
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preventing forward movement of the firing pin until a
1521 US.pneumatic latch is operated by the pressure supplied
151)lat Cl ........... .... bya ILnh i frcproe.hi c a c bo vid rgapin is ls proinded

is inside a launcher barrel.
Reference Chtad
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- 3.724,385
1 2

j FIlUZE HAVING A PNIEMATIC AND irlUTIA DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
ARMING SY'ITM EMBODIMENT

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT VnER MT Refenmg flca to FIGS. I and 2 of the drawings, there
is shown a fuze section 11 having a cylindrical coa-

'The invention described bhrin my be amo ta- miner 12 crimped to the forward end thereof. Fuze see-
tored and used by o for the Oovamm-nt of the United tion 11 is comprised of a housing 13 having a bore Idn

States of America for governmental purposes wthomt the aft end in which a pneumatic button 15 is slidably
the paymen f any royalties theron or therefo, mounted. A shaft 16 is attached to the inner end of

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION o0 pneumatic button 15 and shaft 16 passes through a
bore 17 in wall 15 of housing 13. A compression spring

The present invention relates to a fuze for a 19 in provided around shaft 16 between wall 18 and
"pyrotechnic device, such as a flare, and more pgrticu- button 14, and a retaining ring 21 is provided on the
larly relates to a fuze beving safety features to prevent end of shaft 16 to retain button IS within hcusing 13.
accidental arming of the fuze. 15 Button IS is provided with two annular grooves 22 and

Various safety devices are employed to prevenut ao. 23. A sealing ring 24 is positioned in groove 2,2 and
cidental arming and premature ignition of ordnance groove 23 is arranged to receive a ball 25 that is posi-
devices, as ignition of flares, or explosion of bombs or tioned in a hole 26 that communicates between bore 14
missiles, while aboard a ship or plane, create- a highly and a second bore 27 in housing 13.
dangerous condition. Frequently, an arming pin, or 20 A cylindrical setback slide 28 is positioned in bore 27
wire, is provided to prevent actuation of a firing pin and setback slide 28 is provided with a reduced diame-
until the arming p~n is removed. For example, in U.S. ter portion 29 that joins the enlarged diameter portion
Pat. No. 3,316,841, which issued May 2, 1967, to of slide 28 by a tapered surfacc 31. A spring 32 is pro-
Charles E. McFann and Arnold S. Munach, there is vided between one end of setback slide 28 and the end
thou a bomb fuze having an arming pin. pasing of bore 27 to bias setback s!ide 28 in a forward
through a housing &ad shaft thereby locking all movy- direction. A bore 33 is provided in setback slide 28 and
ble elements of the fuze until the arming pin is a firing pin 34 is slidably positioned in bore 33 of set-
removed, back slide 28. A ball 35 is provided for locking firing

Another device for arming a fuze uses a setbhck slide 30 pin 34 in a cocked position and a spring 30 is provided
mechanism which responds to setback force for driving firing pin 34 when firing pin 34 is released.
developed during acceleration to arm the fuze. Such a Ball 3S is positioned in a tapered hole 36 in setback
device is shown in U.S. Pat. No. 3,339,488, which is. slide 28 and the diameter of ball 3S is sufficiently large
sued Sept 5, 1967, to Julius Borchers. In this patented to extend into bore 27 of setback slide 28 and prevent

device, movement of a setback slide pivots a lever and 35 forward movement of firing pin 34. A hole 37 is pro-
initiates a timing inechanum to release a detonator car- vided in housing 13 to receive ball 35 when setback
rier which moves into an armed posiroi. slide 28 moves forward to permit release of firing pin

SUMMRY OTHE NVENION34.
SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION A borerider pin 35 is provided in hole 39 of housing

The present invention relates to a fuze that is to be 40 13 and borerider pin 38 has a pair of enlarged diamete:
attached to an ordnance item, such as a pyrotechnic portions 41 and 42 and a hemispherical portion 43. A
flare, and which is to be bunched through a launching spring 40 is positioned in hole 39 for biasing borerider
barrel. A setback slide is provided which carries a pin 38 outwardly from hole 39. As best shown in FIGS.
spring-loaded firing pin and forward movement of the 2 and 6 of the drawings, setback slide 28 has a slot 44
setback slide and firing pin is prevented by a borerider 4S which is sufficiently large to accept pin 38 but prevents
pin. Aft movement of the setback slide is prevented by the passage of eniarged diameter portions 41 and 42. A
a locking mechanism which is unlocked by the pressure fuze cap 45 is threadedly attached to housing 13 and
applied for launching the ordnance item. In the event contains a primer 46, delay pellet 47 and ignition pellet
that the setback slide is unlocked and moves rearward, so 48. As one method of launching the fuze and attached
if the ordnance item does not cicar the barrel, the ordnance item is by compressed air, a scaling ring 49 of
borerider pin is provided with means for preventing ac- resilient material is provided around the outer
tuation of the firing pin, periphery of housing 13 in an annular groove 51 to

prevent excessive leakage of air between the outer
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 55 perimeter of fuze section I I and the inner surfaceof a

FIG. 1 is a top view showing a preferred embodiment launching tube 52.

of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a partial sectional view taken on line 2-2 OPERATION

of FIG. 1; Upon launching fuze section II and the associated
FIG. 3 is a partial sectional view similar to FIG. 2 of 60 ordnance item, the propclling force, such as that

the drawing showing the fuze in a launching condition; created by an explosion, or such as compressed air,
FIG. 4 is a partial sectional view smilar to FIG. 3 of moves pneumatic button IS aga~nct the force of spring

the drawing showing the fuze in a malfunctioning con- 19 and groove 23 becomes aligned with hole 26 in
dition; 65 housing 13. Ball 25 is now free to move partially into

FIG. S is a partial sectional view showing a location groove 23 so that setback slide 28 will no longer be in a
marker leaving n launching tube; and locked condition. As fuze section 11 is accelerated

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a setback dide. through launching tube 52, the inertia of setback slide
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211 causes spring n %oCol.. eu and setback slide thma
28 moves rearwardly to rete~ a. boreric pin 38. as We claim:
Osoon in FIG. 3 of the drawings. Firing pin 34. how- I. A fure for apyrolechnic device compiinWi~g.
ever. remsains locked with s:Vack Alide 28. Spring 40 a houring having first and second longitudiniall es-

*moves borerideT pin 33 so disal hmsuiollberics portion 3 tending parallel bores.
43 contacts launching tube a2. a setback slide slidably positioned in said firs low.

Referring ncmw to FIG. 4 of the drawing. aiafn gitudinally extendingboesadetckliehv
tion condition is shown wherein fuze section I1I has aom ing a reduced diameter portion
cleared launching ?ube 52. but is no longer ii morion, a pneum~atic button slidably positioined in
Spring 32 will drive setback .slide 28 to its original ro4 10 second Iongitudipi'ally extending bore, said pneuh-
tion against borerider pin 38 and firingi 34 rean matic button havinS an annular groove in its
in a locked condition by ball 35. In the eveit that fuze

secionIii reove maualy romlauchig bbe a firing pin sidably rmounted wvithin said setback
52. the enlarged diameter 42 of borerider pin 38 lie
prevents spring40 frnal driving borcrider pin 38 out of 1 pigmasfrataigsi iigpnI hoe 39releasable means for locking said firing pin in said

Referring now to FIG. 5 of the twirings fuze sistbak sode
II hs clare lauchig tue 5 andsprng 4 h a boretider pin releasably connected to said setback
drivn brerderpin 8 ot o hoe 39 Afer he et- slide and having means for preventing actuation of

1 dive boerier iin38 utof ole39.Aftr te st-20 said firing pin,
back force created by the acceleration of the device aprmrintbeysidiigpiad
has diminished, spring 32 drives setback slide 24 for- a locking ball in said housing engageable with said
ward, as borerrider pin 38 is not now present to prevent reduced diameter portion of said setback s~ide for

4movement. Wthen taperred hole 36 in setback slide 28 locking said setback slide in said housing, said
*becomes aligned with hole 37 in housing 13. ball 35 25 locking ball being receivable in said annular
amorts partially into hole 37 and firing pin 34 becom~es groove of said prieumatic button for unlocking said

unlocked. Firing pin spring 30 then drives firing pin 34 setback slide whereby said firing pin is actuated
= into primer 4" and the detonation of primer 46 ignites upon forward movement of said pneumatic button,

delay pellet 47 which, in turn, ignites ignition pellet 48. Then rearwaqrd movement of aaid setback slide, fol-
*It can thus be seen that two sequential events must 30 lowed by forward movement of said setback slide.

take place before primer 46 is detonated by firing pin 2. A fuze for a pyrotechnic device as set forth in
34. First. pneumatic button 13 must be depressed to clam I wherein said releasable means for locking said
release ball 25 and, while button 15 is in this position, firing pin in said setback slide comprises a second

*setback slide 28 must move in an opposite direction to locking ball engageable with the forward end of said fir-
the movement of button IS, in order to rzlease 33 Ing pin, and a hole in said housing for receiving a por- .

t borerider pin 38. For example, an accidental dropping tion of said second locking ball thereby unlocking said
of the fuze will not release firing pin 34, as two forces firinj; pin.

acting in opposite directions are required for this actsaa- 54I

1 40

1 50
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Urdited States Patent 1191 u 3,724.3-75
Calkins et ul. 145J Apr. 3, 1973

1541 ILL.UMINATING FLARE HAVING HIGH 3..5V0,714 3/1970 Cullinanc ...................... 8911 R
DRAG CONFIG;URATION 3,566,791 1/ 197 1 Lolikiinp............. ..... 102137.6 X

* 1751 Inventorb; Burton H. Calkins, Bloomington, 35010 517 ~wik.......0,0
Ind.; Dale L. Carstens, Sault Sainte FOREIGN PATENTrS OR APPLICATIONS
Marie, Mich,; James J. Rlestem, 394 /93 Gci rci.....123

t Bloomington, Ind. 353,090 7/1931 Great Britain................. 10 2/3 ?..S

1731 Assignee; The United States of America as OTHER PUBLICATIONS
represented by the Secretary of the
Navy Jct Propulsion; Apr. 1958; A Practical hMathemiatical

P1 Approach To Grain Design-, by Max W. Stonc, pp.
122] Filed; Apr. 6, 1970 236-244

1211AppI No: 31040Primary Ex4 m iner- Robert F. Stahl
Attorney-R. ý;. Sciascia, H. H. Losche and Palul S.

1521 U.S. C I................. 102/31, 102/35, 102/37.6 Collignon
1511 ti~t. CI ........ .......................... CO6d 1/04
[581 Field of Search ....... 102/37.5, 31, 37.6, 1, 79, 157] ABlSTRACT

102/9, 10. 11, 02, 03, 7.8 A flat, circular flare having a thin-walled plastic case

[51References Cited containing a disk of pyrotechnic material provided
1561 with a star-center and having a fuze means for igniting

UNITED) STATES PATENTS said pyrotechnic material. Thc flut, circular flaie is
launched from an aircraft by spinning and ti,c flare

1,152,917 9/1915 Schneider.................... 102/79 X floats or sails to the ground while burning.
1,274,258 711918 Gerdom....................... 102/101
3,372,643 3/1969 Kupule .......................... 102/99 2 Claims, 2 Draw'ing Figures
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1 - 3,724,375

CON'FikI R ATI'sN cent otit "'dlIkkk i .I .01,1 Mtiut,, '1." 11'1 lit tit a4
SI~EMNI O (OVUN~iI N''lST resilnou'bImidet, imil 0 is p~refcfably 1.lI.ýiv kiti

Ihei iinveiition described hetemi may be 111kiifac- 5ptc: rahl). lilv)ke (0.t hpk~ t:

tilled an .d used by or for~h C1w(ove: nment of the United ltoe.4tcCvi I'10 dcaof.ci cuI ~ ~States of America for povernmental purposes without of the ilwi ci: ornposi.iel.,
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor, a:mn ue1 2foidda h ~trt hfristar cavity to ignite ttke illumianating cormvsi:io.i. Ey

BACKGROUND OP TIlE INVENTION .0wyo x4pe arin -cz 15 might be (i tiic spin toI ~aim type which a~e we.10-known in th~e Fuze art.
The present invention tclates to an illuminathin flare Gnri~,tis pl oan ue euv ~isi

and more particularly to an illuminating flare that if. to r at t rart the fuze autd thell, uponl decey of ltei spin
bc launched from anl aircraft for the purpose of illu- rate, the ,u. ilfnto oatacafrr i hc

nhinating thc area below the uircraft 15 strikes i ritnier.
Various types of illumninitting flares are presently Circul"ar distk I11 is designed to meet the. atrodynamnic

hvatilahic for dropping from anl aircraft and consist basi- requiremencrts of a hi:gh d ircg flat piate and lk rzaio of
cally of a cannistcr or container of pyrotechnic corn- the disk k'iik*meter to 1, i.: ickiwis inust be Lt Icast 6 to I .
position which is suspended by a parachute. Such a As flat 1,iates exhilbixt iigii dreg only when the uroad
device is shown in U.S. Pat, No. 1,755,388 which is- 20 sidc of thec plate is pcrpendicular to thc air fiow,
nued Apr. 22, 1930, to (icorge ('laik and Ernest Jonus. without somi stabiliza;m; force a flat plate will no.o tree
While various imiprovements wo aircraft patachute fall in a hifgh dra,. mode. By sprinniti tne dis!:; vhcut an
flares have been made over the yt~avs, lpart:,ulatrly with axie. I~p.iiurto i : i la~t plate, ikyroscopvc forces
improved ignition devices and bitter illuminating corn- are Leveratev that rvtiatd theý motion of ilic plate
positions, pli actically all flares still utilize A parachute to 25 toward :, low drar. ottikild-~
slow the dlement of the flare in its fall to the ground. BlY Cnlcut iýLions vtid exorerimncnis conduct.'d At Naval

The uise oft h pi'iachute on ain illuminating flare, how- Anmrnunitio'a l"i r)ot, (2irsc, lti~iana, it hasi oceia deter-
ever, hias %eve' al dis.Advantages, one of which is the mined Ihid l~uiit. withi sar-glial):ii klvitiieS
high cost of mn&awifactwiritig tknd ri,.ging the pa: achute. that burm fvoti th! ccittcr o- in ihk ftsilion cifý r oclk.ýt
Also, after the illuminating composilion is consumed, i0 grr~in, lbit,-1 withi norinll eti~cieney of 40.000) cr'.
the empty contauintr attached to the parachute does not sec/gizkn. A),o it iia- lit-tt jcterilined thiax :j: if five
have much weight and the unit may float and drift for million fldco ~ art ft.iis flolni kn ý,katude of
conside: able timv. and provide a hazard to air traffic. 3,500 fcel to on iit e vili-i 01,,000 Ra-t, khcea is it ci-cii-
*l'his probtcn, of elri,'ting aircraft parachute flarers is of lar Preii oa the g,'nmirid o lli.rlmt in d41rriecir. :,k a;ilu-
particul;ar t-oncern in a military i~one where hundreds of 35 mniiiteo ii, at mohico';fv ilA 0.2 luinei~s piora.
flares may be droppef)d in a very shovt timre. Twelve jiouods of iduiJai~arg, comapos:ýio c- rin

of about 58 perceat ~.f r:ut'Jn;ae,,,Ot
SUMMAR.Y OF THEINVENTION 37.5 percct: lit ý o-'.iuI iat mrd i. 4 5,'r nt tit

The pruqent invention relates to an illuminating flare arsn~l d. u-.~ 003C.;./ a. i
that is dusigned for latunching fiom an aircraft without 40 Prod""".c M'1")' milon V ,;ic,'vef for a )CIio' o; 43.6
using a parachute. A cast or pte~ssd disk of illuriinat. suconds, it. vi~ i-,; ).jt.c tiv-t 12 p~tolids o.

ing composition if; housed hii a thin-wallied plas-tic con- 12iting diamoý*61 C(t-~r b.d 2r-e into-~ Sik. ~u
tamner an~d Ft fuze is provid:;d inl the center of tht. dis;k taý 12; inh.,i bmt i urn-

ignite the compositiork. The flare is launched by II~.t~dIk will flO-zer-7 isi %ii- riate o 0..e07 p!ýLuýds
spnig;bout an axis perpendicular to a flat disk sur- 4f, rer SeCo~nd aild, while li'ri;,wil! fzill c.it '270 fcet.

spinningWe elii,
face and Fyroscopic forces art- Fcneratcd which retard 1. Ali ilitirninating fl;'re having high draq configura-the motion of the disk toward a low drag attitude. tion cow,"~; i."ing:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 01"ITHEl DRAWING i. circular di:;'; (if Wtimninoting cornput:'tio. '!Aviing aJ
50 diametier to tc.-:sreatio c~fat lPiiai (- v. i,

FIG. I is a top plan viewv, partially broken away, a plattie conuti:.er c".h~gsaid cireelit- diik (if Hitt-
showing a preferred embodiment -,f the present inven- minimitiog conmnositloim, ancl
tion; rind means Iaositioi!4'd iair,i teilee'ir of fieiJ ci;;:is% ~

FIG. 2 is a sectional vieve taken on line 2-2 of PIG, for igntitingj t~itc 'ilnar kdiu: ot 'ua.;v oa
1.55 ji.lI)iv r:t .1 nioisaid i: .IO, IC

DESCRIPTION Or-'TI I PREFERRED towird stioi l' a r~lte Centel~ava i

EMI3ODI M BNT to. r A ho c~ue.nj,-,r -,;vk set la ib ci.. vio I
Referring, nowv to thlt, drL'winp. there is shown a circu- wvherein a strTi~c.*'vt splovidact i II c,.Ittkr

lar disk I1I of illuiminatinr eampos Lion that is enclosed 60) Of said O.it'lar do-k of iluininutdinf,, cor~iq4.ýtion it)
by houiiing 12 and cover 13. By we y of example, the itl facilitfite burn~ing.

luminating composition miglt tie comprised of about *.*
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I ~' United States Patent v 3,713,394t
Dam-at A i.oi Jan. 30, 1973

151SMOKE SIGNAL DEVICE 1.910.790 111933 11ranS .. ........ 102tO.2

17SI lavitaters: Sherasa L. Daee, Whecatlnd; 21583 t 27i 1it47e mAhl ... i ....... .. 1.... 015
.,.D e w e S . H u m s , B lo o m in g to n . S l o w. 3 . 3 . 6 8 1 7 K i b e sl aotn ~ t ..... . 1 9

see. U Illouiwngtoa; Rebeft L Shoo. Mir £zamiisw-SBenjamin A. Borchelt
Lisitou. all ofInd. AlasulastEamir-H. J. Tudo

1731. Assignee: Thbe United States of Atawks as Atiornwj-R. S. Sciastia et al.
t swpuenemted by the Secretary *1 Mhe

Navy 1571 ABSTRACT

* f021 Filed: Maseb 1. 1971 A smoke signal device adaptable (at attaching to a
r 121 ApI No: tl,7~Spistol and being launched by firing the pistol. An

adapter i% provided which slip-rite. onin a pistol barre
and a base having a percussion primer thereint is k

1521 U.S. CL ................. 102/0, 4211 F. 102/65.2 removably attached to the adapter. A case having a
A53ll L.........F2 l3 quantity or smoke-producing composition therein is

.1581 Field of Seach.....102/65.2, 90.,87, 66; 4211 F attached to the forward end or the base and an igni-
leferaces itedtion train is provided to ignite the smoke-producing

1561 Refrenes Ctedcomposition upon detonation or the percussion
UNITEDprimer. The cave is separated from the base upon igni-

STATE PATNTS ion and a trailing smoke signal is emitted from the

3.601,033 1/1971 Gra~l eta!...................102/90 X case during nlight.
-3,620,162 4111971 King ......-........ ......... 42/1IF
3.052.377 9119%2 Butler et al .................. 149184 X 4 Cla~ms, 2 Drawing Figuvres
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SMOKE SIGNAL 2fVIC SUMMARY OFIWE MINA IV JMAR OEmMk WV m a#~im
STATEMENT f OFOOVERNMIMIN T T p" tion mister w a ag"tftg ArdaS which cam be attahed to barrel eta pinol md

The invention deacibed W he my be mnsafaec- w
launched by fiig the pistl An adapow is p7wed fteared and used by orfor the Govereitism at ls Um iwd flrtins ttesigal•ng device onto a bm aland a b hew-

SStates of America St 8ovemmead puwpaees Wdtht ing a pamm cap therein is connected tw *

, the payment of amy syaltes thems or the r. p. A cae having a quantity oa amnoklwoducin1

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENT10N comrlOstinn is attached to the forward end of the bas
to and an ignition train is provided to lptbe &be composi-

The preent inventoni relates to a sipsarling devic• on upom detonation of the percussion cup by aproisc-
mand more particular"y to a signaling deve which cam tle fired from the pistol. During flight, the ca I&
be launched by fring a pistol. sparated from the base and a trail of colored imoke is

Various devices have been employed in the put to emitted from the aft end of the cae. .
* launch a pyrotechnic flare by a hand.held device. One IS h is therefore a general object of the presernt invert-

,latively small device for launching flares i shown in don to provide a signaling device which can be fnred
*. U. S. Pat. No. 3,044,360, whica issued July 17, 1962, to from a pistol and thus eliminate the need for a special

Russell 0. Stefan and Anton 3. .ang. A guide tube launching device.
having a bore therein is provided with a cylindrical fir-

A ing pin that is spring biased by an expansive coil lpr ng 20 BIEUF DESCRIPTION OF THE-DRAWING

The lower end of the tube is closed by a threaded plug FIG. is a diagrammatic view showing a signalpuB
and the opposite, or upper end, is threaded. A flare car- device attached to a hand-held pistol; and 4.'

tridge is provided with an externally threaded nipple FIG. 2 is an en'lrged sectional view showing a
which is threadedly engageable in the upper end of the 23 preferred embodiment of the present inverat•i .
tube.

In U. S. Pat. No. 3,102,477, which issued Sept. 3, DESCRIPTION OF THE PRFYMERRED
IW,3, to Russell 0. Stefan and Anton G. Lang, there is EMBODIMENT
shown a devesimilar to that shown in U. S. PaL No. Referrmg first to FIG. I or the drawing, there is
3,044,360, except there is shown an improved flare 30 shown a preferred embodiment of the inventiom
cartridge. In this patented device, the fuse charge in i wherein a smoke signaling device I I is shown attached
nited in a manner to delay its burning and thus asure to a pistol 12. Referring now to FIG. 2 of the drawing.
that a substantial portion of the mass of the fuse will the smoke signaling device 11 has an adter 13 that
remain unconsumed during a considerable portion of has a bore 14 on one end to slip-fit onto t he outside ofa
the upward flight of the projectile, thereby contributing 35 pistol barrel 13. A pair of slits 16 and 17 are provided
to the momentum aiding in the ascent of the projectile to permit clearance for the front sight 18 and locking
and deferring the ignition of the signal charge until the lug 19 on pistol 12. A pair of holes 21 are provided in
projectile has reached an altitude where it will be an ef adapter 13 forward of bore 14 to permit escapage of
fective signal The device of U. S. PaL No. 3,102,477. gas generated by firing pistol 12.
like that of U. S. Pat. No. 3,044,360. thradedly con- A base 22 is provided with a reduced diameter por.
nects the projectile to the launcher. ton 23 which fits into a second bore 24 of ad•apter 13.

While the devices of the above-mentioned patents A groove AS is provided in reduced diameter portion
perform adequately, they have a disadvantage in that 23 and a bead 26 is provided on the forward end of
the operator needs both hands to assemble the projec- 5 adapter 13 and snaps into groove 25 to hold base 22 to
tile to the launcher and also to "lisassenble the projec- adapter 13. A central bore 27 is provided in base 22
tile after viring. Also, the time required to threadedly and a percussion primer 28 is positioned in bore 27.
attach and disconnect the projectile to the launcher is Percussion primers are commercially available and, by
relatively long and flures or signals cannot be rapidly way of example, might be obtaned from the Federal
launched. So Cartridge Corp., Anoka. Minn. (Part No. 210) or from

In U. S. Pat. No. 3,315,397, which issued Apr. 25, Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., Winchester-Western
1967, to Clarence W. Gilliam et al, a launching device Div., East Alton, IIl, (Part No. 120M).
is shown having a circumferential groove on one end A case 29 is attached to the forward end of ban 22
that engages with a quick disconnect device that is pro- and a quantity of smoke-producing composition 30 is
vided on the outer end of the projector tube. The quick 55 provided within case 29. As shown in FIG. 2 of the
disconnect consists of a plurality of bells that are drawing, a groove 31 is provided in the forwa~d end of
separately retained in tapeied holes that are of such base 22 and accommodates the aft end of case 29. Rol-
dimensions that a portion of the balls extend into the last 32, such as a quantity of lead, is provided in the for-
inner diameter of the tube. A spring-biased sleeve i ward end of case 29 to provide stability during flight.
provided on the outer diameter of the tube and the 60 An ignition agent 33 and transfer agent 34 are provided
inner bore of this sleeve is provided with a tapered por. in the aft end of came 28 near percussion primer 28. AA
tion that is engageable with the bails. Lateral move. ignition fuze 35 is provided to ignite the smoke-produc-
ment of the sleeve causes the balls t. move inwardly or ing composition upon ignition of transfer agent 34. As
outwardly, depending upon the direction of travel of orifice 36 is provided in base 22 to permit pausge of

63the sleeve. The balk am engagea.ble with the circum- heat and flame produced by the detonation of primer
ferential groove to lock the projectile case to the pro. 28. By way of example. the smoke-producing compos-
jector tube. tion 30 might be comprised, by weight, oa about 15. I
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Paeont of Dispers Red dm Ab II.I volmift of g in .poeltom 30. Devlves embodying do preen A&
Phioremaret Red dye. about 22.6 paroses otpotamis ventina bae% bumo made and tested at the Naval Am&
cliloraes, about 2.0 pao of I ~ - lk musiltiosi Depot, Cram, hId., and have been obmn
about 11.0 percent ofollerseai abot 34.3 pevs@ i totravwli bate 450mand 591 ha

FYbinder solution esseprsedby wesht at about pet. 5 We Claim:
sent of celhalose nitraft camphi md about 92 Iseamt 1. A smot signal ademtble be being Ihmcsed by a

*of acetone. Also by way of example. ignitkio ague 33 projectile fired f 1a pistol cunprising:
medleatbobe 4pecen atpoderdsihclu bay swairotbl.a aoed o-1 and 90aidapercentghtbecomriedby eihtof rf0 prcet i a aaptr fr ecevin te pel tapisol

about 4 percent of a copolymer binder comprised of 10 and having a central cavity therain, atid base betas
about 79 mole percent of viutylidmne fluoride and about adaptable to be separated from said adapter dwiftg
21 mc-l perv.ent of banfu propylane. Transfr haa~h,
agent 34 might be comprised, by weight, or about 40.7 a percussion primer posit~o .Vd In said ceaual cavftt
percent of potasium nitrate, about 8.3 pemcnt of pow. of said base atea position opposed to the juncturea
dared amorphous borca, about 27 percent of atosnised 15 of said adapter and said base annd positioned to to
aluminum and about 3.5 percent of the same detonated by a projectile fired through said barrel
copolymer binder used in the ignition eayw of said pistol, whereupon detonation of said priner

separates sasid base from sidl ae,.pter,
* OPERATION & cylindrical case separably attached to said base,

In operation, the smoke signaling device I Iis first w0aid cylnd.ia a~ aigadae~hpdfe
positioned on pistol 12, with slits 16 and 17 being a wuardit end, eprdcn oiioii nsi
aligned to provide clearance for front sight 18 anudiyofsoepodcn opoiini
locking lug 19 on pistol 12. Pistol 12 is then aimed an cylindrical case. end

fuse means for igniting said smoke composition uponfired, and the bull.-ý which is fired strikes percuossio 23 eoaino adpruso rmrb rjc
primer 251. The momentum of the striking b'illet will tile fired by said pistol whereby ignition of said
cause the entire assembly of smoke signaling device to smokte composition causes said case to be
be projected from the pistol, however, detonation of separated from said base.
percussion primer 28 will cause adapter 13 to be 2. A smoke signal as set fo. Ii in claim I wherein si
separated from base 22 and adapter 13. which is light 30 adapter has at least one hole for venting gas generated
weight, will travel only a abiorn distance from the pistol, by Eiring said pistol.

Tim detonation of percussion primer 28 causes igni. .3. A smoke signal as set forth in claim 1 wherien si
lion agent 33 to be ignited which, in turn, ignites rimoke- producing composition is comprised, by weight.
transfer agent 34 and smoke-producing composition of about 30.2 percent of red dye, about 22.6 percent of
30. The gases generated by the combustion of these 35 potassium chlorate, about 2 percent of potassium
burning products causes case 29 to be separated from bicarbonate, about I I percent of sugar and about 34.2
base 22 and a smoke trail is %smitted from the aft end of percent of binder.
case 29 as it travel& through the air. It should be noted 4. A smo.xe signal as set forth in claim 3 wherein said
that the flight of case 29 is due mainly to the impact of binder is comprised, by weight, of about 8 percent of
the bullet fired from pistol 12. rather than from any 40 callulose nitrate and about 92 percent of ar~etin.
Propulsion due fromn the burning of the smoke-produc-**
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AIRCRAFT PARACHUTE FLARE 3.4261683 2Il%9 keheat at al ............... 1021334%
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repmented by the Secre ata the 1571 ABSTRACT

Navy A fuse and ejection device for an aircraft parachute

. Fl Oflare having an eapellant charge for separating a
1211 Appl. No.: 769.999 parachute and flare from an outer container, a sta-

tionarily mounted delay fuse for igniting the expellant
) charge, and a rotatable triggering device for selective-

52). U.S. CI ................. 10218.2,• 8911.3 D, 102133.6. ly igniting different lengths of the delay fuse whereby
102185.6 the time of free fall of the parachute and flare within

1511 Ing. CI ................................................. FA 2e 9/10 the outer container can be varied. A safety locking
13) Field 1 Search............02/5.2, 35.6, 35.6; ring is provided to prevent accidental triggering of the

39/1.5 D expellant charge and the safety locking ring is first
removed by the pull of a lanyard secured tc a

156)• Rulerenas Clited launching aircraft and then the lanyard pulls a discon-
UNITED STATES PATENTS nect pin which actuates the triggering device.

t,3*5.759 7?)1921 sRttan ........................ 102/15.2 2 Claims, 9 Drawing Filtures
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VARIABLE DELAY FUSE a-OR AIRCRAFT ititing parachute opening and ignition of an illuminas-
PARACHUTE FLAKE ing composition. The vari.%sH-! delay fuse is provided

with a safety locking ring which remains in position.
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST until the aircraft oarachute flare is launched from ao

The invention described herein may be manufac- S aircraft whereupon a lanyard attached to the aircraft
lured and used by or for the Government of the United causes the safety locking ring to be fist removed and
States of America for governmental purposes without then the lanyard actuates a triggering means. The trig-
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. gering means is rotatable relative to a stationarily at-

tached fuse cord wheieby different lengths of fuse cord
BACKGROUND OFTHEINVENTION 10 can be ignited to provide clifferent delay periods

* The present invention relates to a delay fuse for an between time of launch and ignition of the illuminating
aircraft parachute flare and more particularly to a composition. A safe position is provided for the trigger-
delay fuse having improved reliability and safety fea- ing means and, when in this sofe position, any ac-
turea. .S cidental release of the triggering means will not ignite

An aircraft parachute flare is normally provided with the fse cord.
* three sections or components, namely a parachute, a It is therefore a general obiect of the present inven-
, section containing a pyrotechnic composition and a tion to provide a fuse assembly which is removably at-

triggering mechanism. The triggering mechanism, in tached to an aircraft parachute flare whereby the fuse
addition to igniting the pyrotechnic composition, 20 can be stored separately from the illuminating corn-
,',.'quently provides for a delay period so that the air- position and can be quickly assmbled prior to use.
craft parachute flare can free fall a predetermined Other objects and advantages of the present inven-
distance prior to parachute opening. This free fall fea- tion will be readily appreciated as the samc becomes
ture permits the aircraft parachute flare to be launched better understood by rtference to the following
or dropped from relatively high altitudes, but prevents 25 detailed description when considered in connection
ignition of the pyrotechnic composition until the with the accompanying drawings.
parachute flare is at an altitude such that light from the BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

t flare will illuminate the ground below.I Various mechanisms and devices have heretofore FIG. I is a diagrammatic view showing a parachute
been employed to provide a delay period between time 30 flare being ejected from its case;
of launch and ignition of the pyrotechnic composition. FIG. 2 is a top plan view of a preferred embodiment
One mechanical device is shown in U.S. Pat. No. of the present invention;
2,144,06, which issued Jan. 17, 1939, to Ralph Hal- FIG. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred
bach. In this patented device, ra timing arrangement embodiment ofthe present invention;
utilizing a standard clock mechanism is employed to FIG. 4 is a side view of a fuse housing showing
actuate a locking bolt to produce an openin3 of die locking slots;
parachut2 casing whereupon the parachute is per- FIG. 5 is a partial sectional view taken on line S-$
mitted to open and the flare is ignited. of FIG. 2 and showing a detent arrangement;

Another type of timing mechanism is shown and 40 FIG. 6 is a top plan view of a fuse housing;
described in U.S. Pat. No. 1,346,434, which issued July FIG. 7 is a partial sectional view taken on line 7-7
13, 1920, to Harold HolL In this timing mechanism a of FIG. 6;
fuse is provided which has a fixed cap and base member FIG. 8 is a sectional view showing an ejectiori
with an intermediate member containing fuse material, plunger hae in; Jelay elements; and
The intermediate member is rotatable to provide dif- 45 FIG. 9 is a plan view showing a lanyard assembly.
ferent length of comrmunication pa-,hs between an elec- DESCRIPTION OFTHE PREFERRED
tric igniter and a quick match element which ignites the EMl ODIOF T
illuminating material. EMBODIMENT

As an aircrzft parachute flare is an expendable item, Kcferring first to FIG. I of the drawings, there is
possibly the most important features on these flares are so shown an aircraft parachute flare II which is in process
the safety features which attempt to prevent accidental of being opened. Basically, an aircraft parachute flare
or premature ignition of the pyrotechnic composition. is compri.ed of a flare cr-mposition section 12 which
As the illuminating materials which are used in present contains an illuminating materia!, a parachute section
day flares provide extreme heat upon burning, any ac- 13, and a fuse section 14. The flare co-npo.%i.ion section
cidental ignition of these flares could result in a 55 12 and parachuzc section 13 are con'aincd in a con-
catastrophic disaster, particularly if the flares are in tainer 28, to which the fuse section 14 is attached
storage aboard a ship. In order to provide some men- through adapter housing I. Container 28 is attached
sure of safety, most present day flares ar.. provided with to a launcher on an aircraft by means of brackets 16
a safety pin which is kept in position unti' the flare is and 17.
mounted in a launching rack on an aircraft. In the event 60 Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 4 of the drawings, it
the aircraft returns with flares, the safety pins are rein- can be seen that fuse ease 1 is provided with grooves
sorted. 19 which engage with pins 21 in Adptcr housing 15 so

Sthat fuse section 14 can be removably attached to
.5Nadapter hoising 15. hy way of exr.mple, three ,qually

The pre . nt invention relates to a variable delay fuse spaced grooses 19 might be provided in fuze .ase 18.
which is removably attached to an aircraft flare ard with each groove being provided with a vertical portion
which provides an adjustable delay period prior to ;n- 22. a slanted portion 23, and a radiud seat portion 24.1

S......•. . . ::-, • .. • . ::.- .•120•: :,--- .
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A leaf sreinig 25 is atched to fua case 18 adjacent As heat shown in FIG. S of the drawings, thre delay in-

" each seat portion 24 to provide a locking force Sgainst cremcnts 64. 6S, and 66 are provided within an ejec-
pins 21. When attaching fuse section 14 to adapter tion plunger 61 and are ignited when primer 63 in
housing IS, pins 21 are first engaged in vertical portion detonated and ignites ignition powder 68. The delay hiu-
22 of groove% 19. and then fuse case 13 is rotated so $ crements. in turn. ignite black powder charge 69 and

I.; that pins 21 are then engaged it slanted portion 23 ar, annular ringl of black powder. By way of example,
thereby drawing together fuse case I8 with adapter delay increments 64, 65. and 66 might be comprised,
housing 15. Pin% 21 then become seated in radiused by weight, of 61 pereent of barium chromate, 13 pu.t-
seat portion 24, and leaf springs 25 provide an addi- cent of potassium perchlorate, and 26 percent of a
tional holding force against pins 21. By providing a to powdered alloy consisting of 70 percent zirconium and
strong torque to fuse case 18, however, while holding 30 pelcent nickel. Ejection plunger 67 is provided with
Ad--,?ter housing 15 against rotation, fuse section 14 can a pointed forward end 72 and a bore 73 provides a
be removed, if desired. passageway so that heat and flame from annular ring of

As best shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 of the drawings, a black powjer 71 can pass into the forward end and exit
dial plate 26 is provided in fuse case 18 and indicia on through a plurality of holes 74 in pointed end 72 to ig-
dial plate 26 i.,dicatcs setting which provide different nite a time delay fuse 75. A very weak spring 76 is pre,
free fall distances before parachute opening is initiated. vided within holder 62 to prevent ejection plunger 67
Dial plate 26 is maintained in position by Icking ring frem engaging time delay fuse 75 until firing pin 43
27 which is .ecured to fuse case 18 by ny conmentional 20 strikes primer 61.
means, such as screws or adhesive. A trigger assembly As best seen in FIGS. 6 and 7 or the drawings, lime
31 is rfoatably attached to dial plate 2C hy means of s delay fuse 75 is posidoned in an arc around an inner
rotor 32 which is fitvtd in a hole in dial plate 26. A periphetal edge of fuse case 18. A plurality of dowel
resilient ring 33 is provided on the outec circumference pins '17 are provided in fuse case I8 to maintain time
of rotor 32 in provide a seal against moisture. An in- 25 delay fuse 75 in a circular position. The beginning of
dicator knob 34 is atviched to rotor 32 by mens of time delay fuse 75 is positioned by a flange 78 A hich
sctews 35 :,nd knob 34 is provided with a pointer 36 can he made integral With fuse case 18. The (,,tminal ,

which points to the selected indicia on dial plate 26. As end of tuse 7S passes torough a hole 79, and a

shown in FIG. 5 of the drawing's, dial plate 26 is pro- passageway 81 connects hole 79 with a quantit) of t
vided with a plurality of indentaions 31 ujn the bottom 30 ejection powder 82. A ferrule 83 is provided on the tcy-
side inereof, there being one indentation for each posi- rminal end of fusc 75 in order to maintain fuse 75 in
tin of indicia which is shown on the top of dial plate position in hole 79. An end cap 84 and spacer 85 arc
26. A detens 3P is provided in hole 39 in rotor 32 and provided to enclose ejection powder 82 so that it will
spring 41 biases detent 38 against the bottom of dial not be affected by moisture and the liki,. As -ýhown in
plate 26 &e that detent 38 can selectively engage dif- 35 FIG. 6 of the drawings, arrow A indicates the direction
ferent indentations 37. which the pointed end 72 of ejection plunger 67 is

A firing pin housing 42 is attached to rotor 32 and pointing when pointer 36 shows a "safe" position. Ui
firing pin 43 is slidably mounted in housing 42. Helical can be seen that if the device is accidentally fired, the
spring 44 provided the driving force for firing pin 43. 40 time fuse 7S will not be ignited. A slo; 86 is provided to
Firing pin 43 is retdined in a cocked position by pull pin shtield fuse 75 from any fiamc and heat coming through
45 which engages in an elongated sM.t 46 in firing pin holes 74 in the event fuse section 14 is triggered while

43. Pull pin 45 is provided with a spherical end 47 and in a "safe" position. Arrow 8 indicates the direction
it can be seen that, in order to remove pull pin 45 from which the pointed end 72 of ejection plunger 67 is
elorgated slot 46, spherical end 47 causes firing pin 43 45 pointing when the pointer 36 shows a " 14,000" feet
to move a very shoi•z distance backwards, thcreby com- position, and it can be seen a considerable delay will be
pressing helical spring 44 an additional distance. It is provided while a long length of time fuse 75 burns.
this elongated slot 46 and spherical end 47 arrange. Arrow C indicates the direction which pointed end 72
ment that provides an extra large pulling force to of ejection plunger 67 is pointing vAhcn pointer 36
remove pull pin 45. thereby preventing accidental 50 shows a -530" feet position, and it can be scen that a
release of firing pin 43. A short cable 48 is attached to very short length of fuse 75 will burn.
the upper end of pull pin 45 with cable 48 being dou- Housing IS is provided with an aperture 87 and .
bled to form a loop 4 9 o, the outer end, A toggle 51 is center portion 58 of fuse case i8 extends into aperture
staked to cable 48. and a seat 52 is providri in rotor 32 18. It is in this center pcrtion 98 that ejection powder
for seating toggle SI. A retaining groove 53 is provided S 82 and end cap 84 are contained, and the explosive
adjacent seat 52, and a safety locking rk ng 54 is engage- force from the detonation of powocr 82 will be chan-
able in groove 53 to secure toggle SI to rotor 32 and. nelcd through aperture 87 to blow out end closure 89
consequently, to stcure pull pin 45 in slot 46 of firing and expel flare composition s4ction 12 and parachute
pin 43. As best shown in FIG. 2 ofthe drawing%, locking section 13 from outer container 28. Aperture 87 is
ring 54 is provided with three nodes 55 which are posi- 60 threaded so that when fuse case 1t is not attached to
tioned approximately 90' apart. Nodes SS are engage&- adapter housing IS, a plug can be threaded into aper-
ble in groove 53. The ends of locking ring 54 are at- ture 87 to prevent moisture and dirt from entering into

_, tased to an annual ring 56 and. by pulling on ring S6, flare composition section 12.
nod. .55 can be removed fror groove 53. FIG. 9 of tme drawings shows a lanyard cable 91 to

A primer 61 is positioned in a holder 62 which is which a swivel loop V2 is provided for fastening to an
mounted in housing 42. and also a fixed delay and ejec. aircraft. A snap 93 is provided on the other end of
tion triggering mechanism 63 is provided in holder 62. cable 91 and is engrgeable with loop 49 of cable 48,
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and a loop 94 in lnyard cable 91 ii provided to engage heat and flame from the burning of powder chaipe 71
ring 56. pasb through borc 73 and out of holes 74 in pointed end

72 of ejection plunger 67 and cause time delay fuse 75
-OPERA N to be ignited. Time delay fuse 75, in turn. causes ejc-.

For maximum safety, fuse section 14 is not assem. 5 tion powder 32 to be detonated whereupon end cap 64
"bled to the aircraft parachute flare I I until the flare is and spacer 83 are forced out, and also end closure £9 is
to be put into use. When it is desired to mate fuse sec- blown out, and flare composition section 12 and
tion 14 to adapter housing 15, any plug which is parachute scction 13 are ejected from container 28.
threaded into aperture 87 must be removed. Also I It can thus be seen that the present invention pro-
locking ring 54 should be in position and indicator 10 vides an improved variable delay fuse for an aircraft
knob M should be rotated until pointer 36 is indicating parachute flare which has improved safety features to

, a "safe" position, as shown in FIG. 2 of the drawing, prevent an acc Jental ignition of the pyrotechnic
- Fuse section 14 can then be mated with adapter hous. material inside the flare. Obviously many modificatiors

ing I1 by engaging pins 21 in adapter housing 1$ with and variations of the present invention are possible in
grooves 19 in fuse case II and rotating fuse case 1IS 15 thc light of the above soachings.
that pins 21 will be seated in radiused seat portions 24. We claim:

Immediately prior to mounting the aircraft parachute 1. A flariable delay fuse and ouecion device for eject-
flare I I to the launcher on an aircraft, indicator knob ing a flare and parachute from an outer container has-
34 is turned so that pointer 36 will indicate the desired ing plurality of attaching pins thereon comprising,
free fall distance. For example. with pointe; 36 point- 20 a fuse case having a plurality of grooves which arcfreerail distanc4000." heamrcrtplrhue, are withpinte 36 po. engageable cne each with the plurality of attaching
ing to"4000." the aircraft parachute flare will fall a. nins on said outer container and said fuze case
proximately 4,000 feet, bel'ore the flare composition having a plurality of indentations on one surface
section 12 and parachute section 13 will be ejected thereof.
from container 28. Upon aircraft parachute flare II 25 a rotor rotatably mounted to said fuse case and pro.

* being mounted to a launcher on an aircraft, snap 93 of vided with a spring-biased detent which is selec-
the lanyard is attached to loop 49 of cable 48 and ring tively engageable with said indentations,
56 is attached to loop 94 of the lanyard. The length of a charge of powder in said fuse case,
the lanyard cable 91 between loop 94 and snap 93 is a time delay fuse positioned in an arc within said case
such that a pull on cable 91 will first cause ring 56 to be 30 for igniting said charge of powder,
pulled, which in turn causes locking ring S4 to be trigger mechanism attached to said rotor and adapta-removed from retaining groove 53 and then, after ble for igniting said time delay fuse at selected
locking ring 54 has been removed, the pulling force of position-, said trigger mechanism including a firing
the lanyard cable will be applied to loop 49 and pull pin pin. spring means for driving said firing pin, a pull
45 will be withdrawn to release firing pin 43. 35 pin engageable with said rotor and said firing pin

With pull pin 4S ha-ving cleared firing pin 43. spring for holding said firing pin in a cocked position and
44 will drive firing pin 43 into primer 61 which, upon ignition means for ignituilg said time delay fuze
detonation, drives ejection plunger outwardly, whereu- upon triggering of said firing pin, and
pon pointed crnd 72 of ejection plunger 67 becomes means for locking said trigger mechanism.
embedded in time delay fuse 75. Detonation of primer 40 2. A variable delay fuse and ejection device a2 set61 causes black powder charge 68 to be ignited which, forth in claim I wherein s:,id means for locking said
in turn, causes rdelay elements 64. 65. and 66 to be ig- trigger mechanism include: a locking ring engageablc
nited. These delay elements cause about a 2-second with said rotor for preventing removal of said pull pin.
delay before powder charges 69 and 71 are ignited. The * . * * .
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REK REISTANT3,699,890
PIIOE=A Trno FAS1ICAK7V13GZ DESCRJFIOII OF THE PPJIFERRD

ST ATEMEMN OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST
The invention described herein may be manidac- Ration rig o to dodr *U, o t is a shwn a

tured and used by or for the Government of the United = W9W'M .tio
States of America for govrnrmental purposes without nullyL R IM BaQiCeM W. G&Mm anid John E.
'he payment of any royalties thevrjn or theeflore. Lu'. Ai A cartridili case I I a svAdwAely closed on

DACKGRONDOFT~tNVENTam OWe a which is playde with a *ea'eI bole to thatH ACGR0JNDOF TE IVENIONan e',lecrc Primer 12 can be threadedy ca --eted
The present invention relates to a flaire cartridge fo~r theretin.*Tb. opposite end of caithide cuse I I is open

providing illumination in support of night aerial Mha closed and of ceirtridge case I I is provided with a
Photography, and more particularly to a flare cartidge counterbore that is filed with an expelihig charg 13,
which is insulated to delay ignition in the event of a fire :'uch as black powder- A photoflash composition 14 is
in the Pre& where the cartridge is stored or located, contained within can I5 and a clodiri lisk 16 is pro-

The military service. are presently using a ~htfasi 1 vde to clse theaid oftcu IS. Cap 17 is provided to
cartridge which, after a fixed delay. explodes to provide close the outer end of cartridg cane 11.
a high intensity flaah. One such device is shown and A disk IS rif hens insulating material L attached tir
described in V'.S. Pat. No. 3,473,472. which issued Oct. the closed end of ccrridge cue I I and.i pro% Awe with
21, 1969. to dilly R. Pliss. Clarence W. Gi!'lam, end holes M1,2 and 2.3. whsich are provided so that elecrin-
John E. Laswell. In this patent there is shown and 20 cal contact can be made tc ignite prugner 12. By way (if
describcd a photoflash cartridge which, upon ejection example, disk III right be mae& of gride AAA Hr,
and .A icr a fixed delay, explodes to provide a hilb -n- sasbess-filleid lite %oA z which is sold cominercially by

proeled oerfied from potdah cartidge cue arone. ofther o a n inch . Ito h ase bee oberved ing tab conduced at
fixet delyr othi tmsogbeneo etes o explodiemxued by thiaalAgnited2 au a.IIison ee Dep t, Ca, Ihdavynayeo ithat

theat case the fire nnert conduecaetoepded atd the Navl Amu. ph toas crtridg havingway dis I attached therento
nit kion D fotlCane, Indianaitio has bee showl inithat in a end nh ae finuec material w4nih e liM nillnotusecn
theevnt ofartrirges whcharepeetyused by gntoofjthfel vinlodeorignit (orka eat7mnte s yteAb after Depsueto a Ci

ouptIoevr hs photoflash cartridges mone eet n av aic aftwng3 buringW maetia i% aple 'irnme hn lyrwihambit
anhrenlkyto wejket and repoen fine aboutrd shcons aftc ha clao roim eAcaighvn tikesa lm

frth pyet fechi wagited.Ths in aboujetedo exploded afther aavI AmfirnieionaDtphotoas Crartmdg cmrwhnngtht
haoftefire . in tts involving at taircraft carrying photoflash cr cartridge ae having a diskd end anishd aneopen

pooascatridges aone benremhan iscrf sucpilwob ing hitinje by an endent
aejlielytedor ejeploded cartridge, an charge 26 seotoold% cofotero I calcrtmdg

the~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ et clowsintd hu naotAiue fe .Afr singthei openedo f ai cartridge cm ,
rice preseinvolinventin arelatest caryn photoflash car- 4 an elertridgepcamer hraveing attchextrd an sd osed

trigtes whc fisea in sula eted l s o thttecatidge willba endfsdrdea.
wjethsad af bxloecrrningjet.ulevromn o a disrg of arbetalls-Ie cpluie on in m aiad cartridhedt

SU MAY F HEINENIO aca cosngthe opend end of sai d cartridge c ae, sei,~ ar

minimum of 5 minutes. The photoflash cartridge is pro th close en of. sa c v ae, pov isk~ pmag
vided with a closed end that has an electric uNmer post. 5 so inga es w oe hri mpo 0
tioned therein and a disk cf heat insulating materia s for electrical condluctorit for carryha. a carient to
attacl ad to the ecceed end. The remainder of the car. said psianer, and
tridge is covered with a heavy la,er nf intumeacenst a heavy layer of intwurnsnt vinyl masininaesnW
vinyl material which is applied in thin layers to build up said ca1p and the Mmm11infsr Of saW cusidg cm
to a thickness of about % of an inch. 55 ot covere by sai disk of u1*e.ei 9eoki

material.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 2. A t..r r~umi phos~mtilh cuarde an at larth in

FIG. I in a top view of a preferred embodiment aom thclaimi I wherein sOld disk of asbmeg~illid phsuIollc
preent invertion; and material is asaiched to said closed end of ftd cartridge

FIG. 2 is a a"d view, partially broken away, fif a co bycm tni
preferresd embodiment. *...
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1 2
provides upon combuistion a SMOke Containing active Sil-

3,69N.968 ver-hiased nuclei active at temperattures tip to -1* C.
PYROTFCHNI(' (tCOMPOSITION Other tlects, featuires an~l niany natendant advantagesDuane M. Johnson, Bicknell, and l~lonald R. Rnw-ellon, of thtis invention %%ill becomie readily appreciatied ;as theWhislow, Indi., tisslgntors Ao lteIa t nlted Sink~s W" Amecr-

icai a% repiresented by the Secretary of the Navy ,;t~itle bec.ome Ihotler understood by reference it) thle fol-
Not lDrnsitrig. Filed Oct. 28, 11968 Scr. No. 772,067 Isii ealdd~rpin

Int. C1I. (V06d 3/00t~
U.S. C1. I4q_1l9 3 Chilnir l)SCRIPIION OF VIEP INVI'NTION

-n 10 In accordance with the present invention an improved
ABSRAC OFT~l DICLOUREpvi otechlic Voniposit ioln is A ormiltlated which u1ponl coinl-

An improvedl pyrotechnic composition containing 1ýo boit-i o yields smoke containing silver iodide -.lo011 init
tasstin jou~c siver~iae. liht eta ant ~silver iodide complexes. 'Ihle composition cornprim~s silver

resin binder which upon combustion yields products which -otl, o~s iun .jodate, a mctan ecd fro the mrix
are useful in artificially modifying lthe weather.,1 consisting Ill bornlluiua rgteunormx

ltores the: cof. and iii epoxy resin binder.
'lie tot lowilles" t.te p ivelli in the chart Weow ANill

betiet illlllltiate thle iii 1101 cm li: hi thle invenltionl S1ioitld
('.OVRNNIF U IN RFSTnot lx' considered as; limited to Ahese examiples,

The invention described herein may bie manufactured .0 .,lt tile formlukltions" below u1se boith sil%-er iodate and
land used bly orI for. thle gu~vte n me lit of lthe Ithiii ed States poll 1ssi tu l oa I except t Sli ii pe I w berc ipt ssiu ii
of Amecrica for roverminnena u iti irroses without it te pay- iod itý at one wa I isd anidi I stilll te XVI tile st andai mi)
mlent of tiny iloyaIt ics thereon or t herefor. pota .1 thu Iit ritle was iscwt iii t caid of po~t asiu Sinl iod ate.

Vi V

1i 7I 0 1it il

7it.........7i;)

.... li i 3 it 1
Ni .. r, I it 7i tI
.i .... 3. .... ..... . .. ...... .. 7 x~ 3i

.i1............... 115 2 ixii

N 7 7 I ....... 4.1 isii" iti X 10i Un t

N IN .. n.. bt' It cc : u I! Ne i I. at par .11 10 his rein y te

of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V Iicl 1",de sive i1id or 1ive ioid ...ilee .. o. .... 6.9Xtt and has vicstta 5

poeo eea n ri r. :ee indu- thefot :Ii, Il 0-. rm~ 'o a , reasonabli, pt If in the present Ilor~llol 11drml(ifoIll
ii.d for, ac np iiio w It im-,wi l c . .t I )i vi Il '1i it a tie Ip lxv re'l Ii hi, ma be usedIl %'~,

cientI pro.c larg qunite o sivI-ae nulefor ;I C a \ I i'lgeilt oI tI al k II\t s I cot, st wI11Ij ions I were l ztixe

imiroved~ ~ pvrotetini coilostit wichw prdue hN ls l nded ito a, pvicil- amount of aceton.1 (7 F.)haboum30

moclcei n ln Nt %bIi -1 v ii) itl. , asmu 22eei. to ',i: aiit -- tat on:0-11 0I kR t avi slury 11te slrr wa w-ixed at 1tt bld speed for 141 11o1-

T ACGiUN inenio reae toaMmrvdproe~ncn-It Theii liepminutes.itn ntis wvas thR21 enremoed aid rplace
p anitiomoiinan ilosaekwnit tle at: opein pv tI emin aevsill e, ia t parted a9 tea and telie systnem
whei enra p todc r ponscribs tio provdetoat compoitione for 111id as s eaoate 0 g 1w blotquinalair aofs it-13 whilecon-

potf c fnecll divied silveratingdeo sil vee-rI iodinucei for usxein tooua iieit ti ri mgt lit5- 0; mi. a ind thes ni ixcmii le ait 25

raiuing tinde rcoleil clouds itnto ice pakrticles; for t It ptlr- bmok ti. i i t les him 72i htir, thend terhiba I wa read to er
pose of generatinig rain.o ntt.*ltrer pitt poeiste tosmitie a %l 70 screned throug apot tifesin screpe sen oo rnulasticoln-.

pvi~rotclitit cuinipsi cmoiion Mili t IMI -iiproitdue itexpn ptosi %%iii wase icrntio it ,mal asmounte in cealoed (aout ti30-0
siv ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Jl. u u u dsfootne tec t d is t mo etadylfo It itelssi opded an [nie fil1111frezig ucei n rete (timliic tai oterp 127ch



he comiplete Wit hin ~si st111ItS fr'oti 11i thVnd Of 111 he i'i is en iles P0 sd ctikapsi;tioi ion 1! k sotlid in1gredlietIS is oc-
cycle. 'Ihle matierial was preswed atl abiout 20(i11 psi. it VlI III; %l, al thl: vIk gos 'N t-u I tic C16\ * \le[,:\ III .11 -1i
is NTery illPInro tilt to Climiotlilliti -.111 i 41 i' PieJJ lintl lito0,- M5 I, I 11 0 Itli10 1S Iik th I s l: i ft ' t l of tiC colli osi ioll.
tick bVc.IIIse it rrodnltccs% all e~oihertilic ciln~iioll. Ill thet I lte xiil.~lhii of thII,, rle) towiicI VOill"OsilikIIIfS ;IS c1oud
mi xing proced inc dcscrihcd abhove, it %%as toiuntd lt hatine seeding a 1W 110 inIbiaN ~ei o: d1 ~s uaeie
of the watys to cliinuiijue thle osssibi Iit y of moi.t nrc is se lh I tcS et p1is 'oitions" 11itl Vot)Oibis lstion tol-il attoii
to pour t hý coimpositi~on after it is I hl-ookiti ply Ilin c~d illto i/ d by pi oducts such its sill-cr iodide altone and thle sile
auin Iurmoo pans \llhickh are placved inl a llacti noviue n at jticotai niod ide coni pkx. In uise tinde rcook'd
30 C. Under thle altunlinum panl is anl aluminumIIII block ctokiitdwr turned into iceý partictes by thle hiiiimdkiition
which act:s ats at heait ,ink. Tiis sinlk h10111 tIhe te iticrtiet of Ilk' tinely distributed comiptex whereby in certain ciri
of tile coinr-oslion ito a mIllillitlliln iof atliont 20 * C. 11l~iioii.r1 ctitw:tanci:N an inicrvease rainfall iq obtained. Often thle

tilo driying 11g. iis allow intg ttile aectolle to 5-ap lie itc pyrot cctn ic corn oI)itio is en tied ilit a pyrotec h ilic tic.
rapidily ats possible. After dr~ to, th', composition i, at- viec' built into an airet nit which is ferried directlv into
ktwed ito conic up to r00111 temperature prior ito rninoviil the cloudts to he seeded. rThe pyrotechnic is ignitcd andi
from thle oven, insuring no moisiture condensation on 1.,) tile mofittiid c~oiid fi m.i"'nclei MIMcI are tornmed atre
reitiovil of tile composition from thle ov~en. The comill~l0i- di- 1a sed 'boods a% ak,- -.ceded by loading rocekets ano.
tion 'nav then be tra oxi erred to at saminpie ioss de lank. tor ilit ili ky missiles llkit i the pstotcclinic composition anid
eventual pressilg. No screen is noL-c~sai y. Iiriini thom into preselctedL clokids.

Ntucleato c10elIiciencies of [ samtpics XIII, N IV and Whait Iis k-Lia imed is,
XVI kweýre as follkiws (in iulueli/granas of theoretical silver 21) 1.A pyrotechnIiC COniposhion comprising the follow-
iodide): il

(XIII) 2.1 x l0t' and 4.1 X li0-2 it - Y U 5,5dtiis Percent by weiplht
XtV) ~ >10' at~ ~ S istodlae------------------------3 -,t) 3t)(XIV) 1. ý, 1()1 :11 -- 6.5 ' C I'kPt;SSIunIt iodale - -- -- -- -- ------- -- - -- 43 to (it)

INVI) S.1) x 1 11t it I- - 5.tY C. I posty r-sinl 5-- -- - - ito 8rA 10 -, M 00 t( at .itSaid i-'in heito! ract ion prodtict of flisphenol A and
This coiiipali I''i inlidiries lla 1:1 -vlliijitC XIII and XIV ceil.-itdol~ Iil int) Mlr'l k ;- t~led t'ih ll crd k-hI -lcy
ulsing! ptltassiiii ioidate ;1ýas li MsiiCi ar t Il'ast to11oýl di a-' it Ii.I% L ihitetit :iwd diemiv~le~ ti ioinle whIich isa
litime,, bcttci tMan LII suople XVI (tile .,tIatm;IdIi dl5lijett ciiti lP' ag)ent.
dotes not iiictiide pot sitsiklil tthldatC bilt iimthc~kIk":ii us101;6l- 2 tir compo'itiion of cla6im I ito which pilsonite is
sitittt Ilitt ate. ;Id~til Ill ,ii .ii l iti J11 111 1,t1iigiii I .01n1 3 to it pelCeIV, t by'

MuIttlar dunt on Fx imple XIII shich hýis at rr-es'.'t %dl
del~sti oh1'.17 7 - itsi ll ks as lotil 3P -:5 3. A py-ioteetinic compfosition comprising

Impact sensitivity--56 kg. ci iklloa

Fli-ctrostatic svnsitiviit--nki fire at I joule pcli 'I1110 iodaIte:
h-i itionsensiis-is no ii~ t V't tt.a mclldý-I lektl from tile group consistint fslcn

[,I~~~ tiininoim seniar-n--nofi":atiutI.ins aof silixti hicon,
Igilitioil C.~praii 1st 111-11 t1O161111 113 Islil illl~krQd h,

I xample XV \%hich has at presedl density of 441.7 gralins! ant epoxy resin,cu. in. shoiw% thle totlowinj! liwtardl daita: which upon coinhststion y ies silver iodidle-rotassjitm

Impact setsiltivit >--53 kg. cm.n iod ide co fol r USC in %waeat er ino0di he t iwi,
[lcctrostatic wensitivity-no tire at 0.9 joule-I

[ I-riclion Nensitivity--ilo fore ait 22410 ft. Ilbs. 11Rfrne ie
Ignition temperatture-365' C, UNITH) S I At I S PA-ITINTS

The usc of boron in the fornultat ion iiinkes for n more 2.995, 526 8/1961 De Nlent ------------ 2.52-305
xlabeiiis ~~ 1 ,t03,841 t / 1lt(ti Etitehu---------------14--5ti-

%tbepyrolcltoics compoit ion II ich is sfer to1117 7/I'b i iise use I - - -I i
'I lie use of aili eploxy iesil "Nii~ ssten etills to be ofite dci nito 50 -

;ida t anebutIiint 1 it i ihg rtccl te ti te ci 14~201,794 I (9W %) N Ial et al I.----------- 264t--- -17
%olidation procedure. TFhe epoxy\'JVT rSYAll 1 \%'tCIneS Or eill 1210 3I%)ltt iL------------149) II
czapsulatcs thle comiiimitioils nirich hlettr ttt:mtiilte ktililina:c M38,0t76 3/119611 1 lasl et 11 l- ---------- 1149-22

s~~~~~~~~~~~~ .te ttc l ro r 50/ ih ~lpsto . _ i CARL 1.), QUA.-R FORlI I, Primary USvmiiller
biest evidecne for this is seets %%hele tile friction seinsitivity 5:1
of thte com ip0-toiios are comnpated Ft or exsamiplep,- tile pr"~- F. A.-N MI LLER, Assist a l'itt.nmillier
Vilt impitived voiiipositioiis \01 jilt t Ie eoll systeO ettlre
3ý5 times as 1ii110i fri/I ionau eiti-rgy ticfore it lit ioil oce i rs UI.S. CI - X.-R
tha11tilte COunpO-itiuS Usinlg t.JiliinC Lidr 'Ii his mdi- 1.19--22, .14, 81I, 8%
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141) POR1TABI MOSE CODE SIGNALUNG 3.142.052 7/1964 Tambn.w ...................... 340/321
DEVICE ,300.3M 2 11? Himeetal ............ 3401343 X

1721 Imvmtorm I~mUk W. Jobmer, Unton; ltmMi J,. 3.496,,294 2/1970 Emanuuels.. ....... ............... . .I /7W'G I

S, ,,Bloomfoel, an of Ind.
Auwvy-P-l ,S. Scni K4 H. Loche and hat S., ctMignm

•1731 Assigne: TFhe Unied States of Amwks as

repsWentd b• the Seatar of Us N" [7 ABSTRACT
(22) Fil iDw. 2% 190 A signaling device for producinga light that flashes a M•m
1i21 Apl. No.: 1014-W code signal. A light source is energized by a source of eneiW

and circuit meant are provided to energize the light source ao-
cording to an output signal from a shift register comprised of a

"1521 U&LS. L"..... ......... .Jd0321 P, 171126 k 340/345 R plurality of flip-flops. A diode encoder having a plurality of
1311 i eLC h .... .. ................ H041321/4 switches ik provided to select flip-flops that are te. be set

SFid Serc..................1726; 340/321, 34, which, upon clearing of the shift resister, pruvides a Morse

"5"Retweme C code signal, A first osccilator is provided to puls the shift iv-. G] itister and a second oscillator is provided to pute the diode as-
UNITED STATES PATENTS codar for resetting the flip-flops.

3,021,516 21196.2 SpiaetaL .......-- 340/345 3Celim,4 D1awhig FgIr
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S1PORTANA Z MORSE CODE SIGNALING DEql( A dode em - .'er 36 is provided to select a Partig" Par I*
:•• letters that am• t-• bt gemerated from th output of s!-,ift ivi.iter

STAIrEMENTOF GOVERNMENT INTIERS 17. Swit dI-. are provided in diode encoder 34, aslo

The inventim described herein may be ul and With diode SA". and a prhcula pair of switches am
used by or for the oenmiofteUieSutofAe-3slce WcAdboprtncoesltonTgI& s

alt for governmental purposes w the paymen ofea s hownin FIG. 3ofthe dmwinp switches4l and 42 arovmermptaSiro yalties t•ero o therefor. WM and 44 ame paired, 45 andi 46 are paired.an" 47 and 4g we

•. i ICKGROUND6OFTHE INVENTON A pair off input ines M and 59 vre provided for encoder 34
10 and the set it .inals of flip-flops 2.2,24, 6, " 28 are can-

7The present invention relates to a hand-hel signaling
device and mom particularly to a oignaling device which will nectd to lines 58 r -id$.). Isolation diode S I is placed between

• ~itr, 58 and Che set terminals of flip-flops 22, 24, :26, and 2S1,
-' flash an infrared Morse code signal,

Various hand-held signaling devices are available for flash- and likewis-, isolation diode 52 is placed between line 59
inl Mooe coded signals. For example, in U. S. Pat No 15 thestt t
3,0018185, which isued Lept. 19, 1961, to C les L Clock, aeen that flir,-flg.ps 22.24, 26, and 28 are set when either line

tl~t• i shwn •hua-hed sgrudnlgde\ce wichhasa $ or Line S9 is pulsed. The act terminal of flip-flop 23 is con-

ther isshow a aM-hld ignaingdeuc whch hs a nectedt to line 58 through switch 42 and isolaton diode 57 andshutter that is mechanically actuated by depressing a trigger. nce oln 8truhsich4 n si indoe$ n
shuteprestiaismechanically as cu osed b deprmay open r- also the set termiral of flip-flop 23 is connected to line 59
The depression of the trge locoe onlyopen cir-
cult and energizes a lit . through switch 45 and isolation diode 56. Additionally, the set

Another sialing device is shown i U. S. t No. 4 terminal of flip-flop 23 is connected to ine 59 through switch |
3,142,052, which issued July 21, 1964. to N. E. Tambert. A 47 and ojode $7. The set terminal of flip-flop 25 is connected
spring wound motor is provided for driving an electric geneera- to line 59 through svitch 41 and isolation diode 55. The st
tor and a rotatable contact member. The generator energizes a terminal o.- Cip-flop 27 Ls connected to line 58 through switch

44 and isolation diode 3 and also to line 59 througswth4
light source and the rotatable contact member engages a piu- 25 44 and isolation diode 54 str ollator 61 is providestch 43

ratiy o spaed ontcts o oen nd cosea •r~ul th~by and isolation diode 54. Letter oscillator 61 is provided fow
rality of spaced contacts toopen and close a circuit thereby
de-energizin and energiing the light tiource. pulsing encoder 34 and non-i averting buffer 62 provides the

necets'ary current. Unes 58 ahd 59 are alternately pulsed to
SUMMARY OF THE INV'ENTION -acieve the two leter Morse code combinations which result

30 from a particu lai switch setting. As shown in FIG. 5 of the
The present invention relates to a signaling device which dawings, when sw'itches 41 and 42 are closed, the letters R

flashes a coded signal which is electronically generated. A and Dare furned, when switches 43 and 44 are closed, the let-
selector ring is provided for selecting one pair of a plurality of tes M and U are ftrmed, when s,%itches 45 and 46 are clqd.
pairs of letters which can be generated. A shift register havng the letters M and H are formed, and when switches 47 anW8
a plurality of flip-flops is provided and a first oscillator is pro- 35 closed, the letters D and )! are formed.
vided for pulsing the shift register which, upon clearing, Pro- Altcrnate pulses on lines 58 and 59 result from the NAN!)
rides a coded output which cau-es a light emitting diode to be lolic between flip-flop 63 and eector gate 64, which includes
energized and de-energized. A second osciliator is provided t two NAND gates 65 ard 66. Flip-tlop 63 is koggled by the buf-
pulse an encoder which selects different letters which are to fered outpvut of letter oscillator 61 and the output of NAND
be transmitted and resets the flip-flops in the shift register. A 40 gate 65 is high when the I output of flip-flop 63 is low and the
tone oscillator is also provided so that an audio sigald can be A output of buffer 62 goes low. This logical co"idition is
received by a ve . satisfied with every other pulse from letter oscillator 61. The

BRI.F DESCRIPTnON OF TI-E DRAWINGS output of NAND g.te 66 goes high when the 0 output of flip-
flop 63 goes low at the same time the A output of buffer 62 is

FIG. I is a plan view, partially broken away, showing a 45 low.
preferred embodiment of the present invention; Trhe output %oltabe taken from flip-flop 21, which is

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of the represent 4. 4s waveform g in FIG. 4 of the drawvngs, provides
present invention. one source of the driving voltagc for current amplifier 67

FIG. 3 is a circuit schematic diagram of a preferred embodi- . which drives light emitting diode 68. In order to provide an
meat of the present invention; .- ilia signal as we!l as a visual one, the coded dr~ving voltage is

FIG. 4 is a series of wavefnrms illustrating the functioning of interruptzd at an audio rate. The a:tui drivin3 voltage ap-
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, and plied to currait amplifice 67, wruch include: transistors 71.

FIG. S is a chart showing switch wttings to generate vwnow 72, and 73, n a com.pate voltzge logically generated C;om the
Morse code signals. 55 outr-u, of shift register 17 and a tone oscillator 74. Voltage is

anp!ied to the iaput of transistor 71 only wben the outputs

DESCRIPTION OFT HE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT from flip-flop 2i and flip-flop 75 are in their low states. As
Referring fuist to FIG. I of the drawing there is shown a shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 of the drawings, the output of flip-flcp

hand-held signaling device having a case 1I . off-on switch 12, 21 Lan the output of flip-flop 75 Lre combined in NAND gate

code selector ring 13, light source 14 and lens 1S. By way of 60 76.

example, in order to nake the case I I more water-tight, off- Tone oscillator 74 is comprised of a unijunction transistor
on switch 12 and a plurality of rwuitches which are operated by 77 utilized in a relaxation clicuit comprised ot resistors 81.82.
code selector ring 13, might be of the reed t)pe which are and 83 and cipacitor 54. Tte output across resistcr 83 is used

pivotable by magnetic means. Bitteries 16 are provided for to overdrive a voltage amplifier circuit comprised of transistor
energizing light source 14. 65 85 and resistor 86. This arrangement serves to square the out-

Referring now to FIGS. 2. 3, and S of the drawings, fona- put -,,aveforn and make it compatible with the toggie input of
tion of Morse code letters is accomplished by preetting flip-flop 75. Flip-flop 75 serves to generate a square wave volt-
specific flip-flops in a shift register 17 and then clearing shift age used for one logic input to NAND gate 76, with the other
register 17 by pulsing the common shift line 18. Shift register logic input being supplied from flip-flop 21 in shift register 17.
17 is made up of eight flip-flops 21-28 and the common shi". 70 In operatott. assumiiig the letters D and R are to be trans-
line 18 is supplied with pulses from period ocillat•r 29 which Knitted in Morse code, selector ring 13 is turned to a marked

is comprised of transistors 31 and 32. A non-inverting buffer position and svitches 41 and 42 are close-d. The other switches

33 provides the ne-cessary current to drive shift line 1.8. Shift in e&oder 34 remain open. The buffered output from letter

line 19 is continuously pulsed which results in a continuious oscillator 61 alternately pulses input lines 58 arid 59. (See
clearing of the flip-flops in shift register 17. 75 waveform b of FIG. 4). Assuming that line 58 is first pulse,
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(see woverorm 0l 1104kp-fl IX 2.22 24, 26 and 29r ametK as including a source of enaergy.
show n FIraGS.)3 andai8 of the drinw~r . due to switch 42 being a shift register having a plurality of flip-flops for hIte s-
closed. Neut the period oscillator 29 will provide pubeu. to the tently closing said normally open circuit means and enu..
common shift line ISt of shift reghta 17. (See waforu as o giixns said light source,
FIG. 4). The output from flip-flop 21 will represent. in Moms 3 an encoder hwin'zg a plurality of switches arrangjed in first
code. the letter D ( w se waveform g) and this output is and second circuit paths and connected to selected flip.
supplied as one input to gete 76. Tone oscillator 74 also suqp- flops in said shift register,
,plu. an output to gate 76 and the output from gate 76, which a first oscillator connected to said shift register fur pulsirg0

*is illutae as veform hin FIG. 4, is supplied to amplifier and clearing said flip-flops in said shift register,
76 and light emitting diode 6& By way of example. diode 68 10 a seconmd oscillator, PA'a
might be of the t),e PEX 1206 maznifactured by Texas Instru- a selector gate connected between said scoond ascillatr-
mneub., hac~. Dallas. Texas, said which is desgned to enims nar- and said encoder for alternately switching the output of
infrared light when forward biased. It should be oedthat the said second oscillator to said first and second circuit paths
device shown in FIG. 3 does not trasmart any sowsid but whereby a first arrangement of' flip-flop settings is made
rather is designed so that the infrae .- ,-ht can be &.tected 15 in said shift register when said first circuit path is con.
and then converted into sound by u-i 4..propriale receiver. nected be.tween said encoder and said shift register

$1As shown by waveforms c and d of FIG. 4. the outputs of thereby inzernnittently energizing said light source to flashs
flip-flop 63 alternately go high and low, whaich alternately Vit in Morse Code a first alphabetical letter when said shift
%se lities 58 and S9. When line 59 is pulsed, (see wvefrnsj) register is pulsed and cleared, and whereby a secand ar-
flip.-flops 22. 24. 25. 26. and 28 are set. as shown in FIGS. 3 20 rangement of flip-flop settings is made in said shift re-
and S of the drawings, due to switch 41 being close. Puss Sister when said second circuit path is connected between
frorn nriod oscillator 29, which are auplied tocmor hf said encoder and said shift register thereby intumittendy
line lil, will clear shi-ft register 17 and the output from flip-flop energizing said light sou'ce to flash in Morse Code a
21 w~ill repretent, in Morse code, the letter R ( .As long second alphabetical letter different from said frust
as switches 41 and 42 rct-twin closed, and with lines 58 and 59 25 Alphabetical letter when said shift register is pulsed and
being allernately pulsed, the letters D and R wiil be alternately cleared.
transmitted in Morse code. As illustrated in FIG. S of th 2. A hand-held signaling device as set forth in claim I

drawings, other switch settings will cause other letter corn- wherein said light source is a light emitting diode.
binawmn~s to be flashed by diode 6L 3. A hand-held signaling device as set forth In clainr, I hav-

I. Ahan-hed sgnaingdevce fr fashng igh m ine put el said shift register and the output of said tone oscillator
Code comprising. whereby the output of said ianift register is interrupted at an

normally op~en circuit means for eneriizinr- said lighs sour= 3 4 4

40
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A practice bomb having a signal cartridge for locating the
1523 U.S. CI ......................... 102/7.6,89/1.5 D, 102/4 point of impact of said pracuice bomb after an air rop and
(SI I Int. C1 ......................................... F42b25/IS having means for arming the practice bomab during ftight of
1583 Field of Searvih........244/327, 329% 89/1.5 D; 102/4. said practice bomb by actuation of an arming pin conn-acted to

M02UM foldable fins which open upon high velocity of said practice
bomb.
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IPRACTICESOMB marking stction 13. As best shown in FIG. 3 of the drarmg,

fins 12 are designed to be opened by action of the airstren as
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST the practice bomb free falls ft om a launching aircraft. An. arm-

The Invention described herein may be manufactured and ing pin 14 is provided to maintain the impat--marking siecuon
used by or for the Government of the United States of Amer- S 13 in s "safe" or unarmed condition. A cable 15 conA•cs
ica for governmental purposes without the payment of any arming pin 14 with fins 12 so that when fins 12 aem unfolded
royalties thereon or therefor, pin 14 is withdrawn from section 13.

Referring now to FIGS. 2 and 4 or the drawing the a..-act-
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION marking section 13 has a body 16 having cenrtra ores I and

The present invention relates to a practice bomb which will 18 therein. A firing pin device 19 threadedly enpger and
provide a visual indication of the point of impact after an air- closes one end of bore 17 and has a firing In tang 21 cn the
drop, and more particularly to a practice bomb which inner end thereof. A signal cartridge 22 having a primer 23, a
becomes armed during flight to provide maximum safety rrior quantity of pistol powder 24. arnd a quantit) of phosc,-xbos
to launch from an aircraft. 15 composition 25 is provided in signal cartndge 22, An tnertLa

Practice bombs which do not contain a large quantity of sleeve 26 is positioned around the ouWde cf signal cartridge
high explosives are in general training use by the various mili- 22 and provides additional momentum for sgnal cartrice 2.2
tary departments. Practice bombs are relatively inexpensive, on impact of the practice bomb. An arming stop pin 27 is
as compared to high-explosives bombs, and. these bombs slidably mounted through the wail of body 16 and. as shwm-n in
usually carry a small explosive charge to mark the point of im. 20 FIG 2 of the drawing, protrudes into bore 17 between the for-
pact of the practice bomb. Although the explosive charge in ward end of signal cartridge 22 and the end of firing rin utng
most practice bombs is not sufficicrily large, various safety 21. It can readily be seen that, when in pesition as s,•ih..n in
precautiorns must be taken to prevent accidental discharge of - FIG. 2 of the drawing, arming stop pin 27 present pn.-tr 23
theae bombs. A premature detonation of a practice bomb on in signal cartridge 22 from engaging firing pin tang 21. A
shipboard, for example, could cause fucls or high explosives to 25 spring 28 is provided for biasing arming stop pin 27 ouro.ardly,
ignite and create a large peril to the ship and to thos aboard. however, movement of arming stop pin 27 is prevented until
In order to prevent such an occurrence, most practice bornhs rod 31 is withdrawn from engagement with armnmg stop pin 2"7

are maintained in a safe or unarmed condition until the prac- and boss 32 on body 16. A spring 33 in sleese 34 is provsded
tice bomb separates from the launching aircraft. for withdrawing rod 31 from engagement %,.di arming saop pin

By way orfexample, in U S. Pat. No. 2.108,818, which issuvd 30 27, however, movement of rLA 31 is constrained by co-ter pm
Feb. 22, 193C,, to Sargent P. HufT and Arthur Adelmar-. there 35 and arming pin 14 As best shown in FIG. 4 of the %-aw'rng, i
is shown a practice bomb which remains in an unarmed condi, a spring 36 is providec arouwd firing pin tang 21 to Sparate
tion until .the practice bomb separates from the aircraft. A signal cartridge 22 from firing pin tang 21 until the timne of im-
wire, which has one end attached to the aircraft, pc-cvcnts pact of the practice boimh. Imovement of a bolt that extcnds between a firing pin and a 35

cartridge Upon launch of the practice bomb, the wire remains OPERATION
with the aircraft, and the bolt moves to permit r.rming of the During storage and prior to loading onto a launching air-
practice bonihi. craft, cotter pin 35 is kept in -,osition and keeps the practice

The main objection to armig devices which arm weapons
upon separation of the weapon from the carrying vehicle is 4 the ircrafea ofdlo n d [h pa te fins a2 bei ta
that inadvertent launchings alwals drop armed wcapons. For closed position, as shown in HG I of the d'rawing. Af*er 1kiad-
example, should either a high explosive or practice bomb fall ciose bo mb show i in 35 i remh e d, n o. A er,
from an aircraft while taxiing across the deck of an aircraft tng into the bomb shackles. ctll r pin 35 is removed, sope'er.
carrier, a highly dangerous condition arises if the bomb 45 pin 27 prevents contact int'uen primer 2d3 in signal s ari-indge
becomes armed due to the mere separation of the bomb from ,5 pin 27, pen ct tuen , prim "d in s zig atridge
the aircraft. As many practice bombs detonate on impact, it is 22 and arming stop pin 27, is, if tur, reta ned in portion by
highly probable that practice bmbsh of the type shown in the rod 31.
aforesaid patent, would detonate if they were inadvertently Upon release of the practice bomb by t launching ar-

craft, the airstream causes Fins 12 to open and arming pin 14 isdrnpped while an, ai craftwere taxiing. so withdrawn by cable I$ which is attached to fins 12 Upon
SUMMARY OFTHEi INVENTION removal of arming pin 14, spnng 33 actuates rod 31 and rod

31 is withdrawn from engagement with arming sto'n pin 27.
The present invention relates to a p-actice bomb which has Spring 28 then moves arming stop pin 27 outw•ardl' thereby

foldable fins which unfold due t,) the high velocity of the bomb clearing the path of signal cartridge 22. As signal ca.-t-dge 22
during a drop. A signal cartridge is prosided in the bomb and 55 is preferably loosely fihed in bdres 17 and 1s of t-'d-• 16,
is designed to be detonateld ul)n impact of the bomb. The ignal hndg l 22 ,n forward and con s'36,sigal artidg ismaitaied n asaf orunamedconitin, signal c,-:ndge 22 mo~es forward and contacts soring 36,
signal cartridge is maintained in a sare or unarmed condition, which prevents primer 23 from engaging finng pin taw• 21.
however, until the fins are unfolded. Thus a short fall, such as
rm¶ight occur during taxiing of an aircraft, will not be sufficient Upon impact of the practice bomb w,-ath thd grounde cu someto arm the practice bo~mb of the present invention. 60 target, the momentum of signa.l cartridge 22 causes prnmer 23

to strike firing pin tang 21 and detonation of primer 2.3 causes
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING ignition of pistol powder 24 which, in turn, ignites phosphorus

composition 25 to provide a visual indicauon of the point of
FIG. I is a side view, partially broken away, showing a impact of the practice bomb.

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 65 We claim:
FIG. 2 is a sectional view showing a signal cartridge and I. A practice bomb comprising,

arming mechanism in a safe condition; a bomb case,
FIG. 3 is a view showing a practice bomb in a dcscent stage; fins pivotally attached to said bomb cast and adaptable for

and opening upon launching of said practice bomb.
FIG. 4 is a sectional view similar to FIG. 2 of the drawings 70 a firing pin stationarily mounted in saýd bomb case.

only showing an armed condition marking means slidably mounted within said bomb case and
Rengageable with said firing pin for iundiating the point of

DESCRIPION OF THE PREIFERRED EMBODIMENT impact of said bomb case, and

Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a practice arming means connected to said fin;t for arming said prac-
bomb having a bomb case 11, foldable fins 12 and an impact. 75 tice bomb upon opening of said fins.
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2. A practice bomb u set forth in claim I wherein said ing means includes an arm;ng stop pin positioned between said
marking means comprises a signal cartridge having a primer, a firing pin and said signal cartridge for preventing ignition of
quantity of smokeless powder and a quantity of phosphorus said signal cartridge until said fir, open.
composation whereupon impact of said practice bomb said 4. A practice bomb as set forth in claim 2 wherein an inertia
primer strikes said firing pin therchy igniting said smokelcss 5 sleeve is attached to siud signal cartridge to facilitate move.
pows.er which In turn ignites and expels sitid phosphorus con- ment of aid signa cartridgc upon impact of aid practice
position, bomb.

3. A practice bomb as set forth in claim 2 wherein said arm- 6 6 0
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ABSTRACT: A device for manually of automatically punctur-

1541 DVICE IFOR MANUALLY OR AUTOMATICALLY ing one of more carbon dioxide cartridges for use in inflating a

INrLATING A LIFE PRESERVER life preserver. A water-soluble disk is used to prevent move-
4Calms.4Drawlmig F. meat of a Sprir 1-biased piston, and upon dissolving of this

water-soluble disk, the spring-biased cylinder moves to
152) U.S. CL ........... ..................... ................ 222/5, withdraw a stop thereby permitting actuation of toggle linkage

9/319 to drive one or more plungers which puncture one or more

(SI1 Imt. CL ........................................................ B67b 7/34 carbon dioxide cartridges. A one-way valve which is actuated
1501 gImd oSeerch ............................................ 222/5,3. by water pressure is provided to prevent high humidity or

9/31 water spray from dissolving the water.soluble disk. A cable is
also provided which can be used to actuate the toggle linkage
to puncture the carbon dioxide cartridgca.
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DKVICE YOR MANUALLY OR AUTOMATICALLY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

IFAIGAUVE PRESERVER FIG. Iis a plan view, paril~ly In section and partially

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST broken away, showing a preferred embodiment of the present

The~~~~~~~~~ inetindecibdheentaibonfctrd n
rill7U ivenion escibedherin my b manfacuredand FIG. 2 is a plan view of a latching bar;

wed by or for the Government of the United States of Amter- FIG. 3 is a sectional view of slidable stop; and
lea foar governmental purposes without the payment of any FIG. 4 is a plan view of a bifurcated plunger.
royalties thereon or therefor.

BACKROUD OFTHEINVETIO to DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a housing I I

The present invention relates to a device for actuatilns a life to which first and second gas cartridges 12 and 13 are
preserver, such as a jacket, and more particularly to a device threadedly attached. Although a pair of cartridges are shown,
which can be operated manually and which will also operat it should be understood that a singit cartridge could be util-
automatically upon being immersed in water. 15 ized when the item to In. inflated is of small capacity. A fasten-

Lifejacketa which are inflatable by gas are well known and ing hole 14 and an Inflation hole 15 are provided to facilitate
ame used by both civilian and military personnel. These well- the securing of the present invention to a life preserver (not
known devices are generally provided with a carbon dioxide shown). A plunger 16 is provided for each 2as cartridge and
cartridge which, upon puncturing by manual operation, each plunger is slidable in a bore 17 and biased away from the
releases carbon dioxide to inflate the jacket. T1w only disad- 20 end of the gas cartridge by a spring 18. A sealing ring 19 is
vantage to theme presently available devices is that, if the provided around the periphery of plunger 16 to prevent cxces-
wearer of the life preserver is a small child, the child may not %ive loss of gas when the gas cartridges are punctured. Upor.
be able to actuate the device particularly if the child suddenly pucrigothgacrrdesgspaeshouhoe2
falls into the water and is frightened, and also adults, such as and then through inflation hole IS to which an inflatable
mivlitary personnel, may be injured or unconsciouas, and may 25 device is attached.
not be capable of operating a manual device. A pressure bar 22 is provided to move plungers 16 and

Variusde vices have been provided to permit automatic in- pushing pads 23 and 24 are pivot~ally attached to driving bar
flation ofalife preberver uPon ent *ering water, In U.S. Pat. No. 22 by means of pins 2S and 26, respectively Pushing pads 23
2,964,050, which issued Dec. 13, 1960, to Joseph F. I lovak, a and 24 are curved to fit the curva,'ure of the heads 27 of plun-
container of compressed air is provided with a spring loaded 30 gers 16. A toggle mechanism, comprised of yoke 28 and links
valve which, when depressed, permits flow of the gas from the 31 and 32 is provided to actuate pressure bar 22. One end of
container to an inflatable body. A plunger which is loaded by a link 31 is pivotally attached to housing I1I by means of pin 33
coiled spring is provided to depress the valve, but is prevented while one end of link 32 is pivotally attached to pressure bar
from movement by a liquid disintegrable body composed of 22 by means of pin 34. The other ends of links 31 and 32 are
aspirin or the like. Upon entering the water, the disintegrable 35 attached to yoke 28 by means of pin 35. Yoke 28 is slidably

the valve to permit passage of compressed air from the con- which furnishes the driving force for movement of the toggle
tainer into *he inflatable body. mecltaiiism.

Another automatically inflatable life preserver is shown and A latch 38 is pivotally atached to houvsing I I by means at'
described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,127,624, which issued Apr. 7. 410pi40ndteoglmchisisoncedolth38b
1964, to Ted J. Kubit and William S. Stanto).. In this patented link 29 which has one end attached to latch 38 by means of pin
device, a puncturing needle is ultationarily mnounted in a hous- 30 and the other end connccted to pin 35. One eind of latch 39
ing, and a carbon dioxide cartridge is positioned so that it can is engageable with latching bar 39 which is rotatably mounted
be moved against the puncturing needle by a camn attached to S to housing 11, and is normally prevented from rotation by

a piota elmen. Asprng echaismis rovdedto ove slidable stop 41. As shown in FIGS. I and 2 6f the drawing, a
the pivotal element but is restrained by a stop mechanism tantg 42 and a slot 43 are provided on latching bar 39. Tang 42
which includes a sugar cube. Upon entering water, the sugar is engageable with slidable stop 41 and latch 38 is engageable
cube dissolves and the spring mechanism moves the cartridge in slot 43. Slidable stop 41 is connected to piston 44 by means
against the puncturing needle. A cable is provido-d so that the 50 of pin 45 which passea through an elongated hole 46 in slida-
pivotal element can also be manually actuated. bit stop 41. As will be more fully hereinafter exprisaed, elon-

hemain disadvantage to most heretofore available actuat- gated hole 46 permits movement of slidable stop 41 while
ký ngdevices is that there is no protection from water spray or piston 44 remains stationary, thereby permitting manual

hig huidty nd hedevice can be triggered without enter- operation of the device of thc present invention. A spring 47 is
Ing water. 53 provided in a bore 43 in slidable so41and spig47 biases

OF~hEINVETIONpiston 44 and slidable stop 41 as far apart as elongated hole 46
permits.

The peetivninrelates to an inflatable device for life Piston 44 is slidably mounted in cylinder 49 and a pistoei
preservers wihctbemanually actuated by pulling a cable spring 51 is provided to move piston 44. A solublc disk 52 of
and which will automatically actuate when a wearer of the life 60 suitable matevial is provided to prevent movement of piston
preserver enters water. A pair of gas cartridges are threadedly 44until the mechanism is immersed in water, such as occa-
atlahed to a housing and first and second puncturing ele- sioned by a person falling off a boat. A valve mechanismi 53,
ments, are provided for puncturing thiese gas cartridges. A tog- which is kept cle-sed with a very weak spring 54 Ls provided to
gle mechanism, which is spring drivable, is provided to actuate prevent water spray or rain from affecting soluble disk 52. A
the firsit and second puncturing elements, but a latch is pro- 65 threaded cap 55 closes cylinder 49 and cap 55 is provided with
vided to retain the toggle mechanism in a cocked position. A a plurality of holes 56 that permit water to enter cylinder 49
spring-drivable piston is provided as a release mechanism for when the water pressure is sufficient to depress spring 54 and
the latch, but mov-nn.ent of the piston is prevented by a soluble open vaive 53.
disk positioned in a cylinder containing the piston. A one way A release lever 57 is pivotally attached to housing I I by pin
valve is provided to prevent water spray from entering into the 70 58. and release lever 47 is connected to slidable stop 41 by
cylinder containing the soluble disk. A cable is provided to ac- means of pin 39 which paises through hole 61 in slidahle stop
tuatc the toggle mechanism by pulling. 41 and elongn~ted slot 62 in release lever 57. One end of cable

It is therefore a general object of the present invention to 63 is attached to release lever 57 and the othe- end of cable 63

provide a device which will automatically inflate a life it. attached to a small ring 64 through which cable 65 passes.prsre whnimre nwtr 5bfrae lne 6i tahdt ac 8b i7AnaLrsre hnimre nwtr 4 5bfrae ln r6 satce olth3 ypn6 n
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spring8 i in a bore 09 in housing I I is provided for moving a housing adaptable for attaching an inflatable life preserver
plunger 6 and rotating latch 38 about pin 39. A handle 71 is and at least one gS cartridge thereto,
connected to one end of cable 65 to factlitte pulling of cable at least one puncturin3 element slidably mounted in aid
45 and the other end of cable 45 is attached to bifturcat•d housing and adaptable for engaging the end of a gas :ar-
plunger 64. tridge attached to said housing,

a toggle mechanism pivotally attached to said housing for
OPERA'lON actuating said at least one puncturing element,

Assuming the Inflation device is in a cocked position, as a latch pivotally attached to said housing and connected to

shown in FIG. I of the drawing, upon entering water by a per- said toggle mechanism,

mn wearing the device, water enters through holes 56 in cap 10 a latching bar rotatably mounted to said housing and en-
5 awd water pressure opens valve 33 to permit entry of water gineable with said hatch to i*k said latch in a cocked
into cylinder 49. Soluble disk 52 is dissolved by the water in position,
cylinder 49 whereupon spring SI moves piston 44 which, in a sldable stop,
turn, pulls slidable stop 41 a sufficient distance to be clear of means including a water soluble disk for biasing saId slds-
tang 42 on latching bar 39. Latch 38 applies a pushing force Is ble.stop in engagement with said latching bar,on latching bar 39 due to the force applied by spring f to a release lever pivotally attached to said housing for disen-
SbWlrcatod plunger 66. Upon tang 42 being clear from slidable gaging said slidable stop from said latching bar,
stop 41, latch 38 is rotated about pin 40 and latching bar 39 ia ani a spring connected to said toggle mechanism for actuat.
rotated to free latch 38, As latch 38 rotates, pin 30 is raised ing uld toggle mechanism upon disengagement of said
which, in turn, raises link 29 thereby permitting spring 37 to 20 latch from aid latching bar.
operate the toggle mechanism comprised of linAs 31 and 32 2. A device for automatically inflating a life preserver as set
and yoke 28. The toggle mechanism moves pressure bar 22 forth in claim I having a spring biasing said latch into engage-
thereby causing pushing pads 23 and 24 to move plungers 16 ment with said latching bar whereupou disengagement of said
thereby puncttiring gas cartridg,s 12 and 13. Gas from the slidable stop from said latching bar said latch rotates said
punctured cartridges passes throigh hole 21 and into inflation 25 latching bar thereby causing disengagement between said
hole 15 to which an inflatable device is attached. latch and said latching bar.

Assuming again that the inflation device is in a cocked posi. 3. A device for automatically inflating a life preserver as set
tion asshown in FIG. I of the drawing, and a manual release is forth in clam I wherein said means including a water soluble
desired, pulling of handle 71 causes cable 63 to pivot release disk for biasing sad slidable stop in engagement with said
lever 57 about pin 58 and this pivoting causes pin 59 to move 30 !atching bar comprises a cylinder in said housing, a piston
slklable stop 41 to the rear a sufficient distance to permit tang slidably mounted in said cylinder and a spring biasing said
42 on latching bar 39 to clear slidable stop 41. When tang 42 cylinder aRainst said soluble disk, said piston being connected
becomes free to rotate, the mechanism operates in the same to said slidable stop whereby water entering said cylinder dis-

manner as that described for automatic operation, with the solves said soluble disk whereupon said spring moves said
difference between automatic and manual operation being in 35 piston to disengage said slidable stop from said latching bar.
the manner in which slidable stop 41 is withdrawn from con- 4. A device for automatically inflating a life preserver as set
tact with tang 42. forth in claim 3 wherein said cylinder has an opening for the

We claim: entrance of water and a spring-biased valve closing said en.
1. A device for automatically inflating a life preserver com- trance.

prlsing, 40
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WHITE SMOKE COMPOSITION pound, The hinder mixture must be a nonacid type tot hinder
systems which are even only slightly acid react with the

S'lA'IFM-NT OF GOVIRNMEiNTUINTERPST chlorinated ingredients and casuse a gamsing reaction it) occur.
the itiventmin described herein may he inanufactured and Thus during polymerization, an undesirable %welling takes

usedi by or for the (movernment or the United states oir Amer- 5 place. By way of example. suitable hinders might he amine
ice foir governmewntal purpose without payment of any royal- c2ured epoxy systems and clioxy-polyglycol compo~sitwiism.
tie% thereon or therefor. Vhe following are examples of compositions according to

which, upon burning, provides a lare volume oi' wlit: smoke 1 XML

tical operations or disrupt the movements of the enemy. Out- Magnsiui~m giasylatittIs I I Ii

standing examples of such materials are: fuel oil used in "ar- zinc osiI*0
tificial fog" generators, white phosphorus, sulfur trioxide, Polyslcouei f.h.(QX 3Nt21 11 141
titanium tetrachloride, and so-called zinc chloride smokes, Eii~- -, nt Rein (DFs -712) 6 14
Each of the ahove-listed smoke -generating compositions is 20 _____________________________

characterized by certain advantages and disadvantages in mili-
taty operations, depending upon the importance of such faic- The magnesium p,'mticles were of granulation 15, as delined
ton, w% mobility of the smoke-producing apparatus, toxicity, in Mil-Spec JAN-M-382, entitled,."Magnesium Powder For
logistical considerations, and the total obscuring power of the Use In Ammunition." The polygycol and epoxy resins were
composition employed. 25 obtained from The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Vor military use, volatile hygroscopic chloride (HC) smokes The epoxy resin used is marketed by The Dow Chemical Corn-
are the most important, other than oil mixtures, which are util- pany under the trademark D. E. R. 732 and isnfexible epoxy

* ized for large-scale operations. The most widely used HC resin. 'he polyglycol resin is a perchiorate-modirted amine-
cyloridf smokes. r ths rslignthpodconfzn c otempnanyd deoignae thei resiny andX-8 2 The powlyheycal
typesiof smokes. ar0 thseutnntepdcinoi C otemianatdedslongt chai resyiyno andX382 The Dow Chemcal

* The original mixture employed to produce a zinc chloride resin is an amber liquid having a specific gravity of 1 .0-5 at 25'
smoke was the Berger mixture, developed by the French Army C. and has the following analysis:
during World War I. The original Berger mixture consisted of
zinc dust and carbion tetrachloride with zinc oxide and PRCsENT (a,
diatomite. Upon ignition, a vigorous reaction takes place,
resulting in the formation of zinc chloride, which is volatilized
hy the heat of the reaction and solidifies to form smoke. How- ('1(i "

ever, since this mixture employed a liquid organic chloride, it IY~~s H'120
0%)Ae2 (iwas difficult to transport and store. By the beginning of World 40 Chorn

War 11, the U~nite'd States Government had developed a mix- N~it'.5en 2'
lure designated -HC smoke mixture" which contained zinc, a __________________________
Perchlorate as an oxidizing agent, hexachloroethane as the or-
Runic chloride compound, and a retarder, ammonium After the ingredient% were mnixed and blended, the composi-
chloride. Subsequently, a mixture was found which was bettur 45 tion was poured and tanmped to form a smoke candle about
in many ways than the original; it was a combination of hex- 2.66 inches in diameter and about 11 .2 inches long.
achloroethane, aluminum and zinc oxide. This mixture The smoke candle weight 1 ,8 10 grams and had a density oif
required no stabilizer against moisture absorption, and .bhang- 1.77 S./cm. 3. After curing, the smoke candle was ignited and
ing thc percentage of aluminum varied the burning time, as burned for 540 secondst. A dense, white smoke was, produced.
desird. However, these compositions are corrosive and will 50

interfere with firing mechanisms, thereby materially limiting EXAMPLE I1
the storage life of the smoke-generating composition.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION PRrmct I iiIThe present invention relates to a pyrotechnic composition 55
which is suitable for making smoke candles by a tamp-cast Magnesium Igranuiation I S)technique. While most smoke compositions contain alu- Zinv Oad Hexaahk~benovn,
minum, magnesium is used in the present invention in order to Polyslycol Resin ,OX-31i2I 5 W65
increase the combustihility of the composition. The cornposi- 60 poxy Resin 4 D Fi R - 712)
tion contains zinc oxide, a chlorinated organic compound and 6
a ronacid-type binder. The binder can range from about 5
Percent when the composition is to he pressed into a candle The ingredients were blended an in example I and then
and up to about 30 percent when a pour-cast technique is cm- tamped to form a smoke candle about II inches in diameter
ployed. A preferred range of about 13 to 18 percent of binder 65 and about 5.3 inches long. The smokc candle weighed 7,7002
is employed so that smoke candles can he made by a tamp-cast grams and had a density of 1.83 g./cm.". After curing, the
technique smoke candle was ignited and burned for 407 seconds. A

dense, white smoke was produced.
DE-SCRIPTIION OFT'HE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

EXAMPLE Ill
In accordance with the present invention, a white smoke 70)

composition is provided which contains magnesium, zinc ox -_________________________

ide, a chlorinated organic compound and a nonacid-type PFsUt'41I i

binder, By way of example, the chlorinated organic compound Wih
might he hexachlorobenzene, polyvinyl chloride,
perchloropentacyclodecane, or a chlorinated rubber com- 75 mggsimmu 1granulaiin iIs 12
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Zinc u-le 46.5 was also obtained front The Dow Chemic al Compativ. and wasNPolyviyl chk~rid* 24.5

Polyiily-. l Resin (OX-S12) 1 t 04 a low viscosity aliphatic dianm oe which is st hl otle u I hei .tllt

-t,•ae,,n 7o I S -7,2a name D. E. H. 31. The ingredito-ti1 were ble.|ded as in extm;lpIe
I and then tamped to form at smoke candle abiut 2.tbi, inches

5 in diameter and about 16.50 inches long. The smtoke canile

rhe ingredients were blended as in example I and then weighed 3,580 grams and had i density of 2.36 g./cm ' Attea

tamped to form a smoke candle about 4.25 inches in diameter curing, the smoke candle was ignited and burned for I. I 70

and about 12.88 inches long. The smoke candle weighed seconds. A dense, white smoke was produced.

5,690 grams and had a density of 1.90 g./cm.3. Alter curing,
the smoke candle was ignited and burned for 905 seconds. A X0

dense, white smoke was produced.

EXAMPLE IV
PERCENT (tiy

1 5 Weight)

PERCENT (iByweigh T ) Magnesium (granulation I 1 70
Zinc Oxide 4 81o
Perchlouopenaacyclodecone 25 70

Magnesium (granUtatl,.r 15 10.7 Epoxy Restin 7 45

Zinc Oxide 44.0 2(6 Curing Agent 6 .15
Chlorinated Rubber 23 d

Polyglycol Resin (QX-3|12) 13.83

Epuny Resin (D. E R-732) 6.47
The epoxy resin used was a low-viscosity liquid resin ob.

tained from The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich .
The chlorinated rubber compound which was used is mar- 25 under the trade name D. E. R. 732. The curing agent was alol

obtained from The Dow Chemical Company and was a low-
keted under the trade name Parlon and is a product or Her- viscosity aliphatic diamine which is sold under the trade name
cules Powder Co., Wilmington, Del. The ingredients were D

blened s inexapleI an thn tmpedto orma smke an- D. E. H. 33. The ingredients were blended as in cxample I andblended as in example I and then tamped to form a smoke can- then tamped to form a smoke candle about 2.66 inches in

die about 4.25 inches in diameter and about 13.75 inches t
long. The smoke candle weighed 5,040grams and had a densi- 30 diameter and about 16.75 inches long. The smoke candle
lyong1.57 TAftercuringthe smokcandle we da hadiaensite wei3 hed 3,540 grams and had a density of 2.32 g./cm.". After
ty of 1.57 g./cm

3
. After curing, the smoke candle was ignited curing, the smoke candle was ignited and burned for 1,305

and burned for 1,245 seconds. A dense, white smoke was seconds. A dense, white smoke was produced.
produced.

I claim:

EXAMPLE V 35 1. A substantially homogenous white-smoke-generating
composition consisting entirely by weight, of

between I I and 13 percent of magnesium,

i PERCENT (By between 46 and 49 percent of zinc oxide,
Weight) between 23 and 326 percent of chlorinated organic com-

40 pound selected from the group consisting of
.Magneulum trsntlanlitni 1) I 4 perchloropentacyclode,.ane. hexachlorobenzene and

a. Zinc Ouide 4110.) polyvinyl chloride, and
Perchhrsrupentucyckidecane 25 50 between 14 and 22 percent of a resin binder selected irorn
1ýpo.y Resin '6.t re

Curing Agent 4 50 the group of epoxy resin and upoxv-polyglycol resin.
45 2. A white smoke-generating composition as set forth in

Teclaim I wherein said epoxy-polyglycol resin is comprised, by

hepoxy resin used was a general purpose liquid resin and weight, of about 62 percent of polyglycol resin and about 38

was obtained from The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, percent of epoxy resin.

Mich., under the trade name D. E. R. 321. The curing agent * * * *
50
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1541 DEVICE FOR PRODUCING WHITE SMOKE BY Primary E.Laminer--Robert F. Stahl
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3 Claims., 2 Drawing Figs.

1521 U.S. CI ........................................................ 102/90, ABSTRACT.: A device for producing white smoke having an
102/65,'102/66 inner core of red phosphorus surrounded by a flexible sheet of1511 l. CI ............... ....... ................................. F42b 13/44 explosive mAterial and having means tor detonating said ex.1501 Field ofSearch ............................................ 1 2/1.6, plosive material whereby red phosphorus is imploded to

32.39.66,98, 87,65 produce white smoke.
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2

DEVICE FOR PRODUCING WHITE SMOKE BY BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
IMPLODING RED PHOSPHORUS

FIG. I is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred em-

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST boldiment of the present invention; and

The invention described herein may be manufactured and 5 FIG. 2 isa sectional view taken on line 2-2 of FIG. !.
used by or for the Government of the United States of Amer- DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

rica for governmental purposes without the payment of any Referring now to ihe drawing, there is shown a smoke bomb
having a cylindrical body section I I to whch a nose section

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 12 is threadedly attached. A suitable fuze 13 is provided in
nose section 12 and, by way of example, fuze 13 might be

The present invention relates to a device for producing either a point-detonating nose fuze or a proximity fuze, both
white smoke by imploding red phosphorus. of which are well known to those skilled in the art. An inner

Chemicals in the category of screening smokes are those core of red phosphorus 14 is provided in cylindrical body sec.
which, when dispersed in air, produce a cloud of finely divided 15 tion 11, and this red phosphorus 14 might either be in granular
particles of solid, liquid, or both. These are used to shield tac- form or be mixed with a suitable binder and formed in pellets.
tical operations or disrupt the movements of the enemy. Out- A sheathing of flexible high explosive 15 is positioned between

standing examples of such materials are: fuel oil used in "at- body section I I and the red phosphorus 14 and explosive 15
tificial fog" generators. white phosphorus, sulfur trioxide, completely surrounds led phosphorus 14. By way of example,
titanium tetrachloride, and so-called zinc chloride smokes. 20 the sheathing of flexible high explosive 15 might be Detashect,
Each of the above-listed smoke-generating compositions is a flexible plastic-bonded form of high explosive marketed by
characterized by certain advantages and disadvantages in mili- E. I. DuPont deNemours and Co., Wilmington, Delaware. A
tary operations, depending upon the importance o! such fac- detonating booster 16, such as tetryl pellet, is provided in the
tors as mobility of the smoke-producing apparatus, toxicity, forward end of body section II to detonate high explosive 15.
logistical considerations, and the total obscuring power of the 25
composition employed. OPERATION

Traditionally, the Military has used white phosphorus as the Cylindrical body section I I is provided with external
load in munitions designed to provide a white smoke mark. threads 17 so that body section I I can be attached to a rocket
The method employed is to explode the white phosphorus by or other delivering device. Upon actuation of fuze 13, booster
means of a high-explosive center core. The white-pillaring 30 16 is detonated which, in iura, detonates high explosive I1
cloud produced is the product of combustion of the white thereby imploding red phosphorus 14.phosphorus with the oxygen from the surrounding at- In a test conducted at Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, In-
mosphere. Since white phosphorus is ,pontaneously reactive diana red phosphorus pellets were wrapped with Detasheet
with air (pyrophoric) upon dispersal into the atmosphere, the and placed in a 2.75 inch rocket head. The rocket head cavityconver~on off the white phosphorus to smoke approaches I (K 35 was about 1 8 inches long and had an inside diameter of 2.5

percent inches. The rocket head was made of aluminum and had a
There are, however, several notable disadvantages to the 0.125-inch thick wall. Loaded rocket heads were statically

use of white phosphorus in military hardware, such as in- fired while positioned horizontally on the ground and the im-
creased cost to load due to the pyrophoric nature of white plosion of the red phosphorus resulted in the formation of a
phosphorus, low melting point (44.30 C.), which may cause 40 huge smoke cloud. Inspection of the test area af,.er firing did
center of gravity shifts if the load melts, and danger of leakage not reveal any significant amount of unconsumed red
from containers and shells. Also, presently there is only one phosphorus and it was concluded that nearly complete com-
production facility in the United States which can load white bustion was achieved by imploding red phosphorus.
phosphorus. The smoke cloud resulting from implosion of red

It has been observed in the past that red phosphorus will 45 phosphorus is similar to that formed from explosion of an
produce a white smoke cloud comparable to that produced by equal amount of white phosphorus. In the text, Phosphoru.s
the white form if combustion is complete. in addition, as the And hs Compojunds, Vol. I, by John R. Van Wazer. (Inter-
red phosphorus is a solid up to 597* C., and is not pyrophoric. science Publishers, Inc, 1958), at page 10 1, it is explained that
it does not have many of the disadvantages of the white form. molten red phosphorus yields white phosphorus upon rapid
Additionally, about every commercial pyrotechnic company 50 cooling. It is believed that the heat and pressure generated 4
has the facilities and capability to load red phosphorus, thus when red phosphorus is imploded causes some of the red
insuring competitive bidding and competition. phosphorus to melt and this liquid, upon rapid cooling, forms

The main reason that red phosphorus was never universally white phosphorus which subsequently burns upon contact
substituted for white phosphorus in smoke marking munitions with the atmosphere. This phenomenon, in combination with
is that it was extremely difficult to achieve complete com- 55 the pillared-dispersal of the red phosphocus, is believed to ac-
bustion of the red form with existing technology. It was con- count for the superior manner of making a smoke cloud when
ventionally necessary to explode the phosphorus into the at- red phosphorus is imploded.
mosphere to generate the smoke cloud. Such action would We claim:
result in an ey Ilent white cloud when white phosphorus was I. A white smoke producing device comprising,
used. On the other hand, however, when the red form was 60 a cylindrical housing,
used, not all of the phosphorus was ignited during the explo- an inner core consisting entirely of red phosphorus within
sion. This resulted in incomplete combustion and con- said housing.
sequently, a smoke cloud of reduced size and density was a layer of flexible plastic-bonded high explosive positioned
formed, between said inner core of red phosphorus and the inside

65 wail surface of said cylindrical housing and surrounding
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION said inner core of red phosphorus, and

The present invention relates to a device for producing means for detonating said layer of flexible plastic-bonded
white smoke by using red phosphorus. Red phosphorus pellets high explosive whereby said inner core of red phosphorus
are wrapped with a flexible plastic explosive and loaded into a is imploded to produce white smoke.
thn-walled container or shell. Upon detonation of the flexible 70 2. A white smoke producing device as set forth in claim I
plastic explosive, nearly complete combustion is achieved by wherein said red phosphorus is in granular form.

"implosion of red phosphorus thereby producing a smoke cloud 3. A white smoke producing device as set forth in claim I
similar to that formed from explosion of an equal amount of wherein said red phosphorus is in pellet form.
white phosphorus. 75 0 * * *
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I1 2

ZIRCONIUM SALT ANTICAKING 9NGR•OIENT FOR Satisfactory end results, that is, noncaking nitrates, have been
NITRATES achieved using zirconium acetate, zirconium nitrate. zirconi.

um ozychloride. zirconium sulfate and zirconium
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST tetrachloride. When insoluble zirconium oxide was used, no

The invention described herein may be manufactured and $ unticaking effect was achieved.

used by or for the Government of the United States of Amer- Sodium nitrate has been combined with zirconium to pro-
ica for -.)vermmental purposes without the payment of any vide a free-flowing powder after it is pulverized. For example,
royalties thereon or therefor. satisfactory results have been obtained using zirconium sulfate

concentration of between 0.It and 0.80 percent, by weight.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 that is, 0.20 to 1.0 percent as Zr(S04)g-4HO, The sodium

nitrate is precipitated or crystallized from the zirconium
The present invention relates to a process and an ingredient sulfate solution. On drying, the sodium nitrate contaminated

for preventing caking of nitrates, such as sodium nitrate and with zirconium sulfate formed a growth on the surface.
ammonium nitrate, which are to be added as oxidizers for Chemical analysis showed the presence of about 0.15 percent
pyrotechnic devices, such as illuminating flares. Sodium 1S zirconium, and X-ray diffraction studies revealed no dif-
nitrate which is used in pyrotechnics is purchased under a ferences in the pattern of the zirconium-sulfate-doped sodium
military specification which requires an average particle size nitrate and a control sodium nitrate. Differential thermal anal-
between 20 and 50 microns. Sodium nitrate which is pul. ysia, however, showed a very large endotherm at 150I C. The
verized to thi fineness, however, normally cakes into a hard dried and ground material had a dull, chalky appearance and
mass before it can be used. so that it requires an additional 20 formed no lumps after standing for 6 months. It remained free
grinding operation before being used. Heretofore no anticak- flowing and powdery.
ing agents could be added because, in order to be effective, Experimental illuminating flares were made using the zir-
from 3 -5 percent, by weight, of anticaking agent had to be conium-doped sodium nitrate and these were compared with
added and this had a deleterious effect on the candlepower ef- control candles..Ot typical formulation for an illuminating can-
ficiency of illuminating flares. 25 die might be that of about 38 percent of granulated magnesi.

Various noncakinS ingredients have been used in the past, urn, about 37.5 percent of sodium nitrate and about 4.5 per-
particularly with fertilizers to facilitate their capacity for being cent of a hinder. The average burning time of four control
scattered. For example, in U.S. Pat. No. 1,966,947, which is- flares was about 190 seconds with an average candlepower of
sued July 17, 1934, to Carl Eyer. it was disclosed that fertil. 1,900,000. The candlepower effciency was 53,000 cp.-sec./g.
izers containing ammonium nitrate had less tendency to cake 30 The average burning time of four experimental candles made
when mixed with salts of aluminum or iron. Specifically, the with zirconium-sulfate-doped sodium nitrate was 164 seconds
Eyer patent disclosed that fertilizers containing between I and with an average candlepower of 1,964,000. The candlepower
10 percent of either aluminum sulfate or ferric sulfate would efficiency was 49,000 cp.-sec./g. Thus, although the efficiency
have less tendency to cake during storage. of a flare using the improved sodium nitrate is lower than that

Another anticaking ingredient for fertilizer materials is dis- 35 of a flare using untreated sodium nitrate, the reduction is so
Ho!ed in U.S. Pat. No. 3.070,435, which issued Dec. 25, 1962, low that it will not preclude the use of treated sodium sulfate

kobert E. Reusser and Van C. Vives. This patent discloses in military flares, as the advantage of having a noncaking I
that the addition of between 0.75 and 3 percent by weight of nitrate more than compensates for the slight reduction in effi-
anhydrous magnesium sulfate will prevent fertilizers contain. ciency of an illuminating flare. Quadrivalent zirconium also
in$ ammonium nitrate from caking. 40 has an anticaking affect when employed with ammonium

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION nitrate.
We claim:

The present invention relates to an improved process and I. A method for reducing the c-king tendency of a nitrate
ingredient for preventing the caking of nitrates, such as sodi- selected from the group consisting of sodium'nitrate and am-
um nitrate and ammonium nitrate. A soluble salt of 45 monium nitrate comprising adding a solution of a zirconium
quadrivalent zirconium is dissolved in water and mixed with a salt selected from the group consisting of zirconiuni acetate.

nitrate, such as sodium nitrate and ammonium nitrate. The zirconium nitrate, zirconium oxychlotide, zirconium sulfate.
quadrivalent zirconium modifies the resultant crystal lattice of and zirconium tetrachloride to modify the resultant crystal lat-
the nitrate upon drying and the nitrate will not cake during lice of said nitrate upon drying.
storage. The percentage of zirconium required to prevent cak- 50 2. An oxidizing material having reduced tendency to cake
inS i6• extremely low, being in the range of 0. 16 to 0.80 per- comprising,
cent, by weight, and thus there is only a slight reduction of a nitrate selected from the group consisting of sodium
candlepower efficiency in illuminating flares which use a nitrate and ammonium nitrate, and
nitrate having this anticaking ingredient. a soluble salt of quadrivalent zirconium selected from the

DESCRIPTION OF TiE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT zirconium oxychloride, zirconium sulfate, and zirconium

According to the present inventior., it has been found that tetrachloride.
quadrivalent zirconium will modify the crystal lattice of both 3. An oxidizing material having reduced tendency to cake as

sodium nitrate and ammonium nitrate and, *hen ito modified, set forth in claim 3 wherein the amount of quadrivalent zir-
these nitrates will no longer tend to cake while in storage. A 60 -;,or-ium is in the rnnge of 0.1 6 to 0.08 percent, by weight. of
solution is made using a soluble calt of zirconium and then the the oxidising material.
nitrate is added. Upon drying, the crystal lattice is modified. ' * * *
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3,617,401r1 2
IGNITION TRANSFER COMPOSITION COMPRISING While agitation is in process, hexane is added in the ratio of

FUEL, OXIDIZER AND FLUOROELASTOMER two volumes of hexane per volume of solution. The binder
precipitates out of solution onto the solid particles of fuel and

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST oxidizer. Agitation is then stopped and the solids are allowed

T to settle. The hexane-acetone solution is then decanted off.
The invention described herein may be manufactured and Additional hexane is then added and the solids are again

used by or for the Government of the United States of Amer. agitated. The hexane is decanted off and the solids allowed to
ica for governmental purposes without the payment of any flash-dry. The composition may be used in the loose form

royalties thereon or therefor. when extreme ignition sensitivity is desired, or it may be ex-
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 truded or consolidated under pressure.

The following nonlimiting examples represent embodiments
Various types of transfer or igniter compositions are used in of the invention which were compounded and satisfactorily

the pyrotechnic art to transfer combustion from an initiator, tested at the Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Ind, The per-
such as a primer, squib, or detonator, to a pyrotechnic com- centages listed are by weight.
position such as propelling powder, flare composition, or the 15
like. For example, in U.S. Pat. No. 3,173,367, issued Mar. 16, Exampi.
1965. to Roy L. Shinpaugh, there is disclosed an ignition com- Number Fool a Oidar (9) aDider i%)

position comprised of between 65-78 percent of barium chro-
mate, between 7-16 percent of boron, and between 10-20 iaoron--9.6 Red lead Viton A-4dioxide -- 16.4percent of lead dioxide. This composition is designed to have 20 d. nos-.6 Led- Vilo A-4 3

improved dielectric resistance and to be substantially insensi- diox-id 87.1
live to a wide range of temperature conditions. 3. Boron-6.6 Lead Viton A-4.3

diolide-- 9.IPreviously available transfer compositions which are highly b Boron-4.5 Lead Viton A-4 3
ignition-sensitive, are also highly friction sensitive and difficult dioxsde-90.9
to handle during manufacture. In addition, these transfer corn- 25 s. aomna-s 1 Red lead Vilon A-4 3
positions are not very durable and are adversely affected by ksoro,- .2 04xideO -
shock and vibration. Pressed columns of these compositions diolide-76 a
tend to crack or powder and then become unreliable. 7 Silicon-9 6 Lead Vilo, -4 A 0

dioxide - 86 4

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 30 Silcon--17.3 Lead Viton A- 4 0dioxide-- |71"1

The improved transfer composition of the present invention 48oron-3.5) (Lead
(Silicon-5 7) dioxide- 19 2)is comprised of between 3 and 12 percent of a fuel, such as (Maaee

boron, between 80 and 95 percent of an oxidizer, such as lead dioxide-67 31 Vitwn A-4 0
dioxide and between 2 and 12 percent of a fluoroelastomer 35
which serves as a binder and desensitizer. The transfer com-
position may be used in the loose form when extreme ignition I claim:
sensitivity is desired, or it may be extruded or consolidated I. An ignition transfer composition comprised, by weight,
under pressure. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM- of,
BODIM EN7 40 between about 3 and 12 percent of a fuel selected from the

Various transfer compositions were prepa.ed using boron, group consisting of boron and silicon,
lead dioxide, and a fluorocle er. The proportions, by between about 80 and 95 percent of an oxidizer selected
weight, ronged between 3 tc . cent boron, between 80 to from the group consisting of lead dioxide, red lead oxide
95 percent lead dioxide, and between 2 to 12 percent of a and manganese dioxide, and
fluoroelastomer known as Viton A. a polymer of 32.1 percent 45 between about 2 and 12 percent of a fluoroelastomer having
carbon, I 8 percent hydrogen, and 66.1 percent fluorine, the formula (-CFCHCF5 ),, and comprised, by weight.
Viton A, which is shown as (-CFsCHCF2 ), is sold by E. I, of about 32.1 percent carbon, about 1.8 percent
duPont deNemours. Wilmington, Delaware. hydrogen and about 66.1 percent fluorine.

The transfer composition is prepared by adding the fuel and 2. An ignition transfer composition as set forth in claim 4
exidizer to an acetone solution of Viton A. The ingredients are 50 wherein said fuel is boron and said oxidizer is lead dioxide.
mixed by agitation until a homogeneous mixture is obtained. • C C * *
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1541 LOCATION MARKER FOR PRODUCING ABSTRACT: A location marker having a first compartnment
containing at least one cloth streamer saturated with a

LUMINOUS DISPLAY chemiluminescent naterial and having a second compartment
SClaims.7 Dralng Figs. containing an activator composition for activating the

(521 U.S. Cl .......................... 240/2.2s, chemilumine scent material, said firmt and second compart.
102/4, 102/35t., 102/37.6, 102/60, 102/85, ments being separated by a frangible barrier, A fuze section is

116/124 B. 252/188.3 provided having first and second triggering mcans whereby

(511 Int. CI ......................................................... F21v 9/16 said first triggering ricants activates a gas-gcnerating com-

(501 FldofSearch.... ...................... 102137., ponent to cause said activator composition to rupture sa~d

37.6, 60, 87; 24012.25; 116/124 B frangible barrier and saturate said at least one cloth streamer,

and whereby said second triggering means actuates a

1561 ReferencesCited pyrotechnic delay train which, in turn, ignites an ep.plosie

UNITED STATES PATENTS composition to eject said at least one cloth streamer from its

3,350,553 10/1967 Cline ............................ 240/2.25 compartment.
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2

LOCATION MARKEIR FOR PRODUCING LUMINOUS vided in the fure section and, up'on actuation of the firing pins,
DISPLAY the gas generator p.llet is ignited and gas therefrom moves a

piston which injects the liquid activator compositihn into the
STATI!MENT OF GO VERNMI"NT INT|R;ST first compartment containing one or more cloth streamers An

The Invention descrihed herein may be manufactured and 5 ejection pellet is also provided in the fupe section and, upon
used by or for the Government of the United States of Amer- ignition of the ejection pellet, the cloth streamers are ejected
ica for governmental purposes without the payment of any from their compartment. The cloth streamers fall to the
royalties thereon or therefor, ground and provide a highly effective location marker which is

visible from Smiles for about IS minutes.BACKGROUND OF TIlEINVEN~TION I0

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The present invention relates to a location marker and more

particularly to a location marker which can be launched from FIG. I is a longitudinal sectional view of a preferred em-
an aircraft and, when deployed on the ground, will emit a lu- bodiment of the present invention;
minous display which can be seen at night by aircraft person- 15 FIG. 2 is a partial sectional view showing a location marker
nel. in a launching tube;

Various devices are presently being employed to mark FIG. 3 is a partial sectional view showing a location marker
ground or sea locations by dropping, or launching, markers leaving a launching tube;
from aircraft. In general, these devices serve either to locate FIG, 4 is a sectional view showing the preferred embodi-
friendly personnel who might be in need of rescue or to locate 20 mcnt in a fired condition;
enemy troop or supply location for future destruction. FIG. S is a sectional view showing cloth streamers being
Frequently, a spot in the ocean is to be marked, such as for ejected from a compartment,
spotting submarines, and many of these locting device utilize FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of a firing pin; and
the water environment to activate a smoke- or flame-produc- FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view showing cloth streamers after
ing composition. For example, one marine location marker 25 landing in a target area.
employed during night operation by the U.S. Navy consists of
a steel can containing a main charge of calcium carbide in its DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
bottom inner section and a centrally located tube containing a Referring first to FIG. I of the drawing, there is shown a
smaller charge of calcium phosphide. The reaction of these Referrintair I I th e dri mped io a
chemicals with sea water produces acetylene and phosphine. 30 cylindrical container II that has one end crimped io a fuse
Phosphine ignites spontaneously within 70 seconds after water section 32 and the other end crimped to an end cap 13 Endenters the marker. The burning phosphine ignites the cap 13 is provided with an opening 14 through which fluid canacetylene as it escapes from the can and a flame about 9 pass, and opening 14 is closed by a threaded plug IS which at-

inches high is produced. taches to end cap 13. A piston housing 16 is slidably post-

Another marine location marker which is used to produce 35 tioned inside container I I and has a cavity for holding fluid. A

both flame and smoke contains red phosphorous. Ignition is distribution pipe 17, having a plurality of holes 18 therein, is
accomplished by electrical current supplied by a sea-water.ac- attached to one end of piston housing 16 and a frangible barn.
riveted battery, When sea water enters the battery cavity in er 19, such a~sa &Ian ~disk, is provided to retain fluid within the

the bae assembly, the sea water acts as a electrolyte in the cavity of pistbn housing 16. A piston 21 is slidably positioned
battery causing sufficient electrical current to be produced to 40 in the cavity of piston housin1 , 16. An ejection c)linder 22,

initiate an electric squib which, in turn, ignites a starter mix which is split into two halves, is l-sositioned inside container I I
and red phosphorus. Gases of combustion force a valve body between one end of piston housing 16 and the inner end of end
out of the nose of the location marker thereby allowing yellow cap 13, and movement or piston h >using 16 cauws end cap 13

flame and white smoke to be emitted. A marker containing to be separated from container I P.
784 grams of red phosphorus will bum between 13 and 19 45 One or more cloth streamers 23 arc placed within container
minutes. II and streamers 23 are saturated with a chemiluminescent

Still another type of location marker employed in a water fluid which can be introduced into container I I through open.
environment is one containing a fluorescein dye which is ex. ing 14 in end cap 13. By way of example, chemiluminescent
pelled by an explosive charge to spread dye on the water. This fluid might be comprised of 0.2 molar bis (2, 4, 5-trichloro.6.
marker is designed to be launched either from surface craft or 50 carbobutoxyheyenyl) oxalate, 0.003 molar 9, 0Ibis (phen.
aircraft to produce a daylight reference on the ocean's surface ylethynyl) anthracene, I percent cyanacryl terpolymer, and 2
in the form of a dye slick which is used in antisubmarine war- percent bis-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate in benzene. A suitable
fare or as a distress signal in search and rescue operations. Un- activator fluid 24. which is retained in the cavity of piston
less the sea is extremely rough, these dye slick markers nor- housing 16, might be 1.5 molar hydrogen peroxide in dimethyl
mally provide a marker which lasts substantially longer than 55 phthalate.
the burning-type markers, Firing pins 25 and 26 are slidably positioned in fuze section

Smoke and flame producing markers are also employer4 by 12 and are maintained in a cocked positioned by a bore rider
the military for locating and markiig ground areas. Inste;,, of pin 27. The driving force for each firing pin is supplied by a
sea water being used as an initiating agent, however, various 60 separate firing pin spring 30. As best shown in FIG. 6 of the
mechanical and chemical means are utilized to ignite a drawings, each firing pin is provided with a tang 28, a bore 29
pyrotechnic composition which burns to produce a signal. and a slot 31. Bore rider pin 27 is provided with three enlarged

diameter sections 32, 33, and 34 and a head 33. Enlarged
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION diameter section 32 is slidably engageable in bore 29 of firing

The present invention relates to a location marker having a 65 pin 25 and enlarged diameter section 33 is slidably engageable
first compartment for holding one or more cloth streamers in bore 29 of firing pin 26 and, when so engaged, firing pins 23
which are saturated with a chemiluminescent material. A and 26 are held in a cocked position. Spring 36 is provided as
second compartment is provided for he'.;ing a liquid activator a driving force to move bore rider pin 27 out of fuze section
composition and the first and secoii4 compartments are 12, however, during a cocked condition, pneumatic button 37
separated by a frangible barrier, such as a glass disk. A fuze 70 engages the end of enlarged diameter section 34 to prgvent
section is provided adjacent the second compartment and movement of bore rider pin 27 and release of firing pins 25
contains first and second firing pins. These firing pins are and 26. Spring 33 is provided to maintain pneumatic button
maintained in a cocked position by a bore rider pin which 37 in engagement with enlarged diameter section 34.
p•events actuation of the firing pins until the location marker Primers 41 and 42 are provided in fuze section 12 and are in
has cleared its launching tulle. A gas generator pellet is pro- 75 line to be struck by firing pins 25 and 26, respectively. A gas-
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generating pellet 43, which is to be ignited by primer 42, is cylinder 22 clears the end of container II, the two halvebs of
provided to produce gas for driving piston 21 and an ejection ejection cylinder 22 separate and fall away. To facilitate
pellet 44 is provided to produce an explosive force for driving separation of streamers 23, a small drogue parachute S1 may
piston housing 16 and ejecting streamers 23. By way of exam- be provided to one end of each streamer 23. Also, if desired,
pie, gas-generating pellet 43 might be comprised by a mixture 5 . the other end of each streamer 23 may be fastened to either
of magnesium and Teflon that is pressed into a pellet, and container I I or piston housing 16 to provide a weight so that
ejection pellet 44 might be black powder. Delay pellets 45 are streamers 23 may be more accurately deployed. Without such
positioned between primer 41 and ejection pellet 44 to delay a weight, streamcrs 23 would be highly susceptible to wind
ejection of streamers 23 for sufficient time to permit activator and their location could not be accurately placed by dropping

component to pass through holts 18 in distribution pipe 17, 10 from an aircraft. FIG. 7 of the drawings shows a pair ofAs one method of launching the marker of the present in. streamers 23 lying on the ground and emitting a colored glow

vention is by compressed air, a scaling ring 46 of resilient that can be seen at night from searching aircraft.
material is provided around the outer periphery of fuze see- We claim:
tion 12 to prevent ex-cessive leakage of air bet vqcn the outer 1, A location marke- comprising,
perimeter or the marker and the innersurface of a launching 1 a tubular container
tube 47. As dropping the marker could cause movement of at lIas.t one strip ot cloth saturated with chemiluminescent
pneumatic button 37 and accidental release of bore rider pin material in one end of said container,
27, a safety cap 48 is provided around the end of fuze section a piston housing slidably mounted in said tubular container
12 and locked thereto by retaining ring 49. having a fluid compartment and a piston slidably

20 mounted in said fluid compartment,
OPERATION a quantity of activator fluid in said fluid compartment,

After the location marker of the present invention is assemn, a frangible barrier closing one end of said fluid coinpart.
bled as shown in FIG. I of the drawings with streamers 23 ment,
therein, chemiluminescent fluid is added through orifice 14 of means for slidably moving said piston in said piston housing
end cap 13 to saturate cloth streamers 23. Immediately prior 25 whereby movement of said piston causes said frangible

to launching, retaining ring 49 and safety cap 48 are removed, barrier to break and saturate said at least one strip of
Upon launching in launching tube 47, the propelling force, cloth with activator fluid, and

such as that of an explosion, or compressed air, causes pneu- means for slidably moving said piston housing .hereby
matic button 37 to move inwardly thereby compressing spring movement of said piston housing ejects said at least one
38 and freeing, or releasing, bore pin 27, Spring 36 moves 30 stripofcloth.

bore rider pin 27 against the inner bore of launcher 47, but as 2. A location marker as set forth in claim I, wherein said at
shown in FIG. 2 of the drawing, the movement of pin 27 is in- least one strip of cloth is saturated with chcmiluminesc ent
suffcient to release firing pins 25 and 26. Upon location material comprised of 0.2 molar bis (2, 4. S.trichlort. 6 %;.,r-
marker clearing launching tube 47, spring 36 moves pin 27 bobutoxyhyenyl) oxalate, 0.003 molar 9, 10-bis (phenyleth).
outwardly and releases firing pins 25 and 26 and their respec. 33 nyl) anthracene, I percent cyanacryl terlymer, and 2 per.
tive firing pin springs 30 drive firing pins 25 and 26 forwardly cent bis-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate in benzene and wherein said
and detonate primers 41 and 42, respectively, activator fluid is comprised of 1,5 molar hydrogen peroxide in

As best shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings, primer 41 ignites dimethyl phthalate.
rtherefrom drives 3. A location marker as set forth in claim I, wherein said

piston 21 forwardly causing fluid 24 to break frangible barrier a first firing
19, As piston 21 continues to move forwardly, fluid 24 is pin, a primer, and a gas-generating pellet whereby triggering
forced through distribution pipe 17 and holes 18 to saturate of said firing pin detonates said primer and ignites said gas-
streamers 23 and ectivate the chemiluminescent fluid which generating pellet and gas from same pellet moves said piston
has been absorbed by streamers 23. Primer 41 is detonated to rupture said frangible barrier whereby said at least one strip
simultaneously with primer 42, and primer 41 ignites delay 45 of cloth saturated with chemiluminescent material is activated
elements 45 which, in turm, detonale ejection pellet 44. By by said activator fluid. fway of exaniple, delay elements 45 might be designed to ignite 4, A location marker as set forth in claim 3, wherei, said
ejection pellet 44 about 8 seconds after gas-generating pellet means for slidably moving said piston housing comprises a
43. This delay allows fluid 24 to pass through holes 18 and second firing pin, a primer, a pyrotechnic delay train, and an
saturate streamers 23 and also allows a free fall of the location S0 explosive pellet whereby detonation of said explosive pellet
marker before expellent charge 44 ejects streamers 23. after said gas-generating pellet is ignited ejects said at least

Referring now to FIG. 5 of the drawings, explosive charge one strip of cloth.
44 is shown being detonated and piston housing 16 is moving S. A location marker as set forth in claim 4, wherein said
outwardly from fuze section 12. Piston housing 16 moves ejec- first and second firing pins are maintained in a cocked position
tion cylinder 22 against end cap 13 and end cap 13 is 55 by a bore rider pin having means for preventing triggering of
separated from container I 1, As piston housing 16 continues said firing pins while said location marker is within a launching
to move forwardly, ejection cylinder 22 continues to separate tube.
from container 11. When the rearward end of ejection
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SMALL CALiMER DUAL COLORED SIGNAL FLARE polyvinyl chloride, and about 5.96 percent of a polyester esla
binder, such as Laminae 4110, a produce produced ad mar-

STATEMENTOFGOVEI104MENTINTEREST keted by American Cyanamid Co. This composition, when

The invention described herein may be maufactured and burned, provides a red colored display.

used by or for the Governmant of the United States of Areser- 5 Another pyrotechnic composition 18 is provided in projee-

ica for governznaial purposes without the payment of any tile body 14 adjacent composition 17. By way of e-ample,

royaltin thereonuor therefor. composition 18. when burned, will provide a green colored
display and be comprised, by weight, of about 31.82 percnt

BACKGROUNDOFTHE INVENTION of barium nitrate, about 30.90 percent of powdered magnesi-

SPresently. the military depsartments are providing certain ,about 4.55 percent of powdered copper, about 18.18 pee-
personnelwith a small caliber flare which can be tired froma cent of potassium perchaorate, about 9.10 percent of
hand-held weapon, such as a .38 cali.ber pistol. In particular, pechlopoentacyclodecane. and atxiut 5.45 percent of

such a flare might be fired by a persorn distress, such as a polyester resin binder, such as Laminac 4110. Ignition corn

downed aircraft pilot Heretofore the fAL'res that have been Is posi*on 19 is pro'ided adjaccnt the outer end of pyrotechnic.

used provided only a singie colored di-play, which was usually bumrngition 139. Ignition co iposition 19 i8 ignited by the
red. This type of small flare has a disadvantage, however, as it rning of powder 13 and, in turn, ignites composition Ii. By
is often mistakenly believed to be a tracer round from an way of example, ignition composition 19might be comprised,
enernygun -nid tends odive-off would-be rescuer. by weight, of about 41.66 percent of lead oxide, about 23.44

20 percent of silicon, about 11.46 percent of manganese and

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION about 23.44 percent of a suitable binder solution. A retaining
washer 21 is positioned adjacent ignition composition 19 and

The present invention provides a small caliber signal flare the inner end of projectile ,bly 14 is crimped, or spun over, to
which is dsigned to be fircd from a hand-held weapon, such retain the pyrotechnic conpositons within body 14.
as a .3R caliber pistol. A, cartridge case is provided which con- 25 Ati-tshownin FIG. 2ofthe drawing, projectile bod' 14is
tlns a primer and a qnmantity of expelling powder, and projec- provided with an undercut 22, or reduced diameter pcrtion.
ti~e body partially extends into the cartridge case. The projec- which is positioned near the inner end of pyrotechnic com-
tile body 6s proidtd with a cavity and a forward hemispherical p"sition 18. Whem the burning of composition ig reaches un-
nose. Within the cavity there is a first pyrotechnic composi- dt'rcut 22, this reduced wali section burns away and the trail-
oion containing a barium compound and a second pyrotechnic 30 iiiig tge of projectile bc-dy 14 breaks away to provide better
orportioitin con taaning -, strontium compound. The visibi'ity of the display produced by the burning of
pyrotechnic comadaition colorning the barium compound is pyrotechiic composition 17.
ignited first and a ptren colored display L- produced. The In o-xration, assuming the signal flare is to fit and be fired
pyrotechnic composition containirg the -Arontium compound by a hand-held weapon, such as a .38 caliber pistol. upon trig-
is ignited h.econd and a red colored display is produced. 35 gering the weapon, the firing pin will strike and explode

An ignition composition is provided adjacent the first com- prime; 12 which will ignite powder 13. The exploding of
position and this iLgrnition compoal-ion is ignited by the burning p, dcr 13 will, in turn, ignite ignition composition 19 and the
of the expelling powder. This ignition composition ignites the explosion force from powder 13 will eject and propel projec-
first pyrotechnic couposition which provides a green colored tile body 14. Ignition composition 19 will ignite pyrotechnic
display. The first pyrotechnic com.position, in turn, ignites the 40 composition iS causing a green colored display to be
s aecod pyrotechnic composition. An undercut, or reduced produced from the rear of projectile body 14. When
wall thi-.kness sec'ion, is provided iii the projectile body ad- poue rmtera fpoetl oy1.Weja ; the inneriois en ovided if theirst pyrtecnic body a pyrotechnic composition 18 is nearly consumed, the burning
jzet. the innermost end o~f the first pyrotechnic composition will be taking place opposite undercut 22 causing this thin-
and the projectile body is separated at this section to enhance walled section to burn throagh and sever the projectile body

visibility of the red colored display. 45 1l1. Pyrotechnic composition 17 will be ignited from the burn-

BR)EF DESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWING iril of composition Il8 and will produce a red colored disi "ay.
As the rear portion of projectilt body ;4 will drop away, this

FIG. 1 is ,a end view of a preferred embodiment of the portion of body 14 will not be pre,,ent to act as a shield, and
present in vention; . 50 better visibility of the red colored display will be provided.

FIG. 2ii asectional vie% anonfine 2-2 of FIG. 1. About 1.5 grams each of pyrotechnic composition 17 and IS

DESCRIPTION OFTHE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT will rroduce ahout a 3 second green colored t.isplay followed
by about a 3 second red colored display.

Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a cartridge Wc cla.im:
case I I which is sized to fit a standard hand-held weat.,-.ý, 55 1. A small caliber dual coloreJ sipnal flare comprising:
suc, as a .38 caliber pistol. A primer 12 and a quantity wf ex- a cartridge case having a closed end and an open end,
pclliný powder 13, are co-itained in. t clksed end of cartnidge a primer and a charijc of ex-,ciiing, powder within Laid car-
cwe I I and the opposite ,.nd of cart-indge case I I is open., By tridre Lca, adjaceiil said closed end,
way of erampe,_. expelling powder 13 might be comprised, by a single projectile body having a closed end and an opened
weight, of about 44.85 percent of nitrocellulose, about 1 3.25 60 cod with -aid op-ncd end extending inwardly into said
percent of nitrtiger in. ritroceUuilos. about 0.4(0 percent of cartridlge case,
graphite, about 39.00 percent of nitroglycerine, about I.UO a first pyrotechnic composition in said projectile body for
perct-tit of ethyl cent-Witt and about 1.50 perceiit of potassi- producing a first tracer color.
um sulrete, a second pyrolechnic composition in raid projectile body

A projectile body 14, hiaving a hemispherical nose section 65 for oroducing a second tracer color, and
IS, has a portion of it, length extending into cartridge case 11. an undercu. in said single projectile body for severing said
and projectile body is provided with a tapered surface 16 and projectile body by the burning of said first pyrotechnic
opect end of cartridge cpse I1 is crimped against this tapered composition thereby enhancing the visibility of the burn-
surfac.e 16 to secure projectile body 14 to uartridge case 11. A ing of said second pyrotechnic composition.
quantity of pyrotechnic composition 17 is provided in projec- 70 2. A small caliber dual colored signal flare as set forth in
tile body 14, which upon burning, gives a colored display. By claim I .,.,herein said first pyrotechnic composition contains
way of example, pyrotechnic composition 17 might be corm- barium nitrate Pnd upon buring of said first pyrotechnic com.
prised, by weight, of about 37.75 percent of stro,.tium nitraioe, position a green colored display is provided.
abo-ut 24.50 percent of powd,'red magnesium, shout 21.85 3. A small caliber dual colored signal flare as set forth in
percent of potassium perchlo-ate, about 9.94 percent of 75 claim I wherein said second pyrotechnic composition con.
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3 4

" in strontium nitrate and upon burning of said sccnmd tven. of powdered copper. ablaut IN. I1 perccnt of potassium
pyrotechnic orreptition a red v.'okwed display is providcd. perchlorate. ahomt 9.10) perccnt or perchloropenta.

4. A small calih-r dual colored signal flare as se forth in cyclodecane, and about 5.45 percent of a polyester resin
claim I wherein said riro pyrotechnic composition contains binder.
barium nitrate and said second pyrotechnic composition con- 5 6. A small caliber dual colored signal flare as sea forth in
tains strontium nitrate and upon ignition of said signal flare a claim I wherein said neond pyrotechnic composition is corn-
green colored display is first produced followed by a red prised, by weight. of about 37.75 percent of strontium nitratm.
c colored display. abou. 24.50 percent of powdered magnesium, about 21.85

S. A small caliber dual colored signal flare as set forth in percent of potassium perchlorate, about 9.94 percent of
claim I wherein said first pyrotechnic. comxoution is com- 10 polyvinyl chloride, and about 5.96 percent ofa polyester resin
prised. by weight, ot about 31.82 percent of barium nitrate, binder.
about 30.90 percentof powdered magnesium, about 4.55 per-
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WHITE SMOKE COMPOSITION CONTAINING RED contains from about 38 to 43 percent of red phosphorus.
PHOSPHOROUS While it is desirable to get as much red phosphorus as possible

into a smoke candle, presently there is available in the United
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST States only one form of red phosphorus and this is 4 very finely

The invention described herein may be manufactured and 5 ground material, that is. It has 0 very small avernge particle
used by or for the Government of the United States of Amer- size. Accordingly, available fed phosphorus has a high surface
ica for governmental purposes without the payment o,, any area per weig"It of material anc( a large amount of binder is
royalties tti•reon or therefore. normally needed to wet the red phosphorus., If smoke candlas

are to be made by a pressed method, as little as 3 or 4 percent
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 of binder might be employed. On the other hand, if candles

arc to be made by a pure cast method, it is necessary, because
The present invention relates to a pyrotechnic composition of the fine red phosphorus available, to go to a very high per-which, when burned, will produce a dense white smoke par-

whicuhrly adten burn, wiltlry purpoduce nses swhi sinalnr- centage of binder, such as between 25 and 30 percent. Such a
ticularly adapted for military purposes, such as signalling or high percenmage of bander however, reduces the amount of red
camouflage, and more particularly the composition contains 15 phosphorus in the system and is undesirable. In khe present in-
red phosphorus. vention, a tairnp-cast method is employed in making smoke

Chemicals in the category of screening smokes are those candles and the resinous binder is in the range of from 10 to
which, when dispersed in 3ir, produce a cloud of finely divided 18 percent.
particles of solid, liquid, or both. These are used to shield tac. The following examples are provided in order to illustrate
tical operations or disrupt the movements of the enemy, Out- 20 the present invention.
standing examples of such materials are: fuel oil used in "ar-
tificial fog" generators, white phosphorus, sulfur trioxide, EXAMPLE I
titanium tetrachloride, and so called zinc chlnride smokes.is, Each of the above-listed smoke-generating compositions is

characterized by certain advantages and disadvantages in mili- 25 a edro
tary operations, depending upon the importance of such fac- -by w__,__)

tors as mnobility of the smoke producing apparatus, toxicity, lo-
gistical considerations, and the total obscuring power of the M ( 3an4sni') d 3composition employed. zincoide 3

For military use, volatile hygroscopic chloride (HC) sn.zkes 30 Red phosphortu 35

are the most important, other than oil mixtures, which are util- Polyslyc'l Resin aOX-3112) 2.56

ized for large scale operations. The most widely used HC types Epge, Resin (D E. R 732) S 32

of smokes are those resulting in the production of zinc
chloride smokes.

The original mixture employed to produce a zinc chloride 35 The magnesium particles were of granulation 12, as defined
smoke was the Berger mixture, developed by the French Army in Mil-Spec IAN-M-382, entitled, "Magiesium Powder For

Use In Ammunition." The polyglycol and epoxy resins were
during World War I. The original Bergenr mixture consisted of obtained from The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
zinc dust and carbon tetrachloride with zinc oxide and Michigan. The epoxy resin used is marketed by The Dow
diatomite. Upon ignition, a vigorous r~action takes place, 40 Chemical Company under the trademark D. E. R. 732 and is a
resulting in the formration or zinc chloride, which is volatilized flexible eF.y resin. The polyglycol resin is a perchlorate.
by the heat of the reaction and solidifies to form smoke. How- modified amine-terminated long chain polyglycol and The
ever, since this mixture employed a liquid organic chloride, it Dow Chemical Company designates the resin as OX-3812.
was difficult to transport and store. 3iy the beginning of World This polyglycol resir, iran amber liquid having a specific gravi-
War II, the United States Government i'ad developed a mix- 45 ,y of I.05 W 25' C. and has the following analysis:
ture designated "HC smoke mixture" which contained ,inc, a
perchlorate we an oxidi-inj1 agent, hexachloroethane as the or-
ganic chloride compound, with a retarder, ammonium PERCE14T

chloride. Subsequently, a mixture was found which was beiter (by Weighti

in nany ways than the original; it wa, a combination ot hex- 3•0
achloroethaime, aluminum and zinc oxide. This mixture CArtn 39 a

IHydrulen •02]0
required no stabilizer against moisture absorption, and chang- o4Y5e. ,a.03
ing the percentage of iiuminur.1 varied the burning time, as Chlorine I 36

desired. However, these rompositions are corrosive and will Ni5sugirn 1 29I

interfre with firing mechanisms, thereby materially lintiting 55 -_
the storage life of the imoke-gene rating composition.

After the ingredients were mixtd and blended the composi.- +
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION tion was pouted and tansped to form a smoke cand;e about

The present invention relates •o a smoke-•r,-ducing c'- 601.76 inches in diameter and abeuw 2.75 inches long. The
position which can be made into smoke candles and more pa%- 60 smoke c.andle weighea 190 grams and had a density of 1.74
ticularl4 to u pyrotechnic co mposition for making smoke can- f./cm0. After curins, the smoke candle was ignited and burned
dies by a tsmp-cast metho3. The composition is cemprised of for IS0 seconds. A Jense. white smoke was produced.
a fuel, such as magnesium, red phosphorus, oxidizing materi- EXAMPLE II
ai, and from about 12 to 14 perrent of a resinous binder such 65
s epoxy or an epoxy-polyglycol syatem. PeRCEN'T i

DESCRIPTION OF THP. PREFERRED EM•BODIMENT IBy Weight)

The present inverntion relates to a pyrotechnic composition Magnesium (granulation 121 i 1
for producing candles which, when burned, produce a dns' 7U Mariganse dirxide 30
white smoke, and the composition is suitable far making Znc oxde a3

smoke candles by a timp-cast method, as opposed to a pre, ed LedioJd,e,,d A
methur4 which has heretofore been used to niake all ree prtiwh.e 4 12,
phosphorus smolke candles used by the various military de- Ep,,'y real" (0 D R 3321 !12
partments. Magnesium is uted as a fuel and the composition 7 -
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The addition of lead dioxide provides an increase in the weighed 1192 grams and had a density of 2.02 grams/cm. After
burning rate of the composition. As spontaneous ignition can curiwg, the smoke candle was ignited and burned for 223
occur when mixing lead dioxide w.th red phosphorus, special seconds. A dense, white smoke was produced,
precaution must be taken when mixing these two ingredients. EXAMPLE V
The red phosphorus was first mixed with the binder and E

thoroughly wetted before the lead dioxide and other in-
gradients were added. Also the percentage of lead dioxide PERCENT

must be kept low. PERCENT
After the ingredients were mixed, the composition was _-_

poured and tamped to form a smoke candle about 1,76 inches 10
in diameter and about 2.81 inches long. The smoke candle Mnganetv. d-nemda so
weighed 190 grams and had a density of 1.72 grams/cm3. After Lead dioide 4

curing, the smoke candle was ignited and burned for Ig5 Red phosphorus 40
Ell res0n 9.52

seconds. A dense, white smoke was produced. 15 rix 4r49

EXAMPLE III
The epoxy resin used was a general purpose liquid resin and

%%_:,i obtained from The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,

PERCENT 20 Nlich•"'n, under the trade name D. E. R. 321. The curing
(by weight) ageni , :-- also obtained from The Dow Chemical Company

and wt•. a low-viscosity aliphatic diamine which is sold under
Magnesium (stanu'efion 12) 1) the trade name D. E. H. 3 1. The ingredients were blended as

Manganese dio 2)e 1in example I and then tamped to lorm a smoke candle about
Manganese dionide 34

Red phosphorus 42 20 inches in diameter and about 17.5 inches long. The smoke
falyllycol resin (OX-.98 2) 9.68 25 candle weighed 147,550 grams and had a density of 1.92
Epoxy Resin (D E R. 7.2) 5-2 grams/cm2 . After curing, the smoke candle was ignited and

burned for 120 seconds. In order to facilitate the rapid burn-
ing of the candle, 19 holes each about I % inches in diameter

The ingredients were blended as in EXAMPLE I and then were made in the candle. Upon burning, a dense, white smoke
poured and tamped to form a smoke candle about 1.76 inches 30 was produced.in diamet-r and about 2.38 inches long. The smoke candle I claim:

weighed 195 grams and had adensity of 2.03 grams/cm. After 1. A white smoke-generating composition comprised, by
curing, the smoke candle was ignited and burned for 250 weight, of
seconds. A dense, white smoke was produced. between 8 and 12 percent of magnesium,

35 between 30 and 34 percent of manganese dioxide,
EXAMPLE IV between 0 and 3 percent of zinc oxide,

between 0 and 4 percent of lead dioxide,

PERCENT between 38 and 45 percent of red phosphorus, and
(By Weight) between 10 and I8 percent of a resinous binder.

40 2. A white smoke-generating composition as set forth in

Magnesium (granulation 12) tO claim I wherein said resinous binder is selected from the
Mngavese dioxide 30 group consisting of epoxy resin and epoxy-polyglycol resin.
Lead dioxie 4 3. A white smoke-generating composition as set forth inLRed phoephonrs 42 .
Pedp5y esn phosphor 42 8. claim I wherein said resinous binder is epoxy resin.Po!ysly.ol resin (OX-3S 12 ) 8.60

Lp.yresin (b E 'A 732, 32 45 4. A white smoke-generating composition as set forth in
claim I wherein said resinous binder is epoxy-polyglycoi resin.

5. A white smoke-generating composition as set forth in
The ingredients were mixed as in example II and thtri claim 4 wherein said resinous binder is comprised, by weight,

poured and tamped to form a smoke caidle about 1.76 inches of about 62 percent of polyglycol resin and about 38 percent
in diametew and about 2.25 inches long. The smoke candle so of epoxy resin.
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AMMUNITIONCoigo
2 Clalms,)3 Drawing Figs.

1521 U.S.Cl..............~............. ...... 102195, ABSTRACT A cartridge cae plug for sermifixed gun ammuni-
102/41 tiou having a skirt portion adaptable for fitting into a mouth of

(511 Int.CL............ ......... ......... 742b 9J15, a cartridge caiso and having a tapered crown portion adjacent
F42b 9/28 to said skirt portion, said plug being mnade of a rigid polyu-

ISO] raw at e............... - 102/39.43 rethane foam having a density range of between 12 ad14.5

C, 95 pounds per cubic foot after molding.
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material and density is critical in order to meet the military
CARTEUDGECASE PLUG FOR SEMIFIXED GUM requirement that for a cartridge case plug used in a Sinches/igR

AMMUNITION gun, no fragment of the plug should exceed one-ialf ounce
( 14.18 gm ). The material and density is also critical in order

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 5 that the molded plug be capable of withstanding hoisting and
The nvetio decribd hrei ma be aiwactredand ramming of the cartridge assembly into the chamber of theTheinvntin dscrbedherin ~y e miruactredand gun. The tammner strikes the base of the cartridge assemhlyused by or for the Government of the United States of Amer- and pushes it and the projectile into the gun chamber P'lug I Itea for governmental purposes without the payment of any must act a- a bulfer between the cartridgt case and thc projee.royalties thereon attherefor. 10 tile. Tht shock on the plsig is greatest when %eat'.ng of the car..

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION itidge in the gun chamber occurs and might he as high as
S0.000 g's

Semini~ed gun ammunition cartridges are widely used bythe Referring now to l1-10. 3 of the drawing, there is shn~,i a
military department. The U.S. Navy. for example, uses gun curtrndgecease 21 having inside a propc'ant charge 22 and a
ammunition cartridges for ýts 5-, A., and 8-inch guns. These IS primer 23. Cartridge case 21 is closcd by a sheet 24 of
semifixed gun ammunition cart Iiges are comptised of a car. nitrocellulose, spacer 215, and plug 11. By way of s~ample.
tridge case, a primer, a charge t4f propellant. and a pluZ for %pacer 25 might he made of cardhso;)rd or chipN.Ard. ('ar-
retaining the pcopeflant within the cartridge case. The prijecc- tridge case 21 i,-.criaped'uonto tapered section IS vfr jpor
tile is not attached to the cartridge case and is loaded lion 12 thertehyfirmly atta~hing plug 11 tocartridgt.'case2l.
separately into a gun chamber. 20 In addition to the sel1ection oif the material for plu.; I I beine

Heretoifore, the majority of cartridge case plugs have been vritical with respeCt to fragmnrrtatiion and severe shock, there
made of cork which is an imported material and excessively rotrrcirrntsttmutemt.Vrsarpth
expensive. Additionally, cork is tdimentionally unstable and material should not he adversely xffezted hy alcohol-ethcr
frequently fail% to maintain cast closure durin'g handling and vapor. I1he common propellants used in semnifixed gun ammu.

gunlodig. s hee crtide casec plugs break up when a 25 nition are processed using a mixture of alecohol and ether asgun ladin. Asthes carridgprocess solvent.%. After extrusion or forming, somne alcohol andgun i~s fired, it is musat important that the pieces be sufficiently ehrrmi srsda osiuns hc eealsmnall so asnot to ciuse asafety ha.:.ard to personnel. By way of ehrrmi srsda osiuns hc eeal
example, a cork plug for a Sinchf38 gun should disintegrate so closaed siuat. inhee inaos seouled 7rtrhdve a epdelenteros a-
that no fragment will exceed a weigavt of one-half ounce. codsiutnhef prsol otavadltrosa(

Frequently, however, cork Pieces are observed which exceed 30 f e st on s plugcj R1 hIN vl.i nti n D Wtiwegtand consequently are ahazard to shipboard Aer triestIndast caduc x the Naffcvfal Amronition Dapot, osonnl. ~ug I Iwhih w re m dr.or olyueth ne oamhaving a dcn-

into a guiv chamber. These plugs must perform a buffering ac- pressure solvent). The wolution consisted of six parts alcohol,tion so that the cartridge cases will not be deformed, as any six parts ether, arid 100 parts dibutyl phithalate. The solutiondeformation could prevent proper chambering of the car- was placed in a sea led container in which a phifp was supportedtridge case in tegncabr40ia stand such thut n(, contact was made with the liquid. After
SUMMARY37 days, the plug was removed from the sealed container and

any dimensions and weight changes in the plug were con.
The present invention relates tc a cartridge ca-se plug which sidered insignificami with regard to suitability of the material.Lis made from polyutrethane foam which has a cr itical density of It is a requirement that when fired as a component of a set-

between 12 and 14.5 pounds We cubic foot. Tb!-- density is 45 vice round. plug 11 must disintegrate into smali fragmjnts.
critic~al in order to assure satifactory fragmnentaiion of the For a Sinchltlt plug, the idrgest fragment may not excen-d one-
plug when the ammunition is fired, and yet be titAc to half ounre ( 14.1X gin.) Te-n rounds were fired aaid the laigest
withstand loading and ramming into xa gun chamber, fragment from each was recovered and weigheýd. The tartlest

The plug is cylindrical inshapeand has aski"tportion which fragments range from 0.5030 grams to 3.0900 grams. The lar-
is adaptable to be secured in a cartridge case. A for ward ,,0 gest fragmetit recovered from the 10 .-ounds was 3.0900
crown portion is tapered to facilitate loading of the cartridge grams, which is only about .22 percent of the allowedl value of
ease into the gun chamiber. 14.18 granms.

It can thus be seen that the present invention provides anBRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING improved plug for a cartridge case which is economical to
55 make, and is strong and steady, yet will disintegrate into veryFIG. I is a front view showing a preferred embodiment of a %mill fragments upon firing the round to which the plug is at-cartridge case plug; tachtd.

FIG. 2 is a side view of the cartridge case plug showr in FIG I c"Aim:I of the drawing, and 1. A cartridge ease plug for semnifixed gun ammunition com-MI. 3 is a sectional view of a cart'idge case showin -a Plug 60 prisnig,
closing one end of the cane. a c) lind rical bod y havi ng a skirt portion adaptable for fitting

DESCIPTIN O THEPREERRE EMODIMNTinto, a cartridge case and having a tapered crown portion
DESCIPTON O TH PREERRD EMODIENTeviteoding forward of said skirt portion, said plug being

Referring to the drawing, there is shown a cartridýge cas.: mbde of a rigid polyurethane foam i-aticrial having a den-
phg I I having a skirt portion -12 which fits with a cantridg.: 65 sity oif between 12 and 14.5 pounds per cubic foot
cawe 13 and a crown portion 14. Skirn portion 12 has a tapered whereby said plug disintegrates into very small fragments
section IS which facilitates the crimping of cartridge case 13 of firing said ammunition.
around plug 11. Cir.w 14 has a tapered section 16 which te- 2. A cartridge case piusi for serinfixed gun ammunition as set
inmnates with a bevel 17 to facilitate the loading of the car. frhi li h~entidfa aeili oysetridge case assembly into the chamber of a gun. 70 based carbon dioxide expanded t.ype of rigid polyurethane,

Cartridge case plug I I is compo-ed of apolyester based cai - foam having a density of between 12 and 14.5 pounds per
bon dioxide expanded type of rigid polyurethane foam with a cubic foot.
density between 12 and 14-5 pounds per cubic foot. The
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PHOTOFLASH CARTRIDGE HAVING DUAL FLASHES By wasy of example, the delay composition might be corn-
The invention described herein may be manufactured and prised of about N2.2 percent, by weitiht, if barium chromate.

used by of for the Governme'it of the United States of Airer - about 7 percent, by weight, If bo,.tin, mi'd about 10 percent,
ica for governmenwa Purposes Without the payment of 3my by weiqi, of diatomaceous earth (1#9 percent SiOt). Bly filling
royalties thereon or therefor. 5 a %-~inch diameter bore with about a I -inch length'of the

CROS-EFEENESO RLAEDAPPLICATIONS foregoing described delay composition, a delay of approxi-
CROS-RFERNCE TORELTEDmately Isecond ts achieved. By increasing the percent of ban

Application of Billy R. Bliss, Clarence W. Gilliamn, and John umn chromate and reducing the percent of boron, the delay>
E. Laswell. entitled. PHOTOFLASH CARTRIDGE, Ser, No. 10 period can be increased. An ignition mixture 18 is pressed oin
390,266. filied Aug. 13, 1964, which issued Oct. 21, 1969, as each end of delay composition 16 and, by way of example, il-
U.S. Pat. No. 3,473,472 nition mixture 18 might be comprised of about 90 percent, by

weight, of barium chromate and about 10 percent, by weight,
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTIO 'N of boron.

The present invention relates to a phtofloaii c;Artridge for IS A key flash housing 19 is provided with a reduced-diameter
provdin ilumiatin i suportof igh seialphoogrphy portion and charge case 2I surrounds housing 19 to provide a

and more particularly to a photoflah cartridge having an aux- caiywchonasakyflh mpitn2.Byayo
iliary flash composition which ipniteq prior to a msain nflah to example, key flash composition might be comprised. by

operte s a etetabe sinalforopenng caera huter. weight, of 40 percent aluminum powder (average particle size
Prior to the invention disclosed in the above-mentioned ap. 20 about 16.3 microns), 30 percent potassium perchlora'v

plication for a "Photoflash Cartridge," most photoflash (average particle size about 9,5 microns) and 30 percent
devies rovded ighintnsiy flshhowver theflah dra- gianulated barium nitrate). A fuze 23 which, by way of exam-

teiocews prelaivedy longwh-itnith fashfecteder the qultfas picure- pie, might be of lead azide care material in a lead sheath, ani!
being taken. In the invention disclosed in the referenced appli- mauctrdbE.IDuPn eN ors&CIn.
cation, an explosive mixture is provided within the flash com. 25 Wilmington, Delaware, under the trade name Pyr.cc,,e, 4 i
position and upon ignition, the explosive mixture causes the- serted in a hole in housing 19 to ignite key flash comtosit.'Ot
surrounding flaub composition to be rapidly ignited. The first 22. Fuze 23 is ignited from the heat and flame
4.5 milliseconds of light energy is used only for opening a composition 16.
camera shutter and this period includes the peak intenst,3 Another fuze 24 and a delay detonator IS are provided ina
thus losing this light energy for film exposure. s~y 0bore 26 in housing 19. By way of example, fuse 24 might be

similar to fuze 23 avid delay detonator 25 mtght consist (ifa
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION delay composition, such as a 90 percent barium chromate and

The resnt nvetionhasfirt ad scondconainrs oo- a 10 percent boron composition, which is pressed on an explo-The resnt nvetio ha fit an seondconainrs ou- sive material. Fuze 24 is ignited from the heat and flame of key
pled together and slidably contained in a cartridge case. One 35 flash composition 22 and, in order to facilitate ignition, a
container has a key flash composition and the second con. rnfrinto oprto 0i rvddad ywyo x
tainer carries the main flash composition. The cartridge case ample, might be AlA composition, (By weight, 65 percent
contains an electric primer and a propellant charge and, upon zironcium powder. 25 percent Iron oxide, Ferric (Fe,0 3) and
ignition of the primer, the propellant charge expels the first
and second containers from the cartridge case and ignites an 40 10 percent diatornaccous earth), as defined in Military

msecin elyfue fI-ecn drain.Th -dea Specification MIL..-P--22264. The AIA composition 20 can be
ejectionattached to the forward end of housing 19 by making a slurry

fuze allows the two containers to travel a safe distance from comprised, by weight, of four parts AlIA composition and one
the aircraft before the key flash composition is ignited . The part of nitrocellulose camphor acetone solution.
ejection-delay fuze ignites another fuze which transfers igni- 45 A pellet tube 27, containing a plurality of explosive pellets
tion to the key flash composition and, upon ignition, the key29s, is prcvided with it threaded end', and coupling 29
flash composition produces a low-intensity flash of sho.. dura- threadedly connects pellet tube 27 and housing 19 together.
tion which is utilized to open a camera shutter. After the B a feape xlsv elt 8mgtb D on
camera shutter is oper~ed, the main flash composition is ig. position CH.-6, which is described in Military Specification
nited to illuminate a target. 50 MIL-R-2 1723. RDX Composition CH-6 is a homogeneous

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING explosive mixture of about 97.5 percent RDX (Type B, Class
A, as outlined in MIL-398C), about 1.5 percent calcium

FIG. I is an end view of a preferred embodiment of the stearate, about 0.5 percent graphite, and about 0.5 percent
present invention, polyisobutylene. A pellet tube cap 31 is provided to close the

FIG. 2 is &. wictionall view taken on line 2-2 of FIG. 1; .55 outer end of pellet tube 27.
F4i. 3 is a perspective view of a shunting clip; and A photoflash composition 32 is contained within charge
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a primer shield, cawe 33 and, by way of example, might be comprised of about

60 percent potassium perchlorate and about 40 percent
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT atomized aluminum powder. A closing disc 34 is provided to
Referring now to the drawing which shows a preferred em- 60 close the end of charge cast 33 which is then crimped or spun-

bodiment of the present invention, a cartridge case I I is pro- over at its outer end, and likewise, cap 35 is provided to close
vided that is adaptable for rittinir into a military~type ejector. the outer end of cartridge case I I. Gas checks 36 and 37 are
Cartridge case 1.1 is substantially closed on one end which is provided in the forward end of cartridge case 11. A shunting
provided with a threaded hole so that am' tlectric primer 12 65 clip 33'is removable attached to cartridge case I I and engages
can be threadedly connected therein. The opposite end of car- ' and shorts primer 12 to prevent accidental ignition of primer
tridge case I I is open. The closed end of cartridge case I I is 12.
provided with a counterbore that is filled with an expelling OPERATION
charge 13, such as black powder. Expelling charge 13 is d
jacent primer 12 and is retained in position by meantr of a 70 In operation, shunting clip 38 is retained in the position
primer shield 14. As shown in FIG. 4 of the drawing, primer shown in FIGS. I and 2 of the drawing until just prior to plac-
.ihirld 14 is provided with a plurality of small holes 15 that, ing cartridge case I I in an ejector, at which time clip 38 is
upon ignition of the black powder. permits a flame to pass removed. Upon the application of an electric current toI
through the primer shield to ignite a delay composition 16 that primer 12, primer 12 will ignite and, in turn, ignite expelling
is comprcllsed into a delay holder 17 75 chrnrgc 13 which will expel charge casen 21 aid 33 out of the

175
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outer end tif cartridge cast II Exspelling chaise 13 ignites' I A photolaidh cattridge comprising:
ee~ction delay c'ompnifition 16 which. in turn ignites key flaish a cartridge cowe having a closed end and an open end.
composition 21 through fuse 2.1. The ejection-delay compstai an expelling powder charge within said cartridge caue ad.
tion 16 allowst charge cases 21 and 33, which are coupled jacent said cloreti end,
together. to travel a safe distance from the ah craft from which 3 a first container of photoflash composition within said car.
launch takes plaue before ignition of key flash composition 22, tridge case.
Ignition of key flash composition 22 causes case 21 to burst. first fuite means including a delay element for igniting the
and a low-intensity flash of a few milliseconds duration is photoiflash composition in %a&d first container front the
produced. This low-intensity flash is observed by a flash detec- heat and flame produced by the combustion of said ex-
tor in the camera system and initiates mechanical action to 10 palling powder,
open a camera shutter. a second container of photoflash composition within said

The heat and flame produced by key flash composition 22 cartridge case, said second container being coupled to
ignites, in order, transfer ignition composition 20 and fite 24. said first container, and ~dlyeeetfrintn h

2ue 4, in turn. ignites delay detonator 25 which causes tit second fuse means including adlyeeetfrintn h
plosive pellets 23 to be detonated, Delay detonator 3S fuanc- IS photoflash composition in said second container from the
tions to delay the detonation of explosive pellets 23 until the heat and flamw produced by the combustion of said
camera shutter is fully open. The explosion of pellets 23 photoflash composition in said first container.
detonates photoflash composition 32 to providc a hlgh-irten- 2. A photoflash cartridge as set forth in claim I wherein an
sity flash of short duration. electric primer is threadedly attached in said closed end of

It can thus be seen that the present invention provides an 20 said cartridge can,
improved photoflash cartridge which provides a first flash 3. A photoflash cartridge assact forth in claim I wherein said
which can be utilized for opening a camera shutter and a photoflash compositioni in said first container is comprised of
second flash of high intensity and short duration. about 40 percent atomized aluminum powder, about 30 per-

Obviously many modifications and variations of the present tent potassiumn perchicarate, and #bout 30 percent barium
invention are possible in the light of the above teachings, it is 2S nitrate, and wherein said photoflash compnsltion 'n sz:LI
therefore to be understood, that within the scope of the ap second container is comprised of about 60 percent pots.s-i.Jm
pended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than perchiorate sand about 40 percent atomiz~ed alkrniiuir

as specifically described. powder.I ~ I claim: 3
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SIGNALING DEVICE HAVING MANUAL FIRING MEANS It is therefore a general object of the present invention to
provide an improved firing device for a handheld pyrotechnic

SIA ITMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST signal.

I'he invention described herein may he manufactured and Other objects and advantages of the present invention will

used by or tor the Government of the United States of be readily appreciated a:s the same becomes better unde,'stotcsl

America for governmental purpoxses without the payment of by reference to the following detailed description when

any royalties thereon or therefor. considered in connection with the accompanying drawing

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF 'HE DRAWING10}

The present invention relates to a pyrotechnic device and FIG. I is an end view showing one shape of contamnet cap,

more particularly to an improved device for igniting a FIG. 2 in an end view showing another shape of container
pyrotechnic device, such as a hand-held flare. cap; and

Various types of hand-held pyrotechnic devices are used by FIG. 3 is a sectional view taKen on line 3-3 of FIG. I.
the military departments primarily for signaling purposes. In 15 DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
one type of Navy flare, which is %ometimes referred to as a
Railroad Warning flare, ignition is made by a friction igniter. Referring now to the drawing, there is shown a pyrotechnic
One end of the flare is closed by a cover which has an exterior device for providing both smoke and light. The smoke
coating of the same abrasive material found on the side of a producing sectio.n has an outer housing 11. and the light
safety-match box. Beneath the cover is a small cotton wad that 20 producing section has an outer housing 12, with the two
protects the friction igniter which is impregnated in a cloth containers being connected together by a ,.oupling 13. A
substance covering the pyrotechnic composition. This friction smoke mixture 14 is proid.-d in container IS and a flare
igniter is the same material as is used in the head of a safety composition 16 is provided ir container 17. By way.of exam.
match The signal is ignited by scraping the inverted cover pie, smoke mixture 14 and lare composition 16 might be
acros the friction igniter. 25 formulated as described in U S. Pat. No. 3,167,050. which

In another type of friction ignition device, a pull wire is issued Jan. 26. 1965, to G. C. Johnson.
"provided to ignite a primer. A sharp, quick pull on a ring A primer holder .1 is providd in housing II and, likewise,
moves a friction wire through igniter material and cau.,es a primer holder'19 is provided in 'iousing 12. Holders I1 and
ignition thereof, and this igniter material, in turn, ignites either 19 each hold a primer 21 Each holder is provided with a
a smoke mixture, for day use, or a pyrotechnic candle, for 30plurality of holes 22 which sve as orifices when the
night use. 4

While the above-described hand-held ignition devices are pyrotechnic material in containers 15 and 17 is burned.
Housings II and 12 z.-., provided with closed ends 23 and 24,

still being used by the military departments, reliability is not as respectively. and e1ch closed end is provided with a n eotral
good as desired and also ignition of these devices normally
require the use of both hand-s. Accordingly, in the event a 35 aperture in whici- striker assemblies 25 and 26 are positioned.
person might be in the water and holding onto a raft, or in the Strit.er assemblies 25 and 26 arc similar in design, with the
event a person might be injured, ignition devices which only difference being in size du-- to the orifice in closed end 24
require the use o~fboth hands are undesirable, being larger than the orifice in closed end 23, as a different

A third, and more sophisticated triggering device, utilizes a size orifice is usua!ly neclded f•or smoke than for flare. As the

spring actuated striker assembly. One such device is shown in 40 two striker assemoliet 15 and 26 are .irilar, only assembly 25

U.S. Pat. No 3,167,050, which issued Jan. 26, 1965, to Glenn will be described.

C. Johnson. In this patented device, a striker assembly is Striker as*,mbl 25 is comprised o1 a blowout plug 27
maintained ya cover thats , . having an enlarged head 28 on the otiter end and a fiting pin
atta.,hed to the container. The cover can be removed by 29 on the inner end. A :•eali't ring 31 is positioped around t•i

pushing sideways, and as the cover becomes disengaged, the 45 periphery of plug 27 to provide a gastight seal. A frangible disc

striker assembly is actuated to ignite a primer which, in turn, 32, whic5 might he made of a plastic material, is attached to

ignites the signal producing composition. This device is the inner end of plug 27 to pr.-vide a delay period after the

constructed so that it can be operated by using only one hand. pyrotechnic material ik ignited A protective cap 33, having a
hexagon design. is t~sreadedlv .tached to hou::ing 11 to

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 50 protect blowout phIg 27. A safety clip 44, which might tv U-'
v smoke- shaped, is provided between head 28 and end 23 to preven"

The present invention provides a container having a inner movement of striker assembly 25 in the event that the
producing composition in one end and a flare composition in unit is dropped or subjected to a severe shtock. A connecting
the other end. A circular-shaped screw cap is threadedly lead 35 has one end attached to safety clip 34 and the other
attached to the flare end, and a hexagon-shaped screw cap is 55 end to protective cap 33. The shape of protective cap 36
threadedly attached to the smoke end. These different shaped which is threadedly attached to the tlare end is cylindrical in
screw caps readily identify each end so that the desired end shape and has a plurality of flutes .37 to facilitate turning of
can be ignited in the dark. A plunger is slidably attached to

cap 36. The different shapes of ,he protective caps permitseach end. and each inner end of thesw plungers are torovided ready identification of the smoke and flare uniis in the dark.
with a firing pin which is engageable with a primer. Each 60
plunger is locked to the container by a thin, frangible disc of OPERATION
plastic material. Movement of each plunger is prevented bN a
vadIety clip which is connected to one of the end caps. Upon Assuming it is desired to ignite the smoke mixture 14 in
Iemoval of one end cap and its accompanying safety clip, the container I, cap 33 is first unscrewed from housing I I and
plunger can be struck a sharp blow, which causes the firing pin 65 safety clip 34 is removed A sharp blow on enlarged head 28 of
Ito strike the primer which, in turn, ignites the pyrotechnic blowout plug 27, as by striking with the palm of the hand,
composition. The frangible disc prevents the immediate forces plug 27 inwardly and firing pin 29 detonates primer 21
ejection of the plunger until sufficient heat and pressure are Primer 21, in turn, ignites smoke mixture 14 which, upon
available to melt and/or break the frangible disc. This built in combustion, generates heat and pressure to drive blowout
delay, which can be controlled by the choice of material and 79 plug 27 outwardly, but removable is prevented by franrible
thickness of the disc, provides time for the operator to orient disc 32. The heat and pressure within housing I I c,.itinu.s to
the pyrotechnic device so he will not he burned and, build up, however, until they are sufficient to melt and rupture
additiornally, optimum burning of the pyrotechnic composition disc 32, and plug 27 is then ejected. The orifice in which plug
can be accomplished by having sufficient pressure and 27 was blocking is now free and serves as the orifice for smoke

temperature within the container. 75 which is genetated by the burning of smoke composition 14.
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"The amount of delay between the time that firing pin 29 it frangible dic attached to %aid end portion of said blowout
detonates primer 21 and the time that plug 27 is ejected cmi plug exttending inwardly into said housi•ig for delaving
he varied by the choice of material for di.L 32 atid the ejccton f said blowout plug upon ignition of said
thickne•ms thereof. pyrotechnic composition;

I claim. 5 a removable safety clip engaoingtach sait blowout plug Ior
I. A signaling device comprising: preventing inward movement of said blowout plug; and
an enclmsed housng having an orifice in at least one end; at least one protective cap attached to .aid housing t'r
at least one container within said housing, %aid container enclosing the outer end of s4id blowout plug.

having an opened end and containing pyrotechnic 2. A signaling dvice as set forth in claim I wherein said
composition, I safety clip is connected to said protective cap.

at least tne primer positioncd near the opened end of said 3 A signaling devicc as set forth in claim l wherein said
container; 

-a,-ci

a blowout plug slidably mounted in each side orifice, said pyrotechnic co eposition is a smoke composition.
blowout plug having one portion- extending inwardly into 4A infgdeceastfohinlimIwrinad

said housing and having another portion extending out- t S pyrotechnic composition is a flare composition.
Shousing S. A signaling device as set forth in claim I having one

a firing pin attached to said portion of said blowout plug container of smoke composition and one container of flare

extending irwar'•ly into said housing and adaptable for compositior.
"engagiig said at least one primer;
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raity of pellets 23 ol pyrotechnic composition are positioned

Sl;NAL A',•kRI'I; FOR PRt)VIIIN(; ION(; within ciartridge 14. and cart idge 14 is closed by flit packing

I)AIRATION DISPLAY 24 and cover 25. Pellets 23 are provided with it central aper.
lure 26 which facilitates the disintegration of pellets 23 upon

STATI" OF GOVERNMI'N rA INIERES' 5 expulsion from cartridge case 14. Pellets 23 are separated bya

'The. invr-ntion described herein may he manufactured and thin film of polyester film 27 which prevents flame from

u.sd hy or for the Government of the United States of.Amcr- passing through apertures 26.

tea for governmental purposes without the payment of any Pellets 23 are comprised of granulated magnesium, alu-
t fminum or magnesium chaff, Teflon. and a fluorocarbon

royalties thereon or therefor. 10 rubber. E-xperiments and tests have shown that pellets which

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION provide a relatis ely long duration of display can be made using
the following range of ingredients:

The present invention relates to a signalline device and Magnesium (Granulated) 32-40 percent
more particularly to a signalling device which can be installed Chaff (Aluminum or Magnesium) 15-25 percent
ir. a practice bomb to provide an indication of bombing accu- 15 Teflon 20-35 percent
racy. Fluorocarbon Rubber 10--Is pecent

SVarious pyrote.hnic devices are used in practice bombs rhe following examples are illustrative of the range of in-
which are launched from aircraft to indicate the point of bomb gredients ad the mixing procedure for pellets 23.
impact. These pyrotechnic devices provide a flash of light and
"a puff of smoke to show the point of bomb impact. One widely 20 EXAMPLE I
used device is fitted into a signal cavity of a practice bomb
and, when dropped, impact forces a firing pin into a primer to A 5 pound mix was made using the following parts, by

L,inite a charge of red phosphorus. The burning of this red weightof ingredients:
P phosphorus produces i flash of light and provides a puff of Magnesium (Gran 16 I 36

white smoke. 25 Aluminum Chaff (.002 x .008 x .25) 18

The ahoe-described device having red phosphorus is a reli- Telhon 31

able device but has a disadvantage of producing a flash of very Fluorocarbon Rubber (Viton A) 15

short duration, with the total duration being only about 0.08 Three-fourths of a pound of fluorocarbon rubber, was

second. This extremely short duration does not allow suffi- mixed with 3.95 pounds of acetone. The mixture was agitated

cient time for ground observers to triangulate on the impact 3 for sufficient time to insure that the fluorocarbon was

point Airborne obscrvers frequently miss the impact display completely dissolved. This solution was then put into a mixer

unless they are looking directly at the correct .qpot at the time and 1.8 pounds of magnesium (gran 16) and 0.90 pounds of

(if' impact.' aluminum chaff were added and mixed for I0 minutes. Next
the iellon wits added and the mixture wits again mixed for 10

SUMMARY OF rI-fE INVINIHON 35 minutes. Hexane was then added to drise out acetone from the

I he present invention relates to a signal cartitidgo which. composition and waN mixed for I I minutes. When mixing wais

when ignited, piovides a visual th,play of between 2 and 3 finished, the lih1iid %%ais ietmoýed ioim the mix and discarded

seconds in durati.n, which i,; over 25 times as long as the red Hc\ane ssas ;agaiin added to the ints in sufficient quantity so

phosphorus devices heretofore used by the ntilitars 40 that the hexane ýovcred the mixture and the ingredients were
i ~ ~~~~A cartridge case is provided with it plurahity o1 pstotechnic i~xv wits hanlueiTe idewsthnrmvd ndth

pellets along with a quantity of pistol pow'dcr for expelling comnposition was placed in dr itig trays The nux, t W. hand

these pellets from the case upon ignition. Metallic chaff is worked cCrT 15 minutes for a period of 3 hours to insure ai

dispersed within the pyrotechnic pellets and, upon ignition, uniform composition. Ie mixtutc \kas then pressed into pel-

these pellets first break up into chunks atiol these burning 45 lets at 80(0 pounds dead load.

chunks then further break up and disperse burning chaff Ihe pellets were put into at signal cartridge, as shown in FIG.

which provide a glowing cloud effect. "lhe duration of the dis- 3 of the drawing, and upon firing, a showering display was

play is about two seconds and as the pieces of burning chaff produced which lasted approximately 3 seconds.

are rclatively heavr the display remains near tire bomb impact EXAMPLE 11
point 50E

A 5 pound mix was made using the following parts, by
BRIEIF l)ESCRII'l ION 01- IHI: DRAWING weight. of ingredients:

1:16. I is a sectional vi ew itf a practice bonib having a signal Ma agnesiumti ( turan i1 gs 42

cartridge thcrem. hallnonlagiesiun turnings 12

FIG. 2 is a side view showing ia practice bomb emitting a

shower of burning chaff to provide a visual display; and Fluorocarbon rubber ( Viton Al) I

1-1i. 3 is a sectioial \iew of a preferred embodiment of a I'he ingredients were mixed and pressed into pellets as

signal cartridge, described in EXAMPLE I and then placed into a signal car-
tridge. Upon firing, a showering display was produced which

D'SCRIP'I1ON OF UHE PREFERRED -MBOIIMENI 60 lasted approximately 2 seconds

Referring first to FIG. I of the drawing, there is shown a EXAMPLE III
practice homl, I I having fins 12 on its aft end, and having a
central bore 13 in which a signal carthidge 14 is positioned. A A 5 pound mix Was made using the following parts, by
firing pin mechanism IS is positionnet in the forward end of 65 weight, of ingredients-
prticlcc bomb I I an(' is retained by cotter pin 16. A shear pin Magnesium (Gran If,) 45

17 prevents toting pin 18 from engaging signal cartridge 14, Aluminum ('haff(.002 .(1201$- 25) )
however, upoi impact of the bomb with the ground, pin 17 is Teflon Ito

sheared and firitng pin IN ranis into a prirnLr in signal cartridge Fluorocarbon Rubber (Viton A) 16
14. FI 2 0t the drawing shows a shower display 19 which 70 The ingredients were mixed and pressed into pellets its:
results when signal cartridge 14 is detonated described in EXAMPLE I and then placed into a signal car-

Referring nok t) 116 3 of the drawking, there is shown a tridge. Upon firing, a shoering display was produced which I
signal cartridge 14 having a closed cud and an open end. A lasted approximately 2.5 seconds,

primer 21 is positioned in the closed end of signal cartridge 14 The fluorocarbon ruhber which was used in the above listed

and is provided to ignite a quantitv of pistol powder 22. A plu- 75 examples was procured from F. I DuPont de Neniours ('1m-
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pany under the trade name Viton A. Viton A has the formulai keep the visual display in the near vicinity of the bomb impact
(W, Ht F. ), and is comprised of about 32.1 percent of carbon, 1oin4lt1
atbiut 1 . perent of hydrogen, and about 66.1 percent ot While the operation of cartridge is described in conjunction
florine. Viton A is used as a binder and a source of Florine. with a practice hbomb, it should be understood that other
I'cflon. which has the chemical name of 5 devices could be used to detonate the signal cartridge of the
polytetrafluoroethylene, was procured inder the designation present invention. Fer example, a hand-held pyrotechnic
of Teflon 01 and is a needle-shaped po,'sder which was used as pistol might he used to fire the signal cartridge.
a source of florine. I claim;

L A signal cartridge comprising:
OPERATION 10 a cartridge case having a .:losed end and an open end;

Assuming the signal cartridge shown in FIG. 3 of the draw- aii expelling powder charge within said cartridge case ad- .

ing is to be used in a practice bomb for help in locating the jacent sai'i closed end;
point of bomb impact, the cartridge is loaded into practice a plurality of flare pellets within said cartridge case consist-

bomb 11, as shown in FIG. I of the drawing. Upon dropping ing, by weight, of between 32 and 40 percent of granu-

practice bomb II, dirt, water, or debris will enter into the cen- 15 lated magnesium, between 15 and 25 percent of a metal-

tral bore 13 and move firing pin mechanism 15 in an aft lie chaff selected from the group consisting of aluminum

direction thereby causing pin 17 to shear. Firing pin 18 will and magnesium, between 10 and 15 percent of fluorocar-

then engage anti detonate primer 21, which in turn will ignite bon rubber and between 20 and 35 percent of

pistol powder 22. The force created by the ignition of pistol polytetrafluoroethylene; and

powder 22 causes packing 24 and cover 25 to be ejected. Pel- 20 a cover closing the open end of said cartridge cast.

lets 23 are ignited and ejected and the combination of the 2. A signal cartridge as set forth in claim I wherein said ex-

pressure on the interior of the pellets produced by the pistol pelling powder charge is pistol powder and wherein a primer is

powder and hy the gaseous by-products of the flare, causes the positioned in said closed end for igniting said pistol powder.

flare to hrcalk into multiple chunks These burning chunks 3. A signal cartridge a!. set forth .n claim I wherein said

then further break up and disperse burning chaff which gives a metallichafisaluminum.
glowing cloud effect. The effect of this multiple breakup is to
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PYROTCENIC 5IGAAUIG V1CZ&YDI WAT1a Waut reactive material 11 has been mixed issif between
RIACTMIVI N1 3S and 53S pecm~s. by weigh of sodium perolssde., butuees 20

OACKGUOUNDan 50WW4IO percfte, by weight. of ferrosillixii (Fe $I) &ad betwem
GAChRUN Ofen TOMtlo ,ehoaO te lgaqdae nue F 2Sp, ;cent.by weighsoipowdeud alushmbi.

71stphoat vwio ftaw o& slfuingdevi anw~n Foroptimums rusuik. do aimisumi should hIsm as averap
PI -l--herty to a snalgelag devise containisi a pyruehi purticle min of0 micronsa and the ferrnsllosm and sodium
tomposition and which has Intended use in a water enivirc%- peroxide should too of&a granulation which will pan through &
meat, sucht a on a submarine or other naval vemsll No. 20 U. S. Sievt.-. Variation of particle sin., however. cam be

Many typea of signaling and marking devices ame gresenily 10 tolerated and stil! have an operable device. Is cumpoandiag
being used foT marnea purposes, For example. submafrines and testing various formula of watac reactive material, it has
frequently use pyrotechnic signals mas a muan of providing a been determined that it the combined weights of the sodium
mark on the ocean surface In order to show the relative posi. peroxide and powdered atu-nutum is less than fifty (50 ) per-
tion of the submarine% to surface ships.. cent oi the total weight the material will drow..ut. The so&i

Variouis devices and means have heretoibmre been used to igt 13 urnperoxide serves as an oxidizer, while the aluminum and
site the smoke or flame composition which is used for signal- ferrosilicon sere as fuels. The ferrosilicou moderates the
ingl. For example, in U.S. Pat. No. 3.190979, issued July 27. reaction and forms a dense solid clinker which holds heaL.
195,S, to Stanley M. Fasig and Glenn C. Johnson. there is When the combined %eights of the powdered alumntaum iand
shown and described a sea water battery which is enes pi'cd by vsodium peroxide exceed eighty 1SO ) percent of the total
water, and power from the battery' isused to ignite or exrkide 20 weight, a clinker does not form. It has been determined by ax-t.
squibe which, in turn, ignite a pyrotechnic composition. perementation at the U.S, Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane,

The uie of water activated batteries for activating Indiasna, that an optimum formula is comprised, by weight, of
pyrotechnic compositions has a shortcoming ini that thiese bat- 51.6 percent of sodium peroxide, 32.3 ptrcest of ferrasilicon.
teit le are normally desigied for operation mn sea water and and 16,1 percent of aluminum.
must be modified for use in fresh water. Once a modification is 25 In preparing the water reactive material, the sodiumi peroxs-
performed, the devices utilizing the batteries cannot be stored ide, ferrosilicon, and powdered aluminum are first tzparately

(or mcfe than 24 hours, sieved and then combined in a dry box having an atmosphere
SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION from which substaptialy all moisture has been removed. ofprtcnccmot 0qat)o i itr ste lcdi otie SwihA

In the ptesent invention, a quantity ofprtcnccmoi lsdby risbestois paper 19 which is held in position by a ring
is packed in a container and a starter composition is provided weight of tho water reactive material which is used is deter-
adjacent on,: end of the pyrotechnic composition. A water mined by the amount of energy demauded by the application
reactive composition is provided which it comprised of Lodi- 35 The heat output of the composition is approximately 950 calo-

umn peroxide, which acts assa heat generaito and oxidizer, alu. ries per gram.
minum,. which acts as a fuel; and ferrosilicon.. which acts as a The water-reactive igniter of the present inventi.jn operatesV
fuel, a reaction rate regulator and a clinker which holds heat in both fresh water and use water, as well as under the surface
during and just after the rea'uion. The water reactive composa.. of the water. Safety and compatibility of the water-reactive ig-
tine is preferably placed in a hermetically sealed container to 40 niter were shown to be satisfactory by tests conducted at the
prevent deterioration from humidity. Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Indiana, withs the following

resuhlt
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

The figure of the drawing is alongitudinal sectional view of Dropl 4ensitivity'--No fir,-.i at 15l0 kg.-ciu.
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 45Friction -mctsitivitv-\ .o fiv. at 7,5001 ft.-lbra.

DESCRIPTION OF THlE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT Autoignitioti triit..lruittre-Igtiited after 5 aak~cond.s at

Referring now to the drawing. a quantity of p)rotechnic E~~~ t vl.. otr~ t01 ols
cmoiinI I is packed in a cardboard container 12 and en- SO The water-reactive composition. was exposed to 90 Percent
clsdi nouter metallic container 1.3. which hasai bottom rltv uiiy n. fe orhuso xoue h os

poto 4and atop portion IS. rltv uiiy s. fe orhusoepsrtecm
Bywyof example, one pyrotechnic composition widely position would not ignitz. This test indicated that if container

prodcingsmot and 13 were ruptured while in storage in a hiumid area. the comt-
flaes s ompise, y wigt. f 51 ercntof phosphorus, 55 pofition wou .not ignite -1pcýntaneouisly but would degrade

36 pecn fmanganese dioxide, 7 percent of m~ka-!siin, 3 rapidly to a point where the pyrotechnic signabling device
percent of zinc oxide, and 3 percert of linseed oil A starter wouid not function. Accordinigly,sealing of contaitler 13 is im-
composition 16 is provided in the top end of the pyrotechnic portant to maintain reliability of the device, but not to main-

composition IlIto facilitate the ignition of pyrotechnic corn- tamn safety.

be cmpriedby weight, of six parts of leaii peroxide, eightOPRT N

Wtrreactive in c!(:ixl 17 is provided to ignite starter corn- proportional so that it will Pasat, wish bottom portion 14 being
poiii 6and in order to facilitate assembly and prevent 65 sut'merged. When it is desired to ignite pyrotechnic comuposi-

moitue fomaffctng hewatr eaciv maeral17, it is "tion 11 pl-rn 2 first pulled thereby removing closure
prfrbyplaced ia hawleaumnmcontainer 11 top 21. Containei 13 ;s then tossed or mechanically ejected

wihi lzdat th o yapeeo setspaper 19. A into the water, and water teeps or pa~ss through the asbestos
cavtv 0 i prvidd i to potio 15andcontainer IS is paper 19 to ignite water reactive material 17. Asbestos pzper

positioned within the cavity so that the bottom ofCOnt~ainer 18 70 19 tenids to keep the heat from material 17 concentrated at the
is adjacent to. and in contact with, starter composition 16. A bottom, and aluminum container 11, which is thin-walled, is
closure top 21 and sealing ruing 22 are provided to clua, cavity quickly melted or burned away, and starter composition 16 is
20 in order to prevent any Water from prematurely igniting ignited. Satrcomposition 16, in turn, ignites the
pyrotechric composition 11. A pull-ring 23 it attached to cio- pyrotechnic composition It.* which provides the desired
"ftr top 21 to facilitate removal Of top 21. 75 smoke or flanse.
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It M thus be 2m *a * pmresent., •a 35 ahr u 5 perafly by weighL sodlumproide,
tman.oathr hsI.peative, devlce for initing F, ConchnlicoW between 20 and 50 percent, by wight. of farrovikos.
positions and that no i-ehlmlIy euuvi8 Ja and between IC ad 25 percent. by weight, of p;ewd
circuits amreq€uired. Also *0 iprim workse equally won in aluminum MWd

either fresh water r we| water. Relibilllt hf device has 5 means for hermetically roalang mid container.
been demonstrated at the Naval Ammunisles De•ot. Crane. 2. A pyrotechnic signaling device at set forth in claim I
Indiana. where test trials won• colducld on 1 emitts id ignl. wherein mid container has a closed bottom .ortion and a top
lion or the pyrotechnic composition occurred eveM time, portion having an aperture therein and wherein said means foe

Obviously many modifications and varietionm of the presert hermetically sealing said container are removably asttched to
invention are possible in the light of the above teachings, For 10 said top portion for closing said aperture.
esample, instead of closure top 21a teart op" such as those 3. A pyrotechnic signaling device as set forth m claim I
commonly used on netal beer and sohtdrink cam, can be util- wherein said water reactive material consists of about 51A,
ised to seal %op portion 1S of container 13 and, upon pulling percent, by weight, of sodium peroxide, about 32.3 percent,
the "tear top" an aperture or opening 6 piovded for the entry by weight, of ferrosilicon, and about 16A1 percent, by weight.
oftwater. It is therefore to be understood. that within the scope 15 of powdered aluminum.
of the appended claims, the invention may be practiccd other- 4. A pyrotechnic signaling devk ' as set forth in claim I
w'ie than as specifically described. wherein said pyrotechnic composition consists of about 51

We claim: percent, by weight, of phosphorous, about 36 percent, by
I, A pyrotechnic signaling device compris4 weight. of manganese dioxide, about 7 percent, by weight, of
a container; 2') magnesium, about 3 percent, by weight, of zinc oxide, and
a quantity of pyrotechnic composition in said container, about 3 percent, by we;ght, of linseed oil, and wherein said
a first fire composit;,.a adjacent one erd of saWid pyrotechnic first fire composition consists, by weight, of about six parts of

composition; lead peroxide, eight parts of silicon powder, and six parts of.
a water reactive material for igniting uid fan fire composi. cupric oxide.

tion, said water reactive material consisting of between 25
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3,515,362
Lnilted States Patent Office Patented June 2, 1970

Another parachute releasinC means is shown in U.S,
rARACIUTE 3,51S.362 Pat. 2,715,872, which issued Aug. 23, 1955, to J-aro~l NV.

Raymnd ~ COLIP~tC NICIIAISMKim, This relcasing means was adapted for us- with air-
Riy dL Richardson, Blooimfield, and Johil F.

ridge, Washington, Ind., assilmors to the United Mules craft planted marine mines so that aftc. i:.. riine was in
of Aguerica as repirwsentcd by the Seereb~ry of the Navy 5 the Aater, the parac~iiite becames .separated from the minne.

Filed Nsov. 1 -4, 1968, Ser. No. 775,036 The parachute shroud line-, are connected to a relca,,able
US. :1. nt. Cl, B64d J1738 support having a downwardly proJecting rueniber adapted

US. l. 24-14 3 Caims to be engaged and releasably ILckru by a pin. The pin. is
forcibly ejected from locking engagement with the support

10 by the explosion of an electro-rcsirnsive detoriming de-A ABSTRACT OF Till- DISCLOSURE vice which is Adapted to be fired by electrical power re-
Adevice for collapsing a parachute -hieci is retarding ceived frcrn a sea cell which is activated by sea water.

j.the descent of an aircraft parachute flare, said device hav- SUMMARY Of- THlE INVENTI1ON
ing first and second busivinsion cables iiihict, are attached Te rstti.-iinrlts-oadvc o

to a suspcnsion pl.-tic attached to a container of illuminat- la ab paracuedrngdsent by -tinrlae dciscnetn forehl c oft;.rl'ing :omposition. Thc first suspension carile connect' one- ah parachuite dhrur ingcesn fry dicnnectinche lonhalf sc f;!hthe ptrhcet shroudut line frnes dienl attce lod suuchnsiohalftheparchue shoudlins drecly t th supcnaon an illuminating candle. One-half '~f the s.hretid lincs Lrc
half of the parachute shroud lines to thc suspension plate totecndectierndteohraloftesou
through an explosive bolt which is detonated by heat from 20 lines carde attachedhro and teposiher bolt tof the esho- 1
th tirni of th c ilplunsinti opoiinvpo eo pension plate. A de~onator is provided within a chamber

tionof he xplsi. bolt, one-half the parachuic shroud i h xlsv otaduo ltiain h xisv
aints tare separated from the suspension plate which results sis th xlsevered l andbeo s upnaticotache fom the cx~suse-
in collapse of tbhe parachute. aopae ~ dei gie tteedopst

STATMEN OF OVENMET INERET towhih te supenionplate is attat-hed, and the unburned
OFp~tinsrvsa heat in~olator for the detonator,I- Th~~~~~~~~Ie invention described bciý;n may be marutfactured Upncsmtino st0 aeluintncnpsi

and used by or for the Government of Lh Untdbae 0tohwvr eat from the buringo.h o~stoIof America for governmental purposes without the pay- cittses a lead azide end of the drtonator to ignite andi the
cinent of any royalties thereon or thcrefor. lead -,zide, in t.trn. explodes a tetryl pellet and causes the

exp!osive bolt bodly to separate.
BACKGROUND OF TH'S INVENTION It is therefore a general .Thjiect of thu rrescat inventionI . Lo provide an aircraft parachute collapsing device which-

The present invention relaites to a device for collapsing 35osnthv n oig at bc ih as
aparachute upon the completion of the burning of an aLfie notihaeo ny.oigprswic ih as

illuminating composition so that tihe parachute will not Other objecti and Advantag~es of the present insciltiot,
.,cconie a hazard to air traffic. .11cretofor", aircraft para- will be readily appreciated as th- same become% btvter
chute flares which are employed by the military depart- understood by reference to the following detailed descrip-

-menits for night illumination purposes nive been per- tion when considered .n cornection withi the accompany-
mitted to float to the ground after pa~achaite onening ing drawings.
and after th-e illuminating composition has been con. RE ECITO FTEDA IG
c3umed As the illuminating candle burns out. t.'.e weight BREDSCITO OFHE RA NG
'---e)nd-d by the~ paratchute is very low and the parachute FIG. I is a diagrammati- view showing an illuminating

,s to remain in the air a relatively icing period of 43 device in descent while suspended vci a parachute by shroud
tiode, paditiclarly whetn strong updraifts cr therm;d.k are linev,
prce'nt. These drirti..g parachntes cons~tituteitC I light hai-. FIG. 2 is a digrranmmatic view showing the parachute
urd to other low~ flying aircraft, and particilarly to jet of ii-tO. I in a collapsed condit~on:

Sairious~ tisices hrave bea employued ito aneparate. a FIG. 3 is an -nci view of an illuminating caindle show-
f~rumLI l'ýi aea byeverng emppardto sprthe ahcu ing a preferred enmbodiment of the present invention:

parachute frm la ysvrn ato h hcd FIG. 4 is a sectional view tak:en on line 4-4 of FIG. 3;
lines. For example, in U.S. Pat. 3,n23,498, -rittled, "Para- FIG. 5 is a sectional view sliowing an explosive bolt;
chute Harness Stipl Cutter," which issued Mar. 5, 1961, to and
Rcrbert Temple et Al., there is shown a devicce f~i use :it. FT0. 6 is a scctiornal siew showing an explosive bolt in
zutting paalcSu~e harr~c~s straps in emergency situations. 0;) a severed position.
In this patented device, a cutting blarde is attached to a
piston which can be driven by an explosive force applied DESCkIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
when a spring-actuated firing pin detonat?s a cartridge. IRMESDIMENT

fJ . The cuttirng blade is used to sever a parachute harness
strap so that a pai-achute can be srparated front a p~ara- 00 Referrinz first to 9tG. I of th..,r. u. there i-,'or
chuiist after l.-ndinig. The device is initiated by maniual an ilhiminathiog flare container 11 that has a pair of sus.-
means which art operated by the parachutists, pension cables 12 asic 13 attached !o one end. One-half

Another explosive cutter for parachute lines is shown 'of the shroud lines 14 of varachu'e 15 ae att: c'ved to
in U.S. P'at. 1.R97.71'9, which issued Aug. 4, 1959, to Joe hl 2adtechrhalfofsrulie14aetacd
A. Stupinn. This device i; used for releasing a main pars- I -ble 13.
chute after a dc .ired period of free fall by severing a best scen in `-lGS. 3. 4, an'1 5 of 'ic drawvings. a
reeling line. A Nnife blade is provided for CLetLng the reef- . sion plate 16 is attached to ore end or container I I
ing I~ne aiid ine knife blade is actrated by an espiosikVe ao qattofiunjticcomrpsition 17 is ccn-
force., The ..e' cc is ac;..ied by a pilot chute which dis- L: n cJ it-in container Il. Bty % y of C-x i "1 n.:
cIhargc-s a stril `ig pin against a pr 'aer which initiates the i A ir~g c:omposition 17 might c- -snapriseci, by izt of
burstiing aif a lelay train which, in turn, ignites a black about !i9 percent of granulated mdi~resiurn, about 37.5
po./4 er explosive prosledant. 19 grc-rit of sodiutna nitrate, aud about 4.5 percent of a resin
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binder. Suspension plate 16 is cup-shapcd with the out- ing of bolt 29 causes one-half of shroud lines 14 to be dis-

* side diameter of cup 18 beiag of a dimension such that connected from container 11 and parachute IS collapses.
Scup I8 will slip fit the inside diameter of container 1i. Upon collapse of parachute 15, container 11, along with

Cup i8 is attached to container 11 by any conventional trailing parachute 15 makes a very rapid descent to the
manner, such as rivets, screws, welding, or *he like. A ground.
reinforcing plate 19 is attached, as by rivets 21, to the It can thus be acen that the present invention provides
bottons of cup 18 to provide additional strength. FIGS. 3 a relatively simple and inexpensive device for causing
and 4 of the drawings show the position of suspension collapse of a p.irachute attached to an illunr.n,itzng f:.r,:,
cables 12 and 13 prior to parachute opening. Cables 12 after the flare has consumed the major portion of iis
and 13 are passed through notch 22 in cup 18 and are 10 illuminating composition. It should be understood, of
b;ough. around to the other end of containe. it for cour+,., tdiat the foregoing disclosure relates to only a pre-
attaching to a parachute, Strips of tape 23 are provided ferred embodiment of the invention and that numerous
to hold cables 12 and 13 to the side of container I1, and modifications or alterations may be made therein without
cables 12 and 13 are terminated in loops 24 and 25, departing from the Spirit and scope of the invention.
respectively, to facilitate fastening to parachute shroud 15 We claim:
lines.. As best shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings, a secnd 1. A device for collapsing di;ng descent a parachute
cup 26 is attached to container 11 to hold ignition means having a plurality of shroud lines attached to an illumi-
(not shown) for ;..nitin- illuminating composition 17. nating flare contatiner comprising,
The ignition means and manner of igniting illtminating a suspension plate attached to and closing one end of
composition 17 are more fully described in applicants' co- 20 a container having illuminating flare composition
pending patent application entitled, "Ignition Device For therein,
Aircraft Parachute Flare," Scr. No. 775,878, filed Nov. 14, an explosive bolt attached to said suspension plate and
1968. having a head extending on one side of said suspen-

One end of suspension cable 13 is passed through holes sion plate into said container and having a bhreaded
in the bottom of cup 18 and reinforcing plate 19, and a 25 portion extending outwardly from the other side of
hub 27 is secured to the end of cable 13 to prevent the said suspension plate,
end of cable 13 to pass back through the holes. One end beat sensitive detonating means positioned in a bore
of cablie 12 is passed through hole 28 in explosive bolt in said head of said explosive bolt, and
29, and clamp 31 is attached to provide a loop 32 in the first and second suspension cables, said tirst suspension
end of cable 12. Explosive bolt 29 is provided with a head 30 cable being attached between a first one-half of said
33 and a threaded portion 34. Clearance holes are pro- shroud lines of said paracluite and said suspension
vided in cup 18 and plate 19 and cxplosive bolt 29 is plate and said scond i•isper.sion cable being attached
pass.d thlrethrnolth aid stctiitd by nut 35. As hct sh own bclwenii a second one-ha lf (if sail sI hroud lines and
in FIG. 5 of the drawings, out 35 is provided with a said threaded portion of said csplosivc bolt wherebycounterbore 36 and alho clearance hole 37 in cup 18 is 35 detonation of said beat sensitive detonator by the
larger than the undercut portion 38 of bolt 29 thereby heat produced by burning said illuminating flare
facilitating rupture of bolt 29, as the undercut portion 38 composiiion severs said threaded portion of s;id ex-i is free to expand. The head 33 of bolt 29 is provided with plosive ho~lt fronm said head and d6sconnects said sec.
a bore 40 and a heat sensitive detonator 41 is inserted ond one-half of said shroud lines from said suspen.
therein and secured, as by staking. By way of example, 40 sion plate thereby causing a collapse of said
heat sensitive detonator 41 might be Detonator Mark 59, paracchute.
which is fully described in military specification MIL-D- 2. A device for collapsing during descent a parachute
18665. Detonator Mark 59 is comprised of lead az:de having a plurality of shroud lines attached to an illumi-
elements 42 and 43 and tetryl (trinitrophcnylmethylnitra. nating flare container as set forth in claim 1 wherein said
mine) elements 44 and 45, which are housed in con- 45 .readed portion of said explosive bolt has a hole through
thinter 46. the diameter thereof and wherein said second suspensionFIG. 6 of the drawings show a fracture 47 which typi- cable is passed through said hole.
cally occurs upon the detonation of detonator 41. Nor- 3. A ocvice for collapsing durina desc-nt ;4 oa-achute
really the fracture will occur at the undercut portion 38 having a plurality of shroud lines attachLd to ar, il." niat-
of explosive bolt 29. As shown in FIC. 2 of the drawings, ing flare container as set forth in claim I wherein said
upon severing of explosive bolt 29, suspension cable 12 threaded portion of said explosive bolt is provided with
becomes unattached from flare container 11 and c:,ses a iin -indercut to facilitate fracture of said bolt upon detona.
collapse of parachute 15, wh.reuppon container 11 and tion of $aid heat sensitive detonator.
the collapsed parachute make a rapid descent to theground. 65 References Cited

OPERATION UNITED STATES PATENTS
As shown in 1 IGS. I and 4 of the drawings upon para- 1,943,292 1/11934 Babbitt ------------ 10•-. 35

chute opening and ignition of illuminating ,ipot'oition 3,3.'.300 9/0962 Stoehr ------------ 102-3..4
17, the burning takes place from the bottom of container 60 3,221,656 12/1965 Suttea -------------.102.1-37.1
11. When most ok the illuminating cotposition 17 has
been consumed, the heat from the burning of composition MILTON BUCHLER, Primary Examiner
17 rtauses the lead azide elements 42 and 43 t-' ignite
which, in turn, causes tetryl ieiments 44 and 45 to ex- . E. PITTENGER, Assistt Exarlsner
plode and fracture and separate bolt 29. As one-half oL 65
shroud lines 14 of parachute 15 are connected through U.S. (A. X3R.

suspension, cable 12 and bolt 29 to container 11, the break-
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United States Patent Office Patented 3,499,385
PaetdMar. 10, 1970!',

12
powder which, in turn ignites the black powder in the

3,499,385 .ignition plunger, forcing tlie phlnger into the `gnition time
AIRCRIAFT PARA(CIIUTE FLARE ,lcl',-y fuze at a position determined by the ignition dial

Bernard E. Douda, Bloomfield, Ind., assignor to the setting. Upon ejection, the parachute opens to suspend
United States of America as represented by the the candle and the ignition fuze assembly, At the end
Secretary of the Navy 5 of i1h¢ preset ignition delay, the ignition fuze ignites the

Filed Fech. 12, 1968, Ser. No. 704,745 ignitian disc %&hich ignites the first-fire composition. The
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Nov. 18, 1985, has been disclaimed firs-fire composition finally ignites the candle to produce
Int. Cl. F42b 25/04; C06d 1/10 the desired illumination during suspension.

U.S. Cf. 102-35 1 Claim 10 All heretofore known aircraft parachute flares which
U____I_10_3_1__ai__0arc used by military forces, burn with thuei7 ignited end

pointing downward. In this burning position, the flame
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE coes not ignite the parachute and also the flare points in

An aircraft parachute flare comprising a cylindrical the direction of the ground or sea :o illuminate targets
casing having pyrotechnic material with a central cavity 15 or areas.
thelethrough and having at least two supporting bands Summary of the invention j
around said cylindrical casing for attaching said flare to The present invention relates to a pyrotechnic candle
a parachute whereby upon descent of said parachute the that is cylindrical in shape and haF an internal cavity
longitudinal axis of said central cavity is disposed parallel which extends the entire length of th,; candle. By way of
to the ground. '20 example, the cavity might be in the shape of a cross of

"a six-pointed star. The pyrotechnic candle is ignited inside
The invention described herein may be manufactured the cavity and, upon burning, a pressure cavity is formed

and used hy or for the Government of the United States and this pressure causes flames to spew out both ends
of America for gocrnmcntal purposes without the pay- of the candle a great distance. The candle is supported
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 25 from the parachute so that its longitudinal axis is parallel

n to related applications to the ground and thus the distance that the flame extendss-referenes torlatefrom the end of the candle determines the size of the area

(a) Application of Bernard E. l)toda. Se,. No. 657,726, which is illuminated below.
filed July 31, 1967, entitled "Illuminating Flare Composi-
tion," now issued as U.S. Patent 3,411,963. 30 Brief description of the drawing

(b) Application of tlcrnard I. Dooda, Ser. No. 657,727, FIGURE I is a diagrammatic view showing the prior
filed July 31, 1967, entitled "Illuminating Flare Composi- art method of dropping a flare by parachute;
tion," now issued as U.S. Patent 3,411,964. FIGURE 2 is a diagrammatic view showing a pyro-

I3-ackground of the invention 5 technic candle burning at both ends and being suspended

The prscent invention relates to a pyrotechnic flare from a parachute;FIGURE 3 is a end view of a pyrotechnic candle havingiint mote partictilarly to a flare that is to be dropped by acossae aiy
pari~hue ho anairruftforthePurpse f ilumiatig across-shaped cavity,paralhutc from an aircraft for the purpose of illuninating FIGURE 4 is an end view of a pyrotechnic candle

iargcl, or areas,. 40 having a star-shaped cavity, and
Various pyrotechnic devices have heretofore been used, FIGURE 5 is a perspective view of a pyrotechnic candle

particularly by the military forces for illhminating devices, having a suspension harness.
Thscc devices are designed to be launched or dropped
from aircraft and many are provided with time fuzes Description of the preferred embodiment
which contiol their functioning at a predetermined dis-
lance fioni the launching aircraft. 45 Referring first to FIGURE 1 of th- drawing, there is

One widely used military flare, aircraft parachute flare, shown a pyrotechnic candle II which is suspended in a
Mk 24, is an aluminum encased. parachute-suspendcd customary manner from a parachute 12 such that the
device which is equipped with variable-delay fuzes. Each candle end which is burning is directed toward the ground.
flare is capped at its fuze end with a plastic weather cap It can be seen that the area of illumination on the ground
under which are two fuze dials and a flexible stainless r0 is determined by the diameter of the flame area rather
steel lanyard. One fuze dial is uscd for selecting ejection than the distance which the flame spews out from the
dela•s and the other dial is used for selecting ignition candle.
delays. After the fuzes are set and a safety pin has been Referring now to FIGURES 2 through 5 of thc draw-
removed, a 12-pound pull on the lanyard initiates flare ing. there is shown a cylindrical container 13 in which
function thereby peroritting a spring-loaded striker to a quantity of pyrotechnic composition 14 is packed with
come into conlact svith a precussion primer in the base a central cavity extending completely through the pyro-
of the plhnger housing. The primer ignites black powder technic composition. FIGURE 4 shows the cavity to be of
in the phliger. which is pointed on the end opposite the a star-configuration 15, and FIGURES 3 and 5 of the
printer. l-olcs around the point permit emission of flame , drawing show a cross-shaped configuration 16. By way
from the black powder. The plunger point is driven into of example, pyrotechnic composition 14 might be of the
the ejection time delay ftize at a position determined by type described in either U.S. Patent No. 3,411,963 or
the ejection dial setting. At the end of the preset delay, 3,411,964, both of which issued Nov. 19, 1968, to Bernard
the ejection time fuze ignites the ejection disc which ejects E. Dotrda.
the parachute asscmbly, the candle, and the ignition fuze In U.S. Patent No. 3,411,963, there is described an
assembly. The ejection disc also ignites the ignition 65 illuminating flare composition comprised essentially of a
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'12 3,1499,3853 4
mixture of between 42 and 62 percent magnesiumn, be- FXAM9I.t : 3
twcen 28 a;-' t10 percent sodiumi nitrate, and between 2 Percent
and 18 percent of a binder mix comprised of an epoxy Magnesiunm (grantlation 15) .-................... 54A
resin vnd perchlorate-modilied amine-terminated long Sodium nitrate (150) microns) ------------------ 31.2
chain polyglycol. The preferred binder mixture is 38 Resin mix (Sylgard 182 and catalyst) ----------- 14.4
pcrcent epoxy resin and 62 percent polyglycol resin. I he ingredients were mixed ac in Example 1 and then

In U.S. Patent No. 3,411,964, there is described an cast to form a ;olid candle 16 inches in diameter and
"illuminating flare composition comprised of magnesium, 12 inches in heg'ht. The weight of the candle was 56,750
sodium nitrate and a silicone resin binder which is a g. The candle was burned with the following results:complex mixture of organo-polysifoxanes having the or- •

ganic groups of menthyl, pheiyl and vinyl radicals at- litirninp time -------.-------------------- 81 sec:;,
tached to the silicon atoms. The silicon resin can be ob- Burning rte. 700g./secs.
tained from the Dow Corning Corporation, Midl'nd, Candlepower ---------------------- 8.3X 106.
Mich., under the tradeename Sylgard 182. The silicone EXAMPLE 4

, resin binder is compatible with magnesium and sodium 15I Percent
nitrate and after polymerization the resin is durable, tough Magnesium (grarulation 15) ----------------- 56.8
and relatively insensitive to drop, friction, and electro- Sodium nitrate (150 microns)---------------- 28.8
static energy. Resin mix (Sylgard 182 and catalyst) 14.4

Referring particularly to FIGURES 3, 4, and 5, of the The ingredients were mixed as in Example I and then
drawing, a pair of suspension straps 17 and 18 encom- o0 e tnfrmdaecandle hing asixin cavity as shon
pass cylindrical container 13, and rings 21 and 22 are cast to forth a candle having a six-inch cavity as shown

?:attached, respectively, to straps 17 anti 18. A pair of in FIGURE 3 of the drawing. The candle was 16 inches
attahed repecivel, t staps17 ad 1. Apai ot in diameter, 18 inches in length, and the cavity extended

suspension lines 23 and 24, which might be rope, cable, throughete entire length and The weit of
chain, or the like, have one end attached to rings 21 and through the entire length of the candle. The weight of
22, respectively, with the other ends being connected to 25 the candle was 56,750 g. and the candle was burned with

line 25 which attach to the lines of a parachute, the following results:

The following are examples of candles made and used Burning time ----------------------.-- 36.14 sees.
according to the principles of the present invention. Burning rate ------------------------- 2260 g./secs.

EXAMPLE I Candlepower ------------------------ 25.7X 1006

Percent 30 In comparing the burning rates of the candles of
Magnesium (granulation 17) ------------------ 58.4 EXAMPLES 3 and -, it can be seen that the burning
Sodium nitrate (150 microns) ---------------- 28.8 rate of the candle having the through cavity is more than
Resin mix (Sylgard 182 and catalyst) ----------- 12.8 three times greater than the burning rate of the solid

candle. The solid candle produced a flame length of 12.3The magnesium particles were of granulation 17, as :3;-etwiei, aiycndeo xml 4poue w
defied n te Mi-Spc IN-M-382 enitle. Mit- feet while th. cavity candle of Example 4 produced twedefined in the MiI-Spcc JAN-M--382. entitled. "Mag- flames of 22.5 feet anti 17.25 feet in length. The pro-nesium Powder for use in Ammunition." The silicone jected flame surface area of the candle of Example 3

resin and catalyst were first preblended and then mixed was 73 square feet and the total projected flame area of
with the magnesium. This mixture was then blended and the candle of Exantple 4 was 168.6 square feet. Compari-
finally the sodium nitrate was added, and then the mix- t son of the candles of Examples 3 and 4 show that the
ture was blended until a homogencous mix was obtained, luminous intensity varies directly with the length of flame.
The mixture was then cast to form a solid candle 16 A pyrotechnic candle having a cavity extending the
inches in diameter and 13.5 inches in height. The weight entire length will, when ignited, burn at both ends, and the
of the candle was 56,750 g. The candle was burned with thrust resulting from each of two horizontally opposed
the following results: 45 flames will tend to counterbalance one another. On the

Burning time --------------------- 65.65 sees. other hand, a pyrotechnic candle burning at only one end
Burning rate ------------------------ 864.4 g./secs. will provide a thrust which will tend to propel the candle
Candlepower ------------------------ 2.31 X 106 . in an opposite direction.

In operation, the flare and parachute are launched
50 from an aircraft in a conventional manner, however, after

Percent the parachute is deployed, the longitudinal axis of the
Magnesium (granulation 15) ------------------ 58.4 cylindrical container 13 is positioned parallel with theSodium nitrate (150 microns) ----------------- 28.8 ground. As the flare burns interna"y, there is a build-up
Resin mix (Sylgard 182 and catalyst) ----------- 12.8 of pr-ssure in the cavity which causes the flame to spew

The ingredients were mixed as in Example I and then ,5 out for a great distance from the flare and a large surface
case to form a candle 16 inches in diameter and 11.75 area of the flame is projected on the ground.
inches in height. A six-inch star cavity was formed in I claim:
one end at a depth of 4.5 inches. The weight of the 1. An aircraft parachute flare comprising:
candle was 56.750 g. The candle was burned with the a parachute,
following results: 60 a container,

Burning time ---------------------- 47 sees. a quantity of illuminating flare composition comprised
of between 54 and 64 percent of magnesium, be-

Buruing rate ----------------------.-- 1207 g./secs. tween 28 and 38 percent of sodium nitrate, and be-
Candlepower-------------...........-149 10, tween 3 and 15 percent of a resin binder selected

In comparing the burning rates of Examples I and 2, 65 from the group consisting of silicone resin, and a
it can be seen that the cavity design in the candle permits resin binder comprised of an epoxy resin and a
a large mass of pyrotechnic composition to be burned perchlorate-modified amine-terminated long chain
very fast, and it is this fast burning rate that produces polyglycol resin said flare composition being cast
the high candlepower output. When the flare is ignited within said container and having a central cavity
in the cavity, the flare burns from the inside to the out- 70 therethrough whereby upon ignition a flame is ex-
side and a large surface area of composition is burned pelled from both ends of said contaiter,
rapidly. The cavity in the flare forms a pressure cavity at least two supporting straps encompassing said con-
and, as the flare burns internally, there is a build-up of tainer, and
pressure which causes the flame to spew out for a great suspension means connecting said supporting straps to
distance from the flare, 75 said parachute whereupon deployment of said para-



3,499,385
5 6chute said container is supported with its longitudinal 3,411,964 I/ I /968 Douda -------------- 144- -19-axis parallel to the ground. 3,432,370 3/1969 Bash et al .----------- 149-43
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3,462,325

United States Patent OfLce ,10
Ptetited Aug. 19, 1969

3,462,325 mixed with a monomer and an unsaturated polyester
• FLARE COMPOSITION COMPRISING MAGNE- resin and then cast and polymerized. Castable visual flare"SIIUM, SODIUM PERCHLORATE, AND A TER- formulations producing luminous efficiencies up to 51,000NARY ORGANIC BINDER candle-seconds/gram md having a high binder percentage

Yoshlyukl Arikawa, Destin, and Hal R. Waite, Walton have been developed. The use of liquid polyester resins
Beach, Fla., assignors, by- mesne assilgamenls, to the greatly facilitate the fabrication of the flares. Optimum
United States of America as represented by the Secre- results were obtained when the oxidizer to fuel ratio wasa ltary of the Navy

P No Drawing. Filed Oct. 24, 1968, Ser. No. 770,380 maintained near the I to I range.
Int. Ci. C06d l/t.1; C06b 11/00 It is therefore a general object of the present inventionU.S. CI. 149-19 3 Claims 10 to provide an improved flare :omposition which can becast and which will provide high luminous efficiency.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention
will be readily appreciated as the same becomes better

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE understood by reference to the following detailed de-
A castable illuminating flare composition producing 16 scription.

P' high luminous efficiencies comprised, by weight, of be-
tween 40 and 48 percent of magnesium, between 40 and DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
44 percent of sodium perchlorate, and between 12 and 16 EMBODIMENT-
percent of a binder which is a mixture of a methacrylate . The preser.t invention resulted from a program to de-
monomer and a polyester resin. 20 velop a binder system not containing styrene monomer.

The oxidizer sodium perchlorate was selected largely be-
cause of its solubility in certain organic solvents. Sodium

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION nitrate, which is used extensively in standard pressed
grains, is practically insoluble in solvents other than wa-Pyrotechnic devices that are designed for military ap- 2.5 ter and offers little utility in formulating grains whichplications generally are comprised of a metal fuel, an contain a high percentage of oxygen. It appeared ad-

oxidizer, and a binder. One method of manufacturing vantageous to dissolve the oxidizer salt to allow highersuch pyrotechnic devices consisted of mixing the ingredi- solids loading and more uniform oxidizer-fuel distribu-ents and then subjecting the mixture to a very high pres- tion.
sure, The resulting product has a density depending upon 30 The basic monomer used in the present invention isvarious conditions, such as the type of ingredients in the glycidyl methacrylate which can be predictably polymer-mixture, and the amount and duration of the pressure up- ized and which contains 33.8 percent oxygen in its basicplied. Different densities result in wide variations in the molecule. Also sodium perchlorate is somewhat soluble in
rates of combustion of the pyrotechnic devices, which re- glycidyl methacrylate. Suitable basic polyester resins are
suits in unpredictable functioning of the product. 35 added to improve polymerization characteristics and also

In order to overcome the disadvantages of compacted to improve particle wetting of the solids to facilitate cast-
pyrotechnic articles, recent developments in the pyrotech- ing. Two liquid basic polyeater resins which showed com-.
nic art has produced various plastic type compounds that patibility with glycidyl methac,,ylate monomer were ob-
can be cast or molded. One such plastic compound is de- tained from the Commercial Resins Division of Interplas-
scribed in U.S. Patent 2,984,558, which issued May 16, 40 tic Corporation. Minneapolis, Mirn., under the trade
1961, to Edward Rolle and Jchn Q. Tabor. This patented names "CoRezyn 3" and "CoRezyn 10." "CoRezyn 3" is
compound is essentially a mixture of unsaturated polyester a viscous liquid resin (viscosity, over 100.000 cps.) which,resins to which is added a stabilizing ingredient, oxidizers, when diluted with monomer gives a very flexible resin.
and a fuel. "CoRezyn 3" i, a straw-colored liquid having a specific

Another pyrotechnic composition designed for pour 45 gravity of 1,23. "CoRezyn 10" is a monomer free ,n- Icasting is described in U.S. Patent 3,258,373, entitfd, saturated polyester resin having a light straw color and
"Plastic Pyrotechnic Compositions Containing Strontium a relatively low viscosity of between 600 and 650 cps.
Perchlorate and Acrylic Polymer," whii;h issued June 28, Various formulations were tried using either "CoRezyn
1966, to Bernard E. Douda. In this patented composition, 3" or "CoRezyn 10." As a startinrg point, slurries were '
strontium perchlorate is added to an acrylic monomer r0 made using 4 percent of basic polyester resin and 12 per,
with a portion of the strontium perchlorate being dis- cent of monomer, with the balance being oxidizer and !
solved in the acrylic monomer and with the undissolved fuel. To improve particle wetting, the percentages of liquid
strontium perchlorate remaining suspended in solid form polyester resins were raised from 4 percent to 7.75 per-
until complete polymerization rnkesr place. cent of the total composition, with A resultant inrease In

A.:though a number of commercial polyester resin for- 55 viscosity. The formulation containing 7.75 percent of "Co.
mulations are available and appear to have utility as a Rezyn 10" gave the highest luminous efficiency (50,500
binder, they are generally formulated to contain styrene and 51,200 candle-seconds/gram for two samples tested).
(vinyl benzene) monomer which contains no oxygen and In this optimum formula, the ratio of oxidizer to tool was
have a high carbon content. Onn of the desirable char- 1: 1, that is, 42 percent of sodium perchlorate and 42 per.
acteristics of a binder would be to contain a high per- 00 cent of magnesium.
centage of oxygen or other oxidizing elemen'ý to enhance In order to evaluate ease of blending and castng, as
combustion of the flare grain. Another desirable char- well as luminous efficiency, alterations were made in the
acteristic for a binder is having a mmnirum of carbon oxidizer to fuel ratio. When the amounM of oxidizer was
molecules thereby reducing formation of elemented car- increased, the slurry was not as castable as the 1:1 for-
bon in the flare plume during combustion. 05 mulation, and the luminoms efficiency was less. Also upon

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION lowering the percentage of oxidizer, the casting slurry
became more fluid but again the luminous efficiency de-

The present invention provides an improved casting creased.
€onmposition for use as an illuminating composition hay- 70 The following examples are illustrative of the inven-

.high luminous efficiency. A metal fuel, such as mag- tion, wherein ea:h of the peicentages given is in terms of
nesium, and an oxidizer, such as sodium perchlorate are weight percent.
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3, 442,1
Example I Percent

Percent Sodtliim peichloi•ate ----- -- ------------- 36.00
(ilykidyl metlhacl ylnide .. 7.. .1 K1. 7R7• li.sinrit Iit IU, Il I , trd) . ... . . .. ... . . . 480 )
SIli hylene dm tfti cryl hte I.......... 0.50 The ingledirt- wcte Iided and cast wi in lxaipie 1Liquid bas~ic polyester resin (CoReiyn 1) .... 7.75 leil~del ceI cdddc.t , nI.apei
odbium potyhl re.in..(......y......... n U po burning, the candle had a luminous ellicicnvy ol

Sodium pe (chinute ------- ................- 42.00 44,30() candle-seconds per gram.
Magnesium (granulated) ---------- 42.00

A blend hatch of 1500 gamns was prepared with the Example V
liquid basic polyester resin being dissolved in the mono- Percent
mers, glycidyl methacrylate and ethylene dinmethacrylate, 10 Glycidyl methacrylate ---------------------- 7.75

Ethylene dimethacrylate --------------------- 0.50with the latter monomer being added for cross-linking pur- Liquid basic polyester resin (CoRezyn 10) ------ 7.75poses. To this binder syrup, about 1.2 grams of benzoyl Sodium perchlorate ------------------------- 44,00

peroxide was added as a catalyst and stirred until corn-
pletely dissolved. Approximately 30 ml. of this binder Magnesium (granulated)-------------------40.00
was then put aside for further use. Sodium peroxide was 13 The ingredients were blended and cast as in Example I.
then added to the remaining binder syrup and blended Upon burning, the candle had a luminous efficiency of
using a planetary mixer until a homogeneous blend was 43,700 candle-seconds per gram.
added. Next the granulated magnesium was added and Example VI
blending was continued. Ten drops of N,N-dimethyl-p- ap Percent
toluidine, a room-temperature curing agent, was added to 20 Glycidyl methacrylate ------------------ 6.20
the 30 ml. of binder syrup which was previously set aside, Ethylene dimetbacrylate --------------------- 0.50
and stirred in completely and immediately added to the Liquid basic polyester resin (CoRezyn 10) ------ 6.20
slurry. The slurry was again blended for about 5 minutes Sodium perchlorate ------------------------- 41.40
lind cast into flare molds. A mild polymerization exotherm-----------------------------------------41.40
was noticed in about 20 minutes after casting. The cast -
dares were allowed to polymerize at room temperature and The ingredients were blended and cast as in Example
were given a post cure at 150 degrees F. in order to in- 1. Upon burning, the candle had a luminous efficiency of
sure complete polymerization. 46,800 candle-seconds per gram.

The cast candle was burned and a radiometer system From the foregoing examples, it can be seen that cast-
was used to detect flare intensity. The testing and measur- 30 able visual flare formulations producing very high lumi-
ing was performed in the open air at ambient conditions. nous efficiencies have been developed while using rela-
"Test results indicated that the cast candle had a luminous tively high binder percentages. Optimum results were ob-
efficiency of 47,000 candle-seconds per gram. tained when the oxidizer to fuel ratio was maintained close

to 1: 1. Obviously many modifications and variations of theExample 11 3•3 present invention are possible in the light of the above

Percent teachings.
Glycidyl methacrylate ----------------------.. 775 We claim:
Ethylene dimethacrylate --------------------- 0.50 1. A castable illuminating composition comprising, by
Liquid basic polyester resin (CoRezyn 10) ------- 775 weight,
Sodium perhlorate 42.00 40 between 40 and 48 percent of magnesium,
Magnesium (granulated) -------------------- 42.00 between 40 and 44 percent of sodium perchlorate, and

The ingredients were blended and cast as in Example 1. the balance of a binder comprising by weight, between
The only difference between the formulation of this ex- 48 and -'. percent of glycidyl methacrylate, between

ample and the formulation of Example I is the "CoRezyn." 2 and 4 percent of ethylene dimethacrylate, and be-
"CoRezyn 10" has a viscosity of between 600-650 cps., 45 tween 25 and 50 percent of a monomer free unsatu-
while CoRezyn 3 has a viscosity of over 100,000 cps. rated polyester resin.

The candle of this Example I1 was burned and tested 2. A castable illuminating composition as set forth in
as in Example 1. Test results indicated that the cast candle claim I wherein the ratio of magnesium to sodium per-
had a luminous efficiency of 50,500 candle-seconds per ~chlorate is approximately 1 to 1.

ra lm i s 00 3. A castable illuminating composition as set forth in
Example III claim I wherein said binder is 16 percent of the total

Percent weight of the composition and the ratio of magnesium to
Glycidyl methacrylate ---------------------- 7.75 sodium perchlorate is approximately I to 1.
Ethylene dimethacrylate -------------------- 0.50
Liquid basic polyester resin (CoRezyn 10) ------ 7.75
Sodium perchlorate ------------------------- 40.00 UNITED STATES PATENTS
Magnesium (granulated) ------------------- 44.00 1,320,514 11/1919 Waldo ----------- 149-42 X

The ingredients were blended and cast as in Example 2,968,542 1/1961 Brock ------------ 149-42 X
I. Upon burning, the candle had a luminous efficiency of Go 3,257,801 6/1966 Martinez et a&L.... 149--42 X
49,800 candle-seconds per gram. 3,258,373 6/1966 Douda ------------ 149-42 X

Example IV BENJAMIN R. PADGETT, Primary Examiner
Percent

lycidyl methacrylate Percent. 7 S. J. LECHERT, Assistant ExaminerGlcdy etaryae ----------------- 7.75 0Ethylene dimethacrylate --------------------- 0.50 05 U.S. Cl. X.R.Liquid basic polyester resin (CoRezyn 10) ------ 7.75 149-42, 44, 85
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2
nozzle connected to the trimethyl boron gas cylinder in

3,416,172 FIGURE 1.
CONTROLLED ENERGY RELEASE SYST'EM FOR

USE IN SIGNALS, FLARES, AND OTHER HIGH Description of the preferred embodiment
lENERGY LIGpl ING DEVICES o Referring more particularly to FIGURE I an oxygenWWU II~ L . IR pl:y B edford, Ind., assignor to the U nited cy i d r 1 n5 y i d r 1 f t i e h l b r n

Rlates of AmerIca as represented by the Secretary of cylinder 10 and a cylinder 11 of trimethyl boron,
oNavy B(CH3)6, or other suitable pyrophoric gas, are hcld to-

Flhed July 14, 1967, Ser. No. 654,035 gether by clamps 12 and 13. While the invention -s illus-
3 Claims, (Cl. 431-344) , trated as using two separate cylinders clamped as a unit.

it is to be understood that a single container with two
10 compartments therein would avoid the use of clamps

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE and probably be more feasible in mass production. Ac-
A signal, flare, or other high energy lighting device cordingly, the invention is not limited to the specific type

having a container of trimethyl boron gas and a container of cylinders or containers. The oxygen cylinder 10 is
of oxygen each conducted through metered valves to a 15 piped by a conduit 14 to a metering valve i1, the outlet
Ecommon combustion area to ignite spontaneously and be side of which is piped by the conduit 16 to a nozzle 17
controlled "on," "off," and in light intensity. in the combustion area 18. In like manner the gas cylinder

11 is connected by conduit 19 to a metering valve 20.

the outlet of which is conntocted by conduit or pipe 21

Background of the invention 20 to the nozzle 22. A clamp 23 gives rigidity to the pipes
and nozzles although it may be understood that in pro-This invention relates to light signals, such as flares or duction the pipes and nozzles may be made as a unit

other high energy lighting devices, and more particularly conserving space and weight over the illustrated embodi-
to such devices that are self-igniting, that can be turned ment.
"off," "on," or to varying light intensities, and that can ,3 Refering more particularly to FIGURE 2, the nozzle
be reused repeatedly. 22 consists of a body member 25 with a lower bore 26 to

Many types of signals, flares, and illuminants exist receive the pipe or conduit 21. The upper end of the
which are conventionally solid compositions composed of body 25 has a bore 27 separated from the lower bore
an oxidizer, a fuel, a color emitter, a binder, and some- 26 by a wal! portion 28 through which is an orifice 29.
times other additives such as color intensifiers. The per- ,0 The upper bore 27 has a plurality of screens 30 retained
formance of these devices is limited and controlled by by a ring 31. A screen mesh of 14 was found to be suitable
their design and the user has little control except to although other meshes may be used. The screens provide
ignite the device. Once burning it cannot be extinguished, a large surface area over which the gas passes to produce
and if the ignition system fails, the round is lost. Each self-ignition. The nozzle 17 for oxygen may be of the
different type of performance (duration of burning time, •:, generally known and used type for oxygen and will not
light or energy output, color, etc.) requires a different be further explained herein.
flare, signal, or illuminant design. While pyrophoric ele-
ments are known to self-ignite when exposed to the at- Operation
mosphere or oxygen, these elements used to produce When it is desired to produce a flare, light signal, or
flames or burning go uncontrolled as hereinabove stated 4, illuminant of pale green color, the metering valve 20 is
for signals, flares, and illuminants. opened to release the trimethyl boron gas, B(CH 3 )3. or

Summary of the invention other suitable pyrophoric gas, from the cylinder 11 to the

In the present invention the pyrophoric properties atmosphere through the nozzle 22. Oxygen gas is then
released from the cylinder 10 by opening the meteringof such spontaneously inflammable gases, as trimethyl 45 valve 15 to complete the combustion spontaneously in

boron [B(CH3 )31, are used along with an oxidizer to
produce a light signal, flare, or illuminant of a brilliant the combustion area 18. The rate of producing ilhtminant

energy is controlled by the valves 15 and 20. The paleness
ale-green iand green brilliance of the light can be controlled by the

is controlled through a metering valve from the gas con- ratio of oxygen to the pyrophoric gas. When it is desirable
tainer to an orifice or nozzle where it ignites spcntane- so to extinguish the flame, the valves 15 and 20 are turncd
ously by virtue of its reaction to air. A container of oxygen to shut-ff position. Reignition can be readily obtained by
is also controlled through a metering valve to an orifice ts-op ositionalves gnita n 2 an be redure oftini-
or nozzle in the combustion area of the gas nozzle. By re-opening valves 15 and 20, and thib procedure ,i, jeni-
proportioning the gases with these metering valves the tion and extinguishment can be repeated for riaiing
flame color can be modified. As in other flares the device purposes. The cylinders 10 and 1 can be reused by
of this invention is not destroyed and may be used again refilling, as required.
and again by refilling the containers with the gases. The ile manymductiona and featues ma be mnde
device also is under the control of the operator to turn In the constructional detaik and features of this inven-
"on" and "off" or to control in brilliance ana volume. tion by rearrangement of parts or practicing the inýention

iwith uses other than disclosed herein I desire to be limitedAccordingly, it is a general object to provide a self- 0the scope of th
igniting illuminant device using a pyrophoric gas and
oxygen in controlled proportions to adjust brilliance and appended claims.
energy expended, or to turn "on" and "off" at will. The invention described h, iein m;'i be manufactured

and used by or for the Gmeremc'ng of the United States
Brief description of the drawing of America for goven,mcFtIL l, I'iposes. without the pay-

"These and other obiects and the attendant advantages, 5 ment of any royalties theteon oi thetefor.
features, and uses will become more apparent as a more I claim:
detailed description proceeds when considered along with 1. A controlled en. igy illuminant self-contained flare
the accompanying drawing, in which: device comprising:

FIGURE I is an elevational view of the light signal, TO a pyrophoric gas confining means;
Rare, or illuminant device of this invention; and an oxygen gas confining means attachc.4 it, 1M1f pyro-

FIGURE 2 is a cross-sectional view of the orifice or phoric gas corininS means;
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3,416; 72
3 4

a pak of nozzles dirtcted common combustion 3. A controlled en. illuminant device as set forth in
am& with one nozxle eaclaronnected by a conduit claim I wherein:
to said pyrophoric gas confining means and to said said pyrophoric gas is trimethyl boron.
oxygen gas confining means. respectively; and

a metering valve -n each cc.iduit to control the flow 5 References Cited
of said gIns through said nozzles to said combus- UNITED STATES PATENTS
lion trea whereby the illuminant can be tured "on" 288.241 11/1883 Warne --------------- 67-89
without hame ignition and "off" repeatedly, con- 605,868 6/1898 Grimm ------------ 67--90 X
trolled in intensity, and controlled in color content 637,26Q 11/1899 LUtle ---------------- 67-90
for Silalitig and firre illumination. 10 3,085.4% 1 4/1963 Daugherty ----------- 67-7

2. A controlled energy illumirant device as set forth
| inclam I herin:JAMES W. WESTHAVER, Primary Examiner.

sai nozzle connected to said pyrophoric gas has a
plmurality of screens therein over which said pyro. U.S. Cl. X.R.
phoric gas passes to the atmosphere. 13 431-96, 126
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2
polyester C,1...I (lhe other hand, arc generally el:ined

3,411,964 frni l the i x,_. equipmelnt hy using acetone.
l1,IUMINATING FLARE COMPOSITION (OM- The silicone zesin binder used in the illtiiinafing flatrs

POSED OF MAGNESIUM, SODIUM NITRATE, disclosed herein is compatible with magnesium aInd so-
AND A VINYL TERMINATED POLYSILOX- r dium nitrate and after polymeriation the resin is durable
ANE BINDER or to the amd tough. After polymerization, the flares are relativelyBUnited Sta.ts of America as represented by the Sscre- i tscn.litive to drop, friction, and electrostatic energy.tary of the Nasy It is therefore a general object of the present invention

No Drawing. Filed July 31, 1967, Ser. No. 657,727 to provide an improved illuminating flare composition
I Claim. (Cl. 149-19) 1' which is relatively safe to mix and handle.

Other objects and advantagcs of the present invention
will be readily appreciated' as the same becomes better

ABSTRACT OF TilE DISCLOSURE tinderstood by reference to the following detailed descrip-

An illuminating flare composi:ion comprised of a fuel, tion.
such as magnesium, an oxidizing agent, such as sodium 1i DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
nitrate, and a silicone resin binder which is a complex EMBODIMENT
mixture of organo-polysiloxanes having the organic groups The illuminating flares of the present invention are
of methyl, phenyl, and vinyl radicals attached to the sili- comprised essentially of a mixture of between 54 and 62
con atoms. percent magnesium, between 28 and 38 percent sodium

20 nitrate, and between 3 and 15 percent of a silicone resin
which is a complex mixture of organo-polysiloxanes hav-

The invention described herein may be manufactured ing the organic groups of methyl, phenyl, and vinyl radi-
and used by or for the Government of the United States cals attached to the silicon atoms.
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- The following are examples of compositions according
ment of any royalties thereon or thcrefor. 2'3 to the present invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION Example I

The present invention relates to a consumable pyro- Percent
technic device, that is, an illuminating flare, and particu- Magnesium (granulation 18) ------------------ 62
larly to a flare which is to have military application, such 3o Sodium nitrate (20 microns) -----------------.... 35
as one to be dropped from an aircraft by parachute. Silicone resin (Sylgard 182) - 2.7

Various binders are known in the art for use in illumi- Curing agent (182 catalyst) -------------------- 0.3
nating flares with the binders serving as a cohering agent The magnesium particles were of grar, ltion 18, as
for the oxidizing and light or color producing ingredients. ,3 defined in Mil-Spec JAN-M-382, entl~ed, "Maggncsium
For example, U.S. Patent 2,841,481, which issued July 1, . Powder for Use in Ammunition." The silicone resin and
1958, to Ronald G. Hall, discloses pyrotechnic compost- catalyst were obtained from the Dow Corning Corpora-
tions utilizing phenol-formaldehyde resin, a urea-formal- tion, Midland, Mich., under the trade name Sylgard 182,
dehyde resin, or a melamine-formaldehyde resin as a and 182 curing agent, which is a metal catalyst. The fol-
binding agent. 40 lowing is a chemical analysis of the silicone resin:

In U.S. Patent 2,984,558, which issued May 16, 1961,
to Edward Rolle, there is disclosed a binder which is a Percent
mixture of two unsaturated polyester resins having Silicon ---------------------------------- 37.7
styrene as a reactive monomer. Presently, many flare Oxygen ------------------------------------ 21.5
compositions which are used by the military have a poly- 5 CHrbon --------------------------------- 32.7
ester resin for a binder, however these resins have some .. Hydrogen-...........-8.1
disadvantage%, particularly during processing. For cx- The silicone resin and catalyst were first preblended
ample, many polyester resins have a very short pot life and then mixed with the magnesium, This mixture wvas
and also are very tacky which makes it difficult to clean then blended an:. fin,,lly the sodium nitrate was added,
the mixing equipment. and then the mixtu;'e was blended until a homogencou,

mix was obtained. The mixture was then put into a con-
SUMMARY OF 1 HE INVENTION tainer and pressed at 8450 p.s.i, to form a candle 4.25

The present invention relates to an illuminating flare inches in diameter. The weight of the candle was 6800
which is comprised of magnesium, sodium nitrate and a g. The candle was burned with the following results:
silicone resin binder which is a complex mixture of or- n. Burning time, secs. ------------------------ 205
gano-polysiloxanes having the organic groups of methyl, Burning rate, g./sec .---------------------- 33.1
phenyl, and vinyl radicals attached to the silicon atoms. Candlepower --------------------------- 1.16x 100

One particular advantage of using a silicone resin as
a binder for flares is that there is no exothem during Example 2
polymerization. This feature reduces the possibility of Percent
accidental ignition. Another safety advantage is provided Magnesium (granulation 18) ------------------ 58
in that the silicone resin is all solids, and since there is Sodium nitrate (20 microns) ------------------ 37.5
very little vapor pressure there is almost no odor. Conse- Silicone resin (Sylgard 182) ------------------ 4.05
quently, the possibility of becoming obnoxious in the mix- Curing agent (182 catalyst) ------------------- 0,45
ing or working area is greatly reduced. This character- I� The ingredients were mixed as in Example I and pressed
istic is contrasted to the condition where polyester resins at 8450 p.s.i. to form a candle 4.25 inches in diameter.cot~taining styrene are used. The styrene solvent evapo- The weight of the candle was 6800 g. The candle wa=s
rates during the mixing and handling process and not burned with the following results:
only is it odorous, bt1t the vapors can become an explosion
ha7ard. Still another safety feature associated with sili- 7t Burning time, ss .-.---------------------- - 207
cone resins is the ability to clean the mixing equipment Burning rate, g./sec.- --------------------- 33.0
with isopropyl alcohol which is reasonably non-toxic. The Candlepower ---------------------------- 0.90x 106

Li; ~......_ -. 209 UnDJP jAM alMWF
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Example 3 3e41,96 Example 6Percent Percent

Magnesium (granulation 15) ------------------ 58.4 Magnesium (granulation 17) ------------------ 60.0
Sodium nitrate (150 microns) ----------------- 28.8 Sodium nitrate (20 microns) ----------------- 25.0
Silicone resin (Sylgard 182) ------------------ 11.52 5 Silicone resin (Sylgard 182) ------------------ 13.5
Curing agent (182 catalyst) ------------------ 1 .28 Curing agent (182 catalyst) ------------------- 1.5

The ingredients were mixed as in Example I and then The ingredients were mixed as in Example 1 and then
poured into a container to cast a candle 16 inches in diam- poured into a container to cast a candle 16 inches in
eter. The weight of the candle was 56,750 g. The candle diameter. The weight of the candle was 56,750 g. The
was burned with the following results: 10 candle was burned with the following results:

Burning time, sees.----------------------- 81.5 Burning time, sees .----------------------- 123.3
Burning rate, g./sec .---------------------- 696.3 Burning rate, g./sec ---------------------- 460.2
Candlcpower --------------------------- 4.21 x 106 Candlepower ----------- --------------- 4.75 X 106

Example 4 15 The pot life of Sylgard 182 is about eight hours and
Percent polymerization is a function of temperature. At room

Magnesium (granulation 17) ----------------- 57 temperature, the resin will cure in about twenty-four
Sodium nitrate (150 microns) ---------------- 29.2 hours, and at a temperature of 65 degrees C., the cure
Silicone resin (Sylgard 182) ------------------ 12.42 time is about four bours.
Curing agent (182 catalyst) ------------------ 1.38 20 Obviously many modifications and variations of the

sin Example 1 and then present invention are possible in the light of the aboveThured ingredieontsnere m d ast a candle 16 inches in teachings. It is therefore to be understood, that within
pouredl into a container to cast a ade1Iice n t
diamcter. The weight of the candle was 56,750 g. The the scope of the appended claim, the invention may be

practiced otherwise than as specifically described.
candle was burned with the following results: 25 I claim:
Burning time, sees .----------------------- 160.8 1. An illuminating flare composition composed, by
Burning rate, g./scc .---------------------- 352.9 weight, of between 54 and 62 percent of magnesium; be-
Candlepower --------------------------- 3.73 X 106 tween 28 and 38 percent sodium nitrate; between 3 and

Example 5 15 percent of a vinyl terminated polysiloxane composed
Percent 30 of about 37.7 percent silicon, about 32.7 percent carbon,

Magnesium (granulation 15) ----------------- 54.4 about 21.5 percent oxygen, and about 8.1 percent hydro-
Sodium nitrate (150 microns) ---------------- 31.2 gen; and between 0.3 and 1.5 percent of a metal catalyst
Silicone resin (Sylgard 182)-----------------12.96 for curing said vinyl terminated polysiloxane.

Curing agent ( 182 catalyst) ------------------ 1.44 35 References Cited
The ingredients were mixed as in Example I and then UNITED STATES PATENTS

poured into a container to cast a candle 16 inches in
diameter. The weight of the candle was 56.750 g. The 2,968,542 1/1961 Brock ------------ 149-43 X
candle was burned with the following results: 3,257,801 6/1966 Martinez et al. ____ 149--43 X

4o
Burning time, secs .------------------------ 81 CARL D. QUARFORTH, Primary Examiner.
Burning rate g./sec. ------------------- 700.6
Candlepower ---------------------------- 8.3X 106 S.J. LECHERT, JR. Assiswnt Examiner.
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2
rather fluid so that it can be readily poured in a mold or

3,411.963 t.ontainer.
II.LUIMINATING FLARE (OOMPOSITION COM- It is therefore a general object of the present invention

IPOSEI) OF MAGNESIUML , SOI)IUM NITRATE, to provide an improved binder for an illuminating flare.
AND AN EPOXY RESIN.POI,YGI.YCOL RES- 5 Other objects and advantages of the present inventionI ~~IN BIIND)ER will be readily appreciated as the same becomes bte

Bernard F. IDouda, Bloomfield, I.,d., assignor to the United bte
States of America as represented by the Secretary o understood by reference to the following detailed descrip-

the Navy tion.
No Drawing. Filed July 31, 1967, Ser. No. 657,726 DESCRIPTION (iF THE PREFERRED

I Claim. (Cl. 149-19) 10 EMBODIMENT

The illuminating flares of the present invention are
AIISTIRACTI OF THE DISCLOSURE comprised essentially of a mixture of between 42 and 62

An illhlminating flare cornpo,:tion comprised of a fuel, per.eni magnesium, between 28 and 40 percent sodium

suih as ntagtesium, an oxidizing agent, such as sodium I5 nitrate, and between 2 and 18 percent of a binder mix
nitiawl,, and a hinder comprised of an epoxy resin and a comprised of an epoxy resin and perchlorate-modifled
ptolyg.ycol rein, amnine-terminated long chain polyglycol, The preferred

binder mixture is 38 percent epoxy resin and 62 percent
polyglycol resin.

l thc invention dsc,.rioed herein may be manufactured 2( After the illuminating flares are formed, the epoxy-

and iw-ed It- o I'or the Government of the United States polyglycol resin binder requires heat and time to poly-
of AXniciic::l for governuental purposes without the pay- merize. As the polymerization takes place, the binder mix-
mett of any royatties thereon or therefor. ture forms a tough, rubbery mass which holds the solidingredients together. By way of example, polymerization,

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 2.5 or curing, is accomplished by placing the candles in an
oven for 24 hours at a temperature of 160 degrees F. A

4 he present invention relates to a consumable pyro- higher temperature will shorten the curing time anti a

technic device, that is, an illiminating flare, and particei- lower temperature will lengthen the time for curing. After
larly to a flac which is to have military application, such polymerization, the resulting candle is a firm, rigid mass.
a, ne to lie dropped from an aircraft by parachute. 30 The following are examples of compositions according

VXiitis binduers are known in the art for use in illumi- to the present invention.
nating flare, with the hindeis serving as a cohering agent
for the oxidizing and light or color producing ingredients. Example 1
Ior c\ainple. t.S. Patent 2.841,481, which issued July I. Percent
1958. to Ronald (. Hall, discloses a pyrotechnic coin-
position ititi/ing phenol-formnaldehde resin, a ureaform- Magnesium (granulation 18) ------------------ 62.0

Sodium nitrate (20 microns) ------------------- 35.0a0ldehyde re,,in, or a me arnine-fornialdehyde resin ats a oimntae(21irn)3.
Polyglycol resin (QX-3812) ------------------- 1.86

binding agent. Epoxy resin (D.E.R.-732) 1.14
In U.S. Patent 2.984,558, which issued May 16, 1961,

to Edward Rolle. there is disclosed a binder which is a . The magnesium particles were of granulation 18. as
mixture of two unsaturated polyester re,.iis having styrene deLined in Mil-Spec JAN-M-382. entitled, "Magnesium
as a reactive monomer. Presently, many flare co.iiposi- Powder for Use in Ammunition." The polyglycol and

tions which are used by the military havr a polyester resin epoxy resins were obtained from The Dow Chemi.:al
for a binder, however these resins have some disadvan- Company, Midland, Mich. "The epoxy resin used is mar-
tage,, paiti, ilarly duriag processing. For example, many . keted by The Dow Chemical Company tinder the trade-
polye,,ter ic-ins have a very short pot life which makes mark D.E.R. 732 and is a flexible epoxy resin. The poly-
the ploces'iing lime very critical. glycol resin is a perehlorate-modified amine-terminated

long chain polyglycol and The Dow Chemical Company
SUMMARY OF: TH-I INVENTION 5 designates the resin as QX-3812. This polyglycol resin is

' lie present invention relates to an illuminating flare an amber liquid having a specific gravity of 1.05 at 25* C.
which is coiipiiscd of magnesium, sodium nitrate and a and has the following analysis:
binder which is a mixture of an epoxy resin and a per-
chloraie-nmodiicd amine-terminated long chain polyglycol. Carbon ------------------------------------ 59.10

38 r Hydrogen --------------------------------- 10.20T h e p r e f e r r e d b i n d e r m i x t u r e i s 3 8 p e r c e n t e p o x e i . 1.5 O. x y g e n - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - 2 8 .0 5
o'lld p2 rcecnt polyglycol resin. " ............................... . 36
Illutiin:tting hlare,, can be made according to the teach- ChlorineI1.36

ings of the precnt invention by either a mix and press Nitrogen ----------------------------------- 1.29

proess. a molding process, or by a casting process. In the The epoxy and polyglycol resins were first pre-blended
former process the hinder ingredients are pre-blended and (;o and then mixed with the magnesium. This mixture was
then this ni.re i,, added to the magnesium fuel. After then blended and then the sodiumi nitrate was added and
again mixing. ,,odium nitrate is added and the mixture is the mixture was blended until a homogeneous mix was
blended until a relatively homogeneous mix is obtained, obtained. The mixture was then put into a container and
In this proue,,,, about two to eight percent of binder mix pressed at 5520 p.s.i. to form a candle 4.25 inches in di-
i,, coinbine, a ith 92-98 percent of magnesium-sodiumr iiu ameter. The weight of the candle was 6624 g. The candle
nitrate. Fhe mixture is then added in increments to a was cured for 24 hours at a temperature of 70 degrees C..
c:ndle -ont.iincr and consliidlated Fy pressing. and after curing the candle was burned with the following

In the molding or casting process the ingredients are results:
blended the same as in the mix and press process except
th.t the o'icch.l 'e ol ohiuder mix is, nu,:ih greater. As the 70 Burning time, sees ----------------------------- 169)
binder nii, ia lituliid hblore icolvnieri,uaion takes pl:ic, Burning rate, g/sec - - - -2------ 3.
d Itl,,vi :liuiolnt of himier oMi\ sill maike the mixture Candlepower --------------------------- 1.60x It0)
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Examle 23,411,963 4et eehsIilt a nI mpeIn e
Rxamplc 2 ~~~~~The ingredinswr cleasiI, lPeI11d'n

Percent poured into aI container to cast a caindle l6 jiwb-es in

Magnesium t&.raniulation 18) -... ... 62.0 diameter. The weight of thle candle was 56,750 i. 'I hie
Sodium nitrate (20 microns) --------------- -- 34.0 candle was cLuredI for 72 hours at a temperatture of 80

rPolyglycol resin (QX-3812) ------------------- 2.48 - degrees C., and after curing the candle was burnedt with
Epoxy resin (D.E.R.-732) -------------------- 1.52 the following results:

The ingredients were blended as in Example I and Burning time, secs.- -- ----------------------- 242
then pressed at 8450 p~si. to forn. a candle 4.25 inches Burning rate, 2./sec.-------------------------- 234
in diameter. The weight of the candle was 7258 g. The Candlepower -------------------------- 0.99x 106

cande ws cred or 2 hurs t atemeratre f 8 to The epoxy-polyglycol resin hinder of the present inven-
degrees C., and after curing the candle was burned with tion have several important advantages over heretofore
the following results: used polyester binders which are used in many military

Burning time, secs.---------------------------- 195 type flares. Candles having epoxy-polyglycol resin hinde r
Burning ratce, g./sec. -------------------------- 33.0 1~ need not he subject to high pressures, as do candles hay-
Candlepower -------------------------- l1.74 x 106 ing polyester type binders. For example, during tests matte

at the U.S. Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Intl.. on
*Example 3 flares having polyester binders, it was determined that by

Percent reducing the pressing presstire from 8450 p~si. to 5220
Magnesium (granulation 18) ------------------ 58.0 ,,0 p.s.i., there was a corresponding reduction of efficiency

Sodium nitrate (20 microns) ---------- --------- 37.5 -from 40,000 cd.-sec./g. to about 32,000 cd.-see./g. Thisý

Polyglycol resin (QX-3812) ------------------- 2.79 degradation is sufficiently large that the reduced pressing
Epoxy resin (D.E.R.-732) -------------------- 1.71 pressures cotuld not be uscd. [ests, however, on candles

The ingredients were blended as in Example I and then uiiiga px-oylclrsnhne hwdta
0_pressing pressures of 2200 p~si., 3000 p.s.i.5220 p~si..

pressed at 8450 p~si. to form a candle 4.25 inches in -~ and 8450 p~si., resulted in candles ail of which had anl
diameter. The weight of the candle was 6800 g. The efficiency of over 40,O0)0 cd.-qec. /g.
candle was cured for 72 hours at 80 degrees C., and after Another feature of an epoxy-polyglycol resin binder is
curing the candle was burned with the following results: its, slow burning property. In tests conducted at the U.S.

Burning time, secs.--------------------------- 267 Naval Ammunition Depot. Crane, Ind., candles having, :in
Burning rate, g./sec.------------------------- 25.4 epoxy-polyglycol binder had a consumption rate of about
Candlepower -------------------------- l1.17 x 106 25 grains per second whereas the same size candles hav-

ing a polyester binder had a consumption rate of about
Example 4 38 grams per second. The overall efficiency of the two

Magesim (ranlaton 8)Percent - types of candles was the same. This slow burning prop-
Mansu gauain1)--------- 60.'0 :1)erty of candles having an epoxy-polyglycol binder is

Sodium nitrate (20 microns) ------------------- 34.0 unique and is of considerable advantage for- designing
Polyglycol resin (QX-3812) ------------------- 3.72 long btirning flares.
Epoxy resin tD.E.RA1732) -------------------- 2.28 Candles made with thle epoxy-polyglycol binder require

The ingredients were blended as in Example I and thet. 11 an elevated temperature cure which has some advantages.
pressed at 3000 p.s.i. to form a candle 4.25 inches in For one thing, polymerization takes place after all the
diameter. The weight of the candle was 6443 g. The ingredients have been added and better bonding results.
candle was cured for 72 hours at a temperature of 80 Also the binder has a long pot life at room temperatute
degrees C., and after curing the candle was burned with which makes it easier to process the candles as there is
the following results: 45, no danger of setting up in the mixer or during handling.

Obviously many modifications and variations of the
Burning time, sees.--------------------------- 282 present invention are possible in the light of the above

Burnng ate g.sec ------------------ ; 2.7 teachings. It is therefore to he understood, that wAithin
Candlepower--------------------------- 0.94x ID10 the scope of the appended claim, the invention may he

Example 5 r) practiced otherwise than as specifically described.
Percent I claim:

Magnesium (granulation 18) ------------------ 57.0 1. An illuminating flare composition comprised of he-
Sodium nitrate (20 microns) ------------------- 37.0 tween 42 and 62 percent by weight, of magnesitim, be-
Polyglycol resin (QX-38 12) ------------------ 3.72 tween 28 andi 40 percent, by weight, of sodium nitrate,
Epoxy resin (D.E.R.-732) -------------------- 2.28 and between 2 and 18 percent. by weight, of a hinter

The ngrdiets ereblededas n Eampe Iand composed of about 38 percent, by weight, of epoxyl resin
the prsse at522 p~~i.to form a candle 4.25 inches and about 62 percent, by weight, of polyglycol resin said

in diameter. The weight of the candle was 6624 g. The plgyo ei en opsd ywiho bu

candle was cured for 72 hours at a temperature of 80 59.10 percent carbon, about 2-8.05 percent oxygen, about
degrees C., and after curing the candle was burned with *0 10.20 percent hydrogen, about 1.36 percent chlorine, and

the following results: about 1.29 percent nitrogen.

Burning time, sees.---------------------------- 293 References Cited
Burning rate, g.fsec.------------------- 22.6 UNITED STATES PATENTS
Candlepower -------------------------- 0.91 X!06 65 3,162,558 12/1964 Bishop et al.-------- 149-44 X

Example 6 3,258,373 6/1966 Doudla------------ 149-44 X
Percent 3,261,731 7/1966 Lopatin et al.- ------ 149-44 X

Magnesium (granulation 15) ------------------ 56.0 3,309,249 3/1967 Allen ------------- 149--44 X
Sodium nitrate ( 150 microns) ------------------ 31.2TOCRD.QAF THPrmyEx in.
Polyglycol resin (QX-38t2) ------------------- 70. ALD,4RFR~,Piwr xmnr
Epoxy resin (D.E.R.-732) -------------------- 4.86 S. J. LECHERT, Jit., Assistant Examiner,
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United States Patent Office Paetd3s372,,574
PaetdMar. 12, 1968

1 2
FIGiUAUI I is a rcrsrtcctive view of a preferred emtbodii-

3,372,574 inent of the rre,,ent invention;
FRICIION&Y. 5V\5!TIVITY 7T.MNG ArPARAT111 FIGURF 2 is a top p~lan view of a cam device for pro,

Carl E. Arenotir, IItiinflielkd, C.'tirrll 1_. NtotTI5@flN Bed viding torque.
fort!, P.1111 E. Sctit, Lyot.s, an~d Llodt' A.. SmtiIa. Do FICURL 3 is a sectional view taken on line 3-3 of
ford, Ind., wi:d Garry Wcergatten, Nhirris IPalitdfl, NJ., 5 FIGURF 2., and

assliitrs o te Uite! Satis o Amric ~'FIGURE 4(a) and FIGURE. 4(h) are dintm at
sale&td hi (Ike Serretumry of Ilic NaYT m ma

pNlld Jun. 1, 192 Scr. No. S20,193 views lIhtgrating the variahle otorqe arm of a cam.
3 Cutis C A3)Referring r.w to the dr.;win_,!s there is shown a biase

(:hiiu (C ~plate 11 that is supported ol .4 tahc 12 which is slieably
,:?tached it) column 13. Column 13 also holds head 14

AIISTRACT OF~ THlE DISCLOSURE ihizt support~s the nmcessiry inechaunisai to turn a spind~c
15. A shaft 15 is Xacliehd perpiendicular to brse plr-:e 11,

A -iccfr d.tiiin heeViv frimeii)na1 scrsi- end a cant 17 is rntnt;ably riounted onto sbaft 16 by
* tivity of a pyro'echnic ii..-tcmiut h% coan!,rha! t:.inz. with means of I'earines IS and 19. Bty uay of exaimple, the

a weht, ,I rotation-1 iorc' tmppl;il by a rotxinc sisaft to 1.a p;Olile of call 17 is cutsotti itpoidunor

a quant;!ty (f pvrozcclmiie rivalr-i.1 h in a container motion. that is, the radius inci-rcaes at a unifomni rate. A
which iý ram-niti~ cn a camn, sads~ ht hinq ý;.achcd to contair zr 211 is attached to the top camri 17 by means -)f
or'c end of a cord %k it'i the other enJ of said cord heirs screws 23. and a hole 23 is provided for holdingp a sampie
ailt,,ved to said cainj whcrvt-y a s'ari::bie 1ozqz;-ar trnis hStoldel 2-4 which is made of at refractory material.
provitled zand whcrci, the amnount of rolt~itor cof said. eaifl 20 A dial rlae 25. having a center Woe 26 therein, is at-
and the lime required for i_-nit"Onl Of sald rp)Totc~hnic tachest to, base plate 11, and lines aad n~umbers represenit-
material detcrrniims the relzztise ricm~oril sovstitvity of ing df-.rcee are p-ovided on thc top -tarface of dial plate
said pyrotechnic maliiaeil. .1. A u-uhing 27 is rcsitioned in cenzer hole 26a and a

________________flange 28 thereon, and a di:'l 29. , sn a pointer 31, is
23 rotatably pesiticned on flarive 23, A pin 32 is provided

The invention descrjied liteiin may be M-M02faetied on ctam 17 and extends downwarlly so that it enp~gct
and used by or for tfir Government cif the Uni.ed Smir~cs the edge (if pointer 31. It cin thus be seen 'hat when~caim
of Anierica, for piwernimeratal puj'oizs wihhcu: the pay- 17 is roated, pin 32 moves pointer 31 relative to dial
ment of cry roya!!ics thereon or tlhcieicr. plate 25 Lind tho arrowil of rotamion of cam 17 veill be

The present invc.-tion relates to a de-ice fý-r tcstin." 30 indicated.
t~d va~ai~j heftctonl -rp~tyoftxtei.4,an pulley .33 :s rntmatahI mounted cn a bracket 34 which

piore pn!6icuazr'y tos a tc,.t rf,, Lr r'ctnencininS the is .ittached to bas.- palat 11. Pulley 33 is Frovided with a
friet~unaI tensjtivity of pyiotechncriz:mereizls. spr~rl p-,oove 3S end a cord 36 is pacscxd over pul~ey 33

There is tin irlic-eni danzcr in the n:truep.-ck- an-id seats in eroove 35. A haook 37 it nil~chcd to one end
tapting, aoid shinO!;a!' Of p%-ro!t:lrni: .aei! anid it is 3.1 of cord 3.5 arid th.- ot~her end of cvrd 345 is attachied to

often ecsirrable to k n--v ttat: di cc of sensiti, ny that a carri 17 by mrzanm of pin 38. A %k6iýht 39 is attached to
rartietataAr pyaoteeh ric matc:;A%.1i~dhv to friczion. H-erc- hoolt 37 mo appi% a fercc on cam 17.

ta'eh~~i~ ~it i i.rintc' facor . io~.rde a ;!etest .5of rii %pJ!aI to 4 76 1K I~ of'e t huein devwince
Idi: ltjnc(.~%iy.Ir.:ri1 cosite spn~l 15 iU slJ.M rin 46 keninga e"i>j~ete ~inthead1-

a e %Aisl)ýtl rii i''t'11n WAo s Y an. five ' ih a m'!0: %htmdc 40 a ndis oaH ciin which iii held io 1- '.i y motdor 24.
is Ml~lpejI t.in2 OCW- i .1LiS awr. [ht isc nizc of t'hrrougd inliir eve h n frd4 anth
a flclini 1iu i:t agii 1 :'_:, Lr ':. ;ra : ih as p:.zAto 0wc c ar i 47 eis dcter pi~iie 43 tserrountiof
qntwto hof .. oxin!-echoic lmigi-. vo:. tehi in a rct t re- sy ion* , le: t1 an weights l44 ate sDcle l hoke t yk

hein da on c ra m t :zoti~rc i. ut t'ue to. tA mipv;:rd , 'me , , i alonL devic 45 i poide onoth beindun
r;ý )icu , m hat'. -I '.iap! ifacto %.as an-kdted :. atchic leiein at 43of 1 r,, 46 is th sreulcatcir d toy cheadi 14 and

macar. I r~ fmrc~ rtct~ tie ~ar, a l~~a 5 -. 1: !:!ued tn'aea 'e of i ro iile 15 Fcito ock _pi.Cte %ith aainst

t~an~r 4ryi ~iic~re i ani ticordci. i4O wsmh 4,f~e~n~ 0 iliicaas is h t~eld bs.inr holder 24.an
:xt .... c 1(n'1 of The L;:i a lac:i iia ~eo o n- a ~' i-td forz ,efvt 39 i atthe d tof crd 46.aneitht

.Itu' liercfo J :~aca be l e-It %illno atce ihs A~t 47 iy mcean'e by pote 49. otint of
qilto t proife an inhirre Ina od ed in ac frI !c:ekry con- L 1 IYis nIrnu*l rotateld -iia yorlertew' diiet.a
ti~nvr th e £ltfi . ticti'vi sni.iit of pwn tchica rmla- urIii i:,to en~acs inii 3.the t~odique spindlerI is ana

Weu~le ca tmid aict,: if , JIranCnrt if) tciilc; iwt. t'r ovidhe a 44::r ate acdie ng ptoke i42 nhen amn 41 j s no eng run,
frovelw deivick 4o4e' ;..n t t and rinoth rf friectniona ti tocknt roataty 5 tiso t aiidle 5id, -- o h~keialyrd 146,n
friwciie lmr twie ftimc ro:.c 1 it.Ic Ciii -H1iA niatI;ried. in! -ab~ -tosit s1aiain.l 15 !h loc spidtlu IS and rd 4
'in 1 t.1~ ct arm a vmmrg ft;pe t prvelto- ~l3 v-.*tiat iiorngat.ted rdsed hytelwrds

wiltc vreiddy!L :wq,-.c~te llf te ,:j la t iteunesbete t the cad orroh rod a 6 e-alqtiasthe pyof techinic material

Itif , ilien cfic :!,!carz in eoaiaciien ~If 0-, ' .a.c zompanye-ir Gli`~ Ihe Ky-ti p%-tc 11 btrital. of tinr i 9s Ptarted, rn

in,!th drative1inzsi c~i~iyu ~uthi a untildn ithe slurredc pin32 Th e rrotdlmn conteria is inite.
iti; 216 o ~rl-n.Apeeemndvnon fepi
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The amonnt of force .pplied to the pyToteshnlc materlil mcans on -aid ram for holding a quantity of pyro-
47 by rod 46 is proportional to the amount of weights 44 techni,. mat,,ial,
that are attached to yoke 42. a sha.ft rotatably fixed relative to said b3ase plate and

The frictional force between the end ef rod 46 and the rotatabl' npap.able with said pyrotechnic material
pyrotechnic material 47 will cause cam 17 to he rotated 3 wherc" .rictfon between said shaft when rotatinp

L in a clockwise direction and cord 36 will wind onto the and said pyrotc'ohnk material causes said cam to be
outer periphery of cam 17 thereby raising weight 39. As rotated,
cam 17 i? rotated, the lever arm through which weight 39 means for apprying a selected force to !,aid shaft dur-
is acting is itereasd, as the lever arm iý equal to the dis- ing rl.tionaal cnagen,'nt of said shaft with said
tanhe from the center of cam 17 to the largest radius ot i pyrotcchnic materiat, and

- the cam touching cord 36. As illustrated in FIGURE 4 meats for apl)itg a froce of known value to the
of the drawine,, a- the lever arm is increascd, the rroove periphery of said cam tending to oppose rotation
35 in pulley 33 causes cord 36 to move an amount equa thercof whereby ,aid , c.. vc acling through a chang.
to the change in radius so that cord 36 will always be ine lever win' cotntc ,uaances the frictional force
perpendicular to the same line pa'%ing through the center 15 that iotates stid cam therebh stoppirng iuottion
of cam 17. It can he seen that as cam 17 is rotated, an of said cum whereblN he amount of rotation of said
ever increasing torque force is King applied to counter- cam and the time recqttircrd for ignition of said py•o-
balance the frictional force between tod 46 and pyro- technic material determinca the relative hfictional
technic material 47. When the torque force applied by sen-itiityofsaii pyrotcchnic material.
weight 39 acting through its lever arm equals or counter- 2o 2. A dc'icc f.or dctermining the relative frictional
balances the frictional force between rod 46 and pyro- scnsitisity uf a pyrolwchnic material as ret forth in claim
technic material 47, cam 17 vwill stop oitating. I wherein said means for applying a force of known

As pin 32 is attached to earn 17, pin 32 will be rotated valoc to said cam compries-
with cam 17 and will cause d:al 29 to be rolated. Thus a rull'cy attached to said base plate,
pointer 31 will indicate on dial plate 25 the amount of 25 a cord engaring said pulley and having one end at-
rotation of can, 7. MBy knowiry the amount of rotation tathed to said cam, and
of cam 17, the lever arm can then be readily ascertained a veight of known value attached to the other end
and by nultirlying the wcirht of weight 39 by the lever of Said cord,
arm the torque force needed to counterbalance the fric- 3. A dlcvice for dmtermin-ng the relative frictional
tional force can be determined. By knowing this value 'to sensitivity of a p•r.:ehni matetial as set forth in
and the time required to ignite the pyto:echnic material claim 2 wherein !aid pulley is riovided with a helical
47, a factor can be determineu. for the relative frictional groove for seating said cord.
sensitivity of a particular pyrotechnir mate.,al.

It can thus be seen that the ,vsent invention provides Reterenees Cited
an improved device for determin;.'R the relative frictional 35 UNITED STATES PATENTS
senssitivityofa pyrotechnic materiai 2,091,022 5/1937 Suart-"73-9

Obviously many modifications br.d variations of the 2,091,022 ./1937 c--_------------73-9Q
prese,,t invention are possible in the light of the above 2.6,%059 10/1944 . .hw.rt -------------- 7-7
teachings. It iý therefore to be unotrotaond, that within 3 .05698 9/195! Shaw.-----------------3--9the sco pe o f the ap pended clai mis the invention m ay be 40 3 ,2 5 6 8 9 1 5 h w . . . . . . . . . /--

practiced otherwise than as ,specifically described. OTHER REFERENCES
What is c~laimed is.
W. A device for determining the relative frictional Harry Ditnond taboratories Bulletin No. 8, ]an. 21.

se.rtitivity of a pyrotechnic material by counterhaiancing 1965, -C:m-Drum Torqcucm•ctr," r.illy M. Horton, lo-
a rotational force applied to a quantity of said pyro- 4r cared in class 73-134.
technic im;,oriial until ignition, said device compris.ng*

a b..sc plate, LOUIS R. PRINCE' Pr,'pn.ry Examinc.

a camn rotatahly attached to said base plate, JEFFLRY NOLTON, As.isxwt Examiner.
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United States Patent Office d ,369,946
tdFeb. 20, 1968

vide a process for controlling the degree and rate of
3,3699 polymerization of an acrylic monomer.

PROCFSS FOR POLYMIRIZNG ACRYLIC MONO- Other objects and advnntagcs of the present invention
MERS WITH STRONTIUM PERCHLORATE FOR will be readily appreciated as the same becomes better
PYROTECHNICS AND PROPELLANTS

Bernard E. Douda, BiloomK lId.. to tih Ulw B understood by reference to the following description,
a Sates of Ametica am reprusenhe by tdo Saretatr, o It has been found that strontium perchorlate contain-
the Navy ing up to 4 percent of water will dissolve in acrylic mon-
No Derwlag. Filed June 22, 1914, 9. No. 377,140 omers such as the esters of acrylic and methacrylic acids.

4 Claims, (CI. 149-.4) At room temperature, about 18 parts of strontium per.
10 chlorate will dissolve in 100 ports of mthyl methacrylate

monomer. It has been discovered, however, that the dt-
grec of ýolubility is related to the amount of moisture

AUSTRACTr OF THE DICLOSURSg containar in the oxidant. Maximum solubility occurs when
A process for preparing a polymer from a monomer about 2 2 percent of moisture is present in the oxidant.

selected from the class consisting of acrylic acid, meth. i1 Upon mixing the desired amount of oxidant with the
acrylic acid and esters of acrylic acid and methacrylic acrylic monomer, a prepolymer is readily formed, ac-
acid comprising dissolving water moistened strcatium companied by t -at evolution, This results in an increase
perchlorate in said monomer and then catalyzing the in viscosity of the mixture. This reaction occurs without
solution of moistened strontium perchlorate and mon- the need of an organic catalyst, and if the process is not
tmer. 2o regulated as -to the degree of solubility and temperature,,_ _a hard polymeric mass will be formed.

In order to obtain information concerning the effect of

The invention decribed herein may be manufactured the amount of water in strontium perchlorate on its solu-
and used by or for the Government of the United States bility in an acrylic monomer, a number of samples were
(if America for governmental purposes without the ply- 2 5 prepared using different moisture contents. Strontium per-
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. chlorate was prepared by adding water until the desired

The present invention relaten to a process for polymer- moisture concentration was obtained. The moistened salt
izing monoirers and more particularly to a process for was then added to 25 ml, of monomer (methyl meth.
polymerizing acrylic monomers for use in pyrotechnic acrylate) while a temperature of 25 degrees C. was main-
compositions. 30 tained, An excess of salt was added and the temperature

Various proccvses are known in the prior art for polym- was raised to 30 degrees C. in order to dissolve the excess
salt. The temperature was then reduced to 25 degrees C,eriling acrylic monomers. it is well-known that per.

oxides may he employed as catalysts. One of the most in order to crystalize the excess salt from the solution.
commonly usjed peroxide catalysts is benzoyl peroxide The results are listed in Table 1, It should be noted that
which yields high peak exothermic temperatures. TH3w-3 maximum solubility occurs when the percentage of water
ever, if the process is not controlled, vaporous bubbles present is about 2.2 percent.
are evolved which remain as blobs in the polymerized TABLE I
substance when used with monomers stich as methyl meth-
acrylate. In U.S. Patent 2,616,878, which issued on Nov. 40 MethytMonoarwr Aohydmus Strui- Wr
4. 1952, to Maurice Mention, 2-methyltetrahydrofurane is "o. .rauo) W.t.r raua.) tiul 'l,'rwhior.,ut ti.wdoi)
used to peblrncrize methyl methacrylate to give a clear I)Lseows
limpid polymer free from bubbles. However, the disad. -. 7... . ::
vantage of the use of 2.methyltetrahydrofurane is that 23, 3A
about a thirteen hours curing cycle is required. 4 ... *1 I , 24.,4 41

Various tertiary amines, such as N,N-dimethylaniline, ... ., i, i 17. 12
N,N-dimeth)l.p-toluidine, and trihexylamine arm also used 3 .. .',s 91 r•.. (t.Ai
with benzoyl peroxide to promote the polymerization of . uN 14..-.44 4.

methyl methacrylate. However, these tertiary amines are
not oxidizing agents and therefore do not impart com- 50 In order to show the activating effect that strontium
bustibility to the polymer. While noncombustibility is petichlorate has on arn acrtlic monomer, a numbn'. of
often desirable in commercial applications, it is not de- samples were prepared uing ditTerent amounts of the salt.
siaable in some military applications such as pyrotechnics A reagent grade anhydiou, strontium perchlorate was
and prupellants. used to which water was added to providc about 2.2 per-In the prewent invention, stiontium perchlorate contain- 5 cent moisture. Varying amounts okt the salt 'Acre distlsCd
ing up to about 4 percent of water is used to prelplyn'er- in cach of 25 ml. of monomer (methyl methacrylate in-
ize the acrylic monomer *ith complete polymerization hibited with 25 p.p.m. hydroquinone). After the stron-
being cfflcstcd at a later time by the addition of a catalyst. tium perchlorate was di,'stvcd, ';½ ml. of cumene hydro-
The strontium pcrchlorate will dissolve in the acrylic mon- peroxide catalyst was added, The activated and cataiyzed
omer %hith the degree of solubility being related to the 60 solution was then heated in an oven at 85 degrees c .and
amount of moisture added to the strontium perch'orate. the time Ao effect polymerization was recorded. The re-
As increasing amounts of strontium per%:hlorate are dis- stilts are shown in Table I1. Samkple number 8, containing
solved in the acrylic monomer, the solution becomes more only the ½i ml. of cumene hydroperoxide as a catalyst
viscous due to polymerization induced by the salt. was prepared as a control sample. Sample number 8 did

I1 is therefore a general object of the present invention 65 not contain any strontium perchlorate and requihcd ap-
to provide an improved process for polymerizing acrylic proximately 4 hours to polymerize. By comparison,
monomers, sample number 9. which contained only about 2.5i'; of

Another object of the present invention is to provide moistened strontium perchlorate, was polymerizcd in
a process for prepolymerizing an acrylic monomer where- about 66 minutes. The magnitude of the polymerization
by the polymerizable fluid will be composed of both a 70 time reduction caused by the relatively small amount of
fuel and an oxidizing agent. oxidant is one of the significant features of the present

Still another object of tbe present invention is to pro- invention.

ffiEC"l FAIN BLAWI-ZiO1 FIIJ6
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TAIILA U omor, will shorten the Induction time normially required
________to polymerize the monomer, and also the temperature re-

M,.iiYt A11iiYtrolle Motstenewl Time toa quired to polymerize the monomer is less. When the
Nu. h,1111nu,,.'r 1401111111111 Weata hIfunilunk Peovyeriae strontivim perchslorate dissolves in the monomer, I liie is

t~tmi~)i,~ri~iata(u~n) li~hIU~S ~ oprovided a dulud which serves both as a fuel anid aa, oxid.
S-. . ..- ~---..- - - lng agent. This fluid, when polymerized, serves its ain

a.. Nftw 010 CA &0 s excellent binder for use in pyrotechnics and rocket
0 am an , at toopropellants..

it. I. .i"a Ia "4 &c 08 1n 95Obviously many modifications and variations of the
A Z 0`4 33.3"15 teahinits. It ii therefore to be understood, that within
Ash ,~ *.~ 7the presen invtento appned po aimslAe invte nlihtof the aboe

pracice oterwse hanas pe~icaly escibeyd b

known catalysts that promote polymerization of acrylic one monome~r from the class consisting of acrylic acid,

aIcyl peroxides, ketone peroxides, alkyl hydroperoxides, acrylic acid comprising-
aralkyl hydroperoxides, alkyl perestfirs, and alkyl acid first dissolving water moistened strontium perchiorate
peresters. Various effects can be obtained by the use of ,0 with a said monomer in the ratio of between .025
different catalysts and alsce combination of catalysts can to .23 part, I y weight, of strontium perchlorate per
produce effects not readily available with any single cat- one part of monomer, and
Alyst. then catalyzing the solution (,1 moistened strontium

While Tables I and 11 cach show the relationslip of perchlorate ind monomer whereby said monomer is
various samples of methyl methacrylate and stro itium 25 polymerized in a relatively short time.
'crchlorate, strontium perchiorate also exhibits similar 2. A process for preparing a polymer as se forth in
characteristics as shown in Tables I and 11, when mixed claim I wherein said solution is catalyzed with i polym-
in solution with acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, and esters erization catalyst selected from the group consisting of
of acrylic acid and methacrylic acid, such as methyl acryl- diacyl peroxides, ketone peroxides, alkyl hydroperoxides,
ate and ethyl acrylate. Samples were prepared in which .1 aralkyl hydroperoxides, and alkyl peresters.
about 21 gins. of a(rontiumn perchlorate, moistened with 3. A process for preparing a polymer as aet forth in
about % jim. of water, was added to each of 25 ml. of claim 1 wh -rein said solution is catalyzed with cuniene
acrylic acid monomer, methascrylic acid monomer, and hydroperoxide.
various esters of acrylic and methacrylic acid. To each 4. A prcs for preparing a pol,,mer as set forth in
uof the mixtures about 1A ml. of cumene hydroperoxidc 35~ claim I wherein said strontium perchlorate is moistenedcatalyst was added, and with each sample the polymeriza. with between 0.1 and 4 parts, by weight. of water per
lion time was reduced from an excess of 5 hours to less one hundred parts of strontium perchlorate.
than 10 minutes. As in the samples using methyl meth.
acrylate, the moisture content in the strontium perchlor- References Cited
ate affects the solubility in the monomer. 40 UNITED STATES PATENTS

It can thus be seen that strontium perchlorate acts both 3,670 2/96 imaetl.- --- 199
a% an activator and a catalyst, that is, small amounts of
btrontium perchlorate, when added to an &,rylic mon- BENJAMIN Rt. PADGETT, Primary Exraminer,
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3,315,397United States Patent Office .tented Apr. 25.196,

S1 2

3,31",.", Another object of the present invention is to provide
FLARE GUN HAVIG QUICK miseans on a projector for quickly attaching a projectile :

DISCONNECT COUPLING to a projector case.
Clarence W. Gilliam, Crane, nd Richard D. Smnth and Still another object of the present invention is to pro-

John E. Wildridge, Washington, Ind., and Ray.tond IV. 5 vide a release mechanism on a projector that is easilySz pulski, Berwyn Heights, Md., assigno@t to the United operated with one hand.
States of America as represented by the Secretary of Other obiects and advantages of the present invention
the Navy will be realaly appreciated as the same becomes better

3 Clainv . (Cl25 .4-1 4 understood by reference to the following detailed descrip-

10 tion when considered in connection with the accompany-
The invention described herein may be manufactured ing drawings wherein:

and used by or for the Government of the United States FIGURE 1 is a top plan ýiew of a preferred embodi-
of America for governmental purposes withog4 the pay- ment of the present invention;
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. FIGURE 2 is a sectional view taken on line 2---2 of

The present invention relates to a gun for launching ]5 FIGURE i;
pyrotechnic devices, such as smoke and colored flares, FIGURE 3 is an end view of the embodiment shown
and more particularly, the invention relates to a flare gun in FIGURE 1, showing, however, the cartridge removed;
having a quick disconnect coupling for quickly connect- FIGURE 4 is a partial sectional view showing a sleeve
ing and disconnecting a flare cartridge to a gun. retracted in order to facilitate coupling of a projectile

Various devices have been employed in the past to 20 case to a projector tube;
launch a p)Totechnic flare by a hand-held device. One FIGURE 5 is a partial sectional view showing a caT-
relatively small device for launching flares is shown in tridge after firing; and
U.S. Patent 3,044.360, which issued July 17, 1962, to FIGURE 6 is a partial sectional view similar to FIG-
Russell 0. Stefan and Anton G. Lang. A guide tube URE 5 of. the drawing only showing a sleeve retracted
having a bore therein is provided with a cylindrical firing 25 in order to uncouple a cartridge from a projector tube.
pin that is spring biased by an expansive coil spring. The Referring now to the drawings, wherein like reference
lower end of the tube is closed by a threaded plug and characters d=•ignate like or corresponding parts through-
the opposite, or upper end, is threaded. A flare cartridge out the several views, there is shown a projectile launchLT
is provided with an externally threaded nipple which is I1 to which a projectile case 12 is attached. The launch-
lbreadedly engageable in the sipper end of the tube. 30 er is comprised of a cylindrical tube 13 which is closed

In U.S. Patent 3,102,477. which issued Sept. 3, 1963, at one end by a plug 14. A firing pin 15 is freely slid-
to Russell 0. Stefan and Anton G. Lang, there is shown able wi;hin the bore of tube 13 and a pointed striker i6
a device similar to that shown in U.S. Patent 3.044.360. is provided on the forward end of firing pin 15. A coiled
except there is shown an improved flare cartridge. In this spring 17 iý Frovided between the rear end of firing pin
patented device, the fuse charge is ignited in a manner :1. 15 and plug 14.
to delay its burning and thus assure that a substantial Referrir.2 particularly to FIGURE 1 of the drawi,.,-s.
portion of the mass of the fuse will remain unconsumed a firing slot 18 is cut through the wall of tube 13, at
during a considerable portion of the upward flight of the likewise a cocking slot 19 is cut through the wall of tube
projectile, thereby contributing to the momentum aiding 13. Cocking slot 19 is parallel to firing slot 18, but
in the ascent of the projectile and deferring the ignition 41) shorter in length, and the two slots are connected by a
of the signal charge until the projectile has reached an cross slot 21. The end of cocking slot 19 is provided
altitude where it will be an effective signal. The device with a safety notch 22 that prevents the firing of the
of U.S. Patent 3,102,477. like that of U.S. Patent 3,044,- launcher in case the launcher is accidentally dropped. A
360, threadedly connects the projectile to the launcher, cocking pin 20 is threadedly attached to firing pin 15,

While the devices of the above-mentiored Fatents per- 45 and cockir.g pin 20 has a reduced diameter portion that
form adequately, they have a disadvantage in that the pas'es through the slots in tube 13.
operator needs both hands to assemble the projectile to On the forward end of a launcher It, a quick disconnect
the launcher and also to disassemble the projectile after coupling 23 is provided. Coupling 23 is comprised of a
firing. Also, the time required to threadedl'v attach and sleeve 24 that has an internal tapered portio n 25 that
dikonnect the projectile to the launcher is relatively 50 adioins an- enlarged counterbore section 26 that opens in
long and flares or signals cannot be rapidly launched, a forward direction. A second enlarged counterbore

The present invention consists of a projector tube that section 27 is provided in sleeve 24 and opens in a rearward
has a cylindrical firing p;,, and a !,crng is provided to facing direction. Counterbore section 27 terminates to
forcibly drive the firing pin against a projectile case. form a shoulder 28. A retaining groove is provided
The projectile ease is provided with a circumferential 53 on the outer periphery of tube 13 and a retaining ring 29
groove on one end that engages with a quick disconnect is provideo theiein. A coiled spring 31 is positioned be-
device that is provided on the outer end of the projector tween shoulder 28 and retaining ring 29. Tube 13 is
tube. The quick disconnect consists of a plurality of also provided with three tapered holes that are equallyballs that are separately retained in tapered holes that spaced and positioned near the end of tube 13. A ball

are of such dimensions that a portion of the balls extend 60 32 is providcd in each tapered hole and tne dimensions
into the inner diameter of the tube. A spring-biased of the balls and the tapered holes are such that a portion
sleeve is provided on the outer diameter of the tube and of the balls protrude within the bore of tube 13. by
the inner bore of this sleeve is provided with a tapered way of example, the tapered holes might have a diameter
portion that is engageable with the balls. Lateral move- at the outer edge of 0.135 inch and a diameter at the inner
ment of the sleeve causes the balls to move inwardly or 63 edge of 0.120 inch, and the diameter of the ball might
outwardly, depending upon the direction of travel of the be 0.125 inch.
sleeve. The balls are engageable with the circumferen- Sleeve 24 is provided with a large diameter portion
tial groove to lock the projectile case to the projector 30 that provides a gripping surface for actuating coupling- tube. 23. After coupling 23 is assembled, retaining ring 29

It is therefore a general object of the present inven- 70 and shoulder 28 prevent coupling 23 from becoming un-
tion to provide an improved projector for launching attached from the tube 13 when coupling 23 is moved
pyrotechnic signals, in a rearward direction, and balls 32 and tapered portion
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25 prevent coupling 23 fm becoming uraitneed whe. a relatively simple means for coupling a projectile case
coupling 23 is moved in a f-rward directiot. to a launcher so thai very rapid firing can be accomplished.

Referring particularly to FIGURE 2 of the drawings, Obviously many modifications and variations of the
projectile case 12 is comprised of a metallic cartridge 33 present invention are possible in the light of the above
that is provided with a ball groove 34 on onw end. Groove 5 teachirgs. It is therefore to be understood, that within
34 is engageable wi.h the three balls 3_. A primer 35 the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be
is provided within cartridge 33 adjacent the end that practiced otherwise than as specifically described.
engages launcher 11, and a quantity of bla(;k pow&r 36 What is claimed is:
is adjacent the primer 35. A flare cup assembly is 1. A gun for launching a pyrolechnic signal in a car-
provided adjacent the black powder and is comprised of In tridge having a circumferential groove around the outer
a cup 37 that contains a quantity of pyrotechni-" compo- periphery thereof, said gun comprising:
sition 38 %hich, upon burning, provides a pyrotechnic a cylindrical tube having a closed end and an open
display. Spacers 39, as required, are provided and the er.d,
open end of cartridge 33 is closed by an end cap 41. a cyiiadrical firing pin slidably positioned within said

In operation, prior to coupling projectile cawe 12 to 1.3 cylindrical tube and having a pointed striker on
launcher 11, cocking pin 20 is moved so that the reduced the forward end thereof,
diameter portion of cocking pin 20 passes through slot a coiled spring within said cylindrical tube between said
19. As best shown in FIGURE 2 of the drawings, the closed end and the rear end of said firing pin,
pointed striker 16 is spaced back so that it will not come a longitudinally extending firing slot through the wall
into contact with primer 35. To facilitate coupling of _N) of said cylindrical tube,
projectile case 12 to launcher 11, sleeve 24 is retracted, a longitudinally extending cocking slot through the
thus compressing spring 31 and moving the tapered por- wall of said cylindrical tube. said cocking slot being
tion 25 away from balls 32. Balls 32 are now no longer parallel to and shorter than said firing slot,
wedged in their respective tapered holes and are free to a cross slot connecting the rearward ends of said firing
be moved outwardly from tube 13. Cartridge 33 is then 23 slot and said cocking slot,
inserted into the bore of tube 13 until it shoulders against a cocking pin connected to said firing pin and passing
the front surface of tube 13. Sleeve 24 is then released through and being movable in said firing and cocking
and spring 31 drives sleeve 24 forwarc and tapered portion slots,
25 causes balls 32 to become wedged in their respective a plurality of equally spaced tapered holes near saidholes. Balls 32 protrude into groove 34 of cartridge 33 30 open end of said cylindrical tube,
and lock the cartridge to tube .13. a plurality of spherical balts -positioned one each in

When it is desired to fire polytechnic device, cocking each said tapered hole. said balls being engageable
pin 20 is stroked backward in cocking s"o 19, thus €am- with said circumferertial groove in said cartridge,
pressing spring 17. Cocking in 20 is then moved through a sleeve slidably positioned on the outer periphery of
cross slot 21 and into firingit 18. The cocking pin 26 33 said cylindrical tube, said sleeve having an inner
is then released and spring 1 rives firing pin 15 forward- tapered surface engageable with said plurality of
ly and striker 16 strikes primer 35 causing it to fire. spherical balls, and
Primer 35. in turn, ignites the black powder 36 which spring means for biasing said tapered surface against
propels flare cup 37 outwardly and, at the same time, said balls.
causes the pyrotechnic composition 38 to ignite. 40 2. A gun for launching a pyrotechnic signal as set forth

Referring particularly to FIGURE 5 of the drawings, in claim I wherein a safety notch is provided at the rear
it can be seen that after flare cup 37 has been propelled end of said cocking slot.
outwardly, the spent cartridge 33 is still coupled to launch- 3. A gun for launching a pyrotechnic signal as set
er I I by means of coupling 23. The forward end of firing forth in claim I wherein means are provided for e)ecting
pin IS is in contact with the end of cartridge 33 and spring 45 said cartridge.
17 is applying pressure to the opposite end of firing pin
15, and this pressure is tending to eject cartridge 33. The References Cited by thc Applicant
balls 32, however, are still retaining the spent cartridge UNITED STATES PATENTS
33. 1,455,878 5/1973 Grinnell.

Referring now to FIGURE 6 of the drawings. coupling 50 1.775,178 9/1930 Von Frantzius.
23 is shown retracted, whereupon the pressure being ap- 2.859,444 11/1958 Reymond.
plied by spring 17 moves firing pin 15 forward thereby 2,955,586 10/1960 Hamrick.
causing the firing pin IS to eject spent cartridge 33. 3.044,360 7/1962 Stefan et al.
Firing pin 15 moves forward until cocking pin 20 reaches 3,102,477 9/1963 Stefan et al.
the forward end of firing slot 18. 55

It can thus be seen that the present invention provides BENJAMIN A. BORCHELT, Primar, Examiner.
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2
reaches 25 degrees C., crystals have been formed in

3,296,045 large quantities. The crystals are removed by filtration
PYROTECHNIC COMPOUND TRIS(GIYCINE) and then dried at about 100 degrees C. The filtrate can

S T R 0 N T I U M (i1) PERCIIIHORATE AND be used to form additional crystals by adding more stron-METHOD FOR MAKING SAME
Bernard E. I)ouds, Bloomfield, Ind., tsilgnor to thne 5 tium perchlorate and glycine in the proper proportion.Unitedthe Secre- The compound formed by the reaction of strontiumof Slate oAm carrer perchloraie and glycinc is a white crystalline solid and

gory ofhle Navy
Filed Nov. 9, 1964, Ser. No. 410,037 hai a solubility of 120 gins. per 100 ml. of water at 25

5 Claims. (CI. 149-75) degres C'. It is e.stimated that the molecular weight is
10 511.75. A 3 gm. sample of the new compound gained

The invention described herein may be manufactured 0.635 percent in weight after it has been subjected for
and used by or for the Government of the United States 6 hours to a slowly moving stream of air containing 75
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- . percent humidity at 25 degrees C. The compound is,
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor, therefore, not considered as being hygroscopic. The com-

The present invention relates to a new compound and 15 pound was considered as being not sensitive when sub-
more particularly to a new compound that can be uscd jeeted to impact and electrostatic sensitivity tests.
as a pyrotechnic composition, either singularly or in comn- Pyrotechnic candles were prepared by pressing various
bination with other ingredients. compositions into ardboard tubes having an inside diam-

Red pyrotechnic flares are presently formulated using eter of 1.437 inches. The length of the candle was about
conventional ingredients such as strontium nitrate. polas- 20 2.5 inches.
sium perchlorate, magnesium, polyvinyl chloride and Example I
strontium oxalate. These and similar ingredients are A candle was pressed using a mixture of 100 grams of
mixed together in various proportions to make red flares. compound (tris (glycine) strontium (11) perchlorate) and
There is, however, a continuing demand, especially from 3 grams of castor oil. The candle burned with a weak
military services, to provide flares with increased per- 25 red flame for about three minutes. Very little ash was
formance, and to meet these requirements, conventional formed.
ingredients are rearranged and reapportioned. The state Example 1
of the art has now reached the point vwhere rearranging
and reapportioning will no longer provide new flares. A candle was pressed using a mixture of 95 grams of

The present invention relates to a new compound that 30 compound (tris (glycine) strontium (il) perchlorate),
contains its own fuel, oxygen, asnd color ingredients. 5 grams of magnesium, and 3 grams of castor oil. The
This compound is prepared by the reaction of glycine with candle burned with a weak red flame for two minutes.
strontium perchlorate in a ratio of 3 moles of glycine o There was a slight trace of 'sh formation.
one mole of strontium perchlorate. The qynlhe,,is Example III
methods con.Siýt essentially in the cvaporation of water 35 A candle was pressed using a mixture of 90 grams of
from an aqueous solution of the two ingrcdi'nts. The compound (iris (glycine) strontium (II) perchlorate),
resultant compound is a white crytalline solid: not con- 10 grams of magnesium, and 3 grams of castor oil. The
sidered as being hygroscopic; not sensitive when subjected candle burned with a strong red flame for about 1.75
to impact and electrostatic sensitivity tests; and, when minutes and the ash formation was low,
burned, produces a red flame. 40

It is therefore a general object of the present invention Example IV
to provide a new compound by reacting glycine and A candle was pressed using 80 grams of compound
strontium perchlorate in the ratio of three moles to one (iris (glycine) strontium (11) perchlorate), 20 grams ofmole. magnesium, and 3 grams of castor oil. The candle burned

Another object of the present invention is to provide a with a strong red flame about 1.33 minutes and there
new compound suitable for use as a pyrotechnic material. 4 was medium ash formation.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention The above-listed formulas are i,ot necessarily the
will be readily appreciated as the same becomes betier optimum ones for pyrotechnic candle:, but rather were
understood by reference to the followinq detailed descrip- compounded to provide that the compo,,nd tris (glycine)tion when considered in connection with the accompany- strontium (1i) pcrchlorate would suport combustioning drawing wherein the figure is a graph showing the 50 without the addition of a supplementart oxygen supply,optimum relationship between temperature and specific and also, to show that the compound could be mixed withgravity in the formation of crystals, other pyrotechnic ingredients to make a flare. As syn-

In the synthesis of the new compound of the present Ihesized, the compound contains its own oxygen, fuel and
invention, one mole of strontium perchlorate is dissolved 5 coloring agent in proportions s,'ch that it will sustain
in 300 ml. of distilled water and then heated to about combustion while producing a red flame.
80 degrees C. Any insoluble% are then filtered out. Next, As an alternate method of preparation, the compound
three moles of glycine are added to the solution and the Iris (glycine) strontium (11) perchlorate can be prepared
solution is stirred until the glycine is dissolved. The by first dissolving I molecular weight of strontium per-
solution is then adjusted for optimum crystallization con- 60 chlorate in 300 ml. of distilled water. The solution is
dition. It has been found that crystals will most readily stirred while heating to 80 degree.s C. Next 3 molecular
form when the specific gravity of the solution is main- weights of glycine are dissolved in the solution and then
tained within a certain range for a given temperature. the water is evaporated by heating. The white solid that
The figure of th, drawing shows the range of specific remains is dried and is the compound tris (glycine)
gravity for various temperatures. For example, when 05 strontium (11) perchlorate.
the solution •s maintained at a temperature of 80 degrccs It can thus be swen that the present invention provides
C., the specific gravity of the solution should be main- a new compound Yhich contains its own fuel, oxygen
tained between 1.500 and 1.517. supply and coloring agent and thus is suitable for use as
is seeded and crystals begin to form. During formation 70 and variations of the present invention are possible in the

of the crystals, the solution is allowed to cool without light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be under-
stirring and by the tirC the temperature of the solution stood, that within the scope of the appended claims, the

--------------------
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invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifically first dissolving one mole of strontium perchlorate in

described, water Io form a solution,
What is claimed is: next dissolving three moles of glycine in said solution,
1. A process for preparing a pyrotechnic compound and

comprising: 5 then removing water by heating said solution contain-
first dissolving one mole of strontium perchlorate in ing the dissolved glycine.

water to form a solution, 4. A consumable pyrotechnic compound prepared by
next dissolving three moles of glycine in said solution, dissolving one mole of strontium perchlorate and three

and moles of glycine in water and then removing the water.
then removinf seid water. 10 S. Tris (glycine) strontium (11) perchlorate.
2. A process i',. rreparing a pyrotechnic compound

comprising: References Cited by the Applient
first dissolving one mole of strontium perchiorate in UNITED STATES PATENTS

water to form a solution, 2,987,558 6/1961 Blitzer ct al.

next dissolving three moles of glycine in said solution, 15 ,

next seeding said solution containing the dissolved CARL D. QUARFORTH, Primary Examiner.
glycine to cause the formation of crystals, and

then removing said crystals by filtration. S. J. LECHERT, JR., Assistant Examiner.
3. A process for preparing a pyrotechnic compound

comprising: 20

rI
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1 2
vt hii. thc abovc-irsted ranpe of ingredients, when

3,262,824 mnixed, res~alt in s~izisfacior y flares, the following wasS~lMOK lE'SS ASltl.SS SIGNAL FLARE COM- found to ie file optimunm formula:
POSITION CONIMNIiNG ANIMONJUM PER- PercentCIM!ORtATF 5 Amnoniiprhoae------------7.

James it. M107rittin, Linton. and INiiarzns L. Riple 'y, Bed- si on:icr acid lo ------------------------------- 74.2ford. lIrd., as4griors to the UnIted tteofAerica as Sc:cai----------------- .
represenitd by ibe Seeretýry f th Nv P;.raffin-------------------------------------5
No Drusi ing. Filed July 11, 19 6-:, Set. No. 385,51 8 Cop,ýcr dust ----------- --------------------- 1.

4 Claits. tl. 1,9-421Various test flares %ke'e mainufactured L'ing the above-
TIhe ir-eni ion described herl--i -nay h~e manufactured listed ot~innoln. for-tOila widh the conipo~sition being

and used iiy or for tI.. Goverrnr~ic-' o! the United Staes pre~ssed :it 1,pressure of ;b.Is'ut hdJ00 P.ii.i. .A tt rcc-quntcr
of Armerica ior gns'ernimc~tal p-.; ye% without the pay- inc iianwtier fllde io at . r,,tc of :0 stecond- pcr
niceit of ,-%- to, alzies tlic rcon I),- t:-,ercfor. inch. th''l( i,ýnitioa1tn~xr~i was fouW:d,, to be abott))

The 1;eo'cr.t invention eltsto in astakss signal flare 250 dvgnre. C. and the fia'es w;ere rclatisel-v insensitive

coflue 't~soin :idmwhprich, l when toa ahl sienatt to Kbath -n cteo-trosiaic clizzitc and to i:1pact. As In
flame. cuilbtt- hc,%%hn urned, emits a bilte clecti o-i:itic 5fl 1,a chat ee of 4250 s ci;ts at a ca-

11131110'o mwi~axi' of 0.2 pid. 0 :is applied to a tes' 11,ti atnd no
\'ai uis ti-molas live hcictofore be~en twed in comn- fie rtsolied.

roli~in 11oc, or ii~tar wwr'io~s.Genrall, tose20 tn owder to test iimpact %._tisitiv~ty, a 100 mg~. sanmple
flare-, ih.-t produecc a hitic lan,*- zontain leadl arseniate, was placed (in an hon bmle Lnd a 2 i[p. wceil'h A :s
and also no;;y cort3in trw!re, netat, suich as fii 03: dropped houm sarious 1bcipilts directly onto tbc sarnple.
dtisi'i,-d mnsm.White ill.- of i,ioigne-,itni in a %klin the sseight %ka, dioj'pcJ front a heioht of 41 cm.,
b~lue tlanwI f(rrouta may -n.Ila' ~e camiltt power 'JAt- Or moie, the sbomple would i,,e. A sample is consideied
pnt oif a t:e. den-,e %i.c hie niokc :', produckd along w;,h 10 toc ts 5t0itix it theic is a hiin ti pon a (hop of 20 cm.
ash. !-s no;:e tend,, to obsc.re "ie flkm., iend tt-e ash or l"
cirtises% the flt;e c )mpr~i~i~ Cil t uVnitevenly. *1 he Use \'isibil~t\ tests wete perfe~ined in the ficiti during day-
Of lC:d aiserareC Cause', tWe Cno n ue ob a lirht' and v.crc the' subiectise reports of .1h.prvers. At
1c;illrh tratart!. a Pd.''i* of 1000) rd L pari! bttrfli-1. 11oth iight and

In the. p_-.cnit iaventian an o'L:~- fuel- kvSICmI iN 11ed ~I0 tht bi-x cOlor from the test ft i:es wct:.- isitie. At i-
tha is o:haiio completely a,1tess L7nd is comrnpiscd of a tance of 1500 yards. light %%as visible but ceolor wa not
rmostet of :tnie rlerchlori:x e'-d %tcaric aCali. Tile Visible.
.,rnmoniamr rerchlomte mes'. pioperty of burn- The ads'ant'p-es of an aIhcsand smoke'c.. ..gnal flare

iz. cnlv l, e and %;!h ertl' sr.' mij nount of smoke. composition for military it,, beýonie% ieadi:!:. appzarent.
A% the mi-.tvre, upon bum~-, ik p.actitcally zsh~c-., all 15 There is no smoke to obscure tl:- lig~t or color of the
t!.e het foi': -d ik %or:.L :1 tk, as Vwid is no flaie nor is there atty ath to alsorb heat, obstruct the

'Artdo.! ,:t!-.ind to abso,,rb iul'.)d 1-eat, all the hC~t no:z l tho, t or interfere wkth the srmixih btirnin rt
is dmssp;lCeuI P.Lt Of the 11.a,-!C V. 11 ire" to filr~~ete \&ithin the. flar body. Also with :.n amhle\x fornulhition

c~tltc~i0erii'pu ;.I.ltc c~i- cmkaon. 1.1 or(tcr there is a fiee lidnaicýio~n Of he., d~toŽthe burning
tu H :iw -u colot aL small n,-itm of cop;-cr du~i is perind and theinc is t'3 extr~ te ke. tirg uf !,e fl.ire conr-

a'!uttot, eixitue of anincx :o prchlo:'ate and ft ime-r.
Ste lL IC. hioiisly ma:ny rnodfifc:;itions itnd \.!ri:;:oons oif tici

it iaI'.t. reor a er~cmriI oh:'c et :' ie prant intoniton pr, e:nt ios'e!Lion wte po,ýiht' in the- lirlit of tie ::hove
j ~to teos id'' itt irnrrosdsira P' 'or ri~i!:;.y ipe ,ra- te,,ehines. l-ot' wnp~.i 1. color of ill, flait dckptndi

Arix' r V tof t';c rr-ent i;.:-r-lioni ' to piositl a tioC l; srtli or diitihii n~pnd coiuld be
si~ne Pie i i-n'1t an s',:dc01, b. nm iincu, is a-h!,kss used ofs~~ 0; te cor~rer dwst 55 tca a te~l ýolor is desited.

aw ait , a'.* I I.. ::'. Sodlium comtpouinds enuld bic cm, loyod for a veltows calor
()ihr oie~ s~d aden~t-e oft~epre'it n.'ntin and hbariun (ir boron coinpoiito, Could ý,: rtiploycd for

s. itt IL.a~ preitda ~ oeb~iisttc 1  p i: gree color. It tlijrcfo!; to be undert,,ood. tliat
aordci.: :t: f, t:ICrQe ! j~ t~atw Irg dcaic e,- rip. withir the scop.e of the appenided claimvs, thc risrflt'iun

1:oifl may V-! nraericeed otherwise than. is specifically describ...d.An inan' !cruing I PLare acct;r.e ! tO to Ci te-ig o0 htisc.rnd is,:
tfie r-- -st.: *:r ton. stt: irik ac'd :trd Iretffin are nie~t, 1. A eorisiwoab!e pyrotectuaic Iixiottt consistiflp of

Cd t'er1-silcing a, a teniper.:io- of ab'out 90' de-ree, - liIc ot7' n ot81 ~ io impr

C. il cr? '-. dst '-; Ithen atdded :.;id r aix:'d ttic-ress ith. loae
I1. t1 tiet :s mlic- C'.uoled and set .enzd and hv tbciois ' !,urte

%iil fl.: r,-.Clorle. 11 es ~l%, !twr h- -out Vif and a!,out 2.r stearie at d.
boen riind_:v iiy Ag ou e ts.'' n zdt' .970-1; 80p:r yt r-e;wcen ibout I 'I- ind about 4I1c of a dewenhi1:4ir'9 in-
weight, of amwun urn p.rcr:dmioat I e:tssern about .'s- 12 -t~ 'r~e:v, O. and
pcreccrt. by wht':f sire d.' fwcen ibalut ',.' liet%%Ci 'oitou 8% and aboit 12% of a mo".ciiar
I'crcermt, tu seiht of pairaf.n. ;A. I- tween 4b~ -1 2 rutter tor piritodong iolor.
per.cent. b\ v eig-htl. ut corp.,.' dust. 'I he ltparmti. is used 2 A conuismabic p)WIatC~hnic mixture Is sct forttr in
to (dest'r,11tic Jie mi'ameI to impact. 0t dll I wherein said desensitizinig ing.redie nt i' pnrifin.
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3. A cviumable pyrmtechnic mixture as set forth in References (lied by the Applicant
claim I %herein said moh.¢u!Wr emitter is copper dust. UNITED STATES PATENTS

4. A corumibk, pyrotechnic mixture ci'nsiv.ing of
about 74.%ri,. by weight. uf ammonium pcrhI,-rate 1,605,118 11/1926 Minrath.
about 11.1 Ui, by weirhl, of •tearic ncid, b 2,62.97 2/1953 • \'lOiv.
about 3.6%. iby weight. of paraffin, and 2,.1112/19 58,' 19 -'. dding.
abiut It.!. by weight, of copper dust. 2,84I,4 I1 7/1958 11iI1l.

2,968.542 1/1961 Ir•rok.
References Cited by the Eiaminer 2.984,55 5A1 9fI Rolic et al.
UsuIED STATES PATENTS 10 LEON D. ROSDOL, Prijun- E.wminer.

2,716,099 8/1955 HeiskL*. -.- --..... 149-44 X
2,126,943 12/1955 Hikell ..------------- 149--44 B. R. PADGETT, Assistlant EL.iamier.
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1 2
3,258,373 cosity of the mixture. This reaction occurs without the

PLASTIC PYROTECHNIC ('OMPOSiTIONS CON. need of an organic catalyst, and if the process is not
TAINING STRONTIUM PERCHLORATE AND regulated as to the degree of solubility and temperature.
ACRYLIC POLYMER a hard polymeric mass will be formed. From a produc-

Bernard E. Douds, Bloomfield, Ind., amalgow to the i tion standpoint, this prepolymerization feature is an asset
United States of America as represented by the Secre. for because of the increase in density and viscosity of
tary of the Navy the monomer other insoluble ingredients will remainNO DrslalFiled July 9, 1%4, Ser. No. 3811,5921No Drawing. Fed (I. 1944,am d . No suspended in the viscous blended mass without appre-

ciable settling prior to polymerization.

The invention described herein may be manufactured 10 The strontium perchlorate acts both as an activator
and used by or for the Government of the United States and a catalyst in that small amounts of strontium per-
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- chlorate when added to an acrylic monomer, will shorten
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. the induction time normally required to polymerize the

The present invention relates to plastic pyrotechnic monomer, and also the temperature required to polym.
compositions and more particularly to plastic pyrotech- 15 erize the monomer is less. When the strontium per-
nic composition that are pour castable and upon solidifi- chlorate dissolves in the monomer, there is provided a
cation form pyrotechnics that are long burning. solution which serves both as a fuel and an oxidizing

Heretofore, one method of manufacturing pyrotechnic agent.
articles consisted of filling a hIllow tube or container The following examp!es are illustrative of the inven.
with a combustible mixture in wowder form and then 20 tion. In each of the examples, the monomer used was
subjecting the mixte-e to a very high pressure. The methyl methacrylate that was inhibited with 25 p.p.m.
resulting product has a density depending upon various hydroquinone, however, it should be understood, of
conditions such as the type of mixture and the amount coarse, that other esters of acrylic acid and methacrylic
and duration of the presstur applied. Such pyrotechnic acid will work equally as well.
articles show wide variati-..,. in their rate of combus- 2m
tion. Example I

In order to overcome the disadvantages of compacted 50 ml. of methyl methacrylate monomer
pyrotechnic articles, recent developments in the pyro. 165 gis. of strontium perchlorate
technic art has produced vario'is plastic type compounds 3 drops of cumene hydroperoxide
that can be cast or molded. One such plastic com- 30
pound is described in U.S. Patent 2,984,558, which issued The ratio, by weight, of monomer to strontium per-
May 16. 1961, to Edward Rolle and John Q. Tabor. chlorate is about I to 3.5. The mixture was heated in
This patented compound is essentially a mixture of un- an oven for 12 hours at a temperature of 75 degrees
saturated polyester resins to which is added a stabilizing C. A candle was prepared in a fish paper tube having
ingredient, oxidizers, and a fuel. 35 an inside diameter of 1.76 inches, and a two-inch candle

In the present invention strontium perchlorate is added burned for 30 seconds. The flame was about 24 inches
to an acrylic monomer. The portion of the strontium high and very bright red in color. A white smoke was
perchlorate that dissolves in the acrylic monomer acts produced and there was almost no ash.
as an activator to prepolymerize the acrylic monomer.
The undissolved strontium perchlorate remains susj ,lded 40 Example I!
in so'id form in the prepolymerized acrylic monomer. 45 ml. of methyl methacrylate monomer
Various fuels, oxidizing agents, and coloring agents are 35 gms. of strontium perchlorate
next added to the partially polymerized monomer, and 30 gas. of magnesium (atomized)
a catalyst is then added to facilitate complete polym- 45 gms. of anhydrous strontium oxalate
erization. 45 10 gms. of anhydrous strontium chloride

It is therefore a general object of the present inven- ¼4 drop of Lupersol DDM (a solution of 60% methyl-
lion to provide an improved pyrotechnic material which ethylketone petoxide in dimethylphthalate)
may be readily cast or molded.

Another object of the present invention is to provide The ratio, by weight, of monomer to str,)ntium per-
a pyrotechnic material which has an essentially constant 50 chlorate is I to 0.83. The mixture was heated in an

rate of burning. oven for 24 hours at a temperature of 75 degrees C.

A further object of the present invention is to pro- A. candle was prepared as in Example 1. and the burn-
vide a long burning colored flare that can be readily ing time was 95 seconds. The flame was about 12 inchesSmanufactured. high and very bright red in color, The magnesium was
muOther objects and advantages of the present invend 5, used as a fuel; the strontium chloride as a coloring agent;

tion will be readily appreciated as the same becomes and the strontium oxalate as a coloring agent and burn-
better understood by reference to the following descrip- ing time regulator.
tion. Example III

It has been found that strontium perchlorate will dis-
solve in acrylic monomers, such as the esters of acrylic 60 50 gas. of strontium perchlorate
and methacrylic acids. At room temperature, about 18 50 gris, of magnesium (atomized)
parts of anhydrous strontium perchlorate will dissolve 20 drops of Lumersol DDM
in 100 parts of methyl methacrylate monomer. It has 2L
been discovered, however, that the degree of solubility The ratio, by weight, of monomer to strontium per-
is related to the amount of moisture contained in the 65 chlorate is about I to 1.08. The mixture was heated
oxidant. Maximum solubility occurs when about 2.2 in an oven for 24 hours at a temperature of 75 degrees
percent of moisture is present in the oxidant. Upon C. A candle was prepared as in Example 1, and the
mixing the desired amount of oxidant with the acrylic burning time was 60 seconds. The flame was between
monomer, prepolymer is readily formed, accompanied 12 and 18 inches high and was a very bright red. A
by heat evolution. This results in an increase in vis- T0 white smoke was produced.
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Example IV Example iX
50 nit. of methyl methacrylale monomer 5r. ml. of oiuchv Imnethacrylale mionomcr
50Itinos. of strontium perchlorate 50 gin%. of strontitiin perchloi ate
501 gins, of magnesium (stoniized) 23 gin%. of magnesiula t aturnited)
30 grin. of strontium carbonate 'IS gins, of solfurI 6 drops of Lupersol 13DM 10 gins. of anhydrous strontiuim chloride

The ratio, by weight, of monomer lo strantium per- 2doso oeehdoe xd
p chlorate was about I to 1.08. The mixture was heated The mixture was healed in an oven for 2(1 hours at 75

in an over for 24 hours at a leniperature of 75 degrees lo dcgreen C. A candle was madc as in rxampic I and the
C'. A candle was pi ?&red as in Example I and thc burning time was 7 minutes.
burning time was 35 seconds. The flame was between As caqn be seen from thie foregoing examnples. composi-
12 and 18 inches high and was a very bright red, A lions with a high miagnesiumn cantcnt burn relatively rapid
while smoke was produced. and arc very hot. The addition of sulfur to the mixture

15 increases the burning time, as demonstrated by Example
Example V IX. Sulfur is best used in a range of 0.25-0.75 part of

501 ml. of methyl methacrylate monomersufrproeatofmn e.
It) ins of trotiu perhloateWhile the foregoing examples list mcthyl rrethacrylate

5(0 gins. of magnesium (atomized) as the monomer which is polymerized, strontium per-
40 ins ofstrntim ntrae o chlorate mixes equkally as well when mixed in solution40 gs, o strntiu nitatewith acrylic acid, met'hacrylic acid and esters of atrylic
30 dops f Luerso DOMacid and inethacrylic acid, such as methyl acry late and

The ratio, by weight, of monomer to strontium per- ethyl acrylate. Also, while the examples listed above
chlorate was about I to 0.21. The mixture was% heated were catalyzed with either cumene hydroperoxide or
in an oven for 24 hours at a temperature of 75 degrees C. 23 Lupersot 13DM there are many more cominonty known
A candle was prepared as in Example 1, and the burning cakalysts that promote polktncriration of acrylic miono-
time was 22 seconds. The flame was between 12 and 18 mers. Included among the known catal)sts are diacyl
inches high iind was a very bright red. A wbite smoke peroxides, ketone peroxides, alkyl hyd-opcroxides, alkyt

was produced. licresters, and alkyl acid pieresters. Various effect% can
Examnple VI n0 be obtained by the use of diff erent catalysts and also com-

bination of catalysti can produce effects not readily avail-47 ml. of methyl inethacrylate monomer able with any single catalyst'.
75 gins. of strontium -erchlorate In preparation, the acrylic monomer i, normally first
30) gins. of inagnesiut, (atomized) mixed with the strontium "pcichlorate and that portion of
IS gm; of aluminum (atomized) 35 strontium perchlor ate ssliicl. dissolves in the monomer

The ratio, by weight, of monomer to strontium per- of the strontium rserchloratte will dissolve in the acrylic:
chlrae asabout I to 1.7. The mixture was heated in monomer and, at room temperature, about 18 parts of

an oven for 24 hours at a temperature of 55 degrees C. 4)anhydrous strontium perchlorate will dissolve in 10)0 parts
A candle ww; .nepared as in Example I and the burning41ofcyimnme.Tepraplmrztonfth
time was 125 seconds. The flame was about 12 inches monomer causes an increase in the viscosity of the mix-
high and was .~ very Ibright red. Awiesoe as ture and th ulanA the nrdet hnadd

produced.easee viscosity of the mixture prevents the fuecl
Exapi 111and other andissolved ingred!ients fo setigand con-

Exami'i %;, seqCientl, at more homogenous product is produced.
Y') ml. of methyl incihacrylate monomer Pyrotechnic candles that provide adequate candlepower
83.7 gins. of strontium perchlorate when burvd. and also, that have a long burning time,
52.3 gins. of magnesium 'atomized) have been prepared by maintaining a ratio of between I
3 Crops Lupersol 13DM and 3.3 parts, by weight, of strontium perchlorate to one

5bo part, by weight, of acrylic monomer.
The iatio. by weight, of monomer to strontium per- The ratio of fuel to monomer is also critical for mili.

chlorate was abeut I to 1.?9. The mixture was heated tary applicationr in that too smiall an amiount of fuel w~ill
in a-. oven for '24 hours at a temperature of 55 Jegrees result in low average canudlepower, while too large an
C. A woudle wen prepared a% iw lExaniple I and] the burn- ak.mount of fuel will cause very rapid burning and :on-
ing time wwý I iO seconds. The flame was about 12 inches % equently, too short a burning time. F~or one red Ilaic,
high and was a very bright red. A white smoke was for example, a military specilication requires a ntinitnurn
produced. average candlepower of 20),000 and a minimum burning

Example VIII time t~f 23 seconds. In ordct to meet both of these re-
28 ml. of methyl methacrylate monomer quirements, the rato of fuecl to monomer should be be-
14 mi. of styrene monomer Go tween about 0.2 and 2.) pakrts of fuel to one part of
90 gins. o1 strontium perchlorate acrylic monomer.
5 gins. of magnesium (atoiniz~d) Obviously many modification% and variations of the
30 gins, of glycine present invention are possible in the livht oif the above
3 drops of cuinene bydroperoxide teachings. It is therefoic to be understlood, that vsiithin

t;,- the scope of the appended claims, the invecntion may beA
The mixture was heated in an oven for 17 hours at a practiced otherwise thin as specifically described.

temperature of 75 degrees C. A candle was prepared as What is claimed is:
in Examp~le 1, and the burning time was 155 seconds. A 1. A consumable pyrotechnic composition comprising:
red flame between 6 and 8 inches high was produced and one part, by weight, of an acrylic polymer, anJ
white smoke was produced. The addition of the styrene -,j between one and 3.3 part%, by weight, of strontium
monomer greatly increases the pot life of the mixture. perchlorate.
Glycinea is particularly well suited for use as a pyrotechnic 2. A consumjble piviotechnic composition as set foitt
fuel as plycine does not intlerfere with the production of in cl:,iin I having uniformly dispersed therein in a finely
the colored flame and also as only a minimum amount divided form between t0.2 .and 2.0 parts, by %%eight, of
of oxygen is needed to oxidize the glycine. 76 magnesium.
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I A consumible pyrotechnic composition as set forth betwece onc and i'l..rt, by %%vi•lil, of ,dllifiItII

in claim I having uniformly disper.d therein in a finely perchlorate, and
divided form between 0.2 and 2.0 parts, by weight, of between 0.2 and 2 1) pailt, by weight, of a lidel %'lcetdI
,dtnmiinum. from the group c•tnsisting of alumintim and niag-

4. A conuniable pyrotechnic composition as set forth a ncsium.
in claim I having uniformly dispersed therein in a finely

divided form between 0.2 and 2.0 p.rt% by weigl,, of References ('ied by the IFsamluner
magnesium and between 0.25 ahd 0.75 part, by weight, UNITFID S'rATES PATENTS

3. A consumable pyrotechnic composition as set forth 2 3,109,761 II/1961 Cobb et ...-----.-----. 149.• 19

i n c la i m ', h a v i n g u n i f o r m l y d is p e r s e d t h e r e i n i n a f i n e l y .1 ,1 . i2 0 2 1 0/ 1 9 6 4 Ce l -. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 9 - 1

divided form between 0.2 and 2.0 parts, by Weight, of 3,152,027 1(/1964 Godsey-------------149-83

magnesium and between 0.25 and 0.75 pt.t, by weight, 3,152,935 10/1964 Cadwallader --------- 149-19

of glycine. LEON D, ROSDOL, Primary Examiner,
6. A consumable pyrotechnic composition comprising: 13
one part, by weight, of polymer consisting or two-third'. B. R. PADGETr, Assistant Examiner.

methyl methacrylate and one-third ..yrene,

U23
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3,199,453

United States Patent Office 391e9e A3 0

2
FIGURE 3 is a partial sectional view similar to FIG-

3,1 9,453 URE 2 only showing lite signal having left the launching
SUBMARLNE SIGNAL FILZE tube and being in an armed condition;

Stanley T1. Fasig, Bloonmngton, 1lad, and Glenn C. John- FIGURE 4 is a view similar to FIGURE 3 only show-
son, J1yaltlsille, Md., alg..ors to the United States of
America, as represented by the Secretary of the Navy ti ing the va~ve removed and the battery compartment filled

Filed Feb. 10* 1954, Ser. No. 343,901 with sea water;
I Claimn. (Cl. 102--7) FIGURE 5 is a diagrammatic "iew of a wiring dia-

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 26S) gram;
FIGURE 6 is a partial sectioal view of an alternate

The invention described herein may be manufae.tured 10 nose plug assembly; and
and used by or for the Government of the United Sta'-!s FIGURE 7 is a sectional view taken on line 7-7 of
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- FIGURE 2.
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. Referring now to the dravings and particularly to

The present invention relates to a submarine signal- FIGURES 1 and 2, there is ,hown a submarine signal
ling device and more particularly to a signalling de- 15 fuze 11 consisting of a projectile shell 12 and a fuze body
vice containing a pyrotechnic composition and which ii 13. Shell 12 is attached to fuze booy aszzmbly 1, as by
launched from a submerged submarine, crimping, or the two units 12 and 13 may be threadedly

Submarines have used pyrotechnic signals as a means attached, as shown in United States Patent 3,048,111.
of providing a mark on the ocean surface in order to She'i 12 contains a pyrotechnic conmposition 14 in the
show the relative position of the submarine to surface 20 end .iK!. c a•c.d to .use body 13 srd a aperture 15 is I
ships. Heretofore, most signal devices have teen pro- provided on the opposite end of shell 12 to permit the
vidcd with a fixed time delay which permits the signal escape of the products of combustion when pyrotechnic
to'rise to the surface before the pyrotechnic is ignited. composition 14 is ignited. By way of example, a black I
However with the advent of nuclear submarines, which smoke composition might be comprised of fiften parts
can operate faster and at greater depths, the fixed time 25 by %keight of magnesium, 22 parts by weight of anthra-
delay device is no longer adequate as the submarine may cene, and 63 parts by weight of hexachloroethane. Red,
travel a great distance betwcen the time of launch ani yellow, green, and other colored smoke compositions,
the time of ignition of the pyrotechnic device, well-known in the art, might also be employed as the

In order to overcome the disadvantages of the fixed pyrotechnic composition 14. A nose plug assembly 16,
time delay type dcvice, devices ha.e been rrovided that on- ^o which consists of a nose plug 17 and spring means 18, is
critc by pressure nd :.re actualted upon rcaching a rrcd,- provided to seal shell 12 during its travel through the
termined dipth. One such d:'i:e is lhov\.n in Un:.d water. A pair of electric squibs Z9 and 20 are provided
States Patent 3,04,11! which issjcd A-uat 7. 1902, to near the top surface of the pyrotechnic composition 14,
Baker et al. This patent ,hows an arming nnd fir.ng mec.t- and a first fire composition 21 is provided around these
ani.,m which opcrmtcs thruugh prczre:sive stcps and is ac- 15 squibs to facilitate ignition. By way of example, a first
tuated by changing p:'csseLrL of the %',ter m,-di:,tm tro'Jih fire composition might be comprised of six parts by
which it is launched. A relatively high hydraulic pre--I.re weight of lead-peroxide, eight parts by weight of silicon
is first used to align a portion of a fring pin and then a low powd&r, and six parts by weight , f cupric oxide. Wires
pressure is used to actuate another portion of the firing pin 22 connect squibs 19 and 29 to .i sea water battery 23
which then strikes that portion which was placed in align- 40 through means of connectors 39 and a shunting switch
ment. While this patent does provide the desired fune- assembly 25. By way of example, battery 23 might be
lion, that is, the pyrotechnic is ignited upon the signal of a single cell construction with the negative plate being
fuze reaching the surface, nevertheless the complicated of magnesium and the positive plate being comprised of
mechanism is expensive to build and the complica'ed a film of silver chloride on a silver plate. Fuze body 13
mechanism can result in malfunctioning. 45 which contains the sea water battery 23 is provided with

The present invention functionally operates similar to an aperture 24 which is maintained closed during travel
the Baker et al. device in that the pyrotechnic composi- through the water by means of a valve assembly 26.
tion is not ignited until the signal reaches the surface of Valve assembly 26 consists of a valve 27, an outer
the water. A sea water battery is provided and, upon the sprirg 2S, an inner valve spring 29, an "0" ring 30, and
signal reaching the surface, a valve permits the battery 50 a spring retainer 31. Spring retainer 31 is attached to
compartment to be flooded and the sea water, acting as an a cha.mfered portion of apcrture 24 and the stem of
electrolyte, energizes the battery plates. Various safety valve 27 protrudes through retainer 31. The inner valve
devices are provided to insure that the pyrotechnic com- spring 29 is retained by reta.iner 31 and tends to bias val-e
position is not ignited prior to the signal reaching the 27 outwardly so that aperture 24 wi!l be open. However.
surface. 65 as wiil be erplained later, valve 27 is maintained seated

It is therefore, a general object of the present invention at launch, and after launch, the sea pressure acting against
to provide 3h improved submarine signal fuze that can be the valve head maintains the arerture 24 closed until the
launched from various depths but will not be ignited until force exerted by spring 29 exceeds the force of tltz sea.
the signal fuze reachas the surface. "0" r;nz 30 is provided to facilitate a water-tight seal

Another object of the present invention is to pro-ide PO betxseen the valve head and its seat,
a r,ubmaritie signal fuze that is actuated upon a compare- A guide assembly 32 is provided on the outside of the
ment being flooded whereupon sea water energizes a fuze body 13 and consists of a latch 33 that is rotatably
battery. supported by a shaft 34. A spring 35 is provided to keep

Other objects and advantages of the present invention latch 33 biased in a forward position. A guide shot 3S
will ue readily appreciated as the same becomes better 05 is also retatably supported on shaft 34 and when guide
understood by rcference to the following detailed de- shoe 36 is in its down or closed position, ii maintains the
scription when considered in connection with the ac- valve asvembly 26 in a position such that no watt can
companying drawings wherein: enter through aperture 24 into the inner chamber of the

FIGURE I is a top plan view showing a preferred em- fuze body 13, A wire 37 is connected to latch 33 and
bodimcnt of the present invention; 70 passes through a bole in guide shoe 36 and into the shunt

FIGURE 2 is a partial sectional view of a signal fuze assembly 25 in order to keep guide shoe 36 in a locked
showing the fuae in a launduag tube; position. A safety pin 40 is provided through shaft 34
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and through boss 38 on fuze body 13 in order to prevent spring 18 of the nose plug aswcmbly 16 is exceeded where-
any rotation of latch 33 ptior to the time that the signal upon nose plug assembly 16 will be ejected from Fhell 12
fuze is placed in launching tube 41. and the smoke from the pyrotechnic composition will

As best shown in FIGURES 2 and 7 of the drawings, then be emitted through apcrture 15.
launching tube 41 is provided with an cnlarged portion 42 5 In FIGURE 6 of the drawings there is shown an alter-
that has a narrow slot 43 and a broad slot 44 therein. natc design for a nose plug asscmbly. A pin S1 is pro-
When signal fuze 11 is placed within launching tube 41, vided to maintain the nose: plug 17 in position until the
latch 33 extends into the narrow slot 43 and guide shoe 36 products of combustion from the pyrotcchnic composi-
extends into broad slot 44. Thus it can be seen that lion 14 arc great enough to cause pin 51 to shcar. When
signal fuze It is guided during its travel through launch- It) this happens, the nose hing a.sembly will then bc cjccted
ing tube 41. Broad slot 44 is continuous throughout and tha- products of combustio:n can then pass throuigh
the length of launching tube 41, however the narrow slot aperture 15.
43 stops short of the outer end of the launching tube to Obviously many modifications and variations of the
provid." an end portion 45. As latch 33 strikcs end pre~cnt invention are possible in the light of the above
portion 45, the force of spring 35 will be overcome ,nd 15 teachings. It is therefore to be utiderstood that within
latch 33 will be rotated about shaft 34 to armasignai the scope o.f the appended claim, the invention may be
fusc 11. practiced otherwiac than as specificially described.

Shunt assembly 25 is provided to short the sea water What is claimed is:
bat'ery 23 prior to the desired time of igniting the pyro- A submarine si"malling device adapted to be launched
technic composition 14. A shorting disc 46 is provided 29 in a body of sea water beneailh the surlface thereof coin-
on the end of a spring biased shaft 47 and when guide prising;
.hoe 36 is latched by wire 37 guide shoe 36 maintains a fuze body having an inner chamber therein,
the shortin! disc 45 in contact w:th a pair of screws 48 a projecile shell attachcd to said fuze body and con-
J.nd 49 throuah which battery 23 is connected and thus disc taining a pyrotechnic composition therein,
46 shorts the battery 23 as long as guide shoe 36 remains 25 a pair of elect ical squibs adjacent said pyrutcchnic corn-
latched by wire 37. position for igniting said pyrotechnic composition

Operation when said squibs are energized,

In operation the ss'.bmarinc siýnal fuze 11 is placed in a sea water battery positioned in said inner chamber
the launching tube 41 which consists basically of a tube of said fuze body and connected through first and
that extends through the hull of a submarine. Once signal 30 second terminals to said squibs,
fuze 11 has entered the launching tube, the safety pin 40 valve means in said fuze body normally sealing said
can tsc removedI ho-se', er launchorg tube 41 will prevent inner chamber of said fuze body from said body of
the guide shoe from p.ivoting upwardly and thus aper- sea water,

lure 24 will remain closed by valve 27, and battery 23 a shaft slidably attached to said fuze body and having
Will remain shorted by disc 46. By way of example, 5 a shorting disc engageabia with said first and secondwillremin hored b dic 4. B wayof xamle, terminalIs,
the submarine signal fuze 11 may be expelled by a com-
pulsion firing method in which a quantity of high pres- means connected to said shaft normally biasing said

sure air is released to the inside of launching tube 41 shorting disc away from said first and second ter-
which drives the signal fuze 11 out the outer end of , mindle, s
launching tube 41. As submarine signal fuze 11 reache- a guide shoe assembly pivotally conncci on the out-
the outer end of the launching tube, latch 33 will strike side of said fuzz body engaging said valve meals

end portion 45 which will cause latch 33 to be pivoted and said shCft thereby locking said valve means in
about shaft 34. As best seen in FIGURE 3 oi the draw- a lo,_d position and maintaining said shoniing disc
ings this rotation of latch 33 cuses wire 37 to be wit- in engagement with said first and second terminals
dran fro thesrotation holi satchut casese y 25 ad b e wuntil said signalling dev~cc is launched in a body ofdrawn from the hole in shunt assembly 25 and guide
shoe 36 is then free to be pivoted about shaft 34. The sea water, and
outer spring 28 of valve assembly 26 biases guide shoe means operatively connected to said valve means for
36 outwardly and then the shaft of the shunting assembly actuating said valve means when the pressure applied

to said valve means by said body of water has beenis free to be moved upward by' its spring, and shorting 5 reduced to a predetermined value thereby permit-
disc 42 is disenga.cd from screws 48 and 49. Battery tin3 the entrance of sea water into said iner chai-
23 is now no longer shorted. Also the inner spring 29
of valve assembly 26 tends to push valve 27 outward.y, ber whereby said sea water servt ers an electrolyte
however, Ib- pressure of the ,ca wat-r against valve 27 for said battery.
will keep valve 27 seated to close aperture 24 until the 55 References Cited by the Examiner
force of spring 29 exceeds the force of the sea pressure.
At this timc the submarine signal fuze 11 wi!l be at or near UNITED STATES PATENTS
to thc surface of the watet and will be in a position for 2,748.704 6/56 Dinsmoor ----------- 102-16 Xigna~t~on. As valve '27 iý, c:.pel',-d from iti se-at by spring 2,790,399 4/57 Act~ernan ----------- 102-37.8 .
29, sea water enters the inner compartment of the fuse g0 2,859.695 11/58 Rolle ------------------ 102-7
body 13 and the sea wter acts as an electrolyte to energize 2,920,560 1/60 Clauscr et al. ----------- 102--7
the plates of battery 23. The power from the sea water 3,048,111 8/62 Bancr et al -.----------- 102-70
battery will then ignite or exnlode the squibs 19 and 20
to ignite the pyrotf.chnic composition 14. The products BENJAMIN A. BORCHELT, Primary Examiner,
of combustion from the pyrotechnic composition 14 will V5 SAMUEL W. ENGLE, EAamiiner.
increase the pressure within sheU 12 until the force of
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2
FIGURE 2 is a partial sectional view of a signal fuze

3,196789 showing the fuze in a launching tube;
SUBMARINE SIGNAL FUZE FIGURE 3 is a sectional view taken on line 3-3 of

Stanley IL Fasig, Blominguto, ind.- and Glenn C. Jobn- FIGURE 2;
son, II) attnallle, Md., asignorb to the United Stales of
Amerlem as represented by the Sccetary of thc NM 5 FIGURE 4 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line;

Filed Feb. 10, 19%4, Set'..No. 343,903 4--4 of FIGURE 1;
I ClFe m. (el, 19 , S --. FIGURE 5 is a partial sectional view similiar to FIG-

(Granted under TItle 35, US. Code (1952), sem. 266) URE 2 only showing the signal having left the launching
tube and being in an armed condition;

The invention described herein =-.y be manufactured 10 FIGURE 6 is a partial sectional view showing the
and used by or for the Govcrnmer. of the United States battery ejected into the sea;
of America for governmental pu.-poses without the pay- FIGURE 7 is a diagrammatic view of a wiring dia-
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. gram; and

The present invention relates to a subr tarine signalling FIGURE 8 is a perspective -' w showing v- battery.
device and more particularly to a s.;•nalling device con- 15 Referrin. now to the draw. -t and particilarly to
taining a pyrotechnic composition and which is launched FIGURES 1 and 2, there is sho ,n a submariaie signal
from a- submcrgcd submarine whcr...pon the pyrctechric fuze II consisting of a proiecti'e si. 1 12 and a luze body
composition 6 ignited when the siz:aling device reaches 13. Shell 12 is attachcd to fuze bo.v assembly 13 as by
the surface. crimping, or th. two L. its 12 and 13 may be thleadedly

Submarines have used pyrotechnrj signals as a means 20 attached, as shown in United States 'Datent 3,048,111.
of providing a mark on the ocean st:fanc in order to show Shell 12 contains a pyrotechnic composit.on 14 in the end
tnie relative position of the submr-.zne to surface ships. that is attached to fuze body 13 and an aperture 15 is
Heretofore, most signal devices hav! been provided with provided on the opposite end of shell 12 to pcrr.it the
a fixed time (lelay which permits tý.e sitgncl to rite to the escape of the products of combustion when pyrotechnic
surface before the pyrotechnic is iýn'.cd. H1-owever with 2s cv)mpositioa 14 is ignited. By way of example, a black
the advent of nuclear submarine,. %%hich can operate sniokt- composition might be comprised of fifteen parts
faster and at greater depths, the fsr.-d time delay device by weight of magnesium, 22 parts by weight of anthra-
is no longer udequatc as the subma-r-.:a- may travel a great cone, and 63 parts by weight of hexachloroethane. Red,
distance betwecn the time of L.ur.;.a and the time of ig- yellow, green, and other colo,cd smoke compositions,
nition of the pyrotechnic device. 30 *td!1-knos~n in the art, might albo be employed as the py-

In order to overcome the disadva'.:ages of the fixed time rotechaic composition 14. A nose plug assembly 16,
delay type device, devices have been- provided that operate which co'sists of a nose plug 17 and spring means 18, is
by pressure and arc actuated upo= reaching a predetcr- provided to seal shell 12 during its travel through the
mined depth. One such device is soawn in United Stat,:s watr. A pair of electric squibs 19 and 20 are provided
Patent 3,04S.111 which issued At: gst 7, 1962 to Baker 35 near the top surface of the pyrotechnic compositicn 14,
et aL This patent shows an arming Lrd firing mechanism and a first fire composition 21 is provided around these
which operates through progressive s;.eps and is actuated sqitibs to facilitate ignition. By way of example, a first
by changing pressure of the water r=-•ium through which fire composition might be comprised of six parts by weight
it is launched. A relatively high hydraulic pressure is of lead peroxide, eight parts by weight of silicon powder,
first used to align a portion of a ý.-ing pin and then a 40 and six partts by weight of cupric oxide. Wires 22 con-
low pressure is used to actuate an3ther portion of the nect squibs 19 and 20 to the lead wires of a sea water
firing pin which then strikes that portion which was batiery assembly 23 through connectors 24.
placed in alignmentL By way of example, battetr assembly 23 might be cona-

While this patent does provide :he desired function, prised of two positive plates 25 and a negative plate 2.5,
that is. the pyrotechnic is ignited ,2port the signal fuze 45 with the plates being separated by a spacer 27, as be-t
reaching the %ur!f,ce, nevertheless tlý- comrlicated mecha- shown in FIGURE 8 of the drawings. The negatihe
nism is expensive to build and Lk: complicated mecha- plate 26 might be of magnesium, the positive plates of
nism can result in malfunctioning. silver that have a fihm of silver chloride thereon, arnd th.-

The present invention functionaj.: operates similar to spacer might be of plastic, such as polyvinylchloride.
the Bat er ct al. device in that the s-yrotcchnic composi- 60 The battery lead wires 29 arc preferably spot welded to
tion is not ignited until the signal ;!.chzs the surfacc of the battery plates and then the portions that are welded
the water. A sea water bttery is i.-ovit'Ld and, upon the are covered by a heavy coat of cement, such as Pliobond
signal reaching the surface, the K. e!-y is ejected into the which is a proprietary pioduct of Goodyear Tire and
zea arid the water, acting as an el:-rolyte, energizes the Rubber Co., Inc., Akron, Ohio.
batte-ry plates. Various safety dz. :e-s are provided to r15 Fune body 13 is provided with an inner chamber 31 and
insure that the pyrotechnic comr,.'.Ition is not ignited an opening 32 is provided therein. A valve 33 seats in
prior to the signal reaching the surfaee. opening 32 and an 0 ring 34 is positioned on valve 33 to

It is therefore, a general object of the present invention provide a watertight seal. A stem 35 is attached to
to provide an improved submarine :;_.rnal fuze that can be valve 33 and this stem protrudes within the inner chamber
launched from various depths but %.il not be ignited until 60 31, and battery assembly 23 is wrapped around and se-
the signal fuze reaches the surface, cured to valve stem 35. Wires 22 that connect battery

Another obiect of the pre.ent in%,ntion is to provide a assembly 23 to squibs 19 and 20 are arranged in reverse
submarine signal fuze that is actc.ated upon a battery folds 36 so that the battery amsembly can be ejected into
being ejected into the sea whereupw. sea water energizes the sea. A tripping lever 37 is pivotally connected to fuze
the battery. 65 body 13 by means of pin 38 and when lever 37 is locked

Other object% and advantages of the present invention to fuze body It, lever 37 %ill retain vah'e 33 tightly in
will be readily appreciated as the same becomes better opening 32 so that the inner chamber 31 is sealed.
understood by rcference to the folloaing detailed descrip- Referring now to FIGURE 4 of the drawings, there is
tion when considered in connection with the accompany- shown a locking pin 39 that engages lever 37 to prevent
ing drawings wherein: 70 rotation of lever 37 about pin 38. Locking pin 39, which

FIGURE I is a -ude view showint a preferred embodi- is provided with a head 40, is positioned in bore 41 and
ment of the present invention; spring 42 will tend to bias locking pin 39 away from and
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out of ensagement with lever 37. A safety pin 43 is 19 and 20 to irnite the pyrotechnic composition 14. 'The
provided to prevent movement of !ocking pin 39 until it products of Lombustion front the pyrotcchnic compost-
ks desired to launch the signal ftue. A deent 44 is pro- tion 14 will increase the pressure within shell 12 until
vided in bore 45 to engage lever 37 in order to retain the force of spring 15 of the r.o,, plug assembl) 16 is
lever 37 until it is actuated. By way of example, detent 5 exceeded %hereupon nose plug assembly 16 Aill be
"41 might be a threaded spring plunger manufactured by ejected from shell 12 and the smoke from the pyrotechnic
Vijer Engineering Corporation, Los Angeles, California, composition will then be emitted through aperture 15.
and bore 45 would be threaded. A pin 46 is positioned It can thus be seen that the present invention provides
transverse through bore 41 to prevent locking pin 39 from an improved submarine signal fuze that can be launched
leaving bore 41 in the event that it is desired to relock 10 from various depths and upon reaching the surface of the
lever 37 after safety pin 43 has been removed. water a battery is ejected into the waier whereupon it is

Valve 33, which is preferably made of at, insulating energized to ignite a pyrotechnic ccinposition within the
materiAl such as nylon, is provided with three shorting signal fuze.
rods 47, 49, 49 that each extend through both ends of Obviously many modifications and variations of the
valve 33. Ahorting spring 51 is attached, as by riveting, 15 present invention tre pos'ible in the light of the above
to lever 37 and when lever 37 is in a locked position, as teachirgs. It is tw'retore to be und,-rstood that within
shown in FIGURE 4 of the drawints, shorting spring the scope of the appL.nded claim, the invention may be
51 engages each of the shortin2 rods 47, 48, and 49. As practiced otherwise than as specifically described.
shown in FIGURES 2 and 7 of the d!awings, the leads What is claimed is:
of battery 23 are connected to squibs 19 and 20 through 20 A submarine signaling device adapted to be launched
shortin" rods 47, 48, and 49, -nd when spring 51 is in in a body of sea water beneath the surface thereof comn-
contact with rods 47, 48, and 49, battery 23 will be shorted. prising:

Operation a fuze body having an inner chamber therein,
an opening in one end of said fuze body communicating

In operation, the submarine signal fuze 11 is placed in 25 with said inner chamber,
a launching tube 52 which consists basically of a tube a valve of insulating material positionable in said open-
that extends through the hull of a submarine. Launching ing for scaling said inner chamber from said body
tube 52 is provided with an enlarged portion 53 that has of sea water,
a narrow slot 54 and a broad slot 55 therein. When sig- a plurality of rods of conducting material extending
nal fuze !1 is placed within launching tube 52, lever 37 30 through said valve,
extends into the narrow slot S4 and boss 56 on fuze body a projectile shell attached to said fuze body and con-
13 extends into and is guided by broad slot 55. Broad taining a pyrotechnic composition therein,
slot 55 is continuous throughout the length of launching at Ikast one squib adjacent scid pyrotechnic conm.pasi-
tube 52, but narrow slot 54 stops short of the outer end tion for igniting said pyrotechnic composition,
of launching tube S2 to provide an end portion 57. 35 a sea water battery attached to said valve and position-

Immediately prior to placing signal fuze 11 into the able within said inner chamber and electrically con-
launching tube, safety pin 43 is removed from fuze body necled to said squib and said plurality of rods,
13 and spring 42 moves locking pin 39 out of engagement a lcvwr pivot.'lly connected on the outside of said fuze
with lever 37, However, lever 37 is maintained in a sta- body for maintaining said valve me ins in a closed
tionary position due to detent 44 which is engaged with 40 position until said signaling device i.. launched in a
lever 37. By way of example, signal fuze 11 may be body of sea water,
expelled by a compulsion firing method in which a quan- spring msans of conducting material attached to said
tity of high pressure air is released to the inside of lever and engageable with said plurality of rods for
launching tube 41 which drives signal fuze 11 out the shorting said sea water battery until said signaling
outer end of launching tube 41. As submarine signal fuze 45 device is launched,
It reaches the outer end of the launching tube, lever and spring means within said inner chamber for eject-
37 strikes end portion 57 which will cause lever 37 to ing said valve means and said battery into said body[ be rotated about shaft 33. As shorting spring S5 is at- of water when the pressure applied to said valve
tached to lever 37, rotation of lever 37 causes spring means by said body of water has been reduced to
51 to pivot away from shorting rods 47, 48, and 49, and so a predetermined value.
thus battery 23 is no longer shorted.

Spring 58, which surrounds battery 23, tends to push References Citeu by the Examiner
valve 33 outwardly, however, the pressure of the sea wa-
ter atpinkt valve 33 will keep valve 33 seated to close UNITED STATES PATENTS
opening 32 until the force of spring 58 exceeds the force 55 2.748,704 6/56 Dinmnoor ----------- 102-16 X
of the sea pressure. At this time the submarine signal 2,790.381, 4/57 Acl.erman ..------------ 102-37.8
fure I I will be at or near to the surface of the water 2.1159,651) 11/58 Rollc ------------------ 102--7
and will be in a position for i,-nition. As valve 33 is 2,920,560 1/60 Clauser et al .----------- 102--7
expelled from its seat by the force of spring 55 into the 3,048,111 14/62 Baker et al. ------------ 102-7
sea, battery 23 is also pu'led into the sea, as battery 23 60
is attached to stem 35 of valve 33, and the sea water BENJAMIN A. BORCHELT, Primary Examiner.
acts as an electrolyte to energize battery 23. The power
from battery 23 will, in turn, ignite or explode squibs SAMUEL W. ENGLE, Examiner.
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United S~tates Patent Office Jan.te 23,19,50

1 2
a combination signaling device having a smoke unit aid

3,167 050 a Rflae unit with one of said units serving as a hatndle
E-MEGENSCY SIGiALJNG DEVICE while thc other unit is burnting.FGlen C. Johasom. NJ atlavlle, hid, xwitp1 ftd Otbet objects and advantages of the present inventionUnited .5tates .f Ameriev as rteiesented b~y be Socas- 5 will be readily appreciated as the sonic becomes bettertrofthe Nsvý

Filed Vay 3, 1963. -4or. No. 277,963 understood by refevence to the following detailed descrip-
3 0altus.a (Cl. 116--124) lion %bent considered in connection with the accompc~my-I ~ ~(Granted soade M~e 35, ti.S Code (1952) sec. 266) ing drawings wherein:

FIGURE I is a front vietv of a signaling device show-
The invention described! herein may be manufactured 10 init a smoke contaitier and a flare container in a locked

andl used by or for the Government of the United States side to side position;
of America for goevernmental purposes without the pay- FIGURE 2 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line
mnent of any royalties thereon or therefor. 2-.2 of FIGURE 1;

The present invention relates to an emergency signaling FIGURE 3 is an enlarged top view of the signaling
device and more particularly to a smoke, signal, or it- 13 device shown in FIGURE I of the drawings;

* luminating Rlare for use by an aircraft pilot in a distress FIGURE' 4 is a sectiotal view taken on line 4- of
situation. FIGURE 3;

Emergency life rafts and many crewn'en af tcircraft FIGURE 5 is a frotit viev' of a signulingt device showv-
are Provided with signaling device% for use ifl emer- in; a smnokL container and a flare container in an end togency situations. A good emnergcrnq si ;nal should be 20 end position-, and
compact., be safe to handle and store, and also should be FIGURE 6 is a view similar to FIGURE 5 of the draw-
easily ignited as a person who has ne"(' for tich a device ing only showing the smoke cover removed and the cover
may be injured or handicapped. In &&itiun, it is desir- partially broken away to show parts in section.
able tN'.t the signal provide smoke for .is- in daylight and Referring now to the drawings, and pa.ticularly to
provide iiz.ht for use at night. 25 ]FIGURES 1-4, were is shown a first containe 1V having

Hereocfore known signaling devices I-ave had several a flare cornpos.it.on therein and a second container 12inherent disadvantages. One main discidvantage is that having a smoke composition therein. Containers 11 and
the sigrudls could not be easily operated, particularly by 1Z are hinped together by means of tabs 13 and 14 and
persons A ko may have sustatined in.:uries in making emer- pin 15. Spring IS is supported around pin 15 and tends
gency kr~diings. Also the combination smoke and flare 30 to bias containe.-s It anid 12 in an end to end position,
signals were not readily identified in darkness. as shown in FIGURES 5 :.nd 6 of the drawings. Con1-

The rresent invention provides a small, compact, signal- tainers It and 12 are each provided with a pair- of lugsIing device that can readily be activated b,/ using only one 17 on each side, and covers 18 and 19 are slidably eni-
hand. A pair of similar rectangular-shaped containers gaged with the respective lugs on containers 1t and 12.
are pivcrn.!y connected to,-ether at one end with. one 35 Cover 13 has a plate 52 attached thereto which has
container holding a smoke-producing composition and the a rounded end conflgilration 21. that might also be painted,
other container holding a flare composition. A torsion to indicate that it closes a container having a flare comn-
spring is provided to maintain the containers in aside po~sition, and cover 19 has a plate 51 attached thereto
to side relLtio3nship. Each unit is initiated by a priner which has a sloping portion 22 to indicate that it closes
which is fired by a striker essembly simiir to that used 40 a container having a smoke composition. Cover 15 is
on a hwid grenade. The striker assemblits are each main- Vrovided with a locking pin 23 that has an enlarged di-
tained in a cocked position by a cover that is slidably amneter portion and cover 19 has a similar locking Pin
attached to the container. The covert, which art of 24 that also has an enlarged diametec portion. A release
different configuration in order to' ic-ntify the particular button 25 is provided with a pair of slots 26 and 27, as
compositions, are held together by a ielease botto::s that best shown in FIrvURE 3 of the drawings, and the ends
is spring-biased against a pair of lo king pins. of these slots ure provided with a counterhore that will

When it is dasired to ignite one ( f the compositions, accommodate the* enlarged diameter portions of the
the release- button ik first pushed do' .nwardly and ther. locking pins 23 and 24. A spring 28 is fittached, as by
outward!% to disengage the locking pins. The torsion rivet 29, to the underside of release button 25 to S~ias re-
spring will then uause a relttive rotation of one hundred- 50 lease button 25 against thc enlarged diameter pot:;,ns of
eighty d-egrees so that the two units will then be in an locking pins 23 and 24.
end to end relationship. The unit to be activated is then Container I I contains a lower layer of fire clay 31 and
ice-itific.! by the confiruration -if the aver, and the covcr an upper layer ef flare mixture 32. A starter pellet 33
is tl'en removed by pushing the cover si.ewvays. relatiVe .~ i% provided at the upper surface of flare mixture 32. The
to the canthincr. As the covet becomes disengaged, the Mflare mixture 312 may. for example, be comprised of the
striker ras'em-bly is actuated to ignite a primer which, 'n following formulation:
turn, ign:'es the signal producing composition. A --hort Parts by weight
delay of' :he fuze permits the operatar to re.?~osit:ca his.
hand to the unit that is not bein7 actuated and thkuit arsu (rnlti 1)----------6
serves 3s . handle. The ryrtocchnic compos~tons are de- r.) Strontium nitrate ------------- --------------- 60
signed to burn from I5 to 60 se':onds. Potassium Perchlorate ------------------------ 10

It is thetrefore a general objec. of the present invention Polyvinyl chloride---------------------------- 15
to provide Ln ;mproved signaling device that can b- use Gisonite' (asphalt) a product of Ziegler Chemical
either during the day or night. &Mining Corp., Great Neck, New York -------- 10IAnotber object of the present invention is to pro,' le a 63 Linseed cil --------------------------------- 3
combination siprnaling device that consists of 1 smoke The strontium nitratibis mixed with the potassium per-
unit and a flare unit. chlorate and the polyvilnyl chloride, and this mixture is

Stilt another object of the present invention is to pro- blended throughI a thirty mnesh screen th'ee times. The
vide a signaling device that can be oterated by using 71 Gilsonite is then rdd,ýJ, and the mixture is again blended
only one "and. through a thirty miesh screen three times. Next tht Iin-

A furth~er object of the present invention is to provide seen oil and magnesium are blen~d,:d 'ogether throue!h a
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thirty mesh msee and then the two blends are added to- teiml I. which will v-ve as a holder while smoke comano-
lett'er and blended tbogh a thirty mesh screen four sition 42 is burning.
times. The rmsulti Da mixture is them compressed into Flare composition 32 can he Ignited in a similar mall-
container 11. ner. After r'case button 25 has t•een removed and con-The starter pellet, by way of example, might be co- * taimers 11 and 12 have rotated to an end to end position,
prised of the following foemulation: cover 1 can be slidably removed thus allowing striker

Parts by weight 36 to be actuated and strike primer 41. Primer 41 will
Lead peroxide ------------------------- 6 ignite starter peUet 33 which, in turn, will ignite flare mix-
Cupric oxide -------- --- ---- 6 lure 32.
Silicon ----.-.----........------- ---------- 8 10 It can thus be seen that the present inpention provides

a complete smoke producing unit for d&ytime signaling
The ingredients are mind togetber and :ban blended and a complete light producing unit for night use. The

four times through a thirty mesh srteen. The mixture two units are arranged in a side-to-side position for stow-
is then mixed with a suitable binder solution and then age and for carriage by an operator, and can be Ignited by
compacted into a pellet wiiring about 5 7nass. I3 a relatively small force by an injured operator acting

A striker assembly 35 is positioned in container 11 under adverse conditions.
above the flare mixture 32. A striker 36 is rotatably sup- Obviousuy many modifications and variation% of the
ported in housinr- 37 by meas of shaft 38, and a sp-ing present invention are possible in the light of the above
39, which is supportud around shaft 38, provides a bias ter.chings. It Is therefore to be understood, th-t within
action to striker 36. A primer 41 is mounted in housing 0 the scope of the appenaed claims, the invention may be
37 so that it is in position to be struck by striker 36. " practiced otherwise tha-i as specifically described.
Striker 36 iv maintained in a cocked position by cover 18 What is claimed is:
which prevents striker 36 from rotating. 1. An eme'rgrecy sigre!ig device comprising,

Container 12 contains a smoke mihture 43 which, by a first container havin- an open end and containing a
way of example, might be comprised of the following 23 smoke composition.
formulaGon: a second container having an open end and contnininp

Parts by weight a flare composition, said first and second contairners
Dye, Oil Scarlet 60 -------------..------------ 10 being pivotally connected togeLher at the ends oppo-
Dye, 1-olden yellow ------ ............--------- 3.0 site said open ends,Potassium chlorate ---------------------------- 4.4tssiumr c t30 a striker assembly mounted in each said container ad-
Suar ---------------------------------- 3.2 jacent said open crtd.
"Sil-O-Cel' (Thermal Insulation). a produce of first and second primers positioned one each near the

Johns-Manville, New York, New York --------- 0.8 open ends of said first and second conltaiers, re-
Graphite ----------------------------------. 0.2 spectively, said first primer being adaptable to be
Paraffin oil (white, light, domesti:) 1.0 • ignited upon actuation of said striker assembly in

Each ingredient is first screened through a sixty mesh said first container thereby igniting said smoke cor-
screen and then the oil scarlet dye, golden )eilow dye, position and said second primer being adaptable tobe ignited upon actuation of said striker assembly it
sugar, Sil-O-Cel insulating powder, and graphite are
blended three times through a thirty mesh screen. The said second container thereby igniting said flare com-
potassium chlorate is then added and the mixture is again fi position,
blended three times tluough a thirty mesh s:reen. The first and second covers spidctbly attached to said first
paraffin oil is next thoroughly blended by hand with the and second containers, respectively, said covers clos.
mixture, and the mixture is again blended three times ing said open end and retaining said striker assemblies
through a thirty mesh seren. in tacked position.

Smoke mixture 42 is compacted in container 12, and a firt and secend locking pins attached, respectively, to
hollow center is provided to accommodate a firicracker said first and second covers,a release button engageabic with said first and secondfuse 44 which has one end attached to a primer 45. Alo ps for ing said cv tother,,eand
striker assembly 46. which is similar to striker assembly locking pins for ascking said coversn together, and
35. is positioned in container 12 above the smoke mixtu:e spnin n an end-toaend retonseip.42.Strker47 whch s matblysuportd e b~zsng 860 tainers in an end-to-end relat'onship.
42. Striker 41, which is rotatably supported to housing 48 2. An emerpency signaling device- as set forth in claim Iby shaft 49. is maintained in a cuck:d poMition by cover 19."rt cwherein each said locking pin it provided with an en-In oper: finn. assuming that the •+inoke composition 42
is to be ig. ited, the operator first Jepresses re!ease button larged diameter portion and said release button is spring-
25 so that tIŽ! enarged diameter portions of lNcking pins biased against said enlargd diameter portions.
23 and 24 clear the top of release button 25. Release 5 3. An emerpercy signaling device as set forth in claim
button 25 can then he moved sidew.'ays with phn, 23 and 24 w %herein said fist cover is provided with a sopiing pot-passing throug'h slots 26 and 27. rc.•pectively. When re- tion to physically distinguish said first cover from said

, base hutton 25 completely clears pirs 23 and 24. spring 16 cover.
causes contairers 11 and 12 to be relatively rotated to an* References Cited by t0! Examinesend to end position. as shown in FIGURE 5 of the draw-ings. The sloping portion 22 on cover 19 identifies the UNITED STATES PATENTS
unit containing the smoke composition 42. and cover 19 Re. 18,938 9/33 ConklinS -------------- 102-65
is then shlJably moved by pushing on either pin 24 or 2.042,461 6/36 Gibson et al .----------- 102-65Iplate S1. When cover 19 has ceared the lugs 17, the 2,048,010 7/36 Kreisler --------------- 206-56spring fcrce or striker assembly 4" will cause cover 19 to 2,094,562 9/37 Lowy .--------------. IC2-65
flip off of container 12 arad striker 47 will then rotate and 2.398,545 4/46 MacMillan et al .------ 102-37.8
strike primer 45. which will in turn ignite the fire cracker 2,775,341 12/56 Benedika -------------- 206--.47
fuze 44. There will be a fer seco'ds delay before smoke 2,960,93-4 11/60 Jitekson ct al .--------- 102-37.8
composition 42 will be i~nit4d, and during this delay
period the opera.or can be nioiSng his hand down to con- 10 LOUIS J. CAPOZI, Primary Exanmner.
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